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LETTER III.

MR. COBDEN TO THE REVEREND --..

lanua_/, z853.

M_ DEAR S_R,--I am afraid you do not overstate the case
in saying, that not one in a thousand of the population of this
country has ever doubted the justice and necessity of our last
war with France. There is aU but a unanimous sentiment

upon the subject ; and it is easily accounted for. The present
generation of adults have been educated under circumstances
_'hieh forbade an impartial judgment upon the origin of the
war. The), were either born during the strife of arms, when
men's hopes and fears were too much involved in the issue of
the struggle to find leisure for an historical inquiry into the
merits of the quarrel, or after the conclusion of the peace, when
people were glad to forget everything connected with the war,
excepting our victories and the victors. There are no men
now living, and still engaged in the active business of life, who
were old enough to form an opinion upon the question, and to
take a part in the controversy, when peace or war trembled in
the balance in i792 : and Our histories have been mitten too
much in the interest of the political party which was at that
time in power to enable our youth to grow up with sound
opinions upon the conduct of the authors of the war.

But the truth must he told to the people of this country. I
have no fear that they will refuse to hear it. Even were they
so disposed, it would not affect the final verdict of mankind
upon the question. The facts which I have narrated, together
with many more leading to the same conclusion, to say nothing
of the reserve of proofs which Time has yet to disclose, will all
be as accessible to the German and American historians as

I
t
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ourselves. Mr. Bancroft is approaching the epoch to which
we refer, and can any one who has followed him thus far in his
great historical work, and observed his acute appreciation of
the workings of our aristocratic system, doubt that, should he
bring his industry and penetration to the task, he will succeed
in laying bare to the light of day the motives which impelled
our government to join the crusade against the revolution of
I7897

But the whole truth must be.told, and the public mind
thoroughly imbued with the real merits of the case, not as the
solution of a mere historical problem, but in the interest of
peace, and as the best and, indeed, only means of preparing
the way for that tone of confidence and kindness, which every-
body, excepting a few hopelessly depraved spirits, believes will
one day characterise the intercourse of France and England.
For if in science and morals a truth once established be fruitful
in other truths, and error, when undetected, be certain to
multiply itself after its own kind, how surely must the same
principle apply to the case before us !

If England be under the erroneous impression that the
sanguinary feud of twenty-two years, which cost her so many
children, and heaped upon her such a load of debt and taxation,
was forced upon her by the unprovoked aggression of France,
it is, I fear, but too natural that she should not only cherish
feelings of enmity and resentment against the author of such
_'-alamities, but that there should be always smouldering in her
breast dark suspicions that a similar injury may again be in-
flicted upon her by a power which has displayed so great a
disregard of the obligations of justice. The natural result of
this state of feeling is that it leads us to remind the offending
party pretty frequently of the disastrous results of their former
attacks, to thrust before their eyes memorials of our prowess,
and to warn them from time to time that we are preparing to
repel any fresh aggressions which they may be meditating
against uS,
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If, on the other hand, the real origin of the war be impressed
upon the mind of the present generation, and it be known,
/,a_u/ar/y known, that, far from having been, as we are told it
was, undertaken in behalf of liberty, or for the defence of our
own shores, it was hatched upon the Continent in the secret
counsels of despotic courts, and fed from the industry of
England by her then oligarchial government ; that its object
was to deprive the French people of the right of seLf-govern- '
ment' and to place their liberties at the disposal of an arbitrary
king, a corrupt church, and a depraved aristocracy ; then the
opinion of the country, and its language and acts, will be totally
different from what we have just described. Instead of feelings
of resentment, there will be sentiments of regret ; far from
suspecting attacks from the French, the people of England,
seeing through, and separating themselves from the policy by
which their fathers were misled, will be rather disposed to level
their suspicion at those who call upon them again, without one
fact to warrant it, to put themselves in an attitude of defiance
against their unoffending neighbour ; and in lieu of constantly
invoking the memory of their own exploits, or the reverses of
their opponents, the English people will, under the circum-
stances which I have supposed, be anxious only for an oblivion
of all memorials of an unjust and aggressive war.

Can any doubt exist as to which of these conditions ot

public opinion and feeling is most likely to conduce to peace, i
and which to war ? ,,

But, moreover, the truth must be known in order that the
people of England may be the better able to appreciate the !
feelings of the French towards them. The precept "Do unto
others as ye would that others should do unto you," is applicable
to thought as well as act. Before we condemn the sentiments
entertained by the people of France with respect to our conduct i
in the last war, let us endeavour to form an opinion as to what i
our own feelings would be under similar circumstances. To
do this we must bear in mind that whilst our histor/ans give us

¢

- \=
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a flattering and partial account of tile conduct of our govern-
ment at the breaking out of the last war, the French writers, as
may naturally be supposed, lose no opportunity of recording
every fact which redounds to our disadvantage. I have
abstained from giving quotations from these authorities, because
they would be open to the charge of being partial and preju-
diced. But it ought to be known to us that not only do these
writers make the European powers who conspired against the
liberties of France responsible for the war, they invariably
assign to England the tasl_ of stimulating the flagging zeal of
the Continental despots, and of bribing them to continue their
warlike operations when all other inducements failed. The
least hostile of these writers, M. Thiers, the favourite of our

aristocracy, in speaking of our preparations for the campaign
of '794, says--" England was still the soul of the coalition,
and urged the powers of the Continent to hasten to destroy, on
the banks of the Seine, a revolution at which she was terrified,
and a rival which was detestable to her. The implacable son
of Chatham had this year made prodigious efforts for the
destruction of France." It is to the energies of Pitt, wielding
the power of England, that France attributes the tremendous
coalitions which again and again brought nearly all Europe in
hostile array against her. Thus does M. Thiers describe the
spirit which animated him : "In England a revolution which
had only half regenerated the social state, had left subsisting a
crowd of feudal institutions which were objects of attachment
for the court and aristocracy, and of attack for the opposition.
Pitt had a double object in view ; first to allay the hostility of
the aristocracy, to parry the demand for reform, and thus to
preserve his ministry by controlling both parties ; secondly--to
overwhelm France beneath her own misfortunes, and the hatred

of all the European governments."
These quotations afford but a faint idea of the tone in which

the historical writers of that country deal with the subject.
We are held up generally to popular odium as the perfidious
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and Machiavelian plotters against the liberties of the French
people.

But it will probably be asked--and the question is important
--what are the _#restnt opinions of Frenchmen respecting their
own Revolution out of which the war sprang ? There is nothing
upon which we entertain more erroneous views. When we
speak of that event, our recollection calls up those occurrences
only, such as the Reign of Terror, the rise and fall of Napoleon,
the wars of conquest carried on by him, and the final collapse
of the territory of France within its former boundaries, which
seem to stamp with failure, if not with disgrace, the entire
character of the Revolution. The Frenchman, on the contrary,
directs his thoughts steadily to the year i789 . He finds the
best excuse he can for the madness of I794 ; he will point,
with pride, to the generous magnanimity of the populace of
Paris, in x83 o and x848, as an atonement for the Reign of
Terror ; he throws upon foreign powers, and especially upon
England, the responsibility for the long wars which desolated
so many of the countries of Europe ; but towards the Constituent
.Assembly of z789, and the principles which they established,
his feelings of reverence and gratitude are stronger than ever;
he never alludes to them but with enthusiasm and admiration.

This feeling is confined to no class, as the following extract
from a speech addressed by M. Thiers on the 29th June, x85I,
to that most Conservative body, the National Assembly, and
the response which it elicited, will show. It is taken verbatim,
from a report published by himself :--

"M. TMers._Let us do honour to the men who have main-

mined in France, since I789, real civil equality--equality of
taxation, which we owe to our admirable and noble Revolution.

(Notre belle et honorable rdvolution.")--(Assent and agitation.)
"A voice an the/eft.--Setfle that with your friends. (Oh,

oh I murmurs.)
"A vakx an t/_ right.--Don't mistake; it is not the Revolu-

tion of x848 that is referred to.
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"A/. TMers.--I speak of the Revolution of I789, and I
trust we are all of one mind upon that. (The left. Yes ! yes !
laughter.)

"A_. Chan'as.--Talk to the right.
"A/. Thiers.--I have a better opinion than you of my

country, and of all our parties, and I am convinced that no one
will encounter coldness or disapprobation from any quarter
when praising the Revolution of 1789. (Marks of approbation
from a great number of benches.)"

There is no greater proof of the predominant favour in
which any opinions are held in France than to find them advo-
cated by M. Thiers. But whilst employed upon this letter, a
recent production from the pen of my accomplished friend, M.
Michael Chevalier, has met my eye, in which he speaks of "the
immortal principles" of "our glorious Constituent Assembly of
J 789." Where two men of such eminent authority, but of such
diametrically opposite views upon economical principles, agree
in their admiration of a particular policy, it is a proof that it
must have irresistible claims upon public approbation. Men
of the highest social position in France--even they whose
fathers fell a sacrifice to the Reign of Terror--admit that to the
measures of I789 (they were in substance described in my last
letter), which have elevated the millions of their countrymen
from a condition hardly superior to that of the Russian serf to
the rank of citizens and proprietors of the soil, France is in-
debted for a more rapid advance in civilisation, wealth, and
happiness, than was ever previously made by any community
of a similar extent within the same period of time.

This feeling, so universally shared, has not been impaired
by the recent changes in France ; for it is directed less towards
./brms of government, or political institutions, than to the con-
stitution of society itself. And here let me observe again upon
the erroneous notions we fall into as to the state of public
opinion in France, because we insist upon judging it by our
own standard. Assuredly, if the French have the presumption
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to measure our habits and feelings by theirs, they must commit
as great blunders. Our glory is that the franchises and
charters gained by our forefathers have secured us an amount
of personalfreedom that is not to be surpassed under any form
of government. And it is the jealous, patriotic, unselfish love
of this freedom, impelling the whole community to rush to the
legal rescue of the meanest pauper if his chartered personal
liberties be infringed by those in power, that distinguishes us
from all European countries ; and I would rather part with
every sentiment of liberty we possess than this, because, with
it, every other right is attainable.

But the French people care little for a charter of Imbeas
cot�us ; else, during their many revolutions, when power has
descended into the streets, why has it not been secured ? and
the liberty of the press, and the right of association, and public
meeting, have been violated by "universal suffrage almost as
much as by their emperors and kings. That which the French
really prize, and the English trouble themselves little about, is
the absence of privileged inequality in their social system.
Any violation of this principle is resisted with all the jealousy
which we display in matters of individual freedom. It was
this spirit which baffled the designs of Napoleon and Louis
XVIII., to found an aristocracy by the creation of entails.
Now, the Revolution of i789, besides securing liberty of
worship, and establishing probably the fairest system of govern-
ment taxation (apart from the protective policy of the nation)
at present to be found in the world, has divided the rich land
of France amongst its whole population. It is these measures,
coupled with the abolition of hereditary rank, and of the law of
entail, which have chiefly contributed to gain for the Con-
stituent Assembly the gratitude of a people so jealous of
privilege, and so passionately attached to the soil. Yet it
cannot be too strongly impressed upon our minds that it was
against the principles of this very Assembly that Burke, in
x79o, launched his fiery declamation_ in which we find the
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following amongst many similar invectives :--" You would not
have chosen to consider the French as a people of yesterday,
as a nation of low-born servile wretches_ until the emancipating

year x789 ;" and we are equally bound to remember that it
was with the intention of overthrowing the system of govern-
ment established by that Assembly that the despotic powers
marshalled their armies for the invasion of Trance, and when,

upon the failure of the attack, we threw the weight of England
into the scale of despotism. Having fully realised to ourselves
the case of the French people, let us ask--what would be our
feelings under their circumstances ?

Why, I fear, in the first place, we should, like them, still
remember with some bitterness the unprovoked attack made

upon us by the nations of Europe, and that we should
sometimes tempted to call that country in particular "per-
fidious," which, whilst professing to be free itself, and to have
derived its freedom from a revolution, yet joined the despots
of the Continent in a coalition against the liberties of another

people : we_ who have just paid almost pagan honours to the
remains of a general who fought the battles of that unrighteous
coalition--what would we have done in honour of those soldiers

who beat back from our frontiers confederate armies of literally
every nation in Christian Europe, except Sweden, Denmark,
and Switzerland ? Should we not, if we were Frenchmen, be

greater worshippers of the name of Napoleon, if possible, than

we are of Wellington and Nelson--and with greater reason ?

Should we not forgive him his ambition, his selfishness, his
despotic rule ? would not every fault be forgotten in the
recollection that he humbled Prussia, who had without provo-
cation assailed us when in the throes of a domestic revolution,

and that he dictated terms at Vienna to Austria, who had

actually begun the dismemberment* of our own territory?
Should not we in all probability still fed so much under the

influence of former dangers and disasters as to cling for pro-
* At Valenctenn_ and CondO.
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tection to a large standing army ?--and might not that central-
ised government which alone enabled us to preserve our

independence still find favour in our sight ? and should we not
indulge a feeling of proud defiance in electing for the chief of
the state the next heir to that great military hero, the child

and champion of the Revolution, whose family had been
especially proscribed by the coalesced Powers before whom

he finally fell ? Yes, however wise men might moralise, and good
men mourn, these would, under the circumstances, I am sure, be

the feelings and passions of Englishmen--ay, and probably,
in even a stronger degree than they are now cherished in France.

What, then, are the results which I anticipate from the
general diffusion of a true knowledge of the origin and
character of the last French war ? In the first place, a more

friendly and tolerant feeling towards the French people. The
maxim of Rochefoucault, that we never forgive those we have
injured, if it be not unjust as applied to individuals, does not
certainly hold good with respect to communities. Great
nations may be proud, and even vain, but they are ever

magnanimous ; and it is only meanness which could lead us
to visit upon our victim the penalty of our own injustice.
Besides, the maxim is not intended to apply, even in indivi-
duals, to generous natures, and generosity is the invariable
attribute of great masses of men.

But, in the next place, I should expect from a more correct

knowledge of our error of sixty years ago, that we shall be less
likely to repeat it now. It is certain that the lesson will not

be required? Are there no symptoms that we have spirits
amongst us who want not the will, if the power and occasion
be afforded, to play the part of Burke in our day ? He excited

the indignation of his countrymen against a republic which
had decapitated a King; now our sympathies are roused in

behalf of a republic which has been strangled by an Emperor.
However inconsistent, in other respects, our conduct at the

two epochs may be, we seem in both cases likely to fall into
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the error of forgetting that the French nation are the legitimate
tribunal for disposing of the grievance. To forget this is
indeed a more flagrant act of intervention on our part than was
that of our forefathers, inasmuch as, whilst they usurped the
functions of twenty4our millions of Frenchmen, we are now
in danger of treating thirty-six millions with no greater con-
sideration.

I have said that we are not without imitators of the Re.

fleclions. Asmallvolume of " Zetters of ' an EnglisAman,' on
Zouis 2Vaibo/ean, /he a_n_ire and the Coup d_tat re/o.inted with
large addilionsfrom the Times," is lying before me. I know a
cynical person who stoutly maintains the theory that we are
not progressive creatures ; that, on the contrary, we move in a
circle of instincts ; and that a given cycle of years brings us
back again to the follies and errors from which we thought
mankind had emancipated itself. And really these £etters are
calculated to encourage him in his cynicism. For here we
have the very same invectives levelled at Louis Napoleon
which were huffed at the Constituent Assembly sixty years
ago. The style, the language, the very epithets are identically
the same. Take a couple of morsels by way of illustration,
the one speaking of the Constituent Assembly of x789, and
the other of Louis Napoleon in x85z :

BU RKF._ 1790.

"flow came the Assemblyby theirpresentpower over the army
Chiefly,to be sure,by debauchingthe soldiersfrom theirofti_ers."

'I ]_-NGLISHMANI _ 18_2.

"The banquetsto the sub-officers,the champagne,the toasts,andthe
reviewsdiscloseda continuityofpurpose,anda determinationto debauch
the soldiery,calculatedto openthe eyesof alL"

So much for a specimen of specific accusation. ,
Now for a sample of general invective :

Bu_Kz, x79o.
_qt_eaki_tg Of t_ Co._tlguers[ .dIt#t_n_13t,

**When allthefrauds,impostures,violences,rapines,bur_ings,nmrrlers.
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confiscations, compulsory paper currencies, and every description of
tyranny and cruelty employed to bring about and uphold this revolution
have their natural effect, that is, to shock the moral sentiments of all
virtuous sober minds, the abettors of this philosophic system immediately
strain their throats in a declamation against the old monarchical govern
meritof France."

cc ENGLISHMAN," 18_2.

Spea_i_g of Laui_ Na,_aleon.

"A se]foconvicted perjurer, an attainted traitor, a conspirator success-
ful by the foulest treachery, the purchase of the soldiery, and the butchery
of thousands_ he must, if not cut short in his career, go all length of
tyranny. For him there is no halt, for his system no clement of either
stability or progress. It is a hopeless and absolute anachronism."

Considering that the r_sult of Burke's declamation was a

war of twenty-two years, first to put down the French Republic
and afterwards Napoleon Bonaparte, both in the interest of
the Bourbons ; that the war cost us some five hundred millions

of debt ; and that the result is this present year, x853 , a Bona-
parte, whose family we proscribed, sitting upon the French
throne, and the Bourbons, whom we installed at the Tuileries,

fugitives from the soil of France; remembering these things,
and beholding this not altogether unsuccessful attempt at an
imitntion of the "Reflections," it does certainly afford a
triumph to my cynical acquaintance so far at least as to raise a

doubt whether progressive wisdom be an element of our foreign

policy. I could give many specimens of declamatory writing
from the ZeHers not inferior to Burke in style, and some of
them surpassing him in the vigour of their invective. Take

tim following as an illustration of the lengths to which the
writer's vehemence carries him, and let it be borne_in mind
that these letters have had a far wider circulation than Burke's

great philippic, with all its popularity, could boast of. I invite
attention to those passages marked by me in italics. "The

presidential chair or the imperial throne is set upon a crater;
the soil is volcanic, undermined and trembling ; the steps are
slippery with blood, and the darkening steam of smouldering
hatred, conspiracy, and vengeance is exhaling round it. Each

w
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l_ar@ canfurnisk its conlingenfsfor O,rannicide, the assassin dogs
Mm in the street, and even at the balls or banqueis of the Elys& he
mayfind thefate of Gustavus. He who has been false to all
must only look for falsehood, and is doomed to daily and to

"t nightly fears of mutinies, insurrections, and revenge. Con-
science cannot be altogether stifled, and will sometimes obtrude
in her horrible phantasmagoria the ghastly corpses of the
Boulevards."

Nobody will suppose that I would deny to any one the
right of publishing his views upon French or any other politics.
So far am I from wishing to restrain the liberty of the press it
is my constant complaint that it is not free enough. The
press, in my opinion, should be the only censor of the press ;
and in this spirit I would appeal to public opinion against the
evil tendency of these and similar productions. We all know
how the strictures of Burke began with criticism, grew into
menace, and ended in a cry for war. The "Englishman's"
Zetlers are here again an exact counterpart of their great original.
The volume contains ten letters, the two first--penned in a
style of which I have given specimens--are furious attacks
upon Louis Napoleon and his government, with passing con-
demnations on the majority of the Legislative Assembly, the
Ofleanists_ the bourgeoisie, the peasantry, the soldiers, and'the
priests ; in fact there is hardly any party in France which
escapes his vituperation. Next comes letter the third, headed,
most appropriately after all this provoking abuse, "The 2Vat:onal
Doeences," which subject he discusses with his telling style, and
upon the whole with great good sense. Having thus provided
against accidents, and ascertained that he was ensconced in
something stronger than a "glass house," he resumes his
vocation of pelting with the hardest and sharpest words h_ can
find in his copious vocabulary of invective, Louis Napoleon in
particular, and all sorts of men in general at home and abroad.
After indulging himself in this way through four more letters
we come to the eighth, which bears the title--somewhat out of

i
i
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place in such company--of "Peace at all/rice." It would
seem that Mr. Burrltt and Mr. Fry, having taken alarm at the
hostile toue of the English press, had set on foot a scheme for
counteracting the mischief. Addresses containing assurances
of friendship and peace were drawn up in several of our towns,
signed by the inhabitants and forwarded to various places in
France. This movement, than which nothing could be more
amiable, and certainly nothing more harmless, draws down
upon the heads of poor Messrs. Burritt and Fry, and the peace
party generally, such a volley of vituperative epithets that they
might almost excite the jealousy of M. Bonaparte himself.
Speaking of the peace advocates, "they require," says he,
"keepers, not reporters. Their place is Hanwell, not the
London Tavern, and their chairman should be Doctor
Conolly!"

Now inthecoursepursuedbythe"Englishman"we have
an epitomeof theconductof allsuchwriters.They begin
withdenunciationsof theFrenchGovernment,theythencall

formore"defences"asaprotectionagainstthehostilitywhich
•theyinstinctivelyfeelsuchlanguagenaturallyexcites,and they

end inonslaughtupontheadvocatesofpeacebecausetheydo
notjoininthecry.

BeIoreindulgingthisexpensivepropensityforscolding,
thisdeterminationtogrumblenot onlyforourselvesbut also
forthlrty-sixmillionsofFrenchmen,itbehovesus toask not

onlywhetheranybenefitwillarise,butwhetherpositiveinjury
may notbedone,eventothepeoplewe wishto serve,by our
uncalled-forinterference.ItishardlynecessarythatI should
declarethatwere Louis Napoleon an Englishmanor I a

Frenchman, however small a minority of opponents he might
have, I should be one of them; That is all I have to say on
the matter, for anything more would, in my opinion, be mere
impertinence towards the French people, who for reasons best
knownto themselves acquiesce in his rule. But admitting for
the sake of argument all that is said of the tyranny, treachery

w'2
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and wickedness of Louis Napoleon be true, those are precisely
the qualities in despotic monarchs to which we are indebted for
our liberties. Why should not the French be allowed the
opportunity of deriving some of the advantages which we have
gained from bad sovereigns ? Where would our charters and
franchises have been if our Johns and Jameses had not
ruled and misgoverned ? Nobody pretends that the French

•emperor is quite so bad as our eighth Henry ; yet we contrived
to owe to him our Protestantism. If half what is alleged
against Louis Napoleon be true the French people will have
him at a great disadvantage in any controversy or struggle
they may be engaged in with him. One thing alone could
prevent this---the popularity which will assuredly follow from
continued attacks in the English press such as I have just
quoted.

But here let me warn you against the belief into which so
many fall, that the hostile tone adopted by writers of this
country towards the French Government, and the 'cry of an
invasion, have reference to the present despotic ruler of France
only. Tkat is one of the many shapes which the cry has
assumed. But it was first heard when Louis Philippe, the
"Napoleon of Peace," was on the throne. The letter of the
Duke of Wellington to Sir John Burgoyne, which has been
made the text-book for panic-mongers ever since, was written
when the King of the French had given seventeen years' proof
of his pacific policy, and when that representative form of
government, which we are no,v told was tl_e guarantee of. a_eace,
was still subsisting in France. It made its appearance in x847,
when we were already spending more upon our warlike arma-
ments than in any of the previous thirty years--more by two
millions of money than the most terrified invasionist now pro-
poses to expend. And yet at that time, and under those
circumstances, the cry for more defence against the French
was as active, and the clamour against the peace party
who resisted it, as strong, as at any later time; and the very

., ;]"
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same parties who now advocate increased armaments to protect
our shores against Louis Napoleon, were amongst the loudest
of those who swelled the panic cry in x847.

An allusion to the infirmities of a great mind, however
painful at the present moment, is rendered absolutely necessary
by those who quote the authority of the Duke of Wellington's
declining years in favour of a policy which, in my opinion,
tends neither to the peace nor the prosperity of the country.
At the time of penning his letter to General Burgoyne, the
Duke was verging upon his eightieth year. Now, no man
retains all his faculties unimpaired at fourscore. Nature does
not suspend her laws, even in behalf of her favourite sons.
The Duke was mortal, and therefore subject to that merciful
law which draws a veil over our reason, and dims the mental
vision as we approach the end of that vista which terminates
with the tomb. But the faculties do not all pay this debt of
nature at once, or in equal proportion. Sometimes the
strongest part of our nature, which may have been subjected
to the greatest strain, declines the first. In the Duke's case,
his nervous system, his "iron" characteristic, gave way. He
who at forty was incapable of fear, at eighty was subject to
almost infantine alarms. This was shown on several public
occasions ; but on none so strongly as in the provision made
by him against an insurrection or a revolution during the
Great Exhibition of t85z, when, as is known to those who
were in anthority, or in connection with that undertaking, he
was haunted with terrors which led him to change the entire
disposition of the army for the year, to refuse to the household
regiments the usual retreat to summer quarters, and to surround
the metropolis with troopg No one in the full possession of a
vigorous intellect could have possibly fallen into the error of
supposing that the moment when a.ll people's minds were
wound up by a year's previous agitation to the highest pitch
of interest in a holiday exhibition would be chosen for a
great and combined political demonstration. Human nature,
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and especiallyEnglishnature,isneverliabletobepossessed
by twosuchabsorbingideasatthesametime. In fact,sucha

diversion of men's minds from public affairs as the Great
Exhibition afforded is precisely that which despots have
employed for escaping the scrutiny of their own misgovern-
ment. But, as is well known, at that moment universal
political contentment reigned throughout England.

If, however, as was supposed, the Duke's preparations
were levelled at the foreigners who were attracted to London,
the absence of a calm and vigorous reason is still more
apparent. For at that time political propagandism was dead
even on the Continent ; their revolutions had failed ; universal
reaction had succeeded to democratic fever ; and England was
regarded as the only great country in Europe where political
freedom was "holding its own." Besides, a moment's clear
reflection would have suggested the obvious answer to such
fears,--that the red republicans and revolutionists of the Con-
tinent were not the persons likely to find the money for paying
a visit in great numbers to England. In fact, so great an
obstacle did the expense present, that during the whole year
scarcely fifty thousand foreigners, European and American,
above the average of annual visitors, reached our shores : and
it must be evident that, against any dangers, whether of
mischief or spoliation, contemplated by foreigners or English
on that occasion, a good police force, which was most amply
provided by the Commissioners, and not an army, was the only
rational provision.

But I appeal from the Duke's advice in 1847 to his own
example, when in complete possession of his mental powers,
in x835. He was a member of Sir Robert Peel's government
in the latter year which is memorable for having witnessed
the lowest military expenditure since the peace. The estimates
of that year are always quoted by financial reformers as a
model of economy. The Duke was consulted by Sir Robert
Peel, and became an assenting party to those estimates.

f
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What was the change of circumstances which warranted so
great a revolution in his views in I8477 His letter might
lead us to suppose that steam navigation had in the meantime
been discovered. Does any one whose memory is unimpaired
forget that in t835 our coasts and narrow seas swarmed with
steamers, that our sailing vessels were regularly towed to sea
by them, and that we were then discussing the merits of the
ports in Ireland from which steamships should start for
America ? The Duke never afterwards acknowledged that he
neglected the defence of the country when he was in power.
Nobody, has made such a charge against him. But I and
others who have advocated a return to the expenditure of x835
have been denounced for wishing to leave the country defence-
less. I must leave my opponents to reconcile their conduct
with the reverence they profess to feel for the authority of the
Duke of Wellington.

The Duke's letter has been followed by a shoal of publica-
tions, all apparently designed to tempt the French to make a
descent upon our shores ; for all are, more or less, full of
arguments to prove how easily it might be effected. Some of
them give plans of our ports, and point out the nearest road to
London ; others describe in seductive phrases the rich booty
that awaits them there. Foremost of these is Sir Francis B.

Head, who has given us a thick volume under the title of
" 27re Defenceless State of Great Britain ;" then we have
"TlwugMs on 2Vational .Defence," by Vice-Admiral Bowles ;
" On the Defence of:England," by Sir C. J. Napier, who tells us
that he "believes that our young soldiers pray night and day"
for an invasion ; ".4 Plan for the trarmatian of a Maritime
Militia," by Captain Elliot ; "National.Defences," by Montague
Gore, Esq. ; "3Iemorandum on ttte Necessity of a Secretary of
State for our Defences, &c.," by Robert Carmichael Smith;
"The aD_ence of our Mercantile Sea_orts," by a Retired
Artillery Officer ; and amongst a host of others is " The Peril
of 2_ortsmouth_" by James Fergusson, Esq., voxa A Pztm ;
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commencing most portentously :--" Few persons are perhaps
aware that Portsmouth, which from its position and its extent

is by far the most important station of the British Navy, is at
present in so defenceless a state, that it could easily be taken
by a ceu2b-de-main , either from the sea or by land. Yet such is
the undoubted state of the case, and it is further easy of proof,
that if it were to fall into the hands of an enemy, the navy of
England would, from that very circumstance, be crippled, as a
defenceless element at least, to the extent of one-half its

power ; while the hostile occupation of Portsmouth would
render the invasion of England as simple and as easy a pro-
blem as ever was submitted to the consideration of any

military man, &c. &c." Surely the French must have lost all
pretensions to their character for politeness, or they would have
long ago accepted these pressing invitations to pay our shores
a visit 1

There are two assumptions running through nearly all these

productions. First, that we have made no provision for our
defence, and, therefore, offer a tempting prey to an invader ;
and next, that the French are a mere band of pirates, bound
by no ties of civilisation, and ready to pounce upon any point
of our coast which is left unprotected.

The first assumption may be disposed of with a few

figures :--we expend every year from fifteen to sixteen miUions
in warlike preparations ; and we have been, ever since the
Duke of WeUington's Estimates of _835, constantly augmenting
the number of our armed forces. In that year they amounted

altogether to x45,846--at the close of the last Parliament they
stood at 272,48z ;_t thus showing an addition since x835 of

s In addition to this, the army in India amounts to 289,5_9 men. making
altogether S6"z.ozomen. The cost of the Indian army is ten miUions,which.
added to our fifteenmillions,makes_2S,ooo,ooo--the largestsumpaid by any

• nationfora peace establishment.
+ [The army estimates votedfor in x865---6amounted to_z4,348,447. those

forthe navy to Lxo,39_,o24. These estimates showeda considerablereduction
on the expenditurein _86o--x_whiO#was for the army ,_'t8,ox3,896_ for th_
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X26,635. The following is a detailed list of the increase from
Official sources :_

Amount and Dercri_tlon of all tAe Forcesaddedsince z835.

Cavalry and Infantry added . . . 20,666
Ordnance Corps ....... 7,z63
Sailors and Marines ....... Iz,o95
Enrolled Pensioners ...... x$,5o0
Dockyard Battalions (armed and'driUed) ..... 9,2oo
Coast Guard (organised and drilled to the use of Artillery since

x835) • . • 5,oco
Irish Constabulary, increase ...... 4,627
Militia increase voted , • • • , • • 54,o49

131,4oo
Deduct decrease of Yeomanry . , , .... 4,765

Total increase since 5835 up to June, 185a ..... 526,635

Thus stood matters at the close of the last Parliament in

June. But the cry was still "they come." The "invasion-
ists" renewed their annual autumn clamour ; and no sooner
had the new Parliament assembled in November, _852, for the

short session, than there was a proposal for a further increase
of our "defences." The government asked for 5,ooo
additional seamen; 1,5oo marines; and 2,000 artillerymen.
The money was voted without a division. Mr. Hume, who

had seen many of the popular organs of public opinion joining
in the cry, contented himself with a protest ; and then, in de-
spair of any other corrective, left the cure of the evil to the

tax-gatherer :--and I confess for the moment to have shared
his sentiments.

The other argument of the invasionists--that France is

ready to assail us upon any vulnerable point, will be success-
ful in proportion only to our ignorance of the character and

navy _x3,33z,668. Since z859sumsof_2,ooo,ooo and A_x,'zoo,ooo have been
voted forfortifications. The estimatesfor the Indian army for x865--6 were
/z3,754,56o and for the Indian marinecharges _f538,_oo,]
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condition of the French people, and of the origin and history
of the last war. Everything in that country is viewed by us
through a distorted and prejudiced medium. We regard
France as the most aggressive and waxlike country on the
Continent, because we have all read of her invasions of other
countries, without recollecting that they were in retaliation
for an unprovoked attack upon her _--we view with alarm the
enthusiasm of the French people for their army, but we cannot
so fax enter into thek feelings as to know that it springs from
gratitude_ because "it was the army," to use the words of the
conservative and peace-loving Journal desD_bags "which repre-
sented her with admirable _clat on fields of battlemthat is to

say on the spot to which it was necessary that the whole of
France should repair in order to defend the new life which she
held from _789." Doubtless there is danger to be feared from
this predominance of the military spirit, however created--a
danger most to be dreaded by France herself: but let it not
be forgotten that we helped to plant and water the upas tree,
and have no right to charge with our sins those who are de-
stined to live under its shada

Besides, we must bear in mind that the strength of the
army of France is only in proportion to that of other Con-
tinental States ; and that her navy is always regttlated with
reference to our own, generally about in the ratio of two-thirds
of our force: "We pay England the compliment," said M.
Thiers in the Chamber of Deputies in x846, "of thinking only
of her when determining our naval force ; we never heed the
ships which sally forth from Trieste or "qenice_we care only
for those that leave Portsmouth and Plymouth." "-Oh, but,"
I sometimes hear it very complacently said, "everybody knows
that F.ngland is only armed in self-defence, and in the interests
of peace." But when France looks at our 500 ships of war,
our xSo war steamers, and hears of our great preparations at
Aldemey, Jersey, and other points close to her shores, she has
very different "suspicions. She recalls to mind our conduct in
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I793, when, within a twelvemonth after the commencement of
hostilities, we had taken possession of Toulon (her Portsmouth)
and captured or burnt a great part of her fleet; and when we
landed an expedition on the coast of Brittany, and stirred up
afresh the smouldering fires of civil war. If we are so alarmed
at the idea of a French invasion, which has not occurred for
nearly eight hundred years, may we not excuse the people of
Fiance if they are not quite free from a similar apprehension,
seeing that not a century has passed since the Norman
Conquest in which we have not paid hostile visits to her shores ?
The French have a lively recollection of the terrible disasters
they suffered from the implacable enmity of our government
during the last war. They found themselves assailed by a
feudal aristocracy, having at its command the wealth of a
manufacturing and mercantile people, thus presenting the most
formidable combination for warlike purposes to be found re-
corded in the world's history ; and, knowing as they do that
political power in this country is still mainly in the hands of
the same class, some allowance must be made for them ff they
have not quite made up their minds that peace and non-inter-
vention are to be our invariable policy for the future. Taking
this candid view of the case, we shall admit that the extent
of the preparations in France must be in some degree commen-
surate with the amount of our own warlike armaments.

I will add a few remarks upon the present state of France
as compared with her condition in I793, and endeavour to
form an estimate of the probabilities of a war between her and
this country ; or rather, I should say, of the prospect of an
invasion of England by France: for I will assume the writers
and declaimers about this invasion to be in earnest ; I will sup-
pose that they really mean an invasion of England, and not a
march upon Belgium, or any other Continental State; I will
take for granted that we have not now, as was the case in _792,
to deal with false pretences, to cover other designs, and that'
iin this discussion of _ F_.pc.b j_avasion, we are not witnessing
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a repetition of the bold dissimulation on the one side, and
gross credulity on the other, which preceded the war of I793.
I will for the sake of argument admit the good faith of those
who predict a war with France, and a consequent descent
upon our shores : nay, I will go further, and even not call in
question the sincerity of that party which foretells an invasion
of England without any previous declaration of war.

What are the circumstances of Europe calculated to pro-
duce a war ? There is one, and only one danger peculiar to
our times, and it was foreseen by the present ]?rime Minister
when he thus expressed himself:

"He was disp_ed," Lord Aberdeen* said, "to dissent
from the maxims which had of late years received very general
assent, that the best security for the continuance of peace was
to be prepared for war. That was a maxim which might have
been applied to the nations of antiquity, and to society in a
comparatively barbarous and uncivilised state, when warlike
preparations cost but little ; but it was not a maxim which
ought to be applied to modern nations, when the facilities of
the preparations for war were very different. Men, when they
adopted such a maxim, and made large preparations in time
of peace that would be sufficient in the time of war, were apt to
be influenced by the desire to put their efficiency to the test,
that all their great preparations, and the result of their toil
and expense, might not be thrown away. He thought, there-
fore, that it was no security to any country against the chances
of war, to incur great expense, and make great preparations
for warlike purposes. A most distinguished statesmant of
France had lately emphatically declared in the French Chamber
his desire for peace, but he added that to maintain it he must
have an army of 8oo,ooo men. And what he (the Earl of
Aberdeen) would ask, could be expected from the raising of
such a force but war, or national bankruptcy ? He therefore
dreaded the intention of those who desired such extensive

Hansard, voL xo 7, p. 7o4 t M, Thiers
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armaments, notwithstanding the pacific professions they made ;
and he could-not be at ease as regarded the stability of peace
until he saw a great reduction in the great military establishments
of Europe. Such should be the great object of all governments,
and more especially of the government of this country."

Thus spoke Lord Aberdeen in x849. The evil has not
diminished since that time. Europe has almost degenerated
into a military barrack. It is computed by Baron Von Reden,
the celebrated German statistical writer, that one half of its
population in the flower of manhood are bearing arms. It is
certain that in the very height of Napoleon's wars, the effective
force of the Continental armies was less than at present. For
a long time the cuckoo-cry was repeated "to preserve peace,
prepare for war ;" but the wisest statesmen of our age have con-
cuffed with the Peace party, that the greater the preparation
the more imminent is the risk of a collision, owing to the
preponderance which is thereby given in the councils of
nations to those who by education, taste, and even interest
must be the lea.st earnestly disposed for peace. At this
moment a martial tone pervades the Courts and Cabinets, as
well as the most influential classes of the Continental States ;
and never, even in England, since the war, was the military
spirit so much in the ascendant in the higher circles as at the
present time. To what then are we to attribute the preserva-
tion of peace and the present prospect of its continuance, in
spite of this dangerous element, but to the fact that, whilst
governments are making unprecedented preparations for hostil-
ities, all the signs and symptoms of the age tend more than
ever in the opposite direction ? Let us see what are the facts
which warrant this conclusion :-

The first safeguard against the employment of these enor-
mous standing armies in foreign wars, is that they are indis-
pensable at home to repress the discontent caused in a great
degree by the burden which their own cost imposes on the
people. Sir Robert Peel foresaw this result in I84x, when he
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said that'--" tAe danger of aggression is in_nitely less'than t_
danger of those sufferings to wl6eh the _Oresentexorbitan¢
eo&Oendituremz_st give rise." Their growing intelligence will
render the people every year more dissatisfied with the yoke
imposed on them; and athwart these armed and drilled
mechanical tools of despotism may be often heard low mutter-
lags, which will assuredly swell some day into a shout of
defiance. Internal revolutions may be safely predicted of
every country whose government rests not upon public opinion,
but the bayonets of its soldiers. Those internal convul-
sions are, however, no longer to be feared as the causes of
war; for the world has wisely resolved (and it is one of the
lessons learned from the last war) that henceforth every nation
shall be left to regulate its own domestic affairs, free from the
intervention of strangers. It is true that, whilst during the late
revolutionary period, this rule was scrupulously observed to-
wards the Great Powers, it was flagrantly outraged in the case
of Hungary, Italy, and Hesse-Cassel, against which acts of in-
justice to the smaller States the public opinion of the clvilised
world ought to be brought to bear, unless we are to sit down and
acknowledge that the weak are to have no rights, and the strong
to be bound by no law. In this change of policy, however, which
will certainly be observed towards France, we have a security
against a repetition of the offence which led to the last war.

There are not a few persons, especially of the military class,
who, ever since the peace, have been haunted with the
apparition of the late war, and have advocated a state of pre-
paration calculated to meet as great efforts on the part of
France as those put forth by Napoleon himself. They will
even go so far as to predict the exact latitude where future
Trafalgars or St. Vincents are to be foug_ht,and call for the
construction of harbours and basins where our crlppled ships

may be repaked after their imaginary engagements.** Now,

Such argumenLs have been gravely urged in the House of Commons by
naval men ; and, what is stRl worse, they have been acted upon.
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wifllout laying-myself open to the charge of foretelling perpetual
peace--for nothing appears more offensive to certain parties_
I must say that I &ink the very fact of the wars of the French
Revolution having happened is an argument against their soon
recurring again. For even if I take no credit for the lesson
which that bloody and abortive struggle affords, if I admit the
unteachable character of nations, still Nature has her own way
of proceeding, and she does not repeat herself every generation
in extraordinary performances of any kind. Alexanders,
Cmsars, Charlemagne.s, and Napoleons are happily not annual,
or even centennial, productions ; and, like the exhausted
eruptions of our physical globe, they h_ve never been repro-
duced upon the same spot. Nowhere is the husbandman
more safe against a convulsion of nature than when he plants
his vines in the crater of an extinct volcano. The very
magnitude of the operations of Bonaparte, by forbidding all
attempts at rivalry, is rather calculated to check than invite
imitation. "The death of Napoleon," says Ch_.teaubriand,
"inaugurated an era of peace; his wars were conducted on so
mighty a scale (it is perhaps the only good that remains of
them) that they have rendered all future superiority in that
career impossible. In closing the temple of Janus violently
after him, he left such heaps of slain piled up behind the door
that it cannot be opened again." But I must refrain from these
flights of a humane imagination, in deference to those who,
whilst hoping and desiring universal and perpetual peace, are
yet impatient of any arguments which promise the fulfilment
of their aspirations.

Let us then, whilst agreeing upon the possibility of such an
occurrence, confine ourselves to a notice of those circumstances
in the present condition of France which render a war on her

part tess likely in 1853 than in 1793. Fortunately she would,
in common with every other ]guropean state, encounter at the
first step all but an insuperable obstacle in the want of money.
It is true that, in proportion to her resources, the debt of
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France is less now than it was in I793. But, at the latter
epoch she had vast masses of landed property available for the
expenses of the war. The church lands, which by some writers
were estimated at a fourth of the soil of France ; the confiscated
estates of the emigrant nobles ; the national domains, and the
national forests : this immense property, although valued by
different writers at from five hundred million sterling to double
that sum, fell in the course of four years into the hands of the
revolutionary Government, and was made by them the basis
of a paper money, denominated assignals, with which they paid
their soldiers, and were enabled to make those gigantic efforts
which astonished and terrified the despotic governments of
Europe.

There is no doubt that for a time this creation of paper
money gave to the French Government all the power which
would have been derived from a foreign loan, or the most
productive taxes. It seemed in the eyes of the wild theorists
of Paris, who were at that time trampling each other down in
quick succession in the death struggle for power, that they
possessed an inexhaustible mine of riches, and each one
resorted to it more freely than his predecessor. For every new
campaign, fresh issues of assignats were decreed. When war
was declared against England, eight hundred millions of francs
were ordered to be created. The result is known to every-
body. The more plentiful the assignats were, the less became
their value, or in other words the dearer grew all commodities ;
bloody decrees followed, to keep down prices ; but- markets
were not to be permanently regulated, even by the Reign of
Terror. Ultimately, when seven hundred millions sterling of
assignats had been issued, they fell to one and a half per cent.
of their nominal value ; and a general at the head of an army
in x795, with a pay of four thousand francs a month, was in
the actual receipt of eight pounds only in gold and silver. But
paper money had, in the mean time, enabled the government
to overcome Pitt's co_ition.

0
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But, in ease of a war, in i853, the French Government
would have none of these temporary resources. The domains
of the church, the crown, and the aristocracy, divided and sub-
divided, have passed into the hands of the people. There
remain no great masses of landed property to seize for the
benefit of the state. The very name of assignat conjures up
visions of confiscation. In no country in the world is there so
great a distrust of paper money as in France. To raise the
funds necessary for entering upon a war the Government of
France must now impose taxes on the eight millions of
proprietors amongst whom the land is parcelled, and by whom
the great bulk of the revenue is contributed. As a declaration
of war would be followed by an immediate falling off in the
receipts of indirect taxes from customs and excise, this defal-
cation, as well as the extra demand for warlike purposes, must
fall upon the land. The peasant proprietors of France, ignorant
as they are in many respects, know instinctively all this, and
they are, therefore, to a man opposed to a war; and hence it
is, that in all Louis Napoleon's addresses to them (and they in
the ultimate appeal really govern France), whether as candidate
for the Assembly, the Presidency, or the Empire, he has in'
variably declared h/mself in favour of peace.

But, I think I hear it objected that the French often made
war pay its own expenses. It is true, and to a great extent
the foregoing statement explains how it was accomplished.
Wherever the French armies went, they carried with them the
doctrine of liberty and equality, and they were received less as
conquerors than deliverers by the mass of the people; for the
populations of the invaded countries, like the French them-
selves previous to the Revolution, were oppressed by the
privileged classes, and ground down to the earth by inordinate

and unjust taxation. Everywhere the invaders found great
masses of property belonging to the government, the church,
and exclusive corporations ; and, in some cases, the mona.stie

9rders were still revelling in their pristine wealth and luxury.
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Thesegreataccumulationsofpropertywereconfiscatedforthe
useofthearmiesofthe"Republic."In someeasesconsider-
ablesums were tra__smi_edto Parisfortheserviceof the

Home Government.Napoleonsenthome twomiIHonssterling
during his first campaign in Italy ; and it is stated that the
large amount of specie found by the French in the coffers of
the frugal aristocratic government of Berne was of essential
service in fitting out the expedition to Egypt.

But how changed is all this at the present time! An
invading army, instead of finding governments with a stock of
bullion to tempt their cupidity, or a good balance at their
banker's, would encounter nothing but debt and embarrass-
merit, which the first shock of war would,convert into bank-
ruptcy and ruin ; they would find church lands and government
domains parcelled among the people; and as any attempt to
levy contributions must bring the invaders at once into collision
with the mass of the population, it would be found far cheaper
and wiser to pay their own expenses than attempt to raise the
money by a process which would convert hostilities between
governments into a crusade against individuals, where every
house would be the battle-ground in defence of the most
cherished rights of home, family, and property.

And to increase the difl_culty,,war itself, owing to the appLi-
cation of greater science to the process of human destruction,
has become a much more costly pursuit. So great has been
the improvement in the construction of horizontal shells and
other contrivances in gunnery that even Sir Howard Douglas,
who could recount with the utmost complacency the capabilities
of Congreve rockets, Shrapnell shells, grape, and canister,
seems struck with compunction at the contemplation of this
last triumph of his favourite science. But a still greater dis-
covery has been since announced by Mr. Nasmyth, who offers
to construct a monster mortar for marine warfare which shall

lie snugly ensconced in the prow of a bomb-proof floating
steam vessel, and on being propelled against a ship of war the
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concussion shall cause an explosion with force sufficient to tear
a hole in her side "as big as a church door." Now I attach
little importance to the argument that these murderous con-
trivances will disincline men to war for fear of being killed.
When cross-bows were first brought into use the clerk;"preached
against them as murderous. Upon the introduction of the
"sight" to assist the eye in taking aim with cannon on board
ship the old gunners turned their quids, looked sentimental,
and pronounced the thing no better than "murder." But war
lost none of its attractions by such discoveries. It is at best
but gambling for "glory," and, whatever be the risk, men will
always take the long odds. against death. But I have great
hopes from the expensiveness of warand the cost of preparation,
and should war break out between two great nations I have no
doubt that the immense consumption of material and the
rapid destruction of property would have the effect of very soon
bringing the combatants to reason or exhausting their resources.
For it is quite certain that the Nasmyths, Fairbairns, and
Stephensons will play quite as great a part as the Nelsons and
Collingwoods in any"future wars, and we all know that to give
full scope to their engineering powers involves an almost un-
limited expenditure of capital.

Besides, war would now be felt as a much greater inter
rupfion and outrage to the habits and feelings of the two
countries than sixty years ago, owing to the more frequent
intercourse which takes place between them. There is so
much cant about the tendency of railways, steam-boats, and
electric telegraphs to unite Yranee and England in bonds of
peace, uttered by those who are heard, almost in the same
breath, advocating greater preparations against war and invasion,
that I feel some hesitation in joining such a discordant chorus.
But when we recollect that sixty years ago it took from four to
six days to communicate between London and Paris, and that

now a message may be sent in as many minutes, and a journey
be made in tweh,e hours ; that at the former time a mail

xg

i
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started twice a week only for the French capital, whilst now
letters may be despatched twice a day; and that the visiting
intercourse between the two countries has multiplied more than
twenty-fold ; recollecting all this, it cannot be doubted that it
would be more difficult now than in x793 to tear the two
countries asunder, and render them inaccessible to each other

by war. But these are moral ties, which I will not dwell upon.
I come at last to the really solid guarantee which France has
given for a desire to preserve peace with England.

If you had the opportunity, as I had, of visiting almost
daily the great exhibition, you must have observed that whilst
England was unrivalled in those manufactures which owed
their merit to great facilities of production, and America ex-
celled in every effort where a daring mechanical genius could
be rendered subservient to purposes of general utility, there
was one country which, in articles requiring the most delicate
manipulation, the purest taste, and the most skilful application
of the laws of chemistry and the rules of art to manufacturing
purposes, was by universal consent allowed to hold the first
rank : that country was France. And it must not be forgotten
that her preparation for this world-wide competition was made
at the time when her trade and manufactures were suffering
great depression and discouragement, owing to the want of
confidence produced by recent revolution. And yet, notwith-
standing this disadvantage, she carded away the highest honours
for that class of manufactures requiring the greatest combination
of intelligence and skill on the part of the capitalist and artisan,
and the production of which is possible only in a country
which has reached the most advanced stage of civilisation.
Yet this is the people • who we are told will, without previous

• It cannotbetoostronglyimpresseduponthemiriflof thereaderthatthis
cry of "invaMan _aithout notice" was raised when Louis Philippe was still on
the throne, as the following extract from a letter of remonstran_ addressed by
Sir William Molesworth, January iT, x84s, to the editor of the S_exta_r,
London newspaper, will plainly show :-

"You say that 'the next attack on England will prohebly be without notic_A
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declaration of war, make a piratical attack upon our shores
with no more regard for the retributive consequences to their
own interests than if they were a tribe of ancient Scandinavians,
who when they made a hostile expedition carried all their
worldly goods to sea in their war boats with them.

Let me repeat it, if for the dozenth time. Such an opinion
would never be put forth unless by writers and speakers who
presume most insultingly upon the ignorance of the public.
It really should be a question with the peace party whether
they could do a better service to their cause than by giving
popular lectures upon the actual state of the population of
France. And let them not forget when dealing with this in-
vasion cry how the people were told in x792 that the French
were coming to burn the Tower, and put arsenic in the New
River to poison the metropolis, at the very moment when, as
we know now, the French ambassador was humbly entreating
our government not to go to war. May not the historian of
$.coo [Frenchmen] might inflict disgrace upon some defenceless post ; Soo
might insult British blood at Herne Bay, or even inflict indelible shame on the
empire at Osborne House I ' Good God 1 can it be possible that you, whom I
ranked so high among the public instructors of this nation--that you consider
the French to be ruffians, Pindarees, freebooters ; that you believe it necessary
to keep constant watch and ward against them, as our Saxon foretathers did
against the Danes and the Nordmen, lest they should burn our towns, plunder
our eoz._ts, and put our Queen to ransom ? Are you aware that the French are
as civilised as ourselves--in some respects intellectually our superiors? Have
you forgotten that they have passed through a great social revolution which has
equalised property, abolished privilege, and converted the mass of the people
into thrifty and industrious men, to whom war is hateful and the conscription
detestable? Are you not aware tkat tltey lbossessa comlitutlonal government.
_it& t?_¢forms anti,rattier of whic_ llwy are daily btcomin K nwre and more
eant_rzanl ; tlw_ no measure of im f_orlance tan be adopted without being flrst
dcbat_t and agresd to in Me Chan_ers ; and that the love of peace and the
determination to preserve peace have given to the King of the French a constant
majority in those Chambers and kept him In peaceable possession of his throne ?
Can you controvert any one of these positions ?"

These writers must be Judged not by what they now sayof Louis Napoleon's
designs, but what they said of the French nation when Gaisot was Prime
Minister under a constitutional "king,and wlten we were _j_,nding two millions
June on our armamenls tl_a_ anybody now _nrposes to spend.
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•sixty years hence h,_ve a similar account to give of the stories
now put forth respecting the intentions of the French people ?
But I promised to give credit to those writers for sincerity, and
I proceed to answer them in that spirit--begging pardon of
every Frenchman who may read my pages for dealing seriously
with such a topic.

France, as a manufacturing country, stands second only to
England in the amount of her productions and the value of
her exports ; but it is an important fact in its bearings on the
question before us, that she is more dependent than England
upon the importation of the raw materials of her industry; and
it is obvious how much this must place her at the mercy of a
power having the command over her at sea. This dependence
upon foreigners extends even to those right arms of peace, as'
well as war, iron and coal. In I85x, her importation of coal
and coke reached the prodigious quantity of 2,84x,9oo tons ;
of course a large portion of it is imported overland from
Belgium; of this, 78,9oo tons are specially entered in the
official returns as being for the steam nat ; a frank admission,
in reply to our alarmists, that the discovery of steam navigation
has given us an advantage over them. The coal imported into
France in x792, the year before the war, amounted to 8o,ooo
tons only. Now in this enormous increase, during the last
sixty years, we have a proof of the great development of manu-
facturing industry; but in consequence of steam power having
been applied to manufacturing purposes _'_'e the latter date,
the importation'of coal has increased in a far greater ratio than
any other raw material. Whilst cotton wool, for instance, has
increased seventeen-fold since I792, coal has augmented more
than thirty-fold. This is a most important fact when comparing
the two countries : for whilst the indigenous coal and iron in
England have attracted to her shores the raw materials of her
industry, and given her almost a European monopoly of the
great primary elements of steam power, France on the
contrary, relying on her ingenuity only to sustain a competition
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with England, is compelled to purchase a portion of hers from
her great rival.

In the article of iron we have another illustration to the

same effect. In x792 pig iron does not figure in the French
tariff; but the importation of iron and steel of all kinds, wrought
and unwrought, amounted in that year to 6,ooo tons. In x85x
(which was a very low year compared with the years previous
to the revolution of x848) the importation of pig ironamounted
to 33,7oo tons. And when it is remembered that very high
duties are levied upon this article for the protection of the
home producer, it must be apparent that its scarcity and high
price impose serious disadvantages upon all descriptions of
manufactures in France. But the point to which I wish to
draw attention is, that so large a quantity of this prime
necessary of life, of every industry, is imported from abroad;
and in proportion as the quantity for which she is thus
dependent upon foreigners has increased since x792, in the
same ratio has France given a security to keep the peace.

But thereisone raw materialof manufactures,which,in

the magnitudeof itsconsumption,the distantsourceof its

supply,anditsindispensablenecessity,possessesan importance
beyond allothers Upwards of two and a halfmillionsof
balesofthismaterialareannuallyattractedacrosstheAtlantic,
from the IndianOcean,or the remotestpartsoftheMedi-
terranean,tosetinmotionthecapitaland industryofthemost
extensivemanufactureseverknown in theworld;upon which

myriadsofpeoplearedirectlyand indirectlyemployed,who are
as dependentfortheirsubsistenceon thepunctualarrivalin

Europe,on an average,of seven thousand balesof this
vegetablefibrea day,astheywouldbe iftheirbreadwerethe
produceof countriesfivethousandmilesdistantfromtheir
doors.Taintedasthiscommodityisto a largeextentinits
origin,itisundoubtedlythegreatpeace-presexveroftheage.

It has placeddistantand politicallyindependentnationsin
mutualdependence,and interestedtheminthepreservationof
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peace to a degree unknown and undreamed of in former ages.
To those who talk glibly of war, I would recommend a visit
not merely to that district of which Manchester is the centre.
but to the valley of the Seine from Paris to its embouchure,
and having surveyed the teeming hive employed upon the
cotton manufacture, let them ask what proportion did the
capital and labour of those regions bear in I793 to their
present amount and numbers, and what would now be the
effect of an interruption to their prosperity, .by putting an end
to that peace out of which it has mainly gro_m ? Is there any
object that could possibly be gained by either country that
would compensate for the loss occasioned by one month's
suspension of their cotton trade ?

The importation of this raw material into France amounted
in x851 to 13o,ooo, ooo lbs. In 1792 it was i9,ooo,ooo lbs.;
the increase being nearly seven-fold. The consumption
of that country is about one-fifth to one-sixth of our
own, and it ranks second amongst the manufacturing States
of Europe. But the quantities of cotton wool consumed
in the two countries afford but an imperfect comparison
of the number of people employed, or the value of the
manufactures produced ; for it is well known that whilst we
spin a great part of our cotton into yams for exportatioth and
our manufacturers are largely employed upon common qualities
of cloths, the French convert nearly all their material into
manufactures, a considerable portion of which is of the finest
quality. It was stated by M. Thiers," in his celebrated speech
upon the protective system, that "the cotton industry, which in
z786 represented about a million per annum, represents now
twenty-five millions." (I have converted his figures from francs
into pounds _terling.) If this be a correct statement, the value
of the French productions will be one-half of our own, whilst
therawmaterialconsumed islessthanone-fifth.I confessI

thinkthereissome exaggerationorerrorin theestimate;but

• NationalAssembly,_TthJuriesx85x. "
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no doubt can exist of the vital importance of the coRon
industry to the prosperity of France ; nor need I repeat that it
is wholly dependent upon the supply of a raw material from
abroad, the importation of which would be liable to be cut off,
ff she were at war with a nation stronger than herself at sea.

The woollen and worsted trades of France are of a startling
magnitude. I confess I was not aware of their extent ; and
have had some difficulty in accepting the official report,

which makes the importation of sheep's wool to amount, in
x85x, to _ox,2ox,ooo lbs., whilst in _792 it reached only
7,860,000 lbs., being an increase of more than twelve-fold.
M. Thiers, in his speech before quoted, estimates the annual
value of the woollen cloth made in France at sixteen millions
sterling.

But if the rivalry between the two countries in worsted and
woollen manufactures leaves a doubt on which side the triumph
will incline, there is no question as to the superiority of the
French in the next manufa_:ture to which I will refer, and
which forms the glory of their industrial greatness ; I allude, of
course, to the silk trade, on which the ingenuity, taste, and
invention of the people are brought to bear with such success
that Lyons and Saint Etienne fairly levy .contributions upon
the whole civilised world; I say fairly, because when all
nations, from Russia to the United States, bow down to the
taste of France, and accept her fashions as the infallible
standard in all matters of design and costume, there can be no
doubt that it is a homage offered to intrinsic merit. Nothing
is more difficult to agree upon than the meaning of the word
dvilisatian : but in the general acceptation of the term, that
country whose language, fashions, amusements, and dress have
been most widely adopted and imitated h_s b_n "held to be
the most civilised. There is no instance recorded in history of
suchacountrysuddenlycastingitselfdown to the levelwith
Malaysand New Zealanders,by committing an unprovoked

actofpiracyupona neighbouringnation,Yet we aretoldto
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prepare ourselves for such conduct in the case of France[
Judging by the increase in the importation of the raw material,

the French have maintained as great a progress in the silk as
any other manufacture. The raw silk imported in x85x
amounted to _,29r,5oo Ibs., against z36,8oo ]bs. in z79_ ,

showing an increase of seventeen-fold. In z79_ thrown silk
did not figure in the tariff', but it was imported to the amount
of z,336,86o Ibs. in x85x. These large importations, added to
the supply from her own soil, furnish the raw material for by
far the largest silk manufacture in the world.

Instead of singling out any other articles I will put them in

a tabular form, including the foregoing, for convenience of
reference, drawing your attention to the enormous increase in
the importation of linen thread. I regret that I cannot include
dye-woods ; for, owing to the account having been kept in
value in I79_ , and _uan_ in x85x , no comparison can be
institute&

IMPORTS INTO F_Iccs IN I792 and I851._

x792. z85x.
Cotton wool . . . x9,oco,ooo Ibs. x3o,ooo,ooo Ibs.
Olive oil ..... 16,ooo tons. 3t,ooo tons.
Sheep's wool , . . 7,86o,ooo Ibs. IoI,2oLooo lbs.
Lead ...... I,oIo tons. 26,IOOtons.
Linen thread . . . 6oz,5oo Ibs. 9,4_I,ooo Ibs.
Coal ...... 8o,oootons, 2,574,oootons.
Ditto for steam navy , ,, , 780,900 ,,
Coke ...... ,, ,, 189,ooo ,,

Total, _,841,9oo tons.
Pig iron. . . . . nil. 33,700 ,,

(wrought ironand steel)
6,ooo tons.

Sulphur ..... 3,876 ,, 98,3Z5 tons.
Saltpetre. . . . . _7o . 8,673 ,,
Zinc . . . . . , lo ,_ X3,48o ,,
Raw silk .... 136,8oo lbs. 2,29x,5oo lbs.
Thrown silk . . , nil. 1,336,86o ,,

* See Note on oppositepage.
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I have confined myself, in the foregoing accounts, to the
imports of those articles which are required for manufacturing
purposes, because I wish to point out the extent to which France
is an industrial nation, and also the degree of her dependence on
foreign trade for the raw material of her manufactures. I have

said elsewhere, that whilst governments are preparing for war,
all the tendencies of the age are in the opposite direction; but
that which most loudly and constantly thunders in the ears of
emperors, kings, and parliaments, the stem command, "You

shall not break the peace," is the multitude which in every
country subsists upon the produce of labour employed un
tnateria/_ brougMfrom abroad. It is the gigantic growth which

this manufacturing system has attained that deprives former
times of any analogy with our own: and is fast depriving of

all reality those pedantic displays of diplomacy and those
traditional demonstrations of armed force, upon which peace or
war formerly depended.

The tabular statement shows that France has entered upon
this industrial career with all the ardour which she displayed
in her military enterprises, and with the prospect of gaining

more durable and useful triumphs than she won in the battle-

• _MPORT5 INTO FRANCE IN X86_

Cotton wool ...... 2oo0578,4oo lbs. (x)
Oliveoll ..... 3o,934.tons(_)
Sheep's wool" ..... z62,oss,6oolbs.
Lead ....... 36,232tons.
Linen thread ..... 9.532,600lbs,
Coal ....... 6.265,ooo tonS.
Ditto forsteam navyin z864 . . 74,497 ,,
Coke . . . . . . 7z5,835.,
Pi_ irofi , • • , z69.535 ,.
Sulphur . . . . . . 39,720 .

,Saltpetre . • • o • . Z,OlI .
Zinc . . . • • . . 3z,868 ,,

Raw silk . . . . . . 8,xoo,4oo llx_.
Thrown silk • o . ° • %I31,8OO ,,

(x) The figureshavebeenconvertedfromkilogrammesinto Ibs.
{s)Ton of z,ooo kilogrammes.
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field. I have given the quantities imported, in preference to

the prices, because the mode of valuation frequently makes
price a delusive index to quantity. I may add, however, that
the statistical summary of the trade of France for x85I, pub-
lished by authority, makes the declared value of the imports
and exports amount together to 2,6x4 millions of francs, or
,_IO4,$6o, ooo; of which tile exports are put down at

._6o,8oo, ooo, and the imports ._43,76o,ooo. But that which
I would particularly allude to is the fact that, of all the
countries to which their exports are sent, England stands
first. "Pour l'exportation, l'Angleterre se pr_sente en pre-
mibre ligne." "It appears that the exports of all kinds

(French and foreign produce) to England amounted to 354
millions of francs, or _r4,16o, ooo; whilst the exports of

French produce were 278 millions of francs, or ._xx,x2o,00o,
being 2o per cent. increase upon the previous year. I do not
know the mode of valuing the French exports ; it is evident

that their prices do not correspond with the valuation at our
custom house.*t That, however, does not affect the question

of proportions; and it appears that out of a total of
,-_6o,8oo, ooo of exports in x85x , England took ._i4,i6o,ooo,
or nearly one-fourth. It might be worth while to ask .the
honest people who sold us so large an amount of commodities,

what they would have to ".say to the _five or ten thousand
French marauders, who, we are told, are to precipitate them-

selves upon our shores some morning, and for the sake of a
few hours' plunder, to convert twenty-eight millions of people

from their best customers.into formidable and avenging enemies.
But I must not omit to notice the part performed by the

metropolis of France in the great industrial inovement of that

• Ouro_iclalvalue of Frenchexportsto thiscotmtryfor x85xis _8,o33,xts.
t [In x_3 the real value of French exportsof all kinds amountedto 3,_6

millionSof francs,of which 834millionswere sent to England. The real value
of tlmexportsof French produceamountedto s,64a millionsof francs,of which
6aomillionswere .senttoEngland.]
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country. A most interesting report upon the manufactures
of Paris, by my esteemed friend M. Horace Say, has been
published, and for which he has received the statistical medal
of the Academy of Sciences. It appears that its population
has doubled since I793, and that, including its faubourgs.
it contains at present x,2oo, ooo inhabitants. Few people are
aware that Paris contains a greater number of manufacturing

operatives than any other city in the wodd. It appears that
there are employed altogether in the various processes of
manufacture in that city 407,344 persons, of whom 64,8x6 are
employers of labour, or persons working on their own account,
and 34_,53 o in the receipt of wages ; of the latter, 205,000 are
men and x37,ooo are women and children ; and the annual pro-
duce of their labour amounts to ._58,ooo, ooo stealing. It is

estimated by M. Say that 40,000 of these work-people are
employed in producing articles directly for exportation. A war
with England would not only interrupt the labour of these last,
but, by intercepting the supply of raw materials, such as the
wood used in cabinet making, &c., and obstructing the

export of their productions, would plunge the whole of that
excitable metropolis into confusion and misery. It is fortunate
for humanity that the ipterests of so influential a community
are on the side of peace, and we may safely leave the blouses
of Paris to deal with the 5oo French pirates who, in the
imagination of the S2oeclatar,were to carry off the Queen from
Osborne.

Having thus seen that France is, with the sole exception of
ourselves, the greatest manufacturing country in the world, and
that in some branches she excels us,--having also seen that in
so far as she requires a supply from abroad of coal and iron,
she is in greater dependence upon foreigners for the raw
materials of her industry than even ourselves, I now come to
her navigation ; and here in the facts of her mercantile tonnage
we shall find a remarkable contrast to the great development
of her manufactures; a fact which ought to give ample
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assurance to a maritime state like England or Amexica against
a wanton attack at her hands.

I give below an account of the navigation of France to all

parts of the world, and to the fisheries, in x792 and x85x :-

ARRIVALS. 1792.

8,229 ShipSDEPARTURES.." * 799,458 Ton*. _ Together
7,688 Ships . ". • 642,67x Tons..) I'4429129 Tonr_

A_sxv.,a.s. z85t"
9,I75 Ships . . . 924,465 Tons.,} 1,974,968 Ton,.

DEPARTURES. _ Increase about
9,735 Ships . . I,o32,5o 3 TonsJ 40 per cent.

Thus, whilst, as we have seen, the importations of raw
materials for her manufactures have increased in some cases

twenty-fold, her mercantile tonnage has not augmented more
than 40 per cent., or less than one-hal£* The increased

tonnage, required for this large additional supply of commo-
dities, has chiefly gone to swell the mercantile marines of other
countries ; as the following figures will show :-

FOREIGNTONNAGE ENGAGED IN THE _RENCH TRAV_.
I)EPARTURRS,

z787_" • : • • 532,687 Tons.
I_St_xz,72o bnips .... x,51o,403 Tons.

Increase about I8o per cent.

• [Navigation of the external commerceof France in x865, fisheries lib
duded :-- Ships. (x) Tons.

Arrivals ,t . , , , 28,7x8 4,999,ooo
Departures..... 22,o73 3,589,ooo

Total . 5o,79z 8,$88,ooo
Shareof Foreign Ships :-

Arrivals • • ". z7,_6 3.oz6,ooo
Departure*_ . , x2,47z z_943,ooo

Total. a9,957 4,959,o00
(x} Vessels with cargoes, q_,ose in ballast, the returns of which are not

knownforzB65, would, ffadded, iacrmse the amotmtaearly a third especially
that of the departures.]

t This is the only reportnear thisdate whichI canfind.
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It will be here seen how much greater the increase of

foreign than French tonnage has been in the trade of France ;
a fact which, I may add, ought to make her statesmen doubt

the wisdom of the protective system, by which they have
sought to cherish their mercantile navy.

The return of the tonnage of British vessels entering
inwards and clearing outwards in i85x is as follows ::_--

INWARDS. OUTWARDS.

zgsx--4,388,245 Tons. 4J47,oo7 Tons.

Our Custom House records for x792 were destroyed by
fire. But it appears that our tonnage has doubled since 18o 3 .
It is, however, in our steam vessels that we have made the

greatest relative progress as compared with the French. It was
stated by Mn Anderson, in the House of Commons, that for

every horse-power possessed by the French, we had twenty;
and yet we are told that the discovery of steam navigation has
conferred a great advantage upon France.

The strength of a people at sea has invariably been
measured by the extent of their mercantile marine. Judged
by this test, there is not even a doubt as to whether England
or France be the first naval powen In fact, the French them-

selves do not question it. It is frankly acknowledged in our

favour by M. Thiers, in his speech to the Assembly from which
I have before quoted. Nobody in that country has ever
pretended that they can, or ought to, keep more than two-
thirds of our force at sea. Their public men never believed
in the sincerity of our cry of invasion. One of the most
eminent of them wrote to me in x848, and after a frank

['The total tonnage of British vessels entering inwards and clearing out.

wardsin x864was x8,_oz,675tons. In x864, therewere26,_4_ sailingvessels,
and 2,49o stature's, registeredin the portsof the United Kingdom. The total
tonnagewas 5,427,5co tons. In x863 the French mercantilenavycomprised
x50o92vessels, including 345 steamers; the total tonnage was 985,235tons.
To arriveat a fair comparison,300,oo0 tons should be deducted from the
_Britishtonnage,being the increasein z864.
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confession of the deplorable state of their mercantile tonnage,
as compared with ours, complained of the cry as a cruel joke,
"une manwise plaisanterie." Intelligent men in that country
cannot believe that we think them capable of such folly, nay
madness, as to rush headlong, without provocation, and with-
out notice, into a war with the most powerful nation in the
world, before whose very ports the raw materi_s of their
manufactures pass, the supply of which, and the consequent
employment and subsistence of millions of their population,
would be immediately cut off, to say nothing of the terrible
retribution which would be visited upon their shores, whilst all
the world would be calling for the extermination of a com-
munity which had abdicated its civilised rank, and become a
mere band of lawless buccaneers. No, they cannot think so
badly of themselves as to believe that others, whose opinion
they respect, would ever give them credit for such wickedness
or insanity.

But I shall be told that the people of France are entirely
at the mercy of one man, and that public opinion is now
powerless in that country. There is nothing about which we
make such mistakes as in passing judgment upon our next
neighbour. .Public o_Oinionis as omni_Oo/enttllere as iJl _he
United States, ulkon matters u4th which it interests itself; but
it takes a different direction from our own, and therefore we do
not appreciate it. But it is quite necessary that the people, I
mean the mass of our people, should be better informed as to
the character and circumstances of the population of France.
Teach Englishmen to despise another nation, and you have
gone far towards making them quarrel ; and there is nothing
so sure to evoke our contempt as to be told that a people have
not spirit to maintain their rights against the arbitrary will of
a usurper. Now, no people have ever clung with more tenacity
to the essential principles and main objects of a revolution
than have the French. The chief aim of the Constituent

Assembly of _789 was to uproot feudalism ; to found an equal
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system of taxation ; and to establish religious equality and
freedom of worship, by appropriating to the State the lands
and tithes of the Church, and making all religions a charge
upon the public revenues ; very many other reforms were
effeeted by that body, hut these were its leading principles.
The abolition of the monarchy was never contemplated by the
Constituent Assembly. The death of Louis (which I attribute
to the interference of foreign powers) was decreed by the
National Convention three years later.

Now, the principles of x789 have been maintained, and
maintained by public opinion only_ with more jealousy than we
have shown in guarding our Bill of Rights, or Habeas Corpus
Act; for the latter has been suspended, whenever it suited
the convenience of Tory or even Whig governments. But
Napoleon at the head of his victorious legions, the Bourbons
with a reactionary priesthood at their back, and the present
ruler with all the advantages of a socialist hobgoblin to
frighten people into his arms, have been compelled to own
allegiance to these principles. Insidious attempts have been
made to plant anew the genealogical tree, by the creation of
majarats, but the schemes were nipped in the bud by public
opinion, and t_ublic o_Oiniononly.

When told that the present Emperor possesses absolute and
irresponsible power, I answer by citing three things which he
could not, if he would, accomplish ; he could not endow with
lands and tithes one religion as the exclusively paid religion of
the State, although he selected for the privilege the Roman
Catholic Church, which comprises more than nine-tenths of
the French people ; he could not create an hereditary peerage,
with estates entailed by a law of primogeniture ; and he could
not impose a tax on successions, which should apply to
personal property only, and leave real estate free. Public
opinion in France is an insuperable obstacle to any of these
measures becoming law ; because they outrage that spirit of
eftutli_ which is the sacred and inviolable principle of I789.

Y
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Now, ifLouisNapoleonwereto declarehisdeterm_tionto
carry these three measures, which are all in full force in
_ngland, as a part of his imperial regime, his throne would not
be worth twenty-four hours' purchase ; and nobody knows this
better than he and they who surround him. I am penning
these pages in a maritime county. Stretching from the sea,
right across to the verge of the next county, and embracing
great part of the parish in which I sit, are the estates of three
proprietors, which extend in almost unbroken masses for
upwards of twenty miles. The residence of one of them is
surrounded with a walled park ten miles in circumference.
Not only could not Louis Napoleon create three such en-
tailed estates in a province of France, but were he to declare
himself favourable to such a state of things, it would be fatal
to his popularity. Public opinion, by which alone he reigns,
would instantly abandon him. Yet this landed system
flourishes in all our counties, without opposition or question.
And why ? The poorest cottager on these estates feels that
his personal liberty is sacred, and he cares little for equality;
and here I will repeat, that I would rather live in a country
where this feeling in favour of individual freedom is jealously
cherished, than be, without it, in the enjoyment of all the
principles of the French Constituent Assembly.

Let us, however, learn to tolerate the feelings and pre-
dilections of other people, even if they are not our own ; and
recollect, we require the same consideration at their hands, for
I can vouch from actual experience that the intelligent natives
of France, Italy, and other countries, where the Code
Napoleon is in force, and where, consequently, the land is
divided amongst the people, are very much puzzled to under-
stand how the English submit to the feudal customs which still
find favour here. But I have never found with them a dis-

position to dogmatise, or insist upon making their system our
model I must, however, say that we are egregiously mistaken
if we fall into the belief, so much inculcated by certain parties,
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that we are the admiration and envy ot surrounding nations
Tell the eight millions of landed proprietors in France that
they shall exchange their lot with the English people, where
the labourer who cultivates the farm has no more proprietary
interest in the soil than the horses he drives, and they will be
stricken with horror ; and vain will it be to promise them as a
compensation, Habeas Corpus Acts, or the right of public
meetingsmyou might as well ask them to exchange their little
freeholds for a bon mot, or a song. Let us then spare our pity
where people are contented; and withhold our contempt from
a nation who hold what tlwy prize by the vigilant exercise of
public opinion.

But the point to which I wish to bring the foregoing argu-
ment is, as you will at once see, that where public opinion is
thus able to guard great principles which make war upon
privilege of every kind, it is surely not to be despised in such
a question as entering upon hostilities with England. Nobody,
I believe, denies that louis Napoleon received the votes of a
majority of the French people. In the election which took
place for the presidency, when he was supported by three-
fourths of the electors, his opponent General Cavaignac had
possession of the ballot boxes, and there could be no fraud to
account for the majority. With what view did the French
people elect him Emperor ? To maintain, in the first place, as
he is pledged to"do, the principles of x789 ; and, in the next,
to preserve order, keep the peace, and enable them to prosper.
Nobody denies that these are the objects desired by France.
Yet we are told that he will, regardless of public opinion,
plunge the country into war. The same parties who make this
charge accuse him of keeping up 4_ per cents, to xos, by all
sorts of nefarious means, in order to maintain an artificial show

of prosperity. And this same person, we arc told, will make a
piratical attack upon England, which would in twenty-four
hours bring the 4½ per cents, down to 50, in three months to
3o, and in three years to nothing l Last year, we are told,

,2
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was very inlniicM to the mental health of the country, owing to
the want of electricity : are these invasionist writers under the
influence of this meteorological phenomenon ?

But the m_nyl The army, we are told, will compel the
Emperor to make war upon somebody. I should humbly
submit if they wish to fight, and are not particular about a
quarrel, or a declaration of war, that they had better march
upon Holland, Prussia, or Belgium, inasmuch as they wula
march there, and, what is equally important, in the com-
binations of a good general, they could march bach again. It
our Government had any fear of the kind, it is quite evident
that they would bring to our shores that immense fleet which
is amusing itself in the Mediterranean, and which it would take
at least a month to recall. There can be no doubt, if an
invasion took place, and it could be proved that the Govern-
ment had expected it, that the Ministers would be impeached.
But they keep a fleet, more powerful than the whole American
navy, two thousand miles offat Malta, and therefore we may be
sure at least that they have no fears.

Now, as I have already said, the army of France, about
which we hear so much, is no larger in proportion to her
population, than the armies of the other powers of Europe,
with which she is surrounded; and, inasmuch as that country
was invaded, without provocation, by Prussia and Austria,
within the memory of man, it is rather unreasonable to ask her
to be the first and only country to disarm. Besides, a large
part of her army is in Algiers, surrounded by hostile tribes;
and, by the way, when that colony was first seized, we used to
console ourselves that owing to that part of the army being
liable to be cut off by the sea, and offered as a sacrifice to the

neighbouring tribes, we had obtained a great security for
peace. But, in a word, everybody who is acquainted with
France (and they are unhappily in this country but few in
number) knows that the army is not, like ours, fished out ot

the lees of society_ but that it fairly.represents the people. It
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is, in fact, 4oo, ooo of the young men taken 80,000 a year from
the farms, shops, and manufactories, and to which they return at
the end of their service; and, such being their origin and
destination, their feelings and opinions are identical with those
of their countrymen.

The French soldier is anxious for the time of his service to

expire, that he may return to his little family estate. The
discipline and the morale of the army is perfect ; but the con-
scription is viewed with disfavour, as may be known by the
price (from 2_6o to 2_8o), which is paid for a substitute ; and
anything which tended to prolong the period of service, or
increase the demand for men, would be regarded as a r_!omity
by the people. I have never heard but one opinion--that the
common soldiers share in the sentiments of the people at large,
and do not want a war. But then the officers _ Surely after
Louis Napoleon's treatment of the African generals, stealing
them out of their warm beds in the night, he will not be any
longer supposed to be ruled by the officers. His dependence
is mainly upon the peasant proprietors_ from whom the mass
of the army is drawn.

But I must draw this long letter to a close--What
then is the practical deduction from the facts and argu-
ments which I have presented? Why, clearly, that con-
ciliation must proceed from ourselves. The people of
this country must first be taught to separate themselves
in feeling and sympathy from the authors of the late war,
which was undertaken to put down principles of freedom.
When the public are convinced, the Government w_ act; and
one of the great ends to be attained is an amicable under-
standing, if not a formal convention, between the two Govern-
ments, wlmtever t_teirform may be, to prevent that irrational
rivalry of warlike preparations which has been lately and is
still carried on. One word of diplomacy exchanged upon this
subject between the two countries will change the whole spirit

of the respective governments. But this policy, involving a
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reduc.filo.nof our w._rlike expenditure, will never be inaugurated
by an aristocratic executive, until impelled to it by public
opinion. Nay, as in the case of the repeal of the corn law--
no minister can do it, exert when armed by a _Oressurefrom
_oitlwut.

I look to the agitation of the peace party to accomplish
this end. It must work in the manner of the League, and
preach common sense, justice, and truth, in the streets and
market-places. The advocates of peace have found in the
peace amgress movement a common platform, to use an Ameri-
canism, on which all men who desire to avert war, and all who
wish to abate the evil of our hideous modem armaments, may
eoolqerate without compromising the most practical and
"moderate" polltician, or wounding the conscience of my
friend Mi'. Sturge, and his friends of the Peace Societymu_n
whose undying religious zeal, more than all besides, _ rely for
the eventual succ_s of the peace agitation. The great advance
of this party, within the last few years, as indicated most clearly
by the attacks made upon them, which like the spray dashed
from the bows of a vessel, mark their triumphant progress,
ought to cheer them to still greater efforts.

But the most consolatory fact of the times is the altered
feelings of the great mass of the people sirice x793. TAere
iies our great advantage. With the exception of a lingering
propensity to strike for the freedom of some other people, a
sentiment partly traceable to a generous sympathy, and in some
small '0_gree, I fear, to insular pride a_ndignorance, there is
little _Iigposition for war in our day. Had the popular tone
been as sound in i79z, Fox and his friends would have pre-
vented the last great war. But for this mistaken tendency to
interfere by force in behalf of other nations there is no cure

. but'by enlightening the mass of the people'upo n the actual
conditi6n of the Continental populaiious. This will put an
end to the supererogatorycommiserationwhich is sometimes
lavished upon them, and turn their attention to the defects of
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their own social condition. I have travelled much, and always
with'an eye to the state of the great majority, who everywhere
constitute the toiling base of the social pyramid ; and I confess
I have arrived at the conclusion that there is no country where
so much is required to be done before the mass of the people
become what it is pretended they are, what they ought to be,
and what I trust they will yet be, as in England. There is too
much truth in the picture of our social condition drawn by the
Travelling Bachelor # of Cambridge University, and lately flung
in our faces from beyond the Atlantic, to allow us any longer
to delude ourselves with the idea that we have nothing to do
at home, and may therefore devote ourselves to the elevation
of nations of the Continent. It is to this spirit of interference
with other countries, the-wars to which it has led, and the con-
sequent diversion of men's minds (upon the Empress Catherine's
principle) from home grievances, that we must attribute the
unsatisfactory state of the m_s of our people.

But to rouse the conscience of the people in favour of
peace, the whole truth must be told them of the part they have
played in past wars. In every pursuit in which we embark, our
energies carry us generally in advance of all competitors. How
few of us care to remember that, during the first half of the last
century, we carried on the slave-trade more extensively than
all the world besides; that we made treaties for the exclusive
supply of negroes ; that ministers of state, and even royalty were
not averse to profit by the traffic. But when Clarkson (to whom
fame has not yet done justice) commenced his agitation against
this vile commerce, he laid the sin at the door of the nation ;

* Mr. Kay, inhis valuable work on the education and social condition of the
people of the Continent, offers this ¢=d reflection in speaking of the state of
things at home :--" VChere the aristocracy is richer and more powerful than that
ofany othex country in the world, the poor are more oppressed, more pauper-
bred, more numerotm in comparison to the other classes, more irreligious, and.
very much worse educated than the poor of any other European nation, solely
e_cepting unc|v_lLqedRussia and Turkey, _.Jn-cI_vedItaly, misgoverned Portugal,
and revolutionised Spa/m" .. : :
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he appealed to the conscience of the people, and made the
whole community responsible for the crimes which the slave-
traders were perpetrating with their connivance ; and the
eternal principles of truth and humanity, which are ever present
in the breasts of men, however they may be for a time obscured,
were not appealed to in vain. We are now, with our cha-
racteristic energy, first and foremost in preventing, hy force,
that traffic which our statesmen sought to monopolise a century
ago.

It must be even so in the agitation of the peace party.
They will never rouse the conscience of the people, so long as
they allow them to indulge the comforting delusion that they
have been a peace-loving nation. We have been the most
combative and aggressive community that has existed since
the days of the Roman dominion. Since the revolution o!
I688 we have expended more than fifteen hundred mil-
lions of money upon wars, not one of which has been upon
our own shores, or in defence ofourhearths and homes. "For
so it is," says a not unfriendly foreign critic,* "other nations
fight at or near their own territory: the English everywhere."
From the time of old Froissart, who, when he found himseff on
the English coast, exclaimed that he was among a people who
"loved war better than peace, and where strangers were well
received," down to the day of our amiable and admiring
visitor, the author of the Sketch l_ooh, who, in his pleasant de-
scription offohn l_tdl, has portrayed him as always fumbling
for his cudgel whenever a quarrel arose among his neighbours,
this pugnacious propensity has been invariably recognis_l by
those who have studied our national character. It reveals

itself in our historical favourites, in the popularity of the mad-
cap Richard, Henry of Agincourt, the belligerent Chatham, and
those monarchs and statesmen who have been most famous

for their warlike achievements. It is displayed in our fondness

"A Residence at the Court of Londom" By Richard Rush, M_ from tho
United States.
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for erecting monuments to warriors, even at the doors of our
m_rts of commerce; in the frequent memorials of our battles,
in the names of bridges, streets, and omnibuses ; but above all
in the display which public opinion tolerates in ourmetropolitan
cathedral, whose walls are decorated with has.reliefs of battle
scenes, of storming of towns, and charges of bayonets, where
horses and riders, ships, cannon and musketry, realise by turns,
in a Christian temple, the fierce struggle of the siege and the
battle-tidal. I have visited, I believe, all the great Christian
temples in the capitals of Europe; but my memory fails me, if
I saw anything to compare with it. Mr. Layard has brought us
some very similar works of art from Nineveh, but he has not
informed us that they were found in Christian churches.

Nor must we throw on the aristocracy the entire blame of
our wars. An aristocracy never governs a people by opposing
their ruling instincts. In Athens a lively and elegant fancy
was gratified with the beautiful in art. In Genoa and Venice,
where the population were at first without territory, and
consequently where commerce was the only resource, the path
to power was on the deck of their merchantmen or on 'Change.
In England, where a people possessing a powerful physical
organisation and an unequalled energy of character were ready
for projects of daring and enterprise, an aristocracy perverted
these qualities to a century of constantly recurring wars. The
peace party of our day must endeavour to turn this very
energy to good account in the same spirit in which Clarkson
turned a nation of man-stealers into a society of determined
abolitionists. Far from wishing to destroy the energy, or even
the combativeness which has made us such fit instruments for

the battle-field, we shall require these qualities for abating the
spirit of war and correcting the numberless moral evils from
which society is suffering. Are not our people uneducatedm
juvenile delinquents uncared for? Does not drunkenness
still reel through our streets ? Have we not to battle with
vice, crime, and their parent, ignorance, in every form ? And
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may not evencharitydisplayas greatenergyand couragein
savinglifeaswas everputforthinitsdestruction?

A faminefelluponnearlyonehalfof agreatnation.The

wholeworldhastenedto contributemoney and food. But a
fewcourageousmen lefttheirhomes inMiddlesexand Surrey
_md penetratedto theremotestglensand bogsof thewest
coastofthestrickenisland,toadministerreliefwiththeirown
hands. To saythattheyfoundthemselvesinthe valleyof

theshadowofdeathwouldbe but an imperfectimage:they
we.reinthecharnel-houseofanation.Neversincetheeleventh

centurydidpestilence,thegaunthandmaidoffamine,gleanso
richaharvest.In the midstof a scenewhich no fieldof

battlecvcrequalledin danger,in thenumber of itsslain,or
thesufferingsofthesurviving,thesebravemen moved ascalm

and undismayedasthoughtheyhad beenintheirown homes.
The populationsanksofastthatthelivingcouldnot burythe
dead. Half-interredbodiesprotrudedfromthegapinggraves.

ORen thewifediedinthemidstofherstarvingchildren,whilst
the husband laya festeringcorpseby her side. Intothe
midstofthesehorrorsdid our heroespenetrate,draggingthe
deadfromthelivingwiththeirown hands,raisingthehead of

famishinginfancy,and pouringnourishmentintoparchedlips
from which shotfever-flamesmore deadlythan a volleyof
musketry.Here wascourageI No musicstrungthenerves
no smoke obscuredthe imminent danger;no thunderof

artillerydeadenedthesenses.Itwascoolself-possessionand
resolutewill,calculatedriskand heroicresignation.And

who werethesebravemen ? To what"gallant"cor._sdidthey
belong? Were theyof the horse,foot,or artilleryforce?
They were Quakersfrom Clapharnand Kings'tonlIfyou

would know what heroicactionstheyperformedyou must
inquirefrom thosewho witnessedthem. You willnot find

themrecordedinthe volumeof reportspublishedby them.
selves,forQuakerswriteno bulletinsoftheirvictories.

Willyou pardonmc if,beforeIlaydown my pen,I so far
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presume upon your forbearance as to express a doubt whether
the eagerness with which the topic of the Duke of WelHngton's

career was so generally selected for pulpit manifestations was cal-
culated to enhance the influence of ministers of the Gospel, or

promote the interests of Christianity itself. Your case and that
of public men are very dissimilar. The mere politician may
plead the excuse if he yields to the excitement of the day that

he lives and moves and has his being in the popular temper of
thetimes. Flung as he isin the mid-current of passing events,
he must swim with the stream or be left upon its banks, for
few have the strength or courage to breast the rising wave of

public feeling or passion. How different is your case[ Set
apart for the contemplation and promotion of eternal and un-
changing feelings of benevolence, peace, and charity, public
opinion would not only tolerate but applaud your abstinence

from all displays where martial enthusiasm and hostile passions
are called into activity. But a far higher sanction than public
opinion is to be found for such a course. When the Master

_vhom you especially" serve, and whose example and precepts
are the sole credentials of your faith, mingled in the affairs or

this life, it was not to join in the exaltation of military genius,
or share in the warlike triumphs of nation o_,er nation, but to
preach "Peace on EARTH and good will toward MEN." Can

_:he humblest layman err, if, in addressing the loftiest dignitary
of the Christian Churdb he says "Go THOU AND D0 LIK_-
WISE_ n

I remain, yours,
R. COr,DZN.

Tot_R_



A LETTER

TO HENRY ASHWORTH, ESQ.

LO.DO.,xoZ_A#.,7,186_.
My Dr.AxSm,--I avail myselfof your kind permissionto

addressyou a letteron the presentunsatisfactorystate of Inter-
national Maritime Law,as affecting the rights of belligerents
and neutrals.

It is not necessary that I should dwell on the particular
branch of the subject to which the debate on Mr. Horsfall's
motion was, as I venture to think, too exclusively confined,
namely, whether private property at sea should be exempted
fromcapture by armedgovernmentships in time of war.

A statementof the simple facts of the case, as they affect
British interests,ought to be a sufficientanswerto this question,
without the necessity of one syllableof discussion. Here is a
country, the averagevalue of whose ships and cargoes,afloat,
exceeds ._xoo, ooo,ooo, which is more than double the amount
possessed by any other state. A proposal is made by the
United States, with the concurrence of France, Russi_ and
other countries,to exempt this propertyfromlegalisedplunder
in the event of war. Our merchants and shipowners are,
mlur411y,eager to accept so advantageous an offer,which is,
however, rejectedby the BritishGovernment.

One of the arguments urgedby a memberof the Cabinetto
justify this rejection need not ahrm us. It is alleged that such
a stipulation wouldnot be respected in time of war. At the
worst,this would only leave us where we now are. If, how.
ever,an engagement were enteredinto, by a formalconvention
of the maritime powers,for insuring the inviolability of private
property at sea, it would become a recognised part of inter-
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national law; and I do not believe that a judge, sitting in any
prize court in the civilised world, would afterwards condemn, as
legal capture, ships or cargoes seized in violation of that law.
Sure I am, at least, that it is the duty of those filling high office
in this country to brand with dishonour the violators of such a
solemn engagement, and not to seem, in anticipation, to justify,
or even palliate, their infamy.

I have had some difficulty in believing in the sincerity of those
who, in order to reconcile us to this unequal game of pillage,
put forth the argument that it is desirable to subject our ship-
owners to the penalty of ruin, in the event of war, as the best
means of binding the nation over to keep the peace. If a
majority of the Cabinet, and of both Houses of Parliament,
were composed of shipowners, there might be some consistency
in this proposition. But if power and responsibility are to be
united in the same hands, there is another body of proprietors
whose fortunes might with greater justice be made liable to
confiscation in case of war. The argument is, however, un-
worthy of serious refutation.

Had not some of the opponents of Mr. Horsfall's motion
professed to doubt whether the Paris declaration in favour of
neutrals was irrevocable, they would obviously have been
unable to oppose it. But the Paris Congress of x856 merely
recognised a state of things which, as Mr. Baring remarked, had
arisen out of the progress of events ; it no more created those
events than the adoption of the Gregorian Calendar in x752
produced the astronomical laws which rendered that reform in
our style necessary ; and any attempt of our statesmen, now,
to revert to the treatment of neutrals sanctioned by our prize
courts in iSto, would place them on a level with those poli.
tici_n_ whom Hogarth depicts, in his famous election scene,
clamouring to their candidates, "Give us back our eleven
days I"

My principal object, however, in writing is to show that the
issue raised by Mr. HorsfaU's motion, when taken alone, is
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now of lltfle practical value. The question has assumed larger
proportions, owing to the progress of events, and in conse-
quence of the latter proceedings of the United States Govern-
ment* Th facts of the case, which are not sufficiently known
to the public, are as follow :-

In x856, as you are aware, _tn'. Marcy, foreign secretary to
President Pierce, when replying to the communication from the
Paris Congress, inviting the American Government to adhere
to the declaration abolishing privateering, made the memorable
counter-proposal to Europe to exempt the private property of
belligerents at sea from capture, both by privateers and armed
government ships. This offer, as I have stated, was favourably
received by France, Russia, and other maritime powers, but
met with no encouragement from the British Government,

The election for the Presidency took place in the autumn
of x856, when Mr. Buchanan was chosen the successor to Mr.
Pierce. The question of international maritime law now under-
went furtherdiscussion in America, and it was contended that,
in addition to the exemption of private property from capture,
when at sea, it should be free from molestation whilst entering
or leaving a commercial port; that, in fine, blockades should
be restricted to naval arsenals, and towns which were at the
same time invested by an army on l_nd. One of the New
York journals,* the organ of the mercantile body, offered the
following as a substitute for the fourth article of the declaration
of the Paris Congress :-

"Blockades are henceforth abolished, in regard to all
vessels and cargoes engaged in lawful commerce ; but they
may be enforced as heretofore against vessels having contra-
band goods on board, and against all Government vessels,
whether armed or unarmed," At a subsequent stage of these
discussions, President Buchanan addressed a letter to the Chair-
man of the New York Chamber of Commerce, in which he
said: "We must obtain the consent of the powerful naval

• The ]ou'_alofCotnmev_e,
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stations that merchant vessels shall not be blockaded in port_
but be suffered to pass the blockading squadron, and go out to
sea." The consequence of this state of opinion was that Mr.
Dallas, the United States Minister at London, was in x857
instructed by his Government to suspend the negotiations
which he was still attempting to promote, upon the basis of
Mr. Marcy's proposition.

Thus the matter remained till the spring of x859, when, on
the breaking out of the war in Italy, a circular dispatch was
transmitted from Mr. Cass, President Buchanan's foreign
secretary, to the representatives of the United States at the
European capitals, suggesting still further reforms in inter-
national maritime law. An unsuccessful effort was made by
Mr. Lindsay to induce our Government to lay on the table of
the House a copy of this document; but the substance of its
most important proposal was explained by Lord John Russell,
when communicating to the House (February I8, i86i) the
particulars of the interview at which Mr. Dallas had read to him
as foreign minister, this despatch :_Mr. Cass was represented
by his Lordship to have declared that he "considered that the
right of blockade, as authorised by the law of nations, was
liable to very great abuse; that the only case in which a
blockade ought to be permitted was when a land army was
besieging a fortified place, and a fleet was employed to blockade
it on the other side ; but that any attempt to intercept trade by
blockade, or to blockade places which were commercial ports,
was an abuse of the right that ought not to be permitted."
Lord Russell took this opportunity of explaining to the House
his reasons for opposing these views of the American Govern.
ment, and which were in substance the same as those with

which Mr. Marcy's proposal had been met--namely, that the
system of commerdal blockades is essential to the maintenance
of our naval supremacy.

These incidents have a most important significance, if
_iewed in connection with present events. We live in an age
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of revolutionary transitions, which warn us against too obstinate
an adherence to ancient precedent or blind routine. If the
proposal of the United States to abolish commercial blockades
had been favourably received by the British Government, there
can be no doubt, from the known tendency of other maritime
powers, that it might have become a part of the law of nations,
in which case the commerce between England and the Southern
States of the American Union would have been uninterrupted .

by the present war--for the blockade is acknowledged by
Europe only as a belligerent right, and not as an exercise of
municipal authority. In justice to the American Government
and to prevent any misapprehension of the following statement,
I am bound to express the opinion that the closing of the
cotton ports is virtually our own act. We have imposed upon
ourselves, as neutrals, the privations and sufferings incidental
to a commercial blockade, because we assume that we are in-
terested in reserving to ourselves the belligerent right which we
now concede to others.

Let us consider, for a moment, whether this policy will
bear the test of reason, fact, and experience.

One-third of the inhabitants of these islands, a number
equal to the whole population of Great Britain at the com-
mencement of this century, subsist on imported food. No
other country contains half as many people as the United
Kingdom dependent for subsistence on the produce of foreign
lands. The grain ofaU kinds imported into England in I86I
exceeded in value the whole amount of our imports sixty years
ago : and the greater portion of this supply is brought from the
two great maritime states, Russia and America, to whom, if to
any countries, the belligerent right of blockade must have for
us a valuable application. If left to the free operation of
nature's laws, this world-wide dependence offers not only the
best safeguard against scarcity, but the surest guarantee for

regularity of supply; but a people so circumstanced is, beyond
all others, interested in removing every human regulation which
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'interferes with the free circulation of the necessaries of life,
whether in time of peace or war--for a state of war increases

the necessity for insuring the means of feeding and employing
the people.

This is, however, a very inadequate view of the subject.
For the raw materials of our industry, which are in other words

the daily bread of a large portion of our population, we are still
more dependent on foreign countries. Of the 3,i27,ooo bales
of cotton exported in the year i86o-6i from the United States,
Great Britain received 2,i75,ooo , or 69 per cent. Of the total
exports from Russia, of flax, hemp, and codilla, amounting, in

1859, to 282,88o, ooo lbs., we received 2o5,344,0oo lbs., or 80
per cent. Of the lol,412,ooo lbs. of tallow exported from
that country, 91,728,ooo lbs., or 9° per cent., reached our shores.
And of her total exports of i,o26,ooo quarters of linseed, we
received 679,ooo, or 67 per cent. If we refer to other maritime

States, we find similar results. Of the I34,5oo, ooo lbs. of tea
exported last year from China, 9o,5oo, ooo, or 7 ° per cent.,
came to British ports. And of the 2,75_,ooo Ibs. of silk ex-

ported from that country we received upwards of 90 per cent.
Of the total exports from Brazil, in I86o, of x85,ooo bales
of cotton, Great Britain received io2,ooo, or 55 per cent. Of
the total exports from Egypt, in 186o-i, of 142,ooo bales
of cotton, we received 9%o00, or 70 per cent.

It may be alleged of nearly all articles of food or raw
material% transported over sea, that more than one-half is
destined for these islands. It follows that were we, in the

exercise of the belligerent right of blockade, to prevent the

exportation of those commodities, we should inflict greater
injury on ourselves than on all the rest of the world, not
excepting the country with which we were at war: for if we
could effectually close the ports of one or more of these countries

ag-al,_ both exports and imports, we should be merely inter-

eepting the supply of comparative luxuries to them, while we
arrested the flow of the necessaries of life to ourselves ; and for

z
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every cultivator of the soil, engaged in the production of cotton
or other raw materials, thereby doomed to idleness, three or
four persons would be deprived of employment in the distribu-
tion and manufacture of those commodities.

These facts are an answer to those who maintain that it is

necessary to reserve in our hands the right of blockade, as an
instrument of coercion in case of war. Against such countries
as France, Germany, Holland, Belgium, &c., blockades have
lost their force, owing to the extension of the railway system
throughout the continent of Europe. In cases where a blow
may still be struck at the commerce of a nation---of what use,
I would ask, is a weapon of offence which recoils with double
force on ourselves ? It would be but a poor consolation to our
population, who were subjected to the evils of enforced idleness
and starvation, to be told that the food and raw materials
destined for their subsistence and employment were rotting in
the granaries of mined cultivators in Russia or America.

These considerations have always led us, practically, to
violate our own theory of a commercial blockade, whenever the
power to do so has remained in our hands, even when the
exigencies of our situation as a manufacturing people were far
less pressing than they axe at present. If we consult the ex-
perience of our past wars, we shall find that, as a belligerent,
we have invariably abstained from taking effectual measures for
preventing the productions of our enemies from reaching our
shores. It is true we have maintained, for our navy, the
traditional right and duty of a blockade, whilst (I beg your
attention to the distinction) we have invariably connived at its
evasion. I will cite a few examples. We all know how
systematically our blockade of France, and other parts of the
coast of the Continent, was relaxed by licences during the great
war with the first Napoleon ; and it is notorious that, at the
commencement of the present century, during the height ot
that war, the deficiency of our own harvests was repeatedly
supplied from the cornfields of our most deadly enemy. Nor
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must we forget that the celebrated Orders in Council, the most
gigantic of all blockades, were ultimately revoked in the interest
of our own manufacturers and merchants. Again, in the war
with the United States, in x813, during the blockade of that
coast, a powerful and interested party in Parliament called for
measures to prevent the importation of American cotton into
England, but they were opposed by petitions from Manchester,
Stockport, Glasgow, and other places connected with the cotton
manufacture, and the result was that the Government refused
to take any steps to intercept the cotton of the United States at
our Custom-house ; and this occurred at a time when our
dependence on the produce of that region was, perhaps, not
equal to a twentieth part of that of the present day.

The Crimean War, however, affords us a more recent example.
That war was declared in March, t854 ; but the ports of Russia
were not proclaimed in a state of blockade until March, i855.
The Allies temporised for a year with their right and
power to close the commercial ports of the Black Sea, whilst
carrying on a most sanguinary struggle before the naval arsenal
of Sebastopol, in order to allow the exportation of food from
Russia, to make good the deficient harvests of France and
England. Upwards of half a million of quarters of grain
reached our shores from that region in I854. Here at least is
a precedent for the policy of restricting blockades to fortified
places, and leaving commercial ports unmolested. If we turn
to the operations in the Baltic, during the same war, we find
that our blockade of Cronstadt had merely the effect of divert-
ing the produce of Russia, destined for England, into more
costly overland channels. An attempt was made similar to
that of interested parties in i8_ 3, referred to above, to induce
our Government to prevent the importation of Russian produce
into this country through Prussia, which drew from the Dundee
Chamber of Commerce a memorial, declaring that the raw
material from Russia was indispensable to the ver¢ existence
of the industry of that district. After due delibct;,tion, our

zg
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Governmentrefusedto requirea certificateof originatthe

Custom-house,ortooilierany otherimpedimentto theimpor-
tationof I_luss_nhemp, flax,tallow,&c, intotiffscountry,
throughtheterritoryofneutrals.The consequencewas that
Prussia,whichsentustallowtothe amountof._15o onlyin
x853,was enabledinx855tosupplyuswiththatarticletothe
amount of a_I,838,3oo;and otherRussiancommodities
reachedthiscountryinasimilarmanner.

Itisonlynecessaryto pointto the examplesofChina,
Mexico,&c.,toshow thatinour hostilitieswiththeweaker

maritimepowerswe carefullyeschewthe policyof resorting,
asameansofcoercion,to theblockadeof theircommercial

ports.
A fairdeductionfromthesefactsand premisesleadsus to

a verygravenationaldilcmmn. Wc persistin upholdinga
beUigcrentright,whichwe havealwaysshrunkfromenforcing,
and shallneverrigorouslyapply,by which we placein the
handsof otherbelligerentsthe power,at any moment, of

deprivinga largcpartofour populationofthc supplyof the
raw materialsoftheirindustry,and ofthenecessariesof life.
Inthisrcspcctthequestionofblockadeisessentiallydiffcrent
fromthatofthecaptureofprivatepropertyatsen. In the

lattercasewe arconlyliableto injurywhen wc chooseto
becomebclligercnts,whereas,intheformer,we areexposedto
seriouscalamitiesasneutrals;and'England,by proclaiming
thepolicyofnon-intervention,has recentlyconstitutedherself

thegreatneutralpower. Inthiscapacitywe arenow enduring
the effectsof a blockade,by which itisestimatedthatthe
earningsoflabourinthiscountryarecurtailedto the extent
ofa quarterofamillionsterlinga week. Shoulditcontinue,

itwill,I fear,bringmany of the evilsofwar home to our

doors,and plungethe ingeniousand industriouspopulation
connectedwithourcottonmanufacture,whoserecentimprove-

ment and elevation we have witnessed with pride, into the
depths of pauperism and misery. Nor have we any assurance
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that this will prove a solitary case. I can ima_ne a combi-
nation of events, not more improbable than the blockade of
the cotton region of the United States by sea and land would
have appeared to be three years ago, by which we may be cut
off from all commercial intercourse with other countries on

which we are largely dependent for raw materials and food.
Speaking abstractedly, and not in reference to the present

blockade--for we are precluded from pleading our sufferings
as a ground of grievance against a people whose proposals for
the mitigation of the barbarous maritime code we have rejected
wI do not hesitate to denounce, as opposed to the principles
of natural justice, a system of warfare which inflicts greater
injuries on an unoffending neutral community than on a belli-
gerent. And, however sincere the Governments of the great mari-
time powers may be, during a period of general peace, in their
professions of adhesion to this system, should any of them as
neutrals be subjected to severe sufferings from the maintenance
ot a blockade, the irritation and sense of injustice which it will
occasion to great masses of population, coupled with the con-
sciousness that it is an evil remediable by an appeal to force,
will always present a most dangerous incentive to war. Certain
I am that such a system is incompatible with the new com-
mercial policy to which we have unreservedly committed our-
selves. Free trade, in the widest definition of the term, means
only the division of labour, by which the productive powers of
the whole earth are brought into mutual co.operation. If this
scheme of universal dependence is to be liable to sudden dis-
location whenever two governments choose to go to war, it con-
verts a manufacturing industry, such as ours, into a lottery, in
which the lives and fortunes of rn-ltitudes of men are at stake,

I do not comprehend how any British statesman who consults
the interests of his country, and understands the revolution
which free trade is effeeting in the relations of the world, can
advocate the maintenance of commercial blockades. If

X shared their view, I should shrink from promoting the indefi-
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nite growth of a population .whose means of subsistence would
be liable to be cut off at any moment by a belligerent power,
against whom we should have no right of resistance, or even of
complaint.

It must be in mere irony that the advocates of such a policy
as this ask--of what use would our navy be in case of war, if
commercial blockades were abolished ? Surely, for a nation
that has no access to the rest of the world but by sea, and a
large part of whose population is dependent for food on foreign
countries, the chief use of a navy should be to keep open its
communications, not to dose them 1

There is another branch of this subject to which a recent
occurrence has imparted pecul/ar importance. We require a
clear definition of the circumstances which confer on a bellige-
rent the right of visitation or search. The old and universally
admitted rule that any maritime power, when at war, was
entitled everywhere to stop and visit the merchant vessels of
neutrals, is allowed to be unsuited to this age of extended com-
merce, of steamers, and postal packets. The principal object
which belligerents had in view in the exercise of this power
was the capture of enemy's propen3: But, since the Paris
Declaration exempts the goods of an enemy from seizure in
neutral bottoms, there is little motive left for preserving this
belligerent right ; and the question would receive a verysimple
solution by assimilating the practice in time of war to that
which now prevails in time of peace.

Merchant vessels on the high seas are, during pe/u:e, con-
sidered and treated as a part of the territory to which they
belong. There is no point on which the maritime powers are
more dearly understood than that, excepting cases of special
convention to the contrary, such as that for suppressing the
African slave-trade, the flags of merchantmen afford an absolute
protection against visitation or obstruction by an alien ship of
war This rule applies, of course, only to the high seas ; for
when foreign merchant vessels approach so near the coast of a
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maritime State as to place themselves within its municipal
jurisdiction, they axe subject to all its police and revenue
regulations. Now, why should not this be the invariable law
of the sea, in time of war as well as of peace ? Because two .
maritime powers in some quarter of the globe choose to enter
upon hostilities is no good reason why neutral merchant ships,
sailing in every sea, should be subjected to their authority.

This change would simplify the question of contraband of
wax, and thus tend to obviate the risk of international disputes.
An article is rendered contraband of wax only by its hostile
destination. Were the right of search on the high seas in time
of war abolished, the only admissible proof of this destination
would be the fact of the vessel being found within the waters
of a belligerent State. If those waters were in the possession
of a hostile power, the jurisdiction would appertain to the
blockading fleet of that power; and a neutral merchant vessel,
containing articles contraband of wax, entering voluntarily
within that jurisdiction, would be t_sofacta liable to capture.
As to the question what should, under such circumstances,
constitute an unlawful cargo, I see no reason why we should
seek to multiply impediments to commerce by extending the
category of articles contraband of wax beyond that proposed
by the United States, viz., arms and ammunition.

Without dwelling on minor details, the three great reforms
in international maritime law embraced in the preceding argu-
ment axe--

x. The exemption of private property from capture at sea,
during war, by armed vessels of every kind.

_. Blockades to be restricted to naval arsenals, and to
towns besieged at the same time on land, with the
exception of articles contraband of war.

3. The merchant ships of neutrals on the high seas to be
inviolable to the visitation of alien government vessels in
time of war as in time of peace.

It is at the option of the English Government at any time
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to enter upon negotiations with the other great Powers for file
revision of the maritime code, and I speak advisedly in
expressing my belief that it depends on us alone whether the
above reforms are to be carried into effect. I will only add
that I regard these changes as the necessary corollary of the
repeal of the navigation laws, the abolition of the corn laws,
and the abandonment of our colonial monopoly. We have
thrown away the sceptre of force, to confide in the principle of
freedom--uncovenanted, unconditional freedom. Under this
new r_gt'meour national fortunes have prospered beyond all
precedent. During the last fourteen years the increase in our
commerce has exceeded its entire growth .during the previous
thousand years of reliance on force, cunning, and monopoly.
This should encourage us to go forward, in the full faith that
every fresh impediment removed from the path of commerce,
whether by sea or land, and whether in peace or war, will
augment our prosperity, at the same time that it will promote
the general interests of humanity.

Believe me, my dear Sir,
Yours very sincerely,

RICHARD COBDEN.
Henry Ashworth, Esq., President of the

Manchester Chamber of Commerce.

PosxscRIpx.--On the first appe_ance of this letter in the
columns of the newspaper press, the not unusual mode of,
raising irrelevant issues, with the view of evading the real
question, was resorted to. It has been alleged that I had no
authority for saying that the English Government had refused
to accede to Mr. Marcy's proposal for exempting private
property from capture at sea.

The very faot that Mr. Horsfall's motion, which was re-
garded as a repetition of Mr. Marcy's proposal, was opposed in
the House of Commons by Lord Palmerston, who had been
Prime Minister in x856, when that proposal was firstmade,
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might be considered sufficient proof that it was not favourably
received by the British Government. But other evidence is
not wanting. Lord John Russell, speaking in the House of
Commons, February zSth, i86x, said, "I found that when the
matter was under disdussion with the American Government at

the time of the Conference at Paris, the opinion of the Earl of
Clarendon (then Foreign Minister) seems to have been un-
favourable to the proposal that private property at sea should
be respected during war."

It has been, moreover, asserted that the American Govern-
ment were not sincere in making their proposal. Such an
accusation coarsely (because anonymously) made, and without
an atom of evidence to support it, might properly be passed
over without notice. I refer to it only because it gives me the
opportunity of saying that I have had the opportunity of
conversing with leading statesmen in the United States, not
merely of the political school to which Mr. Marcy belonged,
but also of the Republican party, and they all agree that had
the proposition for making private property inviolable at sea
been accepted by the European Powers in I856 , it would have
been willingly carried into effect by their Government. The
Senate was known to be favourable, and no other body shares
the treaty-making power with the President It was, indeed,
impossible that President Pierce and Mr. Marcy cotild have
made such a proposal to Europe without having previously
ascertained that it had the sanction of two-thirds of the

members of the Senate, whose concurrence is, by the constitu-
tion, requisite to carry any treaty into effect.

R.C.
May x51h, I862.
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NOTE.

Tlt_ following pamphlet was written in the summer of IS53, nearly three
years before the late Lord Dalhousie, then Governor-General of India, had
terminated that career of violence and spoliation which dazzled the nation
by the meretricious lustre of its successes, but which, to the prescient eye of
Mr. Cobden, who saw with painful dearness its injustice and immorality,
was fraught with the gravest peril to the Empire. His attention was
first drawn to the origin of the last Burmese War by a pamphlet from
the able pen of the Rev. Henry Richard, a gentleman who, as is well
knoxvn,was intimately associated with him in some of the most important
of his public labours. The apathy which was then felt in the details of
our Indian policy, and therefore the great public service which Mr. Cobden
rendered by assisting to uplift the veil, may, to some extent, be illus-
trated by an incident, which, although trivial in itself, is eminently suggest.
ire. Conversing with a magnate of the East India Company in the lobby
of the House of Commons, he remarked on the profound ignorance and
unconcern of the public in relation to all Indian questions. "I have not
met," raid he, "with any one who has paid the smallest attention to the
origin of this Burmeae War, except my friend here"--pointing to Mr.
Richard--" who indeed dug the matter to light from the blue book."
Mr. Cobden lost no time in disentombing the facts from the same official
burial-ground, and with a result which will entitle his searching exposure
of deeds that will not bear the light to the thoughtful consideration of all
Engtishmen who desire to' make themselves acquainted with the true
history of Indian misgovernment. The last eloquent paragraph of the
pamphlet, in which the certainty of retribution for national transgressions of
the moral law is solemnly enforced, may now be read in the light of the
ghastly events which have since made Cawnpore and Delhi but too famous
throughout the world.



PREFACE.

HAVINO had occasion to read with attention file "Papers relating to
Hostilities with Burmah," with the view of bringing the subject under
the consideration of the House (which drcumstances prevented my doing)
I have made an abstract of the leading facts of the case for publication, in
the hope that it may induce the reader to peruse the original corre-
spondence. This I was the more immediately tempted _to do from not
having been able to meet with anybody, in or out of Parliament, who
Jxad read the "Papers." In fact, owing to the complex form in which
they are printed--not giving letter and answer in consecutive order, but
grouping them arbitrarily in batches--they require a considerable effort o[
the attention to read them with advantage. I may say, by way of ex-
planation, that the whole of the narrative is founded exclusively upon rite
Parliamentary papers, and that all the extracts in the text, for which refer-
ences are given at the foot of each page, are copied from the same ofllc/al
source. Wherever I have inserted quotations not taken from the Parlix.
mentary papers they are printed as notes. It should be borne in mind that
the case, such as it is, is founded upon our own ex ._arte statement. A
great many of the letters are mutilated: and, remembering that, in the

Afghan papers, it is now known that the character of at least one of the
Cabool chiefs was sacrificed by a most dishonest garbling of his language,
X confess I am not without suspicions that a similar course may have been
pursued in the present instance. I will only add, then, bad as our case
now appears, what would it be if we could have access to the Burmese
"Blue Books," stating their version of the business ?

The correspondence to which I have referred is--
,st. Papers relating to hostilities with Burrnnh_ presented to both

Houses of Parliament, June 4th, xS$e.
2nd. Further papers relating to hostilities with Burmab, presented to

both Houses of I'_liament, Hatch *$th, 1853.
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Is June, x85x , the British barque l_t"onarch,of 250 tons, last
from Moulmein, reached Rangoon, the principal port of the
Burmese Empire. On the second day after their arrival, Cap-
rain Sheppard, the master and owner, "was taken before the
police to answer the charge of having, during the voyage,
thrown overboard the pilot Esoph, preferred by a man named
Hajim, a native of Chittagong, who stated that he was brother
of the said pilot."* The accuser and deceased were British
subjects, both being natives of Chittagong, one of the pro-
vinces of our Indian Empire, lying contiguous to the territory
of Burmah. The answer to the accusation was, that the pilot,
having run the vessel aground, had jumped overboard. Cap-
tain Sheppard was mulcted in fines and fees to the amount
of L46, and permission was then given him to depart; but
when about to sail he was again detained, "owing to a charge
brought by a man named Dewan All (a British subject, em-
ployed in one of the Moulmein gunboats), calling himself a
brother of the pilot, bringing forward a claim for a sum of 5oo
rupees, which he stated his brother had taken with him."]"
This led to a fresh exaction of ._'55 !--and, after a fori:ible
detention altogether of eight days, the ship was allowed to 1sail.

The British vessel, the Champion, of 4Io tons, Captain
Lewis, arrived at Rangoon, from the Mauritius, in August,
J85L Two Bengal coolies, who had secreted themselves
on board his ship, with a view to return to their country,

* Papers relating to hostilities with Burmah presented to Parliament. June
4, x85z, p- 5 "tIbid.
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made charges against the captain of murder and other offences,
and they were joined by some lascars and others of the crew,
who deserted, and made an appeal to the authorities for the
recovery of their wages. After being detained fifteen days,
and compelled to forfeit ._7o for fines, fees, and semen's
wages, Captain Lewis was suffered to depart.

These two captains appealed to the Government of India
for redress. They claimed together _r,gzo for re-imburse-
ment of arbitrary fines, demurrage of ships, and compensation
for ill-usage, and unlawful imprisonment. This claim was
revised by the Indian authorities, and cut down to ._9_o, or
less than one-half; and it was in enforcing payment of this sum
that the present war arose.

It must be borne in mind that all/he _artles lo tIw.sesuits
were 2_ritish subjects; the Governor of Rangoon had not
been adjudicating in matters in which Burmese interests, as
opposed to those of foreigners, were at stake.

When these complaints were laid before the Governor-
General of India, it happened that two of the Queen's ships,
the 2rox and the Serpent, under the command of Commodore
Lambert, were lying in the Hooghly. He was requested to
proceed to Rangoon, and "in maintenance of the Treaty of
Y'andaboo, and the Commercial Treaty of xSz6, to demand
full reparation for the injuries and oppressionsto which the above-
named British subjects have been exposed." No other demand
for reparation beyond the payment of this sum of about .6"920
appears at the outset of these proceedings. Vague allusions
are made to other acts of injustice committed upon British

• subjects, but no specific complaint is formally made, and no
individual grievances are officially adduced, excepting those of
Captains Sheppard and Lewis. We are informed, indeed, in
a Minute, by the Governor-General of India, that "for many
years past complaints, from time to time, had been made of
acts of oppression and of violation of treaty by the Burmese
Governors. 2Vone, lwwever, had been brou_/tt forward of
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sudTuqentextent or slgnifican_y, to call for t_e formal nonce of
this Government." # It is important at the outset to have the
highest authority for the fact, that up to this time the Burmese
authorities at Ava were quite ignorant that the British Govern-
ment had any complaint to prefer against the Governors of
Rangoon.

Before his departure from Calcutta, Commodore Lambert
received very precise instructions from the Governor-General,
how to act under almost every possible contingency ; and as
these directions were disre_rded the moment he reached
Rangoon, without drawing on himself a word of censure or
remonstrance, thus involving grave questions as to the due
assertion of authority on one side, and the observance of pro-
fessional subordination on the other, I beg the reader's careful
attention to this part of the narrative. It will, moreover, serve
to illustrate the unsatisfactory working of the "double govern-
ment" of India.

After recapitulating all the facts of the eases of Captains i
Sheppard and Lewis, and requesting Commodore Lambert to
proceed to demand reparation from the Governor of Rangoon,
Lord Dalhousie suggests, that "although there seems no
reason to doubt the accuracy of the depositions, or the veracity
of the deponents,t it would be right that the Commodore
should in the first instance be satisfied on this head.":[: He
is then requested to demand from the Governor of Rangoon
the just pecuniary compensation in favour of the injured
parties. Slwuld that funclionary refuse redress (mark the
proviso), the Commodore is then to forward to the King of
Burmah, at Ava, the capital, a letter with which he is fur-
nished, from the Government of India, calling his Majesty's
attention to the subject, "in the full conviction that he will at
once condemn the conduct of his officers by whom this offence
has been perpetrated, and will make to the parties who have
been injured that compensation which is most justly due to

*P. 64. tWhy, then,reducethe¢lairntolessthanone-half? _P. x$.
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them for the injuries they have sustained. ''_ So minute are
the instructions given to the Commodore by Lord Dalhousie,
that the mode of forwarding the letter to Ava, and the proper

way of disposing of his squadron during the necessary delay in
receiving an answer, are carefully pointed out in these terms :--

"In the event of the Governor of Rangoon refusing, or
evading compliance with the demands conveyed to him by the

Commodore, the letter addressed by the President in Council
to the King should be delivered by the Commodore to
the Governor of Rangoon for transmission to Ava, accompanied
by an intimation that an early reply from the court of Ava will

be expected ; and that, if it should not in due time be received,
the Government of India will proceed to take such measures as
they may think necessary and right.

The delay thus interposed is unavoidable in the present
anomalous relations of the two Governments. It _ill, moreover,

admit of t]w Com_wdore _roceeding to t]_e2_ersian Gulf, wMlAer
his lord_Mt9 understands/w is under orders to z_roceed."¢

The Governor-General's instructions conclude with the

following emphatic injunction to avoid any violent proceedings.
It might have been penned expressly to guard against the
course which the Commodore afterwards pursued :w,, IT IS TO
]BE DISTINCTLY UNDERSTOOD THAT NO ACT OF HOSTILITY IS TO

BE COMMITTED AT PRESENTj THOUGH THE REPLY OF THE

GOVERNOR SHOULD BE UNFAVOURABLE_ NOR UNTIL DEFINITE

INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING SUCH HOSTILITIES SHALL BE GIVEN

BV THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA._

Let us now recapitulate in the briefest possible terms the
instructions given to Commodore Lambert :_

xst. He was requested to inquire on the spot whether the
compensation chimed by Captains Sheppard and Lewis, which

had already been reduced to less than one-half of their original

demand by the Indian Government, was founded on justice.
In a word he was instructed to hear both sides.

Ibid. "_ P. =4. ¢* Ibid

&&
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and. To demand payment of the amount of compensation
from the C-ovemor of Rangoon before applying to the Court
of Ava, and to use the letter addressed to the I_ng only, "in
the event of the Governor refusing or evading compliance."*

_. 3rd. In case it was found necessary to forward the letter
to the King then the Commodore was to proceed to the
Persian Gulf.

4th. In no case, until further definite instructions should
be received from the Government of India, was any act of
hostility to be committed.

We shall see under what circumstances Commodore Lam-

bert set aside all these instructions and pursued the very
opposite course to that prescribed by the Governor-General.

Towards the end of November, r85t , the Commodore
sailed with his squadron from Calcutta for the Rangoon River.
The distance by sea between the ports of Calcutta and Rangoon
is about 5oo miles. On his arrival at the latter place several
of the residents t who claimed to be British subjects preferred
further complaints against the Governor of Rangoon. He
requested them to state their grievances in writing, which they
did on the 28th November; $ but on the 27th , before a written
dedaralfan wax in his hands (it is important to notice this as
the beginning of a series of impulsive and precipitate acts)

• P. x4.
•["The first person who came on board the Commodore's ship (whose name

is given in the Blue Book and in the Parliamentary Report, but which for
obvious rea_ns I suppress) is thus described by Lord Ellenbornugh :--" One of
the most considerable traders at Rangoon is a person of the name of
That man. as soon as he knew of the probability of a war. freighted a schooner
with arms and sold them to the Governor of Rangoon.. When the Governor
refused payment for thcm he lind the effrontery to go to Commodore Lambert
and complain of the injury inflicted upon him. I suppose we shall hereafter
see the amount of compensation claimed by that person in the bill to be paid
by the Burmese Government. The Governor of Rangoon offered in consequence
_too for that man's head. and I confess I should not have been deeply grieved
if he had got it. This is a description of one of the persons for whom this
great war is to be undertM_n_"--House ofLerds, A_il 5t_, x85_.

_ P. a_.
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he wrote to the Governor of Rangoon to the following
effect* :-

"COMMODORELAMBERT TO TIIE GOVERNOR OF RANGOON.

"On &,_rdHer B_if_MkMajatf,_t_ e.f_r Fox,atandwro.O'Rang_,n,

"The object of my visit to Rangoon was, at the request of the Most
Noble the Marquis of Dalhonsie, the Governor-General of British India, to
demand redress for insults and injuries you have committed on subjects
belonging to Her Britannic Majesty Queen Victoria.

'* Since my arrival so many more complaints have been made by persons
residing at Rangoon who have a right to claim British protection that I
have deemed it my duty to withhold my original demand until I haveagain
made known their complaints to his lordsh/p."

It might natural]y be expected that, after despatching this
letter to the Governor, the writer would send one of the two
steamers which, in addition to his own vessel, the .Fox, now
composed the squadron under his command, to Calcutta for
further orders. This was much too dilatory a mode of pro-
ceeding. On the very next day the Commodore commenced
his diplomatic career, without credentials or authority of any
kind, by sitting down and writing a letter to the "Prime
Minister" of the King of Ava, enclosing the letter which had
been entrusted to him for use in case tAe Governor I_ refused
conMliance witA Ms demand, and added that owing to the
accounts he had heard of the additional wrongs inflicted upon
British subjects by the Governor he passed him by, and
appealed for his punishment directly to the Court of Ava.+

These two letters, the one from YAe 2_residento/tAe Couudt
of India in Council, to the _:ing of Ava, and the other from
Commodore .Lambert to the 2_n'me AIinister of Ills AIaje#y t/}e
.Ki#g of Ava,.were then forwarded to the Governor of Rangoon
withthefollowing_::-

"COMMODORELAMBERT TO THE GOVERNOR OF RANGOON.

N_ _Stl,xSst.
"I have the hnnour to transmit you a letter for.his Majesty the King

of Ava, together with one for the Prime Minister of the King.

* P. _ t Ibid. :1:Ibid.
/,Jr2
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"I shall expect that every despatch will be used for forwarding the
same, and I hold you responsible for an answer being delivered in there
waters within five weeks from this day.'*

Captains Latter and Tarleton were deputed to deliver this
letter to the Governor. The following is the description of the

interview as given by Captain Latter, who filled the of_ce of
interpreter to the expedition :--

" This letter was translatedby me into Burmese. We landed, went to
the Governor'shouse escortedby some of the Englishresidents and traders.
I read aloud to the Governor,first in English and then in Burmese, the
letter, and Captain Tarleton deliveredit. The Governor made his appear.
ante in a somewhat informaldress, being dressedin nothing but common
white clothes, and smoking a cheroot, whilst all the underGovernorswere
in their courtdresses. Tlds was the more to be remarked because the
Governorhas several gold crowns which he wears on state occasions. The
European ot_cers wereof course in full uniform. The Governorwished us
to stop and sit down, but Captain Tarleton thought it more prudent to say
that we had only been charged to read and deliver the letter to him, and
that we had received no instructions about holding any other communica-
tion. We then bowed, withdrew,and returned to the frigate. We received
no opposition either going or coming.""

From Rangoon to Ava is about 45o miles, and Govern-

ment expresses perform the journey in from ten to twelve days,
so that to receive an answer in five weeks was quite practicable,

provided the Cabinet of his Burmese Majesty did not require
so long a time for deliberation as is sometimes found necessary
in Europe.

As soon as he had despatched his letter to the Governor,
the Commodore sat down and wrote a laconic account of his

proceedings to the Government of India, which he sent off to
Calcutta by a steamer in charge of Captain Latter, the inter-
preter, who was deputed to explain the circumstances which
had induced him to depart from his instructions.

Let us now see what those circumstances were :-

We have already stated that, on the arrival of the squadron

* P. 3o.
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in Rangoon river, an additional list of grievances was presented
to the Commodore, on behalf of the British residents.** The

statement professes to emanate from the "undersigned

merchants and others, resident in Rangoon," but there are

no signatures appended to the document, which contains a list

of thirty-eight grievances, separately numbered, and mostly

without dates. I am sorry that it is not compatible with that

brevity which is above all things my object, to copy every one

of 1hese cases from the Blue Book, but I will give the first four

on the list, as a fair specimen of the whole :-

LIST OF GRIEVANCES.

"L A short time ago a charge was brought against Aga Sadduck,
merchant, in this town, by his wife who had been separated from him
fifteen years. To less a sum than S, 5°0 rupees was extorted from him by
the present Governor.

"2. In the _ of Goolam Hussaln, a merchant of Rangoon, against
whom a charge was brought of alleged faithlessness to his wife, the sum of
1,5co rupees was extorted from him.

*_3. In the case of Goolam Hussain (deceased), who was the owner of
some mineral said to have had the virtue of completing the art of alchemy,

• The Earl of PAIenborough made the following observations upon these
proceedings (House of Zords, February x6th, x85a)_:-

"He a/so wished to know whether, before any requisition was sent to the
King of Ava, for reparation for the injuries inflicted on British subjects in
Rangoon any trustworthy officer of ours was sent there to ascertain the truth of
their representations, and th_ extent of the injuries inflicted? He could
recollect--it was not so distant an era_he could recollect the circumstances of**

complaint which was brought under the notice of the British Government, by _*
certain Don Pacifico. Athens rejoiced in one Pacifico ; but he could assure
their lordships that there were dozens of Paeificos at Rangoon If there were
not the grossest ignorance of, or the strangest misrepresentations about Rangoon,
on the part of those who have written about it. Rangoon was the sink of Asia--
the Alsatia to which all men went who could not keep a footing elsewhere.
Persons of European origin, who had discovered that Asia was too hot to hold
them, lived in Ava, and generally went to Rangoon, and there, under the same,
or perhaps some other name, endeavoured to gain a new reputation or a new
fortune. He should not wish the Government to take any political measures
with regard to Ava, without sending an officer there to inquire into the ¢_reum-
stances, He regretted that this had not been done in the fl_t instance ; for it
was reported that when the Commodore went to Rangoon with his fleet, he
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the Governor wanted to get the m_er-1, which was refused h_m. In con-
sequence of this, a cI_rge of theft was trumped up_inst him. The _n_ror.

tu_te m_n _ seize_, and flogged in the mbst cruel xin_*nner, .from the
effects of which he died soon after.

"4- Against Nicholas Johannes, an Armenian merchant, a story was

got up, that, in a piece of ground which he had lately purchased, there was
buried ajar of silver. The Government people were ordered to dig for the
jar in question, when Mr. Johannes detected them in the act of slipping
money into the jar. The Governor decreed that he should pay I,ooo

rupees for these proceedings of his own men."

The absurd list of grievances, of which the above are a
sample, and which bring to recollection a popular volume of
reports of our own police courts, called "Mornings a¢ Bow
_ctrer.t," was, as I have before stated, placed in the hands of
Captain Latter, who proceeded to Calcutta to offer an expla-
nation of the occurrences which had taken place at Rangoon. i
Arrived at his destination, he was requested to make his state- i
ment in writing, and I find in the Report presented by him to I
Mr. HaUiday (the Secretary to the Government) that he gives

r

as the reason why Commodore Lambert departed from the !
instructions laid down by the Governor-General for his guidance,
that "the Commodore appeared to think that when the
Govexnor-Geneml of India came to know of these fresh

instances of the Governor of Rangoon's misconduct, he, the
Governor-General, might not consider the taking satisfaction
for merely Messrs. Sheppard and Lewis's cases sufficient, but
might wish to take further steps."* Let us see what the
Governor-General has to say in reply.

found circumstances very different from those which had been _ted to
him. The Don Pacificos pushed off their boats, and went on board with repre-
r_entationsof the darn.c_.eWhich they said they had sustained."

[Commodore Lambert/tad directions to inquire into the justice of the demand
which he was sent to make upon the Governor of Rangoon ; but, instead of doing
so, he took for granted the truth of fresh complaints brought against that officer,
and acted upon them, without allowing the accused party the opportunity of
answering one or the oth_ of the charges]

• P. _8.
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The letter from the Government Secretary, Mr. Halliday, in
answer to Commodore Lambert's communication, has been

mutilated at the Board of Control, and an Exlr_, only,
appears in the Blue Book. It may be therefore charitably
hoped that the scissors in Cannon Row, and not the pen of the
able Secretary at Fort William, are responsible for the incon-
sistency, not to say the absurdity of its contents.

" The statements contained," says the Extract, "in the

memorial_Oresented by the British subjects at Rangoon must be
received witt_ caution: not having been made the subject of com-
2Olaint at the time, these additional cases cannot now be made
the groundwork of an increased demand for compensation." It
might naturally be supposed that, after this implied reflection

upon the incautiousness of the Commodore, there would follow
an expression of regret on behalf of the Governor-General at

his having upon such insufficient grounds departed from the
instructions laid down for his guidance ; but the reader will
find with astonishment the following paragraph in the same
_xtractN

" ttaving regard to tat additlonal long listt vJhicl,was delivered toyou, of
unwarrantable and o_pressiveacts commilted ut_n Bri_'sk tubjects by order
of tat Governor of X'angoon, as well as to the personal bearing of that
functionary towards the Commodore of the squadron, and to his obvious
intention of resorting to the usual policy of the Burmese Court by inter.
posing endless delays, and disregard of official communications addressed
to him ; his Lordship is of opinion tImt you exercised a sound discretion
in cutting short all discussion with the local Governor, and in trans-
mitring at once to the King of Ava the letter addressed to his Majesty
by the Government of India."

The logic of this is akin to that which the wolf resorted to,
upon a certain occasion in an argument with the lamb. "Be
cautious how you listen to those Rangoon merchants" (says
Mr. Halliday), "do not make their complaints the groundwork

of a demand for compensation from the Governor of Rangoon :
but you did fight in making those complaints the 'ground-
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work ' of a resolution to passby the Governor of Rangoon, and
send the Governor-General'sletter to the court of Ava_asstrEnE
that he had refused all redress, and demanding his recalL" And
again, for another specimen of the same logic :q" So many
fresh complaints were made to me by resident merchants on
my arrival in the river of Rangoon," says Commodore Lambert,
"that I resolved to hold no communication whatever with the

Governor upon the business which I came here to settle."
'*You were quite right in cutting short all discussion with the
local Governor," replies Mr. Hailiday, in the name of the
Governor-General ; "for it is very evident from his personal
bearing towards you, and from his obvious intention to resort
to the usual policy of the Burmese Court, by interposing endless
delays, and disregarding official communications addressed to
him, that you would have accomplished nothing by entering
into negotiations with hi_"

Heaven defend me from ever finding myself in the position
of the Governor of Rangoon, with no other appeal but to round-
shot and shells against the conclusions of such logicians as the
Governor-General of India and Commodore Lambert !

The Commodore's brief and peremptory communication to
the Governor of Rangoon, requiring him to forward to his
Sovereign at Ava a letter demanding his own disgrace, and
which I have given in a preceding page, is dated November uSth,
z8$z. An answer was demanded in five weeks. It arrived on
the xst January, being a day within the limited time. This
having been the only instance in which the British Commander
had preferred any request to the Governor, the promptitude of
his compliance is a sufficient commentary on the passage
quoted in the despatch from the Government of India, accus-
ing him of" endless delays and disregard of official communi-
cations addressed to him." It is but fair to adduce this fact,
in favourof onewho now disappearsfromthescenc_without

havingbeenheardinhisown defence.

The following letter from Commodore Lambert, to the I
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President of the Council of India, opens the second act in this
drama:--

"COMMODORE LAMBERT TO SIR JOIIN LITTLER.

"II. a_. S. Fox, off RangOon, yanuary, lst., 1852.
**I have the honour to aeq_aint you that an officer from the Court of

Ava arrived on board of Her Majesty's ship under my command this
morning, and delivered a letter fiom the King to the Government of India,
in reply to the letter which I forwardedon the 28th of November.

"I also had the honour of a reply from his Majesty's Minister to my
communication of that date ; a copy is enclosed : from the purport of
which it appears the Burmese Government have dismissed the Governor of
Rangoon, and_romittd to settle the demand made on them by the Government

"I AM OF OPINION THAT THe- KING IS SINCERE, AND
THAT HIS GOVERNMENT WILL FULLY ACT UP TO WHAT
HE HAS PROMISED.

"The futureGovernorof Rangoon, vested with full powersto settle the
demands, is daily expected from Prome.

"In order that the Governor-General of India may be informed_as
early as possible, of the state of affairs,I have despatched the 2"_nassn_'m
steam.vessel to Calcutta with the letter from the King of Ava, which has
been translated by Mr. Edward_ in compliance with the directions he
states he received."

It will be seen by the above that the Burmese Government
complied instantly with the demand for the dismissal of the
Governor of Rangoon, and promised redress for the injuries
he had inflicted upon British subjects. But I beg the especial
attention of the reader to the paragraph printed in capitals,

which expresses the belief of the writer in the sincerity of the
King, and to which I shall a_in have occasion to refer. The
whole case, as between the Governments of Burmah and of

India, may henceforth be said to turn upon this passage.
The letter from the Burmese Government to the Govern-

ment of India, and that to Commodore Lambert, are written

not only in a courteous but a deferential tone. I will merely

give the concluding sentence of the letter to the Commodore,
showing, as it does_ that the Court of Ava were under the
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impression that he would himself be the bearer of the answer
to the letter of the Indian Government: "We have to request,"
say the Burmese Ministers, "that Commodore Lambert will,
with friendly feeling, apprise us of the date of his departure
from Rangoon, with the reply to the letter of the President of
the Council of India." * I ask the reader to bear this in mind
in connection with what is to follow.

"On the 4th of January, the newly appointed Governor, or
Special Commissioner from the Court of Ava, arrived at Ran-
goon, with a numerous suite." t On the 5th, Commodore
Lambert "sent Mr. Edwards, the assistant-interpreter, to ascer-
tain when it would be convenient for him to receive an officer
with a letter, stating the nature of the claims which the
Government of British India had made on that of Burmah,
and to say that when all had been adjusted he should do
himself the honour of personally paying his respects to him :
the reply to which was, that the Governor was ready at any
time to receive communications from him; and the following
day was fixed." :_ On this -visit Mr. Edwards, who was clerk to
Captain Latter, the interpreter to the squadron, and himself
familiar with the Burmese language, was admitted to a personal
interview with the new Governor, who at once consented, at
the instance of Mr. Edwards, to remove the embargo by which
the inhabitants had been hitherto prevented from holding
communication with the ships or boats of the squadron.§ It is
important that this fact should be borne in mind, as an answer
to the vague statements, for which no official proofs are
afforded, that the new Governor had, on his first arrival, by his
proclamation and other acts, shown an unfriendly disposition
towards the British residents.

On the following day, the 6th, "the Commodore directed
Captain Fishbourne, commanding Her Majesty's steamer
!'iennes, Captain Latter, and two o_cers of the//_rmes, with
Mr. Edwards, to proceed and deliver to the Governor the

• P. 36. + Ibid. _ _ IbtcL § P. 44-
a
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letter containing the demands he was charged to make.
Captain Latter was at the time on board the Proserpine,
finishing the Burmese translation of the letter which was to be
given to the Governor; and to give him due warning of their
approach, on his own responsibility, as there was no time to
spare, he sent Mr. Edwards on shore to him, to give notice of
their coming, and charged him to say that, as he had already
shown his friendly feelings by his amicable expressions of the
day before, with reference to the time of receiving a communi-
cation from Commodore Lambert, there would be no necessity
for making any display in receiving them, so that there could
be no necessity for any delay."*

Mr. Edwards landed and proceeded to the Governor's
house ; and now follows an incident which is of the utmost
value as illustrative of the temper and disposition of the
Governor towards his English visitors. The narrative is in
Captain Latter's own words :--" At the foot of the outer steps,
one of the Governor's suite drew his dagger on him, and
threateningly asked him how he dared thus to approach the
Governor's house. Mr. Edwards replied that he had no
intention of entering without the Governor's permission. On
being called into the Governor's presence, he stated that his
life had been threatened, and mentioned what had occurred.
The Governor sent for the offender, and punished him in the
presence of Mr. Edwards in the usual Burmese manner,
namely, by having him taken by the hair of the head, swung
round three times, his face dashed to the ground, himself
dragged out by the hair and pitched down stairs." f

(I ask gl_ reader la abxerve t]uzt, wig_in six hours of tke
inflia_'onof this severe _unishraent far an insult ¢ammit/ed u_an
a clerk, Cerartwdere Zazmberl will /tare declared Rangoan in a
stale of bla¢_zd¢for an in4ult alleged to have been offered _y the
Governor to l/te sua_eriorofficers of tAe squadron.)

Mr. Edwards now delivered his message to the Governor,

• P. 44- q Ibid.
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informing him of the deputation which was preparing to wait
upon him :--the Governor said, "he wished to receive the
communication through him and nobody else." Mr. Edwards
replied "that that could not be, for two reasons: first, that a
communication of such importance could not be made through
a person holding his subordinate position, being only a clerk
under Captain Latter's orders ; and secondly, that even if it
could be so made, it was too late now, as the officers entrusted
with it, one of whom was in rank next to the Commodore
himself, were now preparing to come." * Mr. Edwards took his
leave, and returned to the vessel.

Before we accompany the deputation to the Governor's
house, let it be understood that no previous arrangement had
been come to for its reception. To all who are acquainted
with the customs of the East, and the childlike importance
which Oriental nations, and especially the Burmese, attach to
the ceremonial of visits, it must be evident that the course about

to be pursued was pretty certain to end unsatisfactorily. The
Governor had expressed his readiness to receive a communi-
cation, no/ a de_uta/ion, from Commodore Lambert, and he
had entreated the clerk of the interpreter to bring it himself.
Mr. Edwards could run in and out of his house freely, as
bearer either of a message or letter, because, for a person of
his inferior rank, no formal reception was necessary ; but how
"the Governor of all the lower Provinces, from Prome to the
sea, including Rangoon," was to receive a body of officers of
subordinate rank, without either offending them,f or for ever i
degrading himself in the eyes of his own people, was a question

of etiquette not to be decided in a day. An Englishman, in
such a dilemma, would order his servant to tell an unbidden
caller he was "not at home." In the East, if the unwelcome

P. 45.
•[-Thereaderwillhaveseena symptomofthis in theallnsiontotheabsence

ofa "crown."to the"commonwhitedress,"and thesmokingofa cheroot,on
theoccasionof the intca'cicwof CaptainsLatterand.Tarletonwith theformer
Govemor--a._,IX4o4.
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visitor present himself in the middle of the day, the answer is,
, My master is asleep."

The deputation "landed at about noon, and proceeded to

Mr. Birrell's house to procure horses to take them up, as the
distance (about two miles) was too much to walk in the sun." _

They were bearers of a letter from the Commodore, stating
that "the object of his visit to Rangoon had been so satisfac-

torily met by the prompt course the Government of Ava had
adopted in the permanent removal of the late Governor of
Rangoon,"f that he felt assured of the amicable arrangement
of the further matters to be discussed, and he concluded with

a demand for the payment of 9,948 rupees (a fraction under a

thousand pounds), and suggesting that a Resident Agent at
Rangoon should henceforth be appointed by the Governor.
General of India, to avoid a recurrence of differences between
the two countries. Titre was nothin_ in tAe contents o/tt_

letter which in the sligAlest degree called u/on the writer to force
the Governor to receive it by tin hands of a d_utation.

It is right that the leader of the deputation should be
allowed to relate in his own words what followed :--

*' COMMANDER FISHBOURNE TO COMMODORE LAMBERT.

'"H.M.'s ,tca_*-..Ioo/'Ho-,_,;oJ leax4.o_,

"I have the honour to represent to you that, in pursuance of your
ordersof the 6th instant to me, to wait on the Governor of Rangoon with
a letter from you, and also to inquire why it was that Mr. Edwards, while
bearing a friendlymessage, had a swordplaced at his breast, and threatened_.
within the precincts of the Governor's house ?

"I beg to state that I proceeded accordingly, accompaniedby Captain
Latter, and Mr. Edwards as interpreter, and Lieutenant Lawrence and
Dr. McLeod_surgeonof Her Majesty'ssteam-sloop _ri'ermes.

"When we arrived within a veryshort distance of the Governor'shouse,
two sub-officialsendeavoured to stop us. CaptainLatter assuringme that

* P 45. "_P. 37. ._ Sic in orig.
Rememb_ag the summary punishment already inflicted upon the

wretchedoffenderin thlscase, a recurrenceto it as a grievancelooksvery much
like a desireto finda ground of quarrel
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this wasintended rather as s slight, I did not deem it proper to stop. Mr.
Edwards, however, communicated with them, on which they said that we
could not see the Governor, but must go and wait on the Deputy-Governor.

"On arriving at the gate of the Governor's compound, there appeared
to be a reluctance on the part of two or three that we should enter.

"On arriving at the foot of the stairs leading to the Governor's ante-
chamber, there appeared at the top, Moung Pogan, a man who had
accompanied each deputation to the Pox in the professed charactec of
interpreter, and another, I presume one or"the Governor's retinue, the
latter of whom stated that we could not see the Governor, as he was asleep,
and asked if we could not wait till he awoke. This he was informed by
Captain Latter that we could not do, and that the Governor, if asleep,
must be waked up, and informed that the Commander of one of the ships
of war, bearing a letter from Commodore Lambert, waited to see him ; on
this, he, together with Moang Pogan, went into the Governor's house,

apparently to convey the message.
a They soon after returned, the one stating that the Governor was a

great man, and was asleep and could not be awaked, but Moung Pogan
called Mr. Edwards on one side and asked him to go up and speak with
the Governor; under_!_ding this by his grimace, without waiting to be
confirmed in the correctness of my conclusion, I said he could not go,

whe_enpon Captain Latter asked me for your letter (which I gave him),
that he might point to it while explaining that it was one of a most peaceful
kind, and insisted upon the necessity of our being received ; whereupon the
attendant and Moung Pogan went again, as it were, to see the Governor,

saying that we had better go and stand under the shed, a place where the
common people usually assembled.

"Meanwhile, expressing the great inconvenience of staying in the sun,
I was going upstairs with a view to sit in the Governor's waiting.room,

but Captain Latter interposed, and said it was not according to etiquette ;
I was informed also that my going under the shed alluded to, for protection
from the sun, would be considered by them as degrading; I refrained from
going, or rather returned to my original position at the toot of the stairs,
for I had gone under the shed.

"The attendant and Moung Pogan neturned, the former again repeating

that the Governor was asleep, and Moung Pogan again expressed a wish
that Mr. Edwards should go up, and, on this being again refusedp proposed
that your letter should be sent to the Governor by them, which I considered
it my duty to refuse ; Captain Latter, at the same time, explaining that if
it were proper to send the letter by them, it were mmec_ry to have sent
theban English man-of-war, and the next in command to the
Commodore, with it.
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*'About this time an officer came up, whom I recognised as one who
had been on a deputation from the Governor to the Commodore ; and,
being anxious to have matters settled amicably, I requested Captain Latter

to explain to him how improper the treatment we had received had been ;
that he must be well aware that every deputation from the Governor and
Deputy-Governor lnLd been received by the Commodore at all times, and
with courtesy ; and, if it had been that the Commodore had been asleep,
his principal officer would have had him awakened, and made acquainted
with the fact of a deputation being in waiting for an audience with him,
that he might receive it: and to impress upon him the propriety and

necessity for me, bearing a friendly letter from the Commodore, being
received immediately ; for if I was not, I must consider it a premeditated
insult, and go away and report the circumstance.

"I was quite satisfied of the insincerity of the statement relating to the
Governor being asleep, from the manner of the attendant, and from the
fact of Moung Pogan asking Mr. Edwards to go up to the Governor, and
indeed from his appearing at the Governor's when we arrived--for, when
we were getting our horses to ride up, this Moang Pogan appeared, and

was asked by Captain Latter if the Governor knew we were coming, and
he said he did not know ; then Captain Latter said, ' Yon had better go
up, and say that we are coming ; ' to which he answered, ' I am a subject
of Burmah, and cannot take a message to my Lord the Governor, unless I
had permission from him.'

"Finding, after some tittle time, that the officer alluded to above did
not return, I conceived it to be my duty to return, and report the circum-
stance ; in doing so, I returned most leisurely, to give them time to send
after me with an apology ; and not finding my boat at the landing-place, I
waited her arrival (for the same purpose), rather than come off earlier in a
merchant-ship's boat, which was offered me."

On their return to the frigate, Commander Fishboume
reported (as above)to Commodore Lambert the treatment
the deputation had received. The Commodore appears to
have instantly decided upon the course he would pursue :-
without affording time or opportunity to the Governor to
explain or apologise for what had occurred, without referring
the matter to the Government of India, which he might have
don¢ in a few days, or to the Government of Ava as he had
done before, he resolved, that very day, to enter upon hos-
tilities with the Burmese nation. "The Commodore forthwith
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directed a boat to be sent to summon some of the English

residents from the shore. On their arrival, be warned them to
be prepared to leave the town during the afternoon, and

requested them to give notice to all other British subjects. He
ordered all the boats of the squadron to assist in bringing them
off, and a steamer to be off the wharf to cover their embarka-
tion." * They were allowed to leave, without molestation.

"The British subjects, men, women and children, to the

amount of several hundred, took refuge during the afternoon
on board the shipping in the river, and before the evening
had set in, the vessels had commenced dropping down the
river." t

"It was dark before the Commodore issued orders to seize

what was usually styled the Yellow Ship.' _ This ship, which
belonged to the King of Ava, was anchored a'little above the

squadron. The same day the following notification of blockade
appeared :--Let the reader recollect that all these occurrences
took place on the afternoon and night of the 6th January, in
consequence of the deputation of that day ' Aa_ing been _/t
wailing for a full cuarler of an hour in the sun: "§

** NOTIFICATION°

" In _irtue of authority from the Governor-General of India, I do
hereby declare the rivers of Rangoon, the Bassein, and the Satwcen above
Mouimein, to be in a state of blockade ; and, with the view to the strict
enforcementthereof, a competent force will be stationed in, or near, the
entrance of the said riversimmediately.

"Neutral vessels, lying in either of the blockaded rivers, will he per-
mitted to retire within twenty days from the commencement of the
blockade.

"'Given under my hand, on board Her Britannic Majesty's frigate Foxl
offthe town of Rangoon, the 6thof January, 185z.

'GEORGE R. LAMBERT s

" Com,noa_reinHerBritannicMajtstf:_V_o),,

"By commandof the Commodore,
6_j. L, SOUTHEY, .._¢_'tlar)'. 't

4, p. 46, '1"Ibid. _ Ibid. _ P. 72. CaptainLatter'sNarrative,
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Let us now pause for a moment to recapitulate the facts
which we have been narrating. It has been seen that Com-
modore Lambert, setting aside the instructions he had received,
refused to communicate with the former Governor of Rangoon,
on the plea of a long list of fresh complaints having been pre-
ferred against him ; and that the Governor-General of India,
whilst refusing to espouse those grievances, had sanctioned the
course which the Commodore had taken upon hlm_elf to
pursue.

We have seen how Commodore Lambert entered into

correspondence with the Court of Ava, although instructed
not to do so until he had been refused reparation by the
•Governor; and how he remMned off Rangoon, waiting the
reply, which he peremptorily demanded in thirty-five days, not-
withstanding that the Governor-General had intimate_i to him
that, pending the return of an answer,'he might proceed to the
Persian Gulf; and we have seen that these deviations from his
instructions received the sanction of the Governor-General of
Indm.

Need we wonder at what followed ? In the teeth of an

express injunction, that, even should the reply to his demand
for redress be unfavourable, no act Of hostility was to be com-
mitted, " nor until deflnile instructions regarding such lmstilitks
shall be g_ven _y the Government of India,"* Commodore
lambert commenced hostilities, by seizing the King's ship, and
declaring the coast in a state of blockade, and this notwith-
standing that he had himself five days previously, in his letter
to Sir John Littler, declared his belief that the KinK of Ava
was sincere in his _romise of ret_arution, "a.,,d would fully act
u_ to *,,/tat l_ Aadlhram/sed; _ an,d to crown all, let it be added
that these hostile acts were committed before the answer to the

King of Ava (which the latter believed Commodore Lambert
was himself era'tying to Calcutta) could have been received by
the Governor-General of India, he being at that time in camp

., t _P. t4. ' ' :"

BB
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at Benares. "It may be added that, when receiv_ed,it elicited
from the IDd'm- Government the following test_ony to its
pacificand conciliatorycharacter.

"The letter addressedby the Ministerso! the King of Ava to the
Governmentof Indiawasfriendlyin its tone,andentirelysatisfactoryinits
tenor. The Courtof Ava promisedatonce to removethe Governorof
Rangoon, mid,to illquir©into, in order to r_lr_,s, the injuriescom-
p1,,i,,_ o_

"If therehadbeenanygoodreasonto doubtthesincerityof these
assurances,th,.irpromptfulfilmentmusthaveclearedawaythosedoubts.
The offendingGovernorwas at onceremoved,and his successortook his
pla_ at Rangoon."*

And here I will only mention for future comment the fact,
the almost incredible fact, that there does not appear in the,
whole of the papers presented to Parliament one word or.
syllable of remonstrance or remark on the part of the Governor-
General in vindication of his own anthor/ty--no, not even after
Commodore Lambert, as if in very derision and mockery., had
in his notification declared the coast in a state of blockade,
"/n virtue of aut&_ity from liw Governo_General of Erih's_
I_d:b." t"

The conduct of the Governor of Rangoon is now a subject
of minor importance--the question for the statesman, the
historian, and the moralist is--were we justified, whatever his
behaviour was, with the known friendly disposition of the King,
in commencing war against the Burmese nation ? Let us,
however, see ff the papers before us will throw any light upon
the origin of the treatment which the English deputation
received at the house of the Governor.

And in the first place, as it is only fair that he should be
heard on his own defence, I insert a letter of explanation
addressed by the Governor of Rangoon to the Governor-
General of India. The letter bears no date, but it was delivered
to Commodore Lambert on the 8th January.---

*P._. tP._
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i, T.ET,/_ R DKLIVERZD TO COMMODORE LAMBERT BY A DEPUTATION

s_ FROM THE GOVERNOR OF RANGOON.

" I, MAHAMENGHLA MENG KHANNYGYAN, appointedby the King of

Ava (here follow the Royal titles) and by the great Ministers of States after
due consultation), to rule all the Southern Districts (i.e., from Prome to
Martahan, including Rangoon), and to have my residence at Rangoon,
inform the English rulers and war-chiefs :

"That in conformity with the demand made by the English rulers, that
the former Governor of Rangoon should be removed from his situation, on
account of having oppressed and maltreated British merchants trading with
the port of Rangoon, and in order that a proper person might be appointed
as Governor of Rangoon who would be capable of protecting the merchants
and poor people, the former Governor was recalled to the royal presence.
A letter was sent to the English rulers, informing them that a proper in.
vestigation into all complaints should be made, and I arrived at Rangoon.

*' Being actuated by the highest feelings of friendship to Commodore
Lambert, whilst I was intending to send for him, the interpreter, Edwards,
came and told me that he had come to acquaint me that Commodore
l-qrnbert wished to have an interview' with nle | and, as I was fearful that
any of the others might behave discourteously, and not according to the
rules of etiquette, I decreed that the interpreter, Edwards, might come
with the letter or communication. But after some time, four inferior
officers, an American clergymnn_ called Kincaid, and the interpreter
Edwards, came in a state of intoxicat_n, and, contrary to custom, entered
the compound on horse_l__ck; and whilst I was asleep, and the Deputy.
Governor was waking me_ used violent and abusive language. They then
went away, and conveyed an irri_t;ng message to the Commodore ; and

that officer, listening to their improper and unbecoming representations,
and with a mnnlfest inclination to implicate the two nations in war, on the
6th of January, z852 , at night, with secrecy, took away the ship belonging"
to His Majesty the King of Ava.

" I, howevex, in consequence of there being a treaty of peace between
the two nations, did not re.seize the vessel ; and though they were the

bearers of a Royal message, on account of their unjustifiable conduct.*
The frigate stuck on the shore, near D._l!ah. I did not, however, molest
them, or destroy them, but acted worthily to these unworthy mere ; and I
now relnasent this conduct of Commodore X_mbert to the English rale_'
who came from one country to auother_ and behaved ill a mailne_

unbecoming an Ambassador." _'

Passing by the charge of "intoxication" as unworthyof"
* S/c ino_. t P. ,Io.

aa_
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notice, we come to the real ground of offence in the fact of
"four inferfor offieers" having, "contrary to custom, entered
the compound on horseback," or in other words, having ridden,
without invitation, into the open court of the Governor's palace.
The reader, if he has perused Mr. Craufurd's interesting nar-
rative of his mission to Ava, in 18_6, or if he enjoy the
pleasure of the acquaintance of that best living authority upon
the habits of the Burmese, will have no difficulty in under-
standing the cause of the unseemly wrangle which took place
between the British deputation and the Governor's attendants.
One of the gravest questions of Burmese etiquette was involved
in the approach of a visitor, whether on an elephant or on
horseback, to the Governor's residence. The English officers
outraged, perhaps unconsciously, his most cherished sense of
dignity and decorum, in riding into the Governor's compound.
They had no right, being subordinate in rank, to a formal re-
ception. Commodore Lambert was alone entitled to that
honour, and the preliminary arrangements for their meeting
would have, perhaps, called for the display of great tact and
temper. In all probability, the settling of the ceremonial of
an interview would have taken more time than the negotiation
for the payment of the thousand pounds. But, surely, Eng-
lishmen, who have the most formal Court in Christendom,
ought not to be the least tolerant of A_i_tic ceremonies. Com-
mander Fishbourne seems to have thought it quite sufficient
that Captain Latter despatched Moung Pogan a little in
advance of the deputation "to say that we are coming."
What should we think of an American deputation who re-
quired us to dispense with our Lord Chamberlain, Gold-sticks,
and Beef-eaters, and receive them after the simple fashion of
the White House at Washington ? Might we not probably
doubt if they were sober ?

In a word, the Governor was "asleep _w--anglic?,"not at
home," to avoid the embarrassment and danger of an interview.
But he did not refuse :to receive the Commodore's letter ; he
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requested Mr. Edwards to bring it, and moreover, according
to Commander Fishbourne's statement, Moung Pogan and the

attendants in the Governor's compound begged to be allowed

to _:onvey the letter to their rnnqter. But I find that the
Governor-General of India, in a long and elaborate Minute of

February xath, in which the incidents of the rupture are
recapitulated, admits the breach of etiquette on the part of
our officem :_

" A::uming, _ says the Governor-General, " t_a t)_tre toad in the
de_iN_ of tlw.teo_wo'.ta ntRfett ofstrict form, although (be it observed) no
$uela forms had been attended to on his own part, by the Governor of
Rangoon, whose letter had been conveyed to the Commodore by officers
of the humblest ran_ madadmittance had been freely granted to them ;
admlttlug, I say, t_at ceremonial trod not been duly observed, the omission
affords no justification whatever for the insult and contumely which were
publicly heaped upon these officers, the known agents, for the time, of the
Government they served."

And again,
_'The persous of the offiemmwere known, their _ni_si'onwas lmowtb

their approach had been announced ; and allhoug_ the omission of
ceretmmial form to wMc_ l _ave alluded migltt Aweegiven to :t_eGoveruor
a AOlaud61e_rtlext for declining lo receive the o_icertin person, his own
condm:t in the transmission of his communications had greatly weaktm_cl
that pretext ; while nothing could justify the gross, deliberate, and studied
affront which was put upon the British Government, in the person of its
officers, conveying a commtmication on its behalf to the Representative of
the King of Ava."*

The same loose and illogical reasoning which I have before

had to notice characterises these passages from the Governor-
General's "Minute." What could possibly be more incon-
clusive than the argument, if I may call it so, in the above
extract, where, after admitting the breach of etiquette on the
part of our officers, it is contended that the Governor of

Rangoon had no right to complain, because he had himself

sent letters to Commodore Lambert, _'by officers of the
humblest .rank, and admittance had been freely granted to

"P. 6S.
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them." This might have beena valid plea if the complaint of
the Governor had been that his visitors were of too low a

rank; but it was just the reverse--the very thing desired by
.him was, that the Commodore would follow his example, and
forward his letter by a person in the humble position of Mr.
Edwards, or one of his own attendants. The embarrassment
of the Governor arose from his being called on to give
audience to visitors who were not his eq,,_s in rank;,and who
yet could not be treated as infer/ors or messengers. To
Englishmen, all this appears excessively childish, and it is
because it does so that an English Governor need not trouble

himself about such m _tters; not so with the Burmese :-- [
" With them," says the Governor-General in the same
"Minute," "forms are essential substance, and the method
of communication and the style of address are not words, but
acts."* And it is worthy of notice that, at a subsequent stage
of this affair, in the "Minute" for the guidance of General
Godwin, when he was despatched in command of the expedi-
tion to Rangoon, the Governor-General, after ordering him in
a certain contingency to arrange a meeting with the 'chief i
officer of the King of Ava, adds :--" The forms of such meet-
ings should be arranged previously, and a record made of
them; it being understood that they are to be the recognised
forms of reception of the British agent for the future._ �Itis
a most perplexing fact throughout these papers, that, although
it is apparent that the Governor-General perceives the rashness
of the acts of Commodore Lambert, and even provides against
their repetition in future, and whilst it is impossible to doubt
that he must feel the humiliation of having his authority
entirely set asidemyet not one word falls from him to show
that he was more than a passive looker-on at the contemptuous
disregard of his own instructions !

But to return to the scene of operations before Rangoon,
where, as will be recollectedj Commodore Lambert had de-

• P._. tP.S_
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clared the coast of Burmah in a state of blockade, and seized

the King's ship, because his officers had been kept a "full
quarter of an hour" waiting in the sun.

Much has been said about the arrogance of the Burmese,
their contempt for other nations, and their desire to enter upon
hostilities with the English. The papers before us prove, on
the contrary, that they felt the utmost dread of our power. A

• covey ot partridges with a hawk in view, ready to make its
feb swoop, or aflock of sheep with a wows eyes glaring into

the fold, could not shrink more timidly from that terrible and
irresistible foe than did the Burmese officials at the prospect of
a hostile collision with England. Captain Latter says that so
great was their apprehension when the Commodore seized the
King's ship, that "they even seemed alarmed for the safety of
their own heads.""

"On Wednesday, the 7th January, at day-break, Her
Majesty's Steamer, Hermes, took the King's ship in tow, and
the whole squadron proceeded down the river a short distance,

"the frigate remaining a little below Dallah."_- I must here
introduce the reader to an interesting personage, in the
Governor of Dallah.

" "But whilst the conduct of the Rangoon authorities was so unsatis.
factory," says Capoiin Latter, in his narrative of the earlierevents before
the arrivalof the new Governor, "a marked exceptionexisted in the person
of the Governor of Dallah, a town on the other side of the river. Com-
modore T-qmbert,from information he had received of the favourable
disposition of the Governor, had paid him an unofficial visit, in order,
personally, to impress upon an officer of his rank and respectable
character, his (the Commodore's) peaceful views and wishes. The Com-
modorewas received by,the Dnllah Governor with the greatest courtesy
and respoet; and throughout the wholeof the subsequent annoyingtransac.

' tions the conduct of the Dallah Governorwas all that could be expected
_fmm a good man and a gen_tlem_-_-,":_

Let us now continue the narrative of the events of the 7th
'of January, as they are given to us by Captain Latter.

" Captain Lattefs Narrative,p. 47- "["P. 47. _ P. 43.
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"During the morning of this day, the Dallah Governor came off, being
sent by the Governor of Rangoon to see what he could do in the b_.
_rbe Commodore informed him that, in consideration of his (the Commo-
dore's) personal regard for him, and as a mark of the appreciation in _hlch
he held his ndmirable conduct during the whole time the expedition had
been lying off Rangoon, he would in a measure deviate from his first
intentions, and that he would again open communications with the present
Governor, ff that officer would come himself on board his frigate and
express his regret for the insult that he had offered to the British flag, in
the persons of the deputation sent to hid_ the previous day. The Dallah
q3overnor took his leave, and, after some honnb the Under-Governor ¢g
Rangoon, with the interpreter9 Moung Pogan, made his appearance. He
was the bearer of a lette# from the Governor, declaring that he really was
asleep when the deputation reached him ; that he did not wish to see a
deputation of inferior officers; that he would see the Commodore. and
'wished the Commodore to go to him. He did not in the slightest degree

express regret or sonow for what had occurred. The Commodone informed
the Under-Governor that he would not swerve from the ultimatum he had

already given through the Governor of Dallah, and he gave him _ noon
of the ne_t day to make up his mind. A good deal more conversation
"took place, owing to the Under-Governor endeavouring to shake the
Commodore's determination. Both he and the others contradicted them.

selves every few minutes ; now asserting that the Governor was a_leep at
the time the deputation came to his door ; next asking why Mr. Edwards
did not come to him when he sent to call him. At one time the Under-

Governor denied being at the interview in which Mr. Edwards complain'tit i

-of having been threatened with a dagger ; theft, when pressed, acknow- [
ledging that he was at the interview, bat that he had never seen or heard i

•anything about it. It would be as tedious as it would be unnecessary to {
-enter into a detail of all the lies and subterfuges they were guilty of, till at
last they left _e f, igate, when they complained of the seizure of the King's f
.ship. The Commodore informed them that he had seized it because it
was the King's ship ; that had it been a common Burmese merchant-ship

he would not have taken possession of it ; and that he seized it as much
for the purlx_ of showing them that the acts of subordinates, if not
promptly disowned and punished by throe whom they represented, would
be inevitably visited on the principals; t/m,' he ,tad no aind¢ #Am' when the

King ofAva I¢_ameaci_vaintcd_o_ht_ein$ol_ conductof_irssd_rdina:_
to lhose _v/tocame to malk a/r:',.ndly communican'on I ref_ing tO rtc¢_o¢ _¢[1
communication, arid t_us j¢o_ardisl.g _is TArom, he 'worm rti_ tAera _¢¢_

c_d, gm punkhmcnl i that if the Governor of Rangoon wished to avoid
• P. 43.
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sucha fatehehadonly to accedeto his(theCommodore's) demandsin
everything; that then, when all hisdemandshad beenfully complied
with,hewouldgivebackthe King'sship,andsalutetheflagof Burmah
with n royalsalute. He furthermoreimpressivelyaddedthat, until
furtherinstructionscamefromtheGovernor-Generalof India,of which
theywouldbedulyinformed,nothingshouldinducehimto actaggTessively,
unlessthey commencedhostilitiesthemselves; andheconcludedby saying
that,shouldany detrimentoccurto the King of Ava, fromwhat had
occurred, it would wholly rest upon the head of the Governorof
Rangoon."e

It will be seen that the di/ficulty between the Commodore
and the Governor turns still upon a point of etiquette. The
Governor complains of the deputation of "inferior officers,"
wishes to see the Commodore himself_ and asks him to come
on shore to him. The latter insists upon the former going on
board his ship to make an apology, instead of which the
Governor of Rangoon sends his Deputy-Governor, for he him-
self would probably prefer death to the dishonour which he
would suffer in the eyes of his people if he were to submit to
the humiliating terms proposed to him. And I will here
mention the fact that when these conditions were made known

to the Governor-General of India he, without wmment, expunged
from the ultimatum the harsh condition requiring a visit to the
Commodore's ship, and merely demanded a written apology.t
But this altercation between two subordinate officers is a matter

of secondary importance, the real question being whether Lord
Dalhousie, the Governor-General of India, who adopted as his
own all Commodore Lambert's acts, was justified in commenc-
ing hostilities against the Burmese nation after the proofs
afforded of the fair and conciliatory disposition of the king.
The passage in the above extract which I have marked with
italics appears to me to decide the question, for there we find

the Commodore himself declaring, after he had seized the royal
ship, his belief that the king was still actuated by such just
and.friendiy feelings that he would visit with condign punch

° 4P.47. t"P..53.
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ment those who had insulted the deputation. WTn_tl_ossibk
pretence could there be then for cammilling an act of hostility
against him T

During the next day, Thursday, the 8th, the Dallah
Governor came on board the frigate and stated that "he was
very anxious that the Commodore should give up the King's
ship, as that any punishment the King might inflict upon his
servants for its loss might be partially visited upon him, as the
ship was taken away in the waters between his Government
and that of the Governor of Rangoon. "# This request was
refused, but as a mark of esteem for the Governor of Dallah
the Commodore prolonged the time for the Rangoon Governor
to accede to his terms from noon till sunset. The Commodore

now received a message from the Governor of Rangoon "to
the effect that if he attempted to take the King of Ava's ship
out of the fiver he would fareon him." t

I have already stated that on this day a letter of explanation
from the Governor of Rangoon _ to the Governor-General of
India was delivered by a deputation to Commodore Lambert
to be forwarded to Calcutta.

Now follows the catastrophe, which must be described in
Commodore Lambert's own words _--

"Shortly after daylight this morning (January loth) I weighed, and
caused the merchant vessels to follow me. They were ._;_ted and guarded
by the East India Company's steam-vessel Phkget/wn, and the boats of
this ship. On my arrival off the great stockade I anchored, and found it
occupied by a eomiderabltforee. An immense number of large war.boats_

with guns mounted in them, were also lying close to the shore and at the
entranceof a smallcreekunderthe wallsof the stockade,andwere fully
manned. Their behaviourwas exceedinglythreatening,but I refrained
frominterferingwith them, asI had promisedyesterdaythat I wouldnot
fireon the Burmesefirst.

s, HerMajesty'ssteam-sloopHermes,with the King of Ava'sship in
tow, passedus at half-past nine, when the stockade opened a sharp
cannonadeon her Majesty'sship .Fox,whichwas instantlyreturnedwith

s p. 45. _ P. 4" g Ante, Ix4x9.
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shot and shell, and the Burmese battery was in a short time silenced. On
the smoke clearing away not a person was to be seen on the shore or in
the boats."

"Ourflre, I lmve no doNrt,must _woe dora graft *xecution, for I lmve
rea_onto believethat at koat 3,ooo men m,re o_OjOoseda_ain, t u,. One or two
of the enemy's shot struck the Fox, but did very trifling damage. Tier
shot in general fell short, a few only passing ova nst and their small arms
did no execution.

"Ithen sent the Phlegcl_on and the boats of the Fox close in shore to
destroy the war-boats,which was easily accomplished, and their guns spiked
or thrown into the river. Their crews, being unable to stand our fire, had
fled on the firstbroadside.

"The _/erm¢_in the meantime engaged a stockade on the opposite
side of the fiver, which had opened a fire on her. Her heavy guns and a
few rockets soon silenced this battery, and compelled the Burmese to
re,.ire." t

A word or two in the way of recapitulation. On the 6th,
at night, Commodore Lambert seized the King's ship, which he

held in his possession at anchor opposite the town for three
days, during which time the Burmese made no attempt to re-
take it ; but, on the contrary, conciliatory visits were paid to
the Commodore by the authorities of the highest rank in the
neighbourhood, short of the Governor of the district; and
letters of explanation to the Governor-General and to Com-

modore Lambert, as well as friendly messages, were forwarded
from the Governor of Rangoon himsel_ There is no reason
to suppose that any act of hostility would have been committed
had the King's ship been merely kept at anchor in the power
of the British. But to have allowed a Burmese ship of war to

be towed out of the river by foreigners, passing under the

• On the newsof this eventreaching,Englandit gaverise to a discussionin
the House of Lords.when the followingr,nnArkwas madeby Lord Derby,then
Prime Minister(April5th, 185a) .'---

"On receivinginformationof the Insultsofferedto CommanderFlshbourne,
CommodoreLambertsaid ttwas impossiblethat he couldcontinuecommunica-
tionswith such n Government,and actuallywithdrew; /her unfortunately, a_ I
t_ink, by maj of retaliation for the insaRs oAForedto kis o._c_, ta_ing onMm,df
mit&mtpreviogt iuslr_tio_ to *ti_a_ssd of/lie King ofArsa,whiclsilecarried
will liira." _ P. 4L
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great stockade or battery without molestation, would have in-
volved the disgrace and destruction of those who were respon-
sible to the King of Ava for the protection of his property.
Notice wa_ Lheretore given that if the Commodore aRempted
to remove the King's ship out of the river he would be fired
upon, when, as if determined to force a collision, taking his
own vessel, the -_x, opposite the great stockade, he there
dropped anchor. The//'ert_s passed with the King's ship in
tow, and the stockade opened a fire, apparently with no other
object but to save the honour of the Burmese flag, for upon
the discharge of a broadside from the /Tax the battery was
silenced and the garrison fled. "Great execution," we are
told, was done by our fire. I hope not, for in the eyes of God
and of just men every life sacrificed must, I fear, be regarded
as a case of murder.

Let us suppose that, instead of Rangoon, the scene of these
operations had been at Charleston. There is at present pend-
ing between this country and the United States a question of
difficulty and delicacy, arising out of the conduct of the
authorities of South Carolina at Charleston, who have seized a
British sai]or, on no better plea than that his skin is not so
white as that of his captors, and subjected him to confinement
in a common gaol, until the departure of his vessel We shall
suppose that the commander of our squadron on that station,
Commodore Lambert by name, has been despatched to demand
redress. On his arrival at Charleston, he finds the Governor
such an impracticable pro-slavery character, that he addresses
a letter of complaint to the Federal Government at Washington,
in reply to which he receives a conciliatory answer, assuring
him that everything possible shall be done to remedy the
grievance. On announcing the receipt of this communication
to his own Government, the Commodore adds, "I am of

opinion that the .Prtsfden/is sincere, and that his Government
will fully act up to what he has promised. "o Before this

• Ante,ix
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announcement has reached London, where itwould be made

the subjectof complimentaryremark by the Ministerof the

Crown,# we willsupposethatan insulthas been offeredby the
Governor of South Carolinato some.officersof the British

squadron--the bearers of a letter from the Commodore. A
ship of war belonging to the Government of the United States,
lying at Charleston, is instantly seized, and, notwithstanding

notice was given that, if an attempt should be made to carry
her off, the Commodore's ships would be fired upon from the

shore, she is towed out to sea, the American battery opening
fire as they L,as__and receiving in return a broadside which
does "great execution." What would have been the response
to this news when it reached England ? Can any one doubt
that one unanimous cry would have been raised for the disgrace

and punishment of Commodore Lambert? And why is a
different standard of justice applied in the ease of Burmah ?

Ask your own conscience, reader, if you be an Englishman,
whether any better answer can be given than that America is
powerful, and Burmah weak.

It might be expected that, having carried off a ship of war
and killed a number of the Burmese forces, sufficient "satisfac-
tion" had been obtained for a claim of L92o. But the coast
of Burmah was still declared in a state of blockade.

• When the news of the removal of the Governor of Rangoon reached
,England,and before the subsequent events were known, it elicited from the
representativesof the Whig Administrationin the House of Lords the foUowing
remarks:--"The events proved," said the Marquis of Lansdowne, "the pro-
priety and justice of the Commodore's mode of proceeding: for that letter
addressed to the King of Ava was taken into considerationby him, and his
Majesty felt that reparation was due to us, and immediately removed the
Governorfromhis posL I haveno rta:o_ to #resume ¢Aattl_ redreasa_kedfer
udll notfairly beg_ven. The coursetal:enby the King _ heel extrtratl?filsl ;
and he has sent twopersonsto the spot. in orderto inquireintothe variousacts
of injustice,and settle the amount of compensationto be paid in respect of
them." Long before these observations were made (Febr!m_ x6th. s85,_).
CommodoreLamberthad carriedoff this "just" king'sship, and done "great
execution_amongsthis subjects.
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On theday afterthe removalofthe King'sship,the follow-

ing petition from the resident merchants, prepared at the
instance of the Governor, was sent by a flag of truce to Commo-
dore Lambert, but no answer was returned :__o

Petition from tlt¢ Armenian, Mogul, Saorattee, Arurra_oor, -Parsee,
Ckuliah, and Mussulman Inkabl/ants and Merchants of Rangoon, to Com.
nwdoreZam_ert.

Y'_ro,xtth, xS$a.
"The two great countries being in peace, your petitioners have con-

tinued with their wives and children for many years to reside and trade in
this country.

"The late Governor (of Rangoon) having be_ dismissed for unjustifi.
able and improper conduct, was taken to the Golden Feet (capital of A_a),
in obedience to the royal order, forpunishment.

"Subsequently, the Aye Baln (present Governor) having arrived, was
preparedto meet and discusswith the Commodore whatever remained to
be adjusted. Arot havls_" lcm ow_led to do so, _e _hu sea/or and de.red
_ur 2_eti/ionersto make t_e folloRdng re_Ort_tation res2beclingfILeeonsmuni.
cation made totl_ Governorof DallaAovis.

"That he is willing to abide by the provisions of the Yandaboo TreatF.
*'To agree to a Residemtbeing appointed.
*'To pay the sum of upwards of 9,coo rupees.
"And to have a Residency House erected.
"In accordance with the Royal order, the above subjects were to have

been discussedby the two great men in an amicable and friendlymanner,
bat Commodore Lambert has not given him an opportunity of doing so.

"Your petitioners and the merchants,both great and small, at Rangoon
and at the capital of Ava amount to upwards of 60o souls, 'who are in a
condition of being stranded in shallow water.'

"Your petitioners, therefore, most humbly entreat you, in the name of
Almighty God, to have pity on them, and to save and protect them from
ruin and destruction."

Abandoning in despair any further attempts to propitiate
Commodore Lambert, the Burmese now addressed themselves

to Colonel Bogle, Commissioner in tke Tenasserim 2_rovlnces, a
territory which was wrested from Burmah in the war of z8z6,
and which lies upon the frontier of that empire. To him the

Governor of Rangoon forwarded, on the ,6th January, a letter

*P.o.
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for the Governor-General of India, the contents of which were

almost a repetition of the letter delivered by a deputation from
the same functionary to Commodore Lambert on the 8th.
The Governor of Martaban, a Burmese port situated opposite
to Moulmeln, the principal sea-port of Tenasserim, forwarded
also at the same time the following letter to Colonel Bogle :--

" _ Governor of Martaban to tk¢ British Commissioner at M'oulraein.
_a_ua_ _xsl,x852.

"Tikla Myo tsa MotAm_Myo Mingyee (MartabanGovernor) Mingyee
Maha thinka yah, informs the Moulmein Mingyee and Ayabing Ming
(Commissioner and Principal Assistant Commissioner) that, forasmuch as
peace and tranquillity is the sole object in view, between the two great
kingdoms, a friendly intercoursebeing established, traffichas hitherto been
carried on between the merchants of the two countrieswithout interruption.
In consequence, however, of complaints having been preferredagainst the
former Rangoon Myowoon, that he oppressed foreign merchants, certain
English officerswere despatched on a mls_;on to repr_esentthem. These
officersarrived,and thirty-five days being fixed as the periodwithin which
their despatches were to be transmitted,and the Royal answer received,
wMle yet the mandate ksutd frora tke S_uay Skoot Tab (the Golden Royal
Court) was on its _oayto Imiia, tkere cam tk¢ intdligrnc¢ tkat tke English.
officers_ad atlackedand carrled o_ tl_ _Yin_t sM2bout of Plej_.f o/Rangoon.
27oo tk¢ Goz_rnor-Gmeral oafIndia simfl] al_m'nted the 21fissionto treat ;
tlte2 lind no instr_tiom tofigM; and, should this capture of His Majesty's
ship prove the occasion of a fiercewar, the trade between the two countries
will be sacrificedfor an unprofitable quarrel. It is not right that there
should be a war. The characterof those in authoritydepends upon peace,
and a free and uninterruptedtrade; hence, therefore, the despatchof these
letters; and it is requestedthat the English Governmentwill returna full
and explicit answer to them."

The common sense and logic of the above, as well as its

philanthropic sentiments, present, I am sorry to say, a most
favourable contrast to the Christian side of this correspondence.
This letter ought, in fact, to have been written by the Governor-
General of India to Commodore Lambert, calling on him to

justify his seizure of the royal ship, whilst the King of Ava's
letter was still on its way to India, and reminding him that he

was sent on a mission to trect, but that he had strict injunc-

tions not to fight.
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In this and the other Burmese letters written after the
rapture, the seizure of the King's ship is alluded to with an
emphasis which shows that, although certainly unacquainted
with the writings of Vattel or Puffendorf, the writers are well
aware that it constituted an act of war ; and since no declara-
tion of war had been published, and seeing that they still re-
garded Commodore Lambert as merely the bearer of a com-
munication to their Government from a superior power, to
whom an answer conceding all that was demanded had been
returned by the King of Ava, they were perplexed at the
conduct of the English commander, and sometimes almost
doubted whether he was really the person he represented him-
self to be. "Unlike a m__nof the world, son of a great
country," says the Governor of Rangoon, "and actuated only
by a wish to create a quarrel, he wzcr@ unnwored and carried
off.the great sh_." And in another letter he says, +'On the
6th January, at midnight, Commodore Lambert took away the
ship belonging to His Majesty the King of Ava. On the (
following day, I sent the Deputy-Governor of Rangoon to
represent to Commodore Lambert that the act of taking His
Majesty's ship by stealth, and unjustly, was in no wise in
accordance with the ads l_roper to two great nations." f "In a
manner unbecoming the sons of a great nation," says the
Governor of Bassein, "you secretly stole and took away the ship
belonging to the King of Ava."_ And again, to quote from
another letter from the Rangoon Governor: "Commodore
Lambert expresses surprise at having been fired at by the
officers in charge of the stockades of Dumont and Thilawa, but
it is a matter of greater surprise that the Royal ship of His
Majesty should have been seized at midnight, contrary to the
custom of great nations and the rules of justice."§ In fact,
throughout all the subsequent correspondence, there is, on the
part of the Burmese, a constant recurrence to this outrageous
act of violence. They attached comparatively little import-

*P. I" P. 6"5 _ P. 71. _P._
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ance to theblockadeof theirports;* but neitherthe Frenchnor
the Americans could apparentlyhave felt more keenly than
they did the insultoffered in the seizure, "at midnight,"of
the King's ship.

Let the readerof the fewremainingpages of this narrative
alwaysbear in mind that the two contendingparties, fromthis
moment,standin the followingrelative positions towardseach
other. The Englishcomplainthatthe Burmesehave extorted
9,948 rupees(a fractionundera thousandpounds)fromBritish
subjects, and that a deputationof their officershas been kept
waiting "a full quarter of an hour" in the sun ; and, on the
other side, it must be remembered that the English have
carried off the only ship of war belonging to the Burmese
Government, (worth probably ten times as much as 9,948
rupees), doing in the act "great execution" amongst their
troops, without suffering any loss or injury themselves, and
that they have established a blockade of all the Burmese
ports.

I have said that a letter was sent by the Governor of
Rangoon, through Commodore Lambert, to the Governor-
General of India, on the 8th of January, two daysafter the
seizureof the King's ship. The readeris requestedto re-peruse
that letter.t It will be seen that, after an exphnatory allusion
to his own conduct towards the deputation, which he charges
with having been intoxicated, the Governormakes a complaint
that the Commodorehad a "manifest inclination to implicate
the two nations in war;" and he concludes with these words,
"I now represent this conduct of Commodore Lambert to the
English rulers, who came from one country to another, and
behaved in a manner unbecomingan ambassador."

The reply to the Governmentof India is dated January26th.
The letterbegins with an expression of extreme surprise that
the Governor of Rangoon had listened to the falsehoods of
his servants respecting the inebriety of the officerscomposing

• P.68. _fAnte,lx419.
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the deputation, and then proceeds to comp]ain of the dis-

respectful conduct shown to them "at the gates of the

Governor's palace."

"If," continues the dispatch, "those officers were inferior in rank, as
the Governor now declares, and if the customs of his country were thereby

violated, or any apparent disrespect were shown to the Governor, or his
Sovereign t the departure from custom ought to have been properly repre-
sented by the G_vernor, when the error would, doubtless, have been
corrected.'*

Aider declaring that the Government of India would not

allow its officers to suffer insult without requiring reparation,

the letter concludes with the following specific demands :u

"I. The Governor will express, in writing, to the Government of
India, his deep regret that Commander Fishboume and the officers deputed
by Commodore T-qmbert to the Governor, should have been Ueated with
disrespect, and exposed to public insult at his own residence, on the 6th of
January.

"2. He will consent to pay immediately the compensation already
demanded of 9,948 rupees, for injuries done to Captain Sheppard and
Captain Lewi_

*'3. He will consent to receive, with the honour due to the Rep_

_ative of the British Government, the a_-edited .Agent whom, in
accordance with the 7th clause of the Treaty of Yandaboo, the Government
is prepared to appoint.

"If these concessions shall he made, the British Government will agree
as follows :--

" I. The Government of India will depute an officer of rank to pro-
ceed to Rangoon in order to adjust the final settlement of the question,
above mentioned, and to arrange the details fox the reception of the
Agent. The preliminaries having been settled by the subordinates of the

chiefs, a meeting shall take place, and all differences shall be composed.
"2. On this settlement being completed, the ship belonging to the

King ofAva, whlch has been seized by the squadron, shall he released.
"3. Theblocknde shall be removed, and entire concord shall he

restored.

" If these demands shall be refused, the British Government will there-
a_cr exact for itself the reparation which is due for the wrong it has
suffered."

*P._.
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The reader will observe that not the slightest allusion is

made to the complaint of the Governor of Rangoon respecting
the seizure of the King's ship. On the contrary, it is assumed
that the British are still the aggrieved parties, to whom re-

paration is due, notwithstanding the capture of that vessel,
and the slaughter which accompanied its removal. I ask the
reader again to suppose that a similar despatch, under the like
circ,m__tances, had been received from America, would the
complaint in such a case have passed unnoticed ?

I give the answer of. the Rangoon Governor in fulL The
letters of the Burmese authorities, translated into English, be
it remembered, by a hostile pen, are remarkable for their terse-
ness and clear common sense, and offer a striking contrast to

the lengthy, rambling, and inconclusive reasoning which
characterises the British part of the correspondence---

" T/__rnmr o/R_o_o_ m Mr. Halliday.
" _.X'P_o Fe_rmarym_l,xS_;s.

"Mahemengla Mengkhomygyan (with titles), Governor of Rangoon
informs Mr. Frederick James Halliday, Secretary to the Government of
India (with titles).

"With reference to the demand of an expression of deep regret for the
circumstanceof the deputation of officerssent by Commodore Lambert on
the 6th of January last, being sai.dto have been publicly treated with dis-
respect ;

"With reference to the being willing immediately to make good the
sum of 9.948 rupees, said to have been extorted from Captains Lewis and
Sheppard by the former Governor of Rangoon ;

"With reference to being willing to receive a Resident with all honour
due to his rank and station, in conformity to the VIIth Article of the
Treaty of Yandaboo ;

"That, with referenceto the above three points, if theyare accededtoby
the Governor of Rangoonj first, the shipbelonging to the King ofAva which
has been seized, will be given beck ; secondly, the blockade now existing
will be raised, and perfect concord restored.

"With reference to the above points contained in your letter, I, the
Governor of Rangoon, taking them into my careful consideration give the
following reply :--

*'On the 6th of Januazy, x852_Commodore Lambert, at midnight,
002
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_ook away the ship belonging to His Majesty the King of Ava. On the
following day I sent the Deputy-Governorof Rangoon torepresent to Com-
modore Lambert that the act of taking His Majesty's ship by stealth, and
unjustly, was in nowise in accordance with the acts proper to two g_eat
nations.

"Commodore Lambert stated in reply, that his reason for seizing the
King's ship was because a deputation nf subordinate officers sent by him
had not been received.

"Commodore Lambert then wrote a letter to the Prime Ministers ot
Ava, as also transmitting one to myself, which were deliveredto one of my
subordinateofficers. These letters were to the effect that he, Commodore
Lambert, had seized the Xing's ship because the pecuniary claims under
discussionhad not been satisfied.

"What Commodore Lambert expressed, as above stated, both verbally
and in writing, was not in conformity with the custom of great nations.
This the Governmentof India are aware of ; moreover, being aware of its
they have written a friendly letter, evincing their wish that the long-
existing good understanding between the two nations should be renewedt
and commerceand communicationrestored as they werebefore.

"Therefore, as soon as the ol_cer which the Government of India is
preparedto appoint, in conformity with existing treaties, shall arrives a
satisfactoryand amicable arrangementcan be made of the payment of the
9,948 rupees extorted from CaptainsLewis and Sheppard ; also with refer-
ence to the re-delivery of the King of Ava's ship, seized by Commodore
Lambert.

"With reference to the questionof the disrespectsaid to havebeen shown
to the deputationsent with a letter by Commodore Lambert, it should be
borne in mind that the English officershave been stating their own version
of the case, and consequently,whilst shieldingthemselves, they have thrown
all the blame on the other side.

Considering the sense of grievance felt by the writer, and
which upon every principle of international law he was justified

in feeling, remembering that not one syllable had been vouch-
safed in explanation of the seizure of the King's ship, the
above must be regarded as a conciliatory, nay, a most submis-
sive communication. IV]tat mould America have said under
the same drotmstances ?

No sooner did it reach the Governor-General of India

than he (with the Burmese ship of war still in his power)
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resolved"to exactreparationby forceofarms." Orderswere
givenforfittingout an armed expedition,and he now pro-
chimed as hisultimatumthat,in additionto a compliance

withtheprecedingdemands,theBurmeseshouldbe compelled,
asthepriceofpeace,"in considerationoftheexpensesofthe
expedition,and of compensationforproperty,"_ to pay ten
lacsofrupees,oronehundredthousandpounds.

The "Minute,"or ratherthe "Extract"from Dalhousie's

Minute,professingto givereasonsin justificationof these

hostileproceedings,extendsover nearlyfivepages of the
Parliamentarypapers.In justiceto hisown reputation,its
authorought to callforthe unabridgedpublicationof this
"Minute." In the emasculationwhich it underwentat

theBoard ofControl,itmust surelyhavelosttheessential
qualitiesoftheoriginal.Ithas none of thedignityorforce

which properlybelongto a Statepaper. Itdwellswitha

minutenessquitefeminineupon detailsrespectingpointsof
ceremonial,and breachesof etiquette; but /n arguingthe

main questions at issue, the "Minute," in its present form,
must be pronounced an unstatesmanlike, immoral, and illogical
production.

These axe strong words, but their truth can unfortunately
be proved by evidence as strong.

The date of the Minute is February xzth. Now let it be
borne in mind that up to this time there had been no ground
for suspecting that the King of Ava had authorised the per-
petration of any act of rudeness or injustice on the part of his
servants at Rangoon towards the British officers, or that he
had abandoned his intention, in the sincerity of which Lord
Lansdowne, and the Governor-General of India, and Commo-
dore Lambert themselves, had expressed their belief, of
satisfying the just demands of the Indian Government. Lord
Dalhousie knew that on the 7th of January, the day af_er the
rupture at Rangoon, Commodore Lamber had written to the

*P._.
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Burmese Ministers at Av_ informing them of what had
occurred, and concluding his letter _th these words ; "Any
expla.n.ationthe Court of Ava may wish to make on the sub-
ject, I shall be ready to forward to the Governor-General of
India." A copy of this letter was in Lord Dalhousie's hands.
He knew that an interval of thirty-five days was required for
the receipt of an answer to a despatch sent to Ava from Ran-
goon, and there was the additional time necessary for sending
a steamer from Rangoon to Calcutta, which, with delays, could
not fairly be calculated at less than another week, making
together forty-two days. Now from January 7th, the date of
Commodore Lambert's letter, to February x2th, the date of the
"Minute," is just thirty-six days ; so that this hostile expedi-
tion against the Burmese nation was resolved upon before
sufficient time had been allowed to the King to offer the
explanation which he had been invited to give. A letter from
the King was, as we shall by-and-by see, on its way, and
actually reached the Governor-General'shands within a week of
the date of his "Minute."

But the unstatesmanlike fault (to use the mildest term) of
the "Minute," lies in this--that whereas the specific charges
axe directed against the Governor of Rangoon and him only, an
assumption pervades the whole argument that the Burmese
Government is the offending party :--hence the vague and con-
fused phraseology which sometimes speaks of the "King," in
some places of "Burmah," and in others of the "Governor of
Rangoon." But the sole object of the paper being to justify
an armed expedition against a country with which we had a
treaty of peace and commerce, it must be evident that the acts
and conduct of the Imperial Government, and not of one of
its local officers, could alone justify a resort to hostilities; pro-
vided always that the Government did not assume the re-
sponsibility of the acts of its servants. What would Lord
Dalhousie have said if the King of Ava had insisted upon
treating with the Governor of Bombay instead of himself ?
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The "Minute" professes to give a very detailed recapitula-
tion of all that had occurred at Rangoon. Entire pages axe
devoted to disquisitions upon controverted points of punctilio.
The offence offered to the majesty and power of England, in
keeping the deputation waiting in the sun "a full quarter of an
hour," is discussed in all its bearings ; but there is not one
syllable of allusion 1o/he fact tl_at Commodore Lamber/ 7azd, in
the teeth of imtruaions to the contrary, carried off a Burmese
vedsd of war, and done "grea/ execution" among t/wse who
attenM/ed/o o2_2#ose�am. Now, as this recapitulation of facts is
intended to justify the despatch of a hostile expedition to
demand redress for certain injuries and insults, what must be
said of the suppression of the one all-important fact, that we
had already retaliated by force of arms, by seizing and carrying
off ten times the amount of our pecuniary claim, and inflicting
a hundredfold greater insult than that which had been offered
to us---thus, in fact changing the relative position of the two
parties, and placing the Burmese in the situation of appellants
for reparation and justice? What shall we say when, after this
_#_Oresn_ yen', the Governor-General draws the following
complacent deduction in favour of his "moderation and
justice,."*

• The foUowing description of the "execution " at the Stockades, when the
King's ship was carried off, is extracted from TAe .Second Burmese War; a
volume by Lieutenant Laurie, written at l_ngoon. I give it as an illustration
of the Governor-General's "moderation and forbearance."

"At length the Hermes came in sight, rounding the point with the Burmese
prize-veSsel In tow. As she passed the Stockade, guns in rapid succession
were opened on the vessels of war; at the same tine, volleys of musketry were
discharged upon them. The .Fox immediately returned the enemy's fire by a
terrific broadside; she likewise thundered forth against the war-boats which had
ventured into the fiver. The Herm_ then came up and poured forth her shot
and shell into the line of Stockade. The PMe_etAon steamer, likewise, did vast
destruction to the works. For nearly two hours were our vessels employed in
sprmdl-g ruin and dismay around. During the conflict, a large gun-boat
having on board a gun of considerable _Jihre, and upwards of sixty armed
men, was sunk by a broadside, when nearly all on board perished. Altogether,
about three hundred of the enemy were killed, and about the same ntanbet
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"The recital ! have given in the preceding l_r_pl_ of the courseof
recent events [omitting t_e chieftzwnt] will show that the original demand
of the Government of India for redresswas just and necessary; and that it
was sought in a manner respectful to an independent nation. It will show
that, a gross insult having been put upon this Governmentin the persons
of its officers,/he Gczcrnmcn//_a_ not b_n eagerto take o#_nr_,or2_ozcrse
in re_fuslnK amends. It has sho'wn ilsel/sincffdy desirous to o[_ a way to
nconcilialion ; it has /_ractkd _ u/most moderation and forbearance." s

The reader will hardly think that more need be said to

justify my charge of immorality : and now for a specimen of
the illogical character of the "Minute."

In alluding to the blockade which had been established by
Commodore Lambert, the "Minute" seeks to justify that act
by reference to the instructions he had received.

"The act of the Governor of Rangoon," says Lord Dalhousie, '*in
refusingadmittance to the deputation, under the circumstancesof insolence
and contumely which I have described, and in withholding all amends for
his conduct, was rightly viewed by the Commodore as a rejection of the
demand he had been sent to make. lie at once established the blockade
which had beenenjoined as the comequencea/. suds rejeetion."¢

Here we have it laid down that the refusal of redress by

the Governor of Rangoon was tightly considered as a justifica-

tion of the hostile proceedings which followed. The following
extract from the original instructions given to Commodore
Lambert for his guidance, by th_ Governor-General, will show
that the very opposite course was previously enjoined :--

"The refusal of the Governor of Rangoon," says Lord Dalhousie
(October 3xst), "to accede to a demandof reparation for a distinct breach
of the treaty with Ava, *f t2 should be upheld by his Government, would

wounded, in this firstencounter with the Burmese. As the vessels proceeded
downto the next Stockade, theywereagain firedon, but only bymuskeary. It
wasremarked,at the conclusionof theseoperationsthat theenemyprobablyhad
no intentionof serious resistance, but felt themselves obliged to make some
showof defence, when they saw the King'sproperty_ken_off, m the heads of
theleading menwereat stake."---pp.3o--3t.

* P. 66. f P. 65.
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doubtlessentitlethe Governmentof India to proceed to exactreparation
by forceof arms,or to inflict such punishmenton the BurmeseState as
circumstancesmightseem to require. But the Gcroernn_entof India could
not, wilAjustice,_Oroceedto sucAextremities,until it lindcommunicatedu4tA
the CourtofAvarespectingtheconductof its servant,the Govemtorof Ran-
goon,and had therelgtaffordedit an o_ertunity of disavowinK _ acts,and
of malu'ngthe r_aration _hicAhe ha,/refusedtoconcede."*

And on a subsequent occasion, on the receipt of the in-
telligence that Commodore Lambert, having determined to
hold no communication with the first Governor of Rangoon,
had sent a letter to that effect to the King of Ava, the
Governor-General again enjoined that the blockade of the
Burmese ports should be made contingent only upon his
receiving an unfavourable answer from the King :--

m_Ifthe Ifin_s re_Olyslumld be unfwoouraNe,"says Lord Dalhousie
(DecemberuTth), '_tAeonly coursemecanpurJuewhichwouldnot, on the
onehand,involvea dangeroussubmissionto injury,or, on theotherhand,
precipitateus prematurelyinto a warwhichmoderatecounselsmaystill
enable us with honourto avert,an'//be toestabli#_a Noc/_adeof thetwo
riversat Rangoonand Moulmein,by whichthe greatm_L_of the traffic
of the Burmeseempireis understoodto pass." t"

Nothing could be more clear or consistent with inter-
national law than these instructions for the guidance of the
British commander; but no sooner does he set them aside, and
begin hostilities in retaliation for the alleged acts of the
Governor of Rangoon, than the Governor-General tries to
justify him by an illogical deduction from his own previous
despatch.--" He at once established the blockade which had
been enjoined as the consequence of such rejection" (by the
Governor of Rangoon) says Lord Dalhousie. There was, I
.repeat, no authority given to the Commodore to blockade the
ports in retaliation for any act of the Governor of Rangoon--
his instruaions were iOreciselythe reverse.

I have before alluded to Colonel Bogle, who, at the time
of the rupture at Rangoon, filled the post of Commissioner in

• P.I_ _P. 3_
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the Tenasserim Provinces, bordering on the Burmese territory.
His chief residence was on the Salween river, at the port of
Moulmein, nearly opposite to, and a few miles distant from
Martaban, one of the principal Burmese port_ The letters of
this officer are almost the only part of the correspondence
which an Englishman ought to read without blushing. In
perusing his despatches, it is impossible not to detect, in spite
of his official reserve, and the restraints which a sense of
subordination imposed on him, that he had no sympathy for
the violent proceedings which were being carried on in the
neighbouring port of "Rangoon, and that, if the affairhad been
left in his hands, it might have been amicably settled in a few
hours. In style as well as matter, his letters present a striking
contrast to many of the loose and desultory compositions
which accompany them; and his conduct appears to have been
characterised by an energy and a forbearance which bespeak
at once a humane and yet resolute man.

At the commencement of the misunderstanding with the
Burmese, Colonel Bogle was instructed by the Government at
Calcutta to prepare against a sudden attack upon his Tenas-
serim frontiers.* But far from any hostile attempts having
been made on his territory, the Burmese authorities seem to
have shown the most nervous anxiety to avoid a collision. On
the 3oth January, x852 , Colonel Bogle informs the Govern-
ment of India that two messengers had come over to him from
Maxtaban, bringing a letter to say that a party of British police
had attacked the Burmese village of Pagat, that the people had
driven back the police; but being apprehensive that a more
serious collision might take place, the Burmese authorities
earnestly requested that measures might be taken to repress
any aggressive disposition on the part of the British, and to
preserve peace.

"It appearing to me," continues Colonel Bogle, "from the
tone of the Burmese authorities, that the intelligence they had

* P. zs.
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sent was true, and that they were actuated by a very friendly
feeling, and not having received any report of the matter from
any other source, I thought that the best way of settling the
affair was to get into a steamer and proceed to the spot at
once. p In proceeding up the river, "the steamer," continues
Colonel Bogle, "took the ground close /o the Martaban for/i/_-
cation and remainedfast for twenty minutes within slwrt musket-
slwt of the walls, g_e 2Olaxewas well filled with men, and 1
observed a wu_Oleof guns mounted on/he ram_Oar/s,but no ad-
vantage was taken of the steamer being aground, and we re-
mained unmolested until the tide rose, and the 2_Megethon
proceeded on her voyage." * Let the reader bear in mind that
this incident, illustrating so strongly the pacific disposition of
the Burmese, occurred three weeks after Commodore Lambert
had seized the King's ship and declared the whole coast of
Burmah in a state of blockade, and whilst Mrartaban itself was
actually blockaded by a ¢ou_Oleof gunboats

"Nor did the Burmese,"continuesColonel Bogle,"appear to enter-
tain any fearsthat we would annoy them. The wharfnear their large
pagodaand theirwallsoa whichwhenpassinga fortnightbeforeI did not
seea singlesoul, werenowcrowdedwithmensittingquiedylookingat us.
The red flag, emblem of war, was flying arrogantlyenoughat many
pointsall alongthe line; but womenwere also to be seen seated along
the bank, which indicated perfectconfidencethat the steamer had not
suddenlyappearedwithin pistol-shotof the place with the intention of
harassingany one." t-

The next day, at noon, the steamer reached Pagat, her
place of destination, when, to the astonishment of Colonel
Bogle, the first person that put off in a boat was the identical
Martaban official who had the day before brought the letter
respecting the collision at Pagat over to Moulmein. I cannot
better describe what followed than in Colonel Bogle's own
clear and concise language :-

'*Fromhim I learntthat duringthe night he had been despatchedby
the Governorof Martabanto summonthechief of Pagat to his presence,

• P. 60. "1"Ibid.
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and to take every possible measure to prevent hostilities ; and he assured
me that having pulled all night, he had arrived that morning, and had, in
conformity with his instructlons, despatched the chief to Martaban, and
caused it to be intimated to all the inhabitants of Pagat and the neighbour-
hood that they were to conduct themselves in the most peaceful manner
possible1and to do nothing that could be offensiveto the English authorities|
and he begged that the people on the British side might receive sJmil_
orders.

_ He was immediately assured that I had no other desire than that all
should remain quiet and peaceful, and as a proof of my reluctanceto avail
myself of the power at my command I directed all the boats which had
been taken from"Pagatto be cast adrift from the stern of the PMegetlum
and restoredto the Burmes_ and at the same time administering a stem
warning to the recipients that if the people of Pagatl who are notorious
robbers, put a foot on the British side of the river under the present state of
affairs, they might chance to receive a less agreeablevisitfrom the steamer_
at whose crew and armament they gazed with considerable interest.

*' Having settled the matter to the entire .satisfaction of the Burmese
functionary, and receivedhi* earnest _roteatatiam of a desire to remain at
_.ace, I visited several of our police ports and villages, where Lieutenant
Hopkinson issued such orders as seemed proper. We then returned to-
wards Moulmein_but again got aground ureter tat walls of Marta_an, a,d
re#mined six Aturt hard and fast urittdn _Oi.rtol.raugeof tAt share. During
the time (it was night) we could distinctly see crowds of Burmese around
their wateh.firesj but except just when the steam was Mowing off with
the remarkable noise which it always makes, they took no notice of us.

'* Now, coupling all the circumstances of this trip with the recent
communicationsfrom the Governors of Rangoon and Martaban noticed in
my letter ofthe 27th instant, it appears to me probable that the pacific
tone assumed by the Burmese is in consequence of orders from the
Oovemor of Rangoon, to whom Martaban is now subordinate, or it may
be dictated by w_ness and a backward state oi preparation." a

Remembering that at the moment when this despatch was

penned at Moulmein Commodore Lambert was actually en-
gaged in hostilities with the Burmese at Rangoon (seventy

miles distant); that:he, the accredited representative of British
power in Burmah_ was forwarding to the Government of India

accusations against-the Burmese of the most hostile desigtm---

beariag these circumstances in mind it is apparent how strong
• P. fz.
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must have been the sense of justice which prompted Colonel
Bogle, even at the risk of being charged with travelling out of
1_ province, to bring to the knowledge of the Governor-
General of India the above facts showing the pacific disposition
of the Burmese authorities. This feeling was still more
strongly evinced in the events which followed,

On the 7th February two Burmese offlc_Is called
Ts_thays, with "gold umbrellas," crossed over from Martaban
to Moulmein with a letter from the King of Ava to the
Governor-General of India, which had just arrived in eleven
days direct from the capital, with a request from the Governor
of Martaban that Colonel Bogle would transmit it to Calcutta.
After delivering the letter, enclosed in an ivory case and a red
velvet cover, with all proper ceremony, "they entered into
some discussion on the present state of affairs, and expressed
the great anxiety of their Government that the existing differences
should be amicably arranged, and the Treaty of Yandaboo
maintained."*

Inperusingthefollowingaccountof what passedat this
interview,asgiveninthedespatchof ColonelBogle,itwillbe
welltobearinmind the delicatepositioninwhich he was
placed. The letterfrom the Government of Ava to the

Governor-GeneralofIndiawaswritteninreplytothedespatch
sentby Commodore Lambertfrom Rangoon on the 7th of

January,apprisingthemforthefirsttimeof therupturewhich
had occurredthe daybefore,and offeringto be themedium
fortransmittinganyexplanationor answerfrom theCourtof
Ava to the Government of India. The ministersof the

"GoldenFoot°'feelingpuzzledon learningthatCommodore

Lambert insteadof,as theyhad supposed,beingon hisway
back to Calcuttawiththe friendlyanswerto the Governor-
General'sletter,was blockadingRangoon,and holdingpos-
sessionof theKing'sship,theydetermined,naturallyenough,

to forwardtheirnext letterthroughColonelBogle. The
•P.68.
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latter,althoughhewas evidentlytoo conscientiousto conceal
hisconvictionof thepacificdispositionof the Burmese,yet
feltbound bya senseofofficialdutyto avoidtheappearance
of favouringthe causeof thosewho wereregardedat that
moment asina stateofactualhostilityagainsttheGovernment

whichheserved;and hencein the followingaccountofthe
interviewan admonitoryrebukeofthe :Tseethaysand avindi-
cationoftheauthorityofCommodore Lambertfallfromhim,
which,however,whilstleavinghisown opinionas apparentas

ever,servesonlytobringoutmorestronglytherepugnanceof
theBurmesetoenterintofurtherrelationswiththatofficer:_

"They were most particularly desirous," says Colonel Bogle, "that
urther negotiations should not be conducted through Rangoon, and that I

would do all in my power to procure a reply from the Governor-General
and transmit it through Martaban, in reply to which I told him that I
could do nothing more than send on the King's letter ; that if an answer
came to me I would, of course, forward it to Martaban with all despatch,

but that I thought it more probable it would be sent through Commodore
Lambert and the shorter route of Rangoon ; and that I had no control
whatever in a matter of the kind. They did not seem at all pleased at
this, but at once suggested that I might at least enable them to communi.
care direct with the Indian Government, by sending the Principal Assistant
Commissioner (Lieutenant Hopkinson) with them to Calcutta, in which
case they were prepared to do without negotiators, and go and deliver the
letter themselves. Of course I declined to depute my Assistant with them,

but offered them a passage in the st_tmer.
"They expressed great regret that affairs had not been settled peaceably

at Rangoon, and that the King's ship had been taken ; but I clearly pointed
out to them that I had no power to enter upon the discussion of matters
connected with that place ; and explained to them that, if there was .any

sincerity in their professions of a desire for peace, they should shape their
conduct more in accordance with'them ; and that if their Government

really desired a settlement of differences, it should lose no time in forward.
ing proper persons with sufficient powers to Commodore Lambert, with
whom alone negotiations could be carried on.

"To this the Tseetkays expressed some dislike, and strongly dwelt upon
the circumstance that, everything having taken an unsatisfactory turn at
Rangoon, it would be much better to forget all that had occurred there,

and to begin the negotiations at the beginning again. I took some pains
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to'have it dearly explained to them that I had no power to do more than
simply forward the King's letter; but thah as regarded _I negotiations,
the duty of conducting them had been assigned to Commodore Lambert,
and it was to him that their Government must address itself; but the more
I dwelt upon the propriety of following this course of proceeding, the more
they urged the expediency of setting aside all that had already occurred,
and beginning anew.

"The circumstance of the King of Burmahhaving sent a letter to the
Governor-General at all, and with such haste, is remarkable ; and that he
should have chosen this route, probably under the supposition that, with a
blockade established, there might be difficulties on the Rangoon side,
would indicate much anxiety to obtain an early reply ; and, from what the
T.reetkayssaid, there is no doubt that the answer will be looked for with
gre_tt impatience. I may as well mention that on my alluding to the
stoppage of trade and intercourse as one of the evils that had already
overtaken them, consequent on the acts of their rulers, the _t/_a),s
expressed the most perfect indifference to that, and treated it as a matter of
no moment whatever." #

Colonel Bogle forwarded immediately the letter to Com-

modore Lambert at Rangoon, with a request that it might be
despatched by a ste_er to Calcutta. "The circumstance,"
says he, in his letter to the Commodore, "of the Burmese
Government having sent a b tter to the Governor-General at all,
and the speed with which it has come, would certainly indicate

a desire that hostilities may be averted, at least for the present ;

and the very convenient opportunity which this letter will
afford the Indian Government of categorically detailing its
demands and intentions, induces me to attach more importance
to it than it would otherwise, perhaps, deserve."f

The King's letter was written to bring to the knowledge of
the Governor-General tbe events which had occurred at Ran-

goon, and with which the reader is already familiar. Con-
sidering that the seat of government is nearly five hundred
miles from the sea-coast, and that the means of obtainingcorrect
intelligence are very inferior to those in countries where the

publicity of the press checks the reports of local functionaries,

" p. 68. 'J.P. 72.
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the occurrences seem to have been known with remarkable

accuracy by the Burmese Ministry. This may probably be
attributed to the high rank of tile Commissioners deputed to
meet Commodore Lambert, who, we now learn for the first

time, were "the Perpetual Privy Councillor, Mahameng Gyam,
and the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Menggyee
Mengteng Raza. _e After narrating the occurrences which led

to the rupture at Rangoon, and the seizure of the King's ship
by Commodore Lambert, the Burmese Ministers conclude with

the following very natural inquiry :N

"The communication is now made with the view of elicltlng, in reply,
the intentions of the English Government ; and it cannot be determined
whether it has deputed Commodore Lqmbert simply to dispose of the
question relating to the merchants, or whetherhe has been sent to begin by
an attack, which should have the effect of bringing on hostilities between
the two countries."'[-

Before this letter reached Calcutta, Lord Dalhousie had, as

we have seen, determined upon despatching an armament to the
coast of Burmah, and had written his long "Minute," containing
the reasons for the course he was about to take.

His Lordship's reply to the King .of Ava's communication
contains merely a repetition of the arguments in the "Minute _
mthere is, again, the same uncandid evasion of the real question

at issue, the seizure of the King's ship--and once more we have
a lengthened dissertation upon the breach of etiquette on the
occasion of the visit of the deputation to the Governor's palace.
Upon this latter point the Governor-General is really un-

fashionable ; for he denies to the Governor of Rangoon the
privilege which everybody in "good society" in London, if not

in Calcutta, exercises every day. To be able to answer "not at
home" with a good grace is one of the qualifications for the
hall-porter of a lady patroness of Almack's ; but who ever heard
of such an answer being made a ca.ctts bdli between Carlton

Terrace and Belgrave Square, or even the ground for an

"P. 6_ 4"P. 7o.
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exchange of "Minutes," or anything more warlike than a few
visiting cards ? The Governor-General has admitted that the
informal visit attempted by the officers composing the depu-
tation might have given a plausible pretext to the Governor of

Rangoon for declining to receive them,* but he complains of
the mode in which it was done. Now I humbly submit that no
course less insulting could possibly have been adopted. Mr.
Crawfurd, in the interesting account of his mission to Ava,
informs us that, owing to the great heat of the weather, all

classes in Burmah, from the. King to the meanest peasant,
suspend their labours and seek repose in the middle of the day.
To call upon a person of rank at noon on business, without a
previous arrangement, is as much an act of mauvais ton as if a
Burmese deputation (and I think they would do wisely to send

one) were to come to England to see the President of the
Board of Control, and insist on an interview at nine o'clock in

the evening, when he was at dinner. In such a case he would
be "not at home." Whether the answer were "not at home,"

or "asleep," it would be deprived of all offensiveness if it were
in harmony with the custom of the country. In making use of
the excuse which the hour of the day afforded him, the

Governor of Rangoon showed a well-bred desire to avoid
offering an affront to his ill-timed visitors.

One feels painfully affected, almost to humiliation, at reading
page after page of such disquisitions as the following, from the
pen of a Governor-General of India, in State papers, upon every
sentence of which hangs the solemn question of peace or war :-

"When Commodore Lambert," says Lord Dalhousie to the King of
Ava, "on the arrival of the new Governor, proposed to renew _egotiations
relative to the merchants who had been oppressed, the Governor intimated
his readiness to receive, at an), time, a communication from Commodore
Lambert upon the subject. On the following day, a letter written on behalf
of the British Government was addressed by the Commodore to the
Governor of Rangoon. Although the present Governor and his prede-
cessor had not observed the respect which was due, nor the custom of their

*P. 65.
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own country,and had sent their letters by thehands of men of no rank or con-
sideration whatever, yet these personswerenot rejectedby the Commodore.
And when he despatched his letter to the Governorof Rangoon, it was sent,
notbythebandsofanysuchinconsiderablepersons,butbytheofficernext
inranktohimself,accompaniedbyofficersofthearmyandofthefleet.

"Yet theGovernorofRangoonpresumedtorefusealladmittanceto
theseofficers,bearingalettertohim onthepartoftheBritishGovernment.

"He notonlypresumedtorefusetothemadmittance,butheofferedto
theminsultsand indignity.The Deputy-Governordidnotapproachthem,
asyourservantshavefalselyreportedtoyourMajesty.No officerwas
deputedto them. They were approachedonlyby thelowest;they
were compelledto remainbeyondthe door; and werepubliclysub-
jeeredtodisrespectand insolence,suchaswouldhavebeenregardedas
ignominiousbythemeanestsubordinateinyourservants'Durbar.""

The answer to thisis,thatthe Governor'svisitorswere

informedby hisservantsthathe was "asleep,"which,between

gentlemenin Burmah, was sufficienttoavoid unpleasantcon-

sequences; and betweenmen ofsenseand masculinecharacter,

whetherBurmese orBritish,whodidnot want toquarrel,itmight

have sufficedasan excuseforboth partiestokeep thepeace.

The letterof the Governor-General,afterannouncing to

His Majestythe fonnidableprcpaxationsthatwere goingon,

"to enforcehisrightsand vindicatehispowcr"--prcpaxations

which,hc added,would not be suspended inconsequence of

the receiptof the King's letter,concludeswith the following
ultimatum :--

" I. Your Majesty, disavowing the acts of the present Governor of
Rangoon, shall, hy the hands of your Ministers, express regret that
Captain Fishbourne, and the British officers who accompanied him; were
exposed to insult at the handsof your servants at Rangoon, on the 6th of
Januarylast.

"2. In satisfactionoftheclaimsofthetwo captainswho suffered
exactionsfromthelateGovernorofRangoon: incompensationforthe
lossofpropertywhichBritishmerchantsmay havesufferedintheburning
ofthatcitybytheactsofthepresentGovernor;and inconsiderationof
theexpensesofpreparationforwar,yourMajestywillagreetopay,and
willpayatonce,tenlacsofrupees(onehundredthousandpounds)tothe
GovernmentofIndia.

" P' 74"
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"3. Your Majesty will direct that an accredited Agent, to be appointed
in confolmity with the VIIth Article of the Treaty of Yandaboo, and to
reside at Rangoon, shall be received by your Majesty's servants there ; and
shall, at all times, be treated with the respect due to the Representative of
the British Government.

"4. Your Majesty will direct the removal of the present Governor ot
Rangoon, whose conduct renders it impossible that the Government of
India should consent to any official intercourse with him.

"If, _oltl_mt further delay, negotlallon, or corresi_ondtnce , these con-
ditions shall be consented to, and shah be fulfilled on, or before, the 1st
day of April next, hostile operations shall be stayed, peace between the
States shall be renewed, and the King's ship shall be restored.

" But if--untaught by former experience ; forgetful of the irresistible
power of the British arms in India ; and heedless of the many additional
proofs that have been given of its might, in the successful fall of the power-
ful Sovereigns of Bhurtpore, of Scinde, of the Sikhs, and of many other
Princes, since last the Burman rulers vainly attempted to resist the British
troops in war--the King of Ava shah unwisely refuse the just and lenient
conditiogr which are now set before him, the British Government will have
no alternative but immediate war.

"The guilt and the consequences of war will rest upon the head of the
Ruler of Ava."

Let it be borne in mind that up to this moment the King

had been charged with no unfriendly act towards the British

Government. His former letter, and the dis_ace of the

Governor of Rangoon, inflicted at our instance, had elicited

the approbation of the Government of India, and of the British

Ministry. Nay, in the very letter before us, the following

tribute is paid to the "justice and sagacity" of the King :--

"The reply which your Majesty addressed to the letter from the

Government of India was in all respects worthy of a just and sagacious
Ruler. It admitted the justice of the claims which had been advanced,

directed the removal of the Governor of Rangoon, and promised redress by

the hands of a new Governor fully armed with powers to afford it. _
"That redress has not been granted by your Majesty's servant at Ran-

goon ; on the contrary, gross and repeated insults have since been offered
by him to the British Government, in the person of its officers, and every
amende has been evaded or refused." *

• P. Td-

DDS ,"
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Let it also be borne in mind that, in retaliation for the
insult alleged to have been offered by His Majesty's servant at
Rangoon, we have already carried off the royal ship, and that
the above ultimatum was the reply to an inquiry from the King,
as to the authority of Commodore Lambert to commit that act
of violence, but to which inquiry no answer was given--
bearing all this in mind, there could be but one result expected
or intended from this high.handed appeal to force against the
claims of reason and justice. The Governor-General's ulti-
matum was forwarded to Colonel Bogle at Moulmein ; the same
"Tseetkays:' crossed over from Martaban to receive the despatch;
they "appeared to be much grieved"" at its purport ; it was at
once forwarded to the capital, but no answer was returned.

It is no part of my plan to give any account of the wax
which followed ; respecting which some particulars will be
found in the "Further papers relating to hostilities with Bur-
mah," presented to Parliament during the present session. A
wax it can hardly be called. A rout, a massacre, or a visitation,
would be a more appropriate term. A fleet of war-steamers and
other vessels took up their position in the river, and on the
xxth April, x852 , being Easter Sunday, they commenced opera-
tions by bombarding both the Rangoon and Dallah shores.
Everything yielded like toywork beneath the terrible broad-
sides of our ships. The Burmese had about a.q fair a chance
of success in contending against our steamers, rockets, deto-
nating shells, and heavy ordnance, of which they were destitute,
as one of their Pegu ponies would have had in running a race
with a locomotive. Whole armies were put to the rout, with
scarcely the loss of a man on our side; and fortified places,
when scaled by a few sailors or marines, were found entirely

abandoned. There is neither honour nor glory to be gained

when a highly civilised nation arrays the powers of mechanical
and chemical science against a comparatively feeble, because
ignorant and barbarous people. There is small room for the
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display of courage where there is little risk; and even muscular
force has not much to do with a combat, the result of which
depends almost entirely on the labours and discoveries of the
workshop and laboratory. There is no doubt then as to the
result of the Burmese wax. Our troops may suffer from the
climate, the water, or provisions ; but the enemy has no power
to prevent their subduing and annexing the whole or any part
of the country. But success,however con_lete, will not obliterate
onefact resiOectingtAe origin of the war.

God can alone know the motives of man. But, looking
back upon the acts of Commodore Lambert, I must say that,
had his object in visiting Rangoon been to provoke hostilities,
his conduct, in first precipitating a quarrel, and then committing
an act of violence certain to lead to a deadly collision, could
not have been more ingeniously framed to promote that object.

It has been urged in vindication of Lord Dalhousie's part
in the proceedings, that, owing to the anomalous relations which
exist between the Royal Navy and the Government of India,
he had no power to compel Commodore Lambert to obey his
orders.* This is true, and is illustrative of the absurdity of
the double government of India. But this should have induced
Lord Dalhousie in the first place to have selected another
envoy. India has a navy of its own. But where was the
the necessity for sending a squadron at all, until after a
demand for redress had been made through a civilian, or at least
a Company's officer, who, like Colonel Bogle, understood the
customs of the country; and the more especially so, as it was the
first complaint that had been officially presented to the Govern-
ment of Burmah? Besides, it was in the power of his Lordship,
after the first proofs of Commodore Lambert's rashness, to have
withdrawn the instructions with which he sailed from Calcutta.

* Thissubjectwas referredto in theHouseof Lords,andthe"anomaly"
pointedoutbyLordsEllcnboroughand Broughton,thelatterof whomstated
that,beforeleavingtheBoardof Control,he had receiveda letterfromLord
Dalhottsie,expressinga hopethatit wouldbe remediedunderthenewCharter
Act.--{.Seeltansard, MarchaSth, 185u.)
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Instead of which, not content with silently acquiescing in the pro-
ceedings of the Commodore, he adopted and justified his acts,
with the full knowledge that he thereby shared his responsibility.

But there are other and very serious aspects to this
business. Commodore Lambert, whilst owing no allegiance
to the Government of India, made war upon the Burmese with
the Queen's ships without having had any orders from the
British Admiralty to enter upon hostilities, and the question
naturally arises--to what superior authority was he responsible
for the discreet fulfilment of the task he had undertaken?

Why, in a strictly professional sense, to nobody. Acting under
no instructions from the Admiralty, and standing towards the
Government of India "in the position of the commander of an
allied force,"* he was virtually irresponsible for the proper
performance of the special duty which he had volunteered
upon. It must be admitted that a state of things more in-
geniously contrived to enable us to involve ourselves in wars,
without the unpleasantness of feeling accountable for the con-
sequences, could hardly be imagined.

But the "anomaly" does not end here. The most im-

portant point remains to be noticed. These wars, got up by a
Queen's officer in the teeth of instructions to the contrary from
the Governor-General of India, whose orders he is no more
bound to obey than those of the Emperor of China, are carried
on at t/_e ex_Oenseof the people of India. Hence the difficulty
of rousing the attention of the English public to the subject.
We have an army of twenty thousand men now in Burmah,
who have seized a territory as large as England, and their pro-
ceedings have attracted less notice from the press and public
of this kingdom than has the entry of a few thousand Russian
troops, into the, to us, far more inaccessible Danubian Pro-
vinces. And the reason is obvious. The bill for the cost of

the Burmese war is presented not to us, but to the unhappy
ryots of Hindostan. To aggravate this injustice in the present

• Lord Ellenborough, House of Lords, 25th March, t85a
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case,itmust be rememberedthatthewaroriginatedina dis-
putebetweentheGovernorof Rangoon andtilecaptainsofa

coupleofEnglishmerchantships.What exclusiveinterest
had thehalf-nakedpeasantofBengalinthesettlementofthe

claimsofCaptainsSheppardand Lewis,thathe shouldalone
be made tobeartheexpenseofthe war whichgrew out of
them? And not merelythecostofthewar,heavyas itwill
be,but thefarmore seriousburdento be entailedupon our
olderpossessionsin India,fromthepermanentoccupationor

annexationofthewholeora largepartoftheBurmeseEmpire.
To thelatterevil_growingoutofourinsatiableloveofterritorial
aggrandisement,we shallprobablybe wilfullyblind,until
awakenedfromagreatnationalillusionby somerudeshockto
thefabricofourIndianfinance.

Itisnow placedbeyondadoubt_forwe have iton the
evidenceof theEast IndiaCompany themsclves_thatour
recentacquisitionsofterritoryin theF_.asthavebeen unpro-
ductive.Scindc,Sattara,and thePunjaub,which havebeen

annexed at the costof so many crimes,are one and all
entailinga chargeupon the Indianrevenue. Yet these
countriesarc,as itwere,withinthebasinofHindostan,and

liecontiguousto ourpossessions.But Burmahisnopartof
Hindostan.The peoplearesemi-Chinese;and asaproofhow

littleintercoursewc havehad withthem,itmay be mentioned
thatwhen LordDalhousicwishedtoprintsome proclamations
tobe distributedinPcgu,itwas foundthattherewas no press
inCalcuttawheretheBurmesecharactercouldbe printed.The
distancefromCalcuttatoRangoonbyseaisasgreatasfromLon-

dontoHamburg ;and itmustbc borneinmind thattroopsin
Burmahwillbeentitledtoextrapayforbeingstationed"beyond
sea,"whichwilladd much totheexpenseofitsoccupation.

But I need not pressthisviewof thesubject;foritis

avowedon allhandsthattheacquisitionofterritoryinBurmah

isnot desh_able_and Lord Dalhousierecordedin express
terms,at theoutsetofthecontest_hisopinionthat"conquest
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in Burmah would be a calamity second only to the calamity of
war." ° And when contemplating the possibility of being

obliged to extend his military occupation even to the capital,
he says that in such a contingency, "the Government of India
can no longer regard its financial position with the confidence
it is now warranted in entertaining," and that, instead of

surplus revenue, we must in that case expect to hear of "ex-
hausted cash balances, and re-opened loans." t

Yet it is not a little perplexing to find, in the teeth of all
these solemn disavowals of a desire for seizing more territory,

that the Governor-General's policy aims directly at the annexa-
tion of Pegu, and will admit of no other terms ; and if ,t a real
necessity for advance" should arise, then, in spite of its ruinous
consequences, "let us," says his Lordship, "fulfil our destiny,
which there, as elsewhere, will have compelled us forward in

spite of our wishes:"_; or, in plain English, let us take the
whole of Burmah, even if it should prove ruinous to our
finances, because it is our destiny.

Now, if we are to have credit for the sincerity for all this,

what will be said of its statesmanship ? I put aside the pre-
tence of "destiny," which is not to be tolerated as a plea
amongst Christians, however valid it may be in Mahometan

casuistry. But where lies the necessity for annexing any part
of Burmah, if it be not our interest to do so ? I find but one
argument put forth, but it is repeated in a variety of forms.
We are told that if we do not seize a portion of the enemy's

territory we shall be disparaged in his eyes. In other words,
unless the Government of India, with three hundred thousand

troops, and backed by the whole power of the British empire,
pursue a policy injurious to its own interests, it will suffer in
the estimation of the Burmese, who, we are told, have in the

present war, "betrayed a total want of enterprise, courage,
power, and resource ; large bodies of them retiring at the mere

sight of a steamer, or in the presence of a few Europeans as

* Furtherpapers,p. 44- I"Ibid. p. 87. :_ Ibid. Ix 93.
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soon as they are landed,"* Admitting, I repeat, the
sincerity of this argument, what shall we say of the policy
which it seeks to justify ? Lord Dalhousie begins with a claim
on the Burmese for less than a thousand pounds ; which is
followed by the additional demand of an apology from the
Governor of Rangoon for the insult offered to our officers ;
next, his terms are raised to one hundred thousand pounds,
and an apology from the King's ministers ; then follows the
invasion of the Burmese territory; when, suddenly, all demands
for pecuniary compensation and apologies cease, and his
Lordship is willing to accept the cession of Pegu as a "com-
pensation" and "reparation _ for the past, whilst at the same
time he pens long Minutes to prove how calamitous it will be
to us to annex that province to our Indian empire l Con-
ceding, I say, the bona .6de.r of all this---ought not we to ad-
vertise in the Times for a Governor-General of India who can

collect a debt of a thousand pounds without annexing a
territory which will be ruinous to our finances ? But the fact is,
and the sooner we all know it the better, nobody gives us credit
for sincerity when we protest our reluctance to acquire more
territory, whilst our actions are thus falsifying all our profes-
sions, f Nor, speaking nationally, are we entitled to such credit.

Public opinion in this country has not hitherto been
eP65.
t"That thereadermayseehowapolicywhichwe declareto beunprofitable

toourselves,in a pecuniarysense,weakensourmoralinfluenceintheeyesof
othernations,I givethe followingextractfroma speechdeliveredby General
Cassin theSenateofthe UnitedStates,December,x85z

"Anotherof thenativePowersof Hindostanhas fallenbefore themarchof
a greatcommercialcorporation,and its8,ooo,oooor xo,ooo,oooofpeoplehave
gone to swellthe immensecongregationof Britishsubjectsin India. And
what do you thinkwas the cause of the war whichhas just endedin the
swallowingup of the kingdomof Burmah? The wholehistoryof human
contests,sincethedispersingofthe familyof manupon the plainsof Shinar,
exhibitsnosuch nation'alprovocation,followedby suchnationalpunishment.
Politicalarithmeticcontainsno suchsumas that whichdroveEnglandto this
unwelcomemeasure. Had we not the most irrefragable evidence,we might
wellrefusecredenceto thisstoryof realrapacity. Buttbe factis indisputable
thatEnglandwentto warwithBurma,h,_ndannihilatedits political existence.
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opposed to an extension of our dominion in the Fast. On the
contrary, it is believed to be profitable to the nation, and all
classes are ready to hail with approbation every fresh acqui-
sition of territory, and to reward those conquerors who bring
us home rifle-deeds, no matter, I fear, how obtained, to new
Colonial possessions. So long as they are believed to be
profitable, this spirit will prevail.

But it is not consistent with the supremacy of that moral
law which mysteriously sways the fate of empires, as well as of
individuals, that deeds of violence, fraud, and injustice, should
be committed with permanent profit and advantage. If wrongs
are perpetrated in the name, aud by the authority, of this great
country, by its proconsuls or naval commanders in distant

1 quarters of the globe, it is not by throwing the flimsy veil of a
"double government" over such transactions that we shall
ultimately escape the penalty attaching to deeds for which we
are really responsible. How, or when, the retribution will
re-act upon us, I presume not to say. The rapine in Mexico
and Peru was retaliated upon Spain in the ruin of her finances.
In France, the razzias of Algeria were repaid by her own
troops, in the massacres of the Boulevards, and the savage
combats in the streets of Paris. Let us hope that the national
conscience, which has before averted from England, by timely
atonement and reparation, the punishment due for imperial
crimes, will be roused ere it be too late from its lethargy, and
put an end to the deeds of violence and injustice which have
marked every step of our progress in India.

for the non-payment of a disputed demand of _99o. So says the London
Times, the authoritative expositor of the opinions and policy of England.
_To appreciate,' says that impersonation of British feeling, 'correctly the
character of this compulsory bargain, the reader must recollect that the sum
originally demanded of the Burmese for the indemnification of our injured
merchants was ._99o, and Lord Dalhousie's terms, even when the guns of our
steamers were pointed against Rangoon, comprehended, in consideration of
the expenses of the expedition and of compensation for property, a claim only
of _/'xoo,ooo.' Well does it becomesuch a people to t_reac& homilies to ogler
nations upon disiutere_tednezs and modtratiox,"
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NOTE.

FROM the outset Mr. Cobden opposed the Russian war. The principles
upon which he acted are set forth in his earliest political writings, and
having once laid hold of what he believed to be a true doctrine, he allowed
no consideration of self-interest or popularity to interfere with the just and
faithful application of that doctrine to the existing state of public affairs.
At this lapse of time it seems incredible that his resistance to a war which
is now generally regarded as having been a colossal blunder, should have
sub;ected him to so much .odium and misrepresentation. The more
reflecting portion of their fellow-countrymen--even those who widely
differed from their views--have since admitted that no l_blic men ever
exhibited a higher degree of moral courage than did Mr. Cobden and Mr.
Bright during those eventful years. From the moment the first danger of
hostilities arose their labours in the cause of peace were unceasing, both in

and out of Parliament. Amid the storm of obloquy with which they were
assailed, they stood resolute and unmoved---serene in the strength which
the fulfilment of a supreme duty always imI_rts to the upright statesman.
Mr. Cobden did not believe in war as a means of promoting the intercsts
of commerce, or of effecting the regeneration of nations. After the Exhibi-
tion of 1851 , he proposed that the profits should be devoted to the con-
struction of an Atlantic telegraph ; and a favourite sentiment of his was

that "Free trade was the international law of the Almighty."
"What next--and next ?" has passed into the vocabulary of political

phrases. The pamphlet itself was published in the early part of January,
•856 , about the time that Austria, supported by the influence of the
Emperor Napoleon, was making to the Cabinet of St. Petersburg those
proposals of peace which soon after resulted in the Conference at Paris,
and the termination of the Crimean war. While the destinies of Eastern

Europe were still committed to the arbitrament of the battle-field, Mr.

Cobden forwarded to a veteran Whig statesman a letter of Charles James
Fox, which, exulting as it did at the peace of Amiens, contrasted strangely
with the warlike manifestoes of the successors of that illustrious leader of

the Liberal party. When peace was proclaimed in x85fi, Mr. Cobden, if
he had been asked the question, could well have answered in the language
of Mr. Fox, whose letter, which accidentally came into his possession, he

turned to such good account :_" I am very glad indeed that peace has
come at last, and you are quite right in supposing that, whatever the terms

may be, it is sure of my approbation."
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IN the following remarks, all allusion to the ori_nal cause of
the rupture with Russia has been studiously avoided, and I
therefore venture to hope that the most strenuous supporters of
the war, and the most ardent advocate of peace, may meet me
on common ground to discuss the probabilities of the future--a
question in which all parties are alike interested.

If any argument were required to show the necessity we are
under of entering upon this prospective discussion, it will only
be necessary to glance at the circumstances which attended the
expedition to the Crimea. That that undertaking was a leap in
the dark--that ministers, generals, admirals, and ambassadors,
were all equally ignorant of the strength of the fortress and the
numbers of the enemy they were going to encounter, is proved
by the evidence before the Sebastopol Committee. We are
there told that Lord Raglan could obtain no information ; that
Sir John Burgoyne believed that none of the authorities with
the British army when it landed had any knowledge of the
subject; and that Admiral Dundas could get no intelligence
from the Greeks, who were hostile, and the "Turks knew
nothing." Other authorities guessed the number of the Russian
forces in the Crimea variously at from 3o,ooo to I2o,ooo men.
In this state of ignorance, Lord Raglan, under a mild protest
which threw the responsibility on the Government at home, set
sail from Varna for the invasion of Russia. Yet, whilst con-
fessedly without one fact on which to found an opinion, the
most confident expectations were formed of the result. Lord
Aberdeen and Mr. Sidney Herbert state that it was the general
belief that Sebastopol would fall by a cou_ode main. Sir John

Burgoyne was in hopes we should have taken it "at one%_
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until he saw it, and then he "altered his opinion. _ And
according to Admiral Dundas "two-thirds of the people ex-
pected to be in Sebastopol in two or three days."

We are at the end of the second year's campaign ; the Allies
have lost, in killed and wounded, nearly as many men
as it cost Napoleon, in actual combat, to gain possession of
Moscow, and still Sebastopol is not wholly in our power.

And what good grounds have we for believing that the
Government, and the military and naval authorities, have better
information or more wisely arranged plans for the future than
they had for the past? Will it not at least be prudent to
assume that what happened a year since may occur again, and
to recognise the duty of every man to bring to the
common stock of knowledge whatevel facts or opinions he may
possess, calculated to shed a ray of light upon the path of
triumph or disaster along which both friends and opponents of
the war must accompany our national fortunes ?

Within an area of about forty miles square upon the extreme
southern point of the Crimea, more than 3oo,ooo men are
waiting the return of spring, to start into life and hostile action
mwhat will be their first operations ? Assuming, as is now
probable, though their motives are not very intelligible, that the
Russians will not evacuate the peninsula without a further
struggle, the Allies will, it may be expected, open the campaign
by attacking them in their strongly entrenched position, chosen
no doubt with judgment, and fortified during the winter with
the utmost labour and skill. Let us assume the most favour_ible

result--more fortunate than that predicted by the writers in the
United Service Magazine--that, after a series of obstinate and
bloody encounters, the Russians are compelled to retreat, and
leave the whole of the Crimea in the hands of the Allies--

WHAT NEXT ?

Will the Allied powers keep possession of the Crimea ? If

so, an army will be required to occupy it. Ort is it to be
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itbandoned? Ifso,intwelvehourstheCossacklanceswillbe
seenabove theruinsof Scbastopol;and thenwhatwas the

motivefortakingitatso greata cost? In eithercase,what
otheroperationsarctobe carriedon? If,inadditiontothe
retentionoftheCrimea,thewaristo be prosecutedin Bess-
arabia,oron theDnieperand the Boug,anotherarmy willbe
requiredforthoseoperations,tosupplytheplaceofthatleftin
theCrimea,and tofillup thevacuumoccasionedby ourlosses

intheexpulsionoftheRussians.
Butanotherplanisproposed.Ithasbeensaid,assoonas

you have clearedtheCrimea ofthe enemy,withdrawyour
army,and convertthewarintoa navalblockade.But willthe
Russianarmies,no longermenaced by the Allies,remain
inactive? RussiaisatwaxwithTurkey. What inthatcaseis

topreventherfrompouringreinforcements,eitherby thepass
ofDariel,or by hergreathighwaytheWolga,and acrossthe
Caspian,whichourshipscannotreach,intoGeorgia,and thus

indemnifyingherself,asMr. Layardhaspredictedshe willdo,
forthelossoftheCrimea,by freshconquestsinAsiaMinor?

No: the war enteredintoby Franceand England must be
carriedon withoutintermissionuntilpeace is concluded
betweenRussiaand Turkey.

We may concludethenthatthefurtheroperationsalready
indicatedby thecaptureofKiuburnwillbe carriedout; tha_
aftertheconquestoftheCrimeatheAlliedarmiesproceeded
to attackNicolaieff,and,notwithstandingthe difficultiesof

approach,and theobstacleswhichthegeniusofTodtlebenmay
havecreated,I willagaingivethem creditforgreatersuccess

thanis promisedby the organof the UnitedServices,by

assumingthecaptureofthatarsenal.The warwillstillgo on;
Pcrekopwillbe invested;thefortsoftheDanube attacked_an
armywillbelandedtooccupyOdessa(Iwillnot assumethe

infamyof a bombardmentof thate_ztrepOt.)--IwiU takefor
grantedthatalltheseoperationsare successful,and that

everyplacewithinfiftymilesoftheBlack Sea in Southern
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Russia is in the hands of the Allies; an army may
then be despatched to Tiflis, to drive the Russians from
Georgia, and their trans-Caucasian provinces. That all these
objects may be accomplished with time and commensurate
efforts---efforts of which the past are but a faint example--by
two such nations as France and England I have never
denied; that repeated levies of men and money will be
necessary for their accomplishment, no one will dispute: and
having assumed all these achievements to be effected in a suc-
cession of victorious campaigns, having thus realised the wildest
hopes of the most sanguine advocates of war_

AND THEN WHAT NEXT?

"Russia must then come to terms," will be the popular
answer. What terms ? We know the terms that were offered

and refused by her at Vienna, but who can say what we are
now fighting for? One party insists on a solid guarantee from
Russia for the future, without specifying its nature ; another
would wrest from her Poland and Circassia ; a third will be
content with the Crimea ; and there are others who insist on a
heavy fine to prevent future acts of aggression. But it may at
least be assumed that they who advocated the continuance of
the war, at the close of the Vienna Conferences, will exact as
hard terms after so great an additional sacrifice of blood and
treasure as before_ These, however, Russia rejects, on the
plea that they involve an abdication of her sovereign rights in
'her own territory, and she declares her determination to resist
the attempted humiliation to the last extremity. The question
then, is, whether the Allies have the power of imposing these
terms by force of arms ?

There are several ways by which nations are brought to

abject conditions of peace, such as the capturing or destroying
their only army, the occupation of their metropolis, or the
cutting off its supply of food, and the blockading of their ports.

Napoleon's favourite plan w_ to _ei¢¢ the enemy's capital and
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so paralyse the action of their Government. Thus, in breaking
up his camp at Boulogne, to confront the hostile attitude of
Austria, he made every manoeuvre subservient to the capture
of Vienna ; and, in his invasion of Prussia, he fought the battle
of Jena only to gain possession of Berlin. When about to
invade Russia he kept the same object steadily in view. All
his reported conversations are full of allusions to this ruling
idea.--" I am on my way to Moscow," said he ; "two battles
will do the business ; the Emperor Alexander will come on his
knees, and then is Russia disarmed. Moscow is the heart ot
their Empire. The peace we shall conclude shall carry with
it its own guarantee." And again--"We must advance on
Moscow, possess ourselves of the capital, and then dictate a
peace." He was as logical as daring ; for, having set before
himself an object, he adapted the means to the end. Unlike
the bunglers of our day, he did not move till he had all
Germany for the basis of his operations, with an Austrian
corps under Schwarzenberg for. his right wing, and the Poles
in the front ranks of his army ; and when marching into Russia
at the head of half a million of men, he must have felt that,
if success did not crown his ambitious design, he would at
least leave no excuse to inferior men to court disaster by
attempting that which he, with nearly all Europe by his side,
had failed to accomplish.

And if the Moscow of i812 resembled the city of our day,
it might well have seduced the imagination of Napoleon. The
traveller who has visited every other metropolis in Europe is
struck with surprise and admiration at the unique spectacle
presented by the capital of the Czars--with its seven miles of
suburb and city, interspersed with gardens and trees, its green
roofs of sheet iron gleaming to the sun, the hundreds of cupolas,
flashing with gold, deep blue, or green, spangled with stars, and
surmounted with the Greek cross, from which hang gilt chains

looped gracefully to the circumference of the cupola, and,
crowning all, that picturesque cluster of palace, churches_ and
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monument, the Kremlin ; altogether this bright and busy place,

with the crowd of Asiatic-looking people that fill its streets,
carries us back in imagination to the Bagdad of a thousand
years ago.

But will the conquest of the shores of the Black Sea, even
to the complete extent which I have assumed, enable the Allies
to impose humiliating terms of peace on the Russian Govern-
ment ? In what way will it do so ? They cannot reach within

four hundred miles of the old Muscovite capital, around which
are grouped thirty millions of the most industrious, energetic,
and patriotic population of Russia--that nucleus of the Slavonic
race before whose impassive fortitude conquering Tartars, Poles,

Swedes, and French have successively recoiled. They cannot
surround or destroy the enemy's army, or cut off its supplies,
for, in retreating before the Allies, whenever it may suit them,
into the interior, the Russians will be falling back on their

reinforcements and magazines ; and whilst every step will
increase their security, it will add to the difficulties and dangers
of their pursuers, by drawing them away from the basis of their
operations, their shipping.

They cannot sensibly impair the finances of the Russian
Government by cutting off the sources of its revenue, for it must

be borne in mind that the territory bordering on the Black Sea
comprises the poorest, the least populous, and the most uncivil-
ised portion of European Russia.

The Isle of Wight is a more important source of revenue

to England than the Crimea has ever been to the Russian
Government.

Until the repeal of the English Corn Laws, less than ten

years ago, the cultivation of some of the most fertile districts of
the Don and the Dnieper was almost as much neglected as
were the alluvial deposits of the Tigris and Euphrates. During

the last few years these regi6ns have made a progress in develop-
ment hardly surpassed by any portion of the United States, and

a corresponding increase in the exports of corn and other
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producefromtheBlackSeaand theSeaofAzoffhasbeenwit-
nessed.But,asI haveelsewhereshown,theimporttrade,and

consequentlythe Customs revenueof Russia,has been

systematicallyimpeded by her prohibitivesystem; and this
policyhasbeencarriedout,frompoliticalorotherreasons,with
especialjealousyin her SouthernPorts,where,withthe ex-
ceptionof Odessa,hardlyanyimporttradeiscarriedon with
whichthealliedcruiserscaninterfere,and where consequently
thereisbutlittleCustomsrevenuewhichtheycancurtail.

Inthefaceofthesefacts,I cannotseehow theAlliescan

hopeto coerceRussiaintohumiliatingtermsof peacebyany
pressurewhich theycan bringto bearon her materialand
financialresourcesfromthepresentsccneofmilitaryandnaval
operations.Ifwe turntotheshoresofthe Baltic,and take
creditforthe utmostconceivablesuccessofthearmsofthe

Allies--assumingCronstadt,and everyotherfortificationon

that coast,with allthe shipping they protect, to be destroyed--
still this would not give us possession of her modern capital.
Petersburg stands twenty miles above Cronstadt, on a shallow
river. Besides its own population of half a million, it is con-
nected by a railway with Moscow, which secures it the succour
of that gn'eat centre of population and public spirit. But the
fact that an army would for six months be cut off by the frost
from all communication with its shipping is the great security
against a maritime attack upon the capital. I need not, how-
ever discuss a scheme which has never seriously engaged the
thoughts of any sane man. The example and fate of Napoleon
will for ever forbid an invasion of the interior of Russia, or an
attack on her capitals, so long as the empire holds together.
Seeing then the impossibility of subduing her by a direct
military operation, the only chance of bringing her to sub.
mission is through the destruction of her commerce, and
the cutting off the sources of her revenue. The war then
becomes a trial of endurance, and the question is--to what
extent can Russia evade the effects of a blockade of her ports,
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and how far will her moral and material forces enable her to

sustain the sacrifices inflicted on her. The first point to
consider is the extent of her dependence on a maritime
foreigm trade, and this will be best elucidated by a reference
to the

PROTEC_ION'IST POLICY OF RUSSIA.

For thirty years before the appearance of our hostile
cruisers on her coast, Russia had been so industriously oc-
cupied in blockading her own ports by her prohibitive
tariff, as to have left less for her enemies to do in this
respect than some of them may have supposed. When, nearly
half a century since, Napoleon attempted to force upon
Alexander, at the point of the bayonet, his "continental sys-
tem," the trade of that empire was comparatively free, and its
people were dependent on foreign countries, and especially Eng-
land, for almost ever), comfort and luxury of civilised life. Tra-
vellers proceeded from this country to take orders for our
manufactures in Russia: with almost as much facility as in Scot-
land or Ireland; and Englishmen opened their shops in Peters-
burg for the supply of all articles of dress and furniture on nearly
as great a scale as in the streets of London. So destitute were
they of manufacturing resources that even the coarse wooUens
required for the clothing of the Russian army were purchased
in England. At that time to have cut off the Russian empire
from all commerce with foreign countries would have been to
doom a part of its people to nakedness. But upwards of thirty
years ago, seduced by the example of England and other
countries, it was resolved to "protect native industry in all its
branches." A tariff was accordingly framed, imposing pro-
tective duties on foreign manufactures. At first the rates were
not excessive, but being levied on weight and measure, and
not on value, the consequence has been that as commodities
have fallen in price, owing to cheaper raw materials, and
improved processes of manufacture, the ad valorem duty has
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proportionately increased ; to such an extent has this operation
been felt in some cases, that articles which once paid 3° per
cent. are now, without any alteration of the tariff, subjected to
a duty of from two to three hundred per cent.

No other country has suffered so much from the attempt to
force a manufacturing system into artificial life as Russia--for
nowhere else has it been made on so large a scale upon
a community so unprepared for the experiment, and where
the interests of the vast majority were so identified with
agricultural pursuits. It would be difficult to say whether the
injury has fallen more heavily on the government or people---
the former through its loss of Customs revenue, the latter
owing to the scarcity and high price of manufactures, and the
misdirection of their capital and labour. It would be plunging
into the tediousness of a Free Trade argument to attempt to
follow this evil into all its details and ramifications. One or

two illustrations will suffice. The example of cotton yarn
displays the working of the protective system in all its aspects.
Formerly, when the duty was moderate, there was a large
importation which yielded one of the principal items of the
Customs revenue. But, by the process just described, the ad
valorem duty has constantly increased, so as gradually to
operate as a prohibition on the lowest qualities, the most
necessary for the consumption of the mass of the people, until
at length the article contributes but an insignificant amount to
the public treasury. In the meantime, beneath the hothouse
of protection, a few score of spinning mills have grown to
sickly maturity; but in spite of the privilege they have enjoyed,
at the expense of the revenue and the consumer, they yield
only a precarious return, and there is scarcely an example of a
mill-owner having retired with a realised fortune. Meanwhile,
hundreds of thousands of peasants, who employ the long winter
at the loom, are condemned to the use of a yam nearly double
its natural price, and so inferior in quality that I was informed
by a weaver in a village in the interior that he could tell
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whether he was working with English or Russian yarn after a
few strokes of his shuttle.

Men of the highest rank in Russia are tempted by the
protective tariff to devote to cotton spinning capital which
would be far more usefully and profitably expended on their
landed estates. A striking instance of this kind was presented
to my notice at a cotton mill attached to a nobleman's chateau
a few miles from Moscow. The steam engine and machinery,
which were of English n_anufacture, embraced every latest
improvement, and were performing all those miracles of
mechanism which a cotton mill only can exhibit. A few steps
took me from the mill into the midst of the agricultural
operations on the surrounding estate, and what a contrast did
the implements of husbandry present ! The ploughs were on
the model of those in use in the days of Cincinnatus ; the
scythes and reaping-hooks might have been the instruments of
the ancient Scythians ; the spades in the hands of the peasants
were either of wood, or merely tipped with iron ; and the
wheels and axles of the carts, and the teeth of the harrows,
were entirely made of wood. And this is in miniature the
spectacle which all Russia presents of the great staple industry,
agriculture, being sacrificed to the protected interests of manu-
factures. I will give only one other illustration, in the article
of sugar. Under the stimulus of exorbitant Customs duties
upon Colonial sugar, amounting to nearly cent. per cent.,
the beetroot has been brought extensively iato use in the
central provinces of Russia, and having had, up to the last
few years, no excise duty to pay, for every pound yielded by
the home manufacture there was just so much prevented from
contributing to the revenue at the Custom House. Latterly,
when nearly one third of the sugar consumed is of domestic
growth, at a loss of._'7oo,ooo to the revenue, an attempt has
been made to subject it to a small excise duty. And from
that moment commences the struggle between the government
and the protected interest, which will cease only with the
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abandonment of the principle of protection. In a word, the
government of Russia has emulated with such success the
example of more civilised countries that, with the sole ex-
ception of France, she has the most restrictive tariff in Europe.
For a long time, indeed, she surpassed all her rivals in the
impolicy of her export duties, in which some reform has been
effected; but not until she had fostered rivalry in all directions,
and helped to raise up competition against her tallow in
Australia, her hides in Buenos Ayres, and her grain in the
United States.

If this were the time to pursue the argument, it might be
shown that great injuryhas been inflicted on her manufacturing
industry by the protection afforded to particular interests.
Russia, like all other countries, has its natural industries, from
which capital and labour have been diverted by fiscal regula-
tions; for example, the manufacture of boots, shoes, and all
articles of leather, coarse linens, sail cloth, cordage, low-priced
woollens, and articles of wood, axe all employments indigenous
to her soil, and in which she has natural advantages over other
countries. No country is more favoured in the growth of
coarse wool, flax, and hemp. And the ingenuity of the people
in working on their woods is quite remarkable. Now, can it
be doubted that if, following the law of the division of labour,
the nation had been left to its own natural occupations,
these industries would have taken deeper root during the last
thirty-five years than they have been enabled to do whilst
capital and labour have been systematically diverted to such
exotic pursuits as cotton spinning, or the manufacture of silks,
stuffs, laces, fine woollens, &c. &c. ?

By every test that can be applied, it will be found how
much the prosperity of the empire has been retarded by the
protective system. But the whole extent of the injury can
never be appreciated, since it includes the unknown amount
of progress which has been prevented. Free Trade would have
createda dozen flourishingsea-portslikeOdessa--whose
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prosperity has arisen solely from its freedom--through which
would have entered the wealth of Western Europe. In no
other way than through these avenues of foreign trade can a
new community receive the capital and civilisation which have
been accumulating in the world from the earliest time. Peter
the Great knew this when he welcomed with honours and

rewards the captains of the first vessels that reached St.
Petersburg.

I now come to the practical inference to be drawn from the
above facts. The argument cannot be evaded that the creation
of a dozen additional sea-ports would have presented so many
more vulnerable points of attack to the Allied squadrons. It
cannot be denied that the blockade of the coast of Russia loses

its power of coercion in proportion as she has pursued a course
of economical isolation. You cannot ruin ports which a false
policy has not allowed to exist, or impoverish merchants
where none have been permitted to flourish, or by intercepting
cargoes of fustians condemn to nakedness a population content
with sheepskins, or cut off the saccharine luxuries of a people
who prefer their own insipid beet-root sugar to the more
luscious product of the cane of the tropics, or by closing the
navigation of the Neva deny the pleasures of the tea-table to
the inhabitants of St. Petersburg, who have voluntarily chosen
to bring the whole of their favourite beverage four thousand
miles overland from China, to expose them to the rigours of
winter by interdicting them from receiving at Cronstadt the
furs which are conveyed to them after a journey of a twelve-
month from their own territory in Siberia and North America.

What, it will be exclaimed, has Protection all these advantages
over Free Trade in time of war ?

But Free Trade has its side of the picture. Had there
been no protective tariffs in l_.ussia or England during the last
thirty years, and had an annual exchange of commodities
grown up, as I believe would have been the case, between the
two countries to the extent of (exports and imports) from forty
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to fifty millions sterling, there would have been powerful in-
terests in both countries ranged on the side of peace. The
warlike energies of a Czar would have been restrained in their
impulses by the consciousness that not merely his flourishing
sea-ports, but every village in his empire would feel in its daily
avocations the evils of a state of hostilities ; and, on the other
hand, if in England, as we have been told by a Foreign
Minister, the State Vessel was "drifting into war," all hands
would have been at their posts to guard her from the impend-
ing danger. How is it that whilst newspapers rail and diplo-
matists wrangle on both sides of the Atlantic, nobody in
England or America believes in the possibility of war ? Simply
because there is an annual interchange of from forty to fifty
millions between the two countries.

But there is another aspect of the question, which, even if
peace could not have been preserved, denies to Protectionist
poverty any superiority over prosperous Free Trade as a defen-
sive shield in time of war. It has been remarked by military
critics that, if the Russians had possessed a line of railroad
connecting Moscow with the Crimea, the invasion of that
peninsula would have been too desperate an enterprise to have
been entered upon, or that, if undertaken, the Mlies would
lmve been overwhelmed by the Russian reinforcements last
winter. It is equally certain that, if Moscow and Petersburg
had been connected by railroads with the German frontier, the
blockade of the Baltic ports would have been, practically,
almost inoperative. Now can it be doubted that, if a wiser
economical policy had prevailed in Russia this great discovery
in locomotion would have been applied to a country to which
it is of all others in the world most suited--a region so level
that for a thousand miles tile engineer would hardly find
occasion for a tunnel or embankment ? Russia, like all
primitive and agricultural communities, requires the capital of
older countries for her development, and, by a beautiful law of
diffusion, it is the interest of older nations to contribute from
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their savings to the improvement of the new. But how can
this be accomplished when human legislation steps in to forbid
the benign process ? Capital consists of articles of subsistence,

of clothing, metals, hardware, earthenware, and other manu-
factures. If these be systematically excluded from a young

country, how can it be enriched or improved by older states ?
Hundreds of millions of dollars have been advanced from

Europe to the United States for the construction of railways,

canals, and other internal improvements, not in the shape of
gold and silver coin, but of manufactures, metals, and articles of

consumption and even of luxury. If the present Russian tariff
had been in force in America during the last thirty years, this
aid could not have been contributed from the Old World to
the New.

But to return to the subject of the blockade.--Assuming

that the sea-ports of Russia are to be henceforth closed by our
cruisers, and her foreign trade by sea, such as it is, to be
effectually cut off, let us consider what facilities she possesses
for evading the blockade by an overland transit ; and this
brings us to the subject of tile

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS IN RUSSIA.

There is no other country, with the exception of the United
States, where the inhabitants will undertake such long journeys,
by road or river, as in Russia, or face with so light a heart the
difficulties of returning on foot after selling or losing their oxen

or horses, or breakh_g up their rafts when many hundred miles
from their homes. The reason is obvious in both cases; no

other country presents the same wide extent of territory over
which the population may travel and still find themselves at
home. Groups of boatmen, carters, and others of this class

are to be met with on the roads, trudging along on foot, or

hanging like bees on a waggon on which they have bargained
for a ride, ahvays merry, and frequently whiling away the

journey with a song. The great distances to which heavy
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commodities can be moved by land carriage, and the extreme
lowness of the charge, would be incredible unless all the
circumstances of the cheapness of labour, the abundance of
oxen and horses,* and the facilities for free pasturage on the
steppes at particular seasons were taken into account. Fur-
nished with a bag of biscuits or flour, and a little spiri_ to mix
with their water, the peasants will start with a load of corn or
merchandise in the spring, when herbage for their cattle is
readily found, and men and beasts will arrive at their destina-
tion, after a journey of several hundred miles, in nearly as good
condition as when they left home. I witnessed an incident at
the great fair of Nishni Novogorod, showing what can be done
in an emergency by wheeled conveyances. A cavalcade of
carts and horses, which had been detained and plundered by a
tribe of mountaineers, arrived after performing a journey of
x,4oo wersts. They had found it necessary" to press forward
to reach their destination before the close of the fair, and both
horses and drivers had certainly a jaded appearance ; but they
drove into the town at a dashing pace after travelling nearly
900 miles in twenty-six days, nor did it appear to be regarded
as an extraordinary feat. I ascertained the cost of carriage in
this particular case, and, after converting the poods and
roubles into hundredweights and pounds sterling, I confess I
found it incredil_ly low.

Immediately upon the declaration of war the demand for
land carriage for the conveyance of produce through the
German and Polish provinces of Russia to the Austrian and

I purposely avoid encumbering these pages with lengthy statistics, but the
follo',_ing figures under this head are striking. Tengoborski, in his recently
published volume on the "Productive Forces of Russia," sets down the number
of horses in the Empire at eighteen millions, nearly seven times as many as in
France or Austria, taken separately, eleven and a half times as many asPrussia,
and two and a half times as many as the whole three put together. He
estimates the homed cattle at twenty-five millions, being as many as are to be
found altogether in France, Austria. and Prussia. England seems to be almost
the only country which does not trouble it_clt to " take stock "' of its agricultura
l"_3otlrce$.
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Prussian frontiers, especially the latter, with a view to evade
the blockade, attracted every cart and waggon, horse and
buUock, not absolutely required for local purposes, within
hundreds of miles of the main routes ; and the extent to which
this sudden want was supplied furnished a proof which no
other country in Europe could have afforded of its immense
resources in the rude means of internal traffic. It is difficult

to ascertain with anything like accuracy the extent of this im-
provised overland trade, the statistics of which have not been
very correctly obtained by either the merchants or govern-
ments. The reasons are obvious ; the produce has taken
fresh routes and thus may have failed at first to be minutely
recorded ; and it has also undergone a change in the time of
exportation for the purpose of profiting by the seasons most
favourable for land transport, which must have rendered a
comparison with former years for the present very difficult.
Taking the estimates of the best informed merchants for my
guide, I should be led to the conclusion that, omitting the
article of grain, considerably more than half the ordinary
amount of her exports find their way out of Russia, in spite of
the blockade, by the overland route, and I learn that the
means of transportation are constantly on the increase. It
must be borne in mind that for this diminished supply of
Russian commodities higher rates are paid by the foreign con-
sumer, which increase of prices pass into the pocket of the
Russian carrier. But it should also be remembered that the

imports into Russia pass along the same route, and that the
increased cost of such articles as cotton, wool, and raw sugar
must be paid by the Russian consumer. As respects the
article of grain, the Russian Government has lately prohibited
its export, and since the movements of the armies to the south
the demand for the government must in a great measure have
compensated the growers of that region for the loss of the
foreign market. Without pretending to statistical accuracy, or
wishing to do more than suggest grounds for reflection and
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discussion,Iwillonlyadd anotherbroadfactortwo,and then
leavethereadertodrawhisown conclusionsas to theextent

towhichour blockadeislikelyto coercethe Russiansinto
whattheychoosetoconsiderdegradingtermsofpeace.

Itisstatedby M. Tengoborskithattheexportsandimports
of the empiredo not togetheramount to one-skxthofthe
returnsofthehome trade,whichheputsdown attwohundred

millionssterling.Followinghisdata,takingthe exportsat
fifteenmillions,deductingtwo millionsforthe Asiatictrade,

whichourblockadedoesnottouch,and assumingthathalfthe
remainderisintercepted,itgivessixand ahalfmillionsasthe
amountofcx1_ortscutoffby theblockade,and ofthisonehalf
might bc againdeductedas beinggrain,theexportationof

whichisinterdictedbytheRussianGovernment.To appreciate
theeffectofthisupontheenemy itmust be rememberedthat
itisborneby sixtymillionsof people,the grossamount of

whose agriculturalproductionsis estimatedby the above
authorityat34°millionssterling.

One word upon a pointarisingoutof thisquestion.It

hasbeenallegedasa grievanceagainstPrussia,thatshepermits
thisoverlandtradeto passthroughherterritory.But we
know that her Baltic ports have always been engrepdts for a
considerable trade between Russia and foreign countries.
Half a century ago the whole of the foreign commerce of those
Polish provinces which has lately found an outlet by the Black
Sea, passed through Danzig, Konigsberg, and Memel, and to
this day Danzig has a large share of the commerce of the
kingdom of Poland, for which the Bug and other tributaries of
the Vistula are the natural channels. That sedate peers and
members of Parliament should be found gravely advocating the
interference of the British Government with the transit trade of
Prussia is a sad illustration of the visionary reliances and
schemes which have characterised the origin and conduct of
this war.

There is still another way in which the internal communi-
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cations of the country tend to mitigate the pressure of a naval
blockade. It has been for some time the policy of the govern-
ment of Russia to favour the extension of her overland trade

with Asia at the expense of her maritime foreign commerce.
The late Czar, although in his youth a pupil of Storch, evinced
his contempt for political economy by imposing bounties and
prohibitions for the encouragement of the Asiatic trade and
the injury of its rivals. The great focus of this traffic for a
month in every year is at Nishni Novogorod. It is difficult to
form a correct estimate of the extent of the internal and overland
foreign trade of Russia without paying a visit to this renowned
fair. To be sure, piles of merchandise, however huge or
cosily, offer but a disappointing spectacle to the traveller, but
nothing can surpass in interest and novelty the living assembly
which is here grouped as in a picture under his eye. Standing
on a terrace-like eminence which overhangs the town the
spectator looks down upon an angle formed by the junction' of
the rivers Wolga and Oka, and sees a countless concourse of
traders from all parts of the East busily buying and selling,
crowding and jostling amongst the infinite variety of goods
heaped up in rows many miles in length or streaming like ants
to and fro upon the wooden bridges tllrown across the rivers.
In the suburbs of the town are seen vast clusters of carts and

waggons, which, with forty or fifty thousand homes, await their
return loads, whilst as far as the eye can reach the rivers are
covered with boats and barges of every conceivable size and
shape. The town, with its bright oriental cupolas, lies at l_is
feet, and beyond all, bounded by the horizon, is the plain
over which the Wolga slowly winds its way to the Caspian.
Such is the unique spectacle which for more than a month

every year this otherwise quiet little town presents to the eye
of the visitor. I was informed that the total value of the goods
in the fair in I847, the year of my visit, was about sixty
millions of silver roubles, or upwards of ten millions sterling.
The following were the principal items, which I give less for
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their statistical value than as a means of estimating the
relative importance of the different commodities brought to
the fair :-

SilverRoubles (in round
(figures six to the ,_ sterliog.

Cotton Goods . . . xo,ooo,ooo
Woollen ditto . . . 6.ooo,ooo
Linen . . I, 5oo,ooo
Silk . . . 5,ooo,ooo
Furs . . 3,ooo,ooo
Skins . I,ooo, ooo
Metals . . 9,ooo,ooo
Glass and Hardware . 6oo,ooo
Grain 1,5oo,ooo
Tea 6,ooo,ooo

&e. &c. &c.

If, casting our eye over tiffs list, we ask to what extent the
raw materials of the above commodities are furnished from the

interior or overland trade of the country--a most important
question in its bearings upon our present inquiry--it will be
found that, with the exception of the silks and cottons, and of

them only in part, the supply of every one of these articles is

independent of the maritime trade of the empire. Nearly two-
thirds of the raw silk consumed in Russia is brought from
Georgia and Persia, overland, there being a small differential
import duty in its favour. Upon this article, however, where
the cost of transport forms so insignificant an item in its value,

the blockade will be found practically inoperative, since the
entire quantity required will no doubt find its way by land

carriage, with little inconvenience, over the German frontier.
Even the cotton manufacture, although it will have to support
the great weight of injury inflicted by the blockade, is not

wholly dependent on the sea-borne raw material ; for I saw a
caravan of cotton wool arrive at the fair from Bokhara, and was

witness to orders being given by Russian calico printers, for .the
supply of madder and other dyes, to merchants from the

territory of the Khan of Khiva. As an illustration of the
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manner in which the Russian Government has fostered the

Asiatic trade, to the discouragement of the maritime commerce,

and as an example of the operation of this policy in mitigating
the effect of a naval blockade, I will point to two articles

forming large items in the above list. Tea and furs are great
essentials to the indoor and outdoor comfort of Russian life,
where everybody has a taste for the one, and wears the other ;
and if it were possible to stop the supply of either, it would be
felt as a cruel and almost unendurable privation. But the im-

portation of these articles by sea is prohibited by the Russian
tariff, and, as I have before stated, they are brought overland
from China, Siberia, and even North America. It will be seen
that the tea at the fair alone amounted to six millions of roubles

or a million sterling, all brought overland from Kiachta, a dis-

tance of nearly four thousand miles. Instead of interfering with
the supply of this article, the war has probably opened a fresh
door for its importation; for I observe a large and sudden increase

of our exports of tea to the Continent, some of which, I suspect,
is smuggled into Russia, along with the mass of bulky mer-
chandise passing over her German frontier.

It would be an error, however, to say that the overland

trade with Asia is altogether the forced and unnatural product
of protection and prohibition. That the current of traffic

should follow the course of the great fiver navigation, extending
from Petersburg to Siberia, is natural; and if, instead of

attempting to give it an artificial stimulus by fiscal regulations,
the government had devoted more attention to the removM of

sand banks and other obstructions, which render many of the
rivers unnavigable in the late summer and autumn months---an

evil increasing with the clearing of the forests and draining of
the land--there can be little doubt that this trade would have

been more important than it now is. The Wolga, unrivalled
in volume among European rivers, watering more than 2,ooo

miles of the Russian Empire, and passing through its most
populous and industrious districts_ is nature's own highway for
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the conveyance of its products to the countries which border the
Caspian Sea, from whence caravans convey the coarse woollens
and other manufactures of Russia to the population of Khiva_
Bokhara, and other tribes of Western Asia. And even in the
far more remote regions of Thibet and Central Asia, as we
learn from the pages Ofthat most pleasant and enterprising of
modern travellers, Huc, are found occasional traces of Rus-
sian intercourse, in the articles of manufacture in use among the
people of those almost inaccessible countries.

I have said sufficient to direct attention to the existence of

a foreign trade which does not pass seaward at all; or, ff so,
through an inland sea to which our ships lmve no access ; and
which follows the course of rivers to the banks of which we

cannot approach within hundreds of miles. To ignore these
facts, or deny their importance, as showing the extent to which
the Russians can baffle us in our attempt to coerce them by a
naval blockade, were as foolish as to shut our eyes to an
obstacle in our path which we are bound to surmount, and
which we may surely more easily get over in the light of day
than in darkness.

It will not be necessary to do more than allude to the fach
so generally known, that the maritime commerce of Russia was
carried on almost exclusively in foreign bottoms, and that there
is, therefore, no shipping interest in that country to be affected
by our blockade.

But of more immediate moment is the question, how far the
Russian Government will be able, by the employment of the
land transport of the country, to convey food and stores to the
armies now assembling in such great force in the southern
provinces of the empire. The great movement of this land
carriage has for several years been in the direction of Odessa,
and other ports of the Black Sea and Sea of Azoff. All the
grain brought from the interior to Odessa (excluding the portion
which reaches it coastwise) is conveyed overland, that great

commercial entreSOl]eing characterised by the singular anomaly
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of not standing upon a navigable river. A large part of its
exports comes from the southern provinces of Russian Poland.
Hundreds of bullock waggons and other vehicles arrive, during
the busy sea.son, in a single day at Odessa, in the outskirts of
which town, as well as of Taganrog and other places, many
thousands of these empty carriages may be seen awaiting their
return home. Now, as the blockade of the Russian ports
puts an end to the demand for this laud carriage on merchants'
account, it has placed these carts and waggons at the disposal
of the Governmenh which has employed them for the transport
of supplies for the army.

And here let me be allowed to express my amazement at
the confident terms in which high authorities, here, and in
France (in France the very highest), spoke, during the summer
and autunm, of the inability of the Russians to supply food for
their army in the Crimea. A few hours after the news reached
this country of our successful, but inglorious, operations among
the granaries, barges, and fishing nets of the Sea ot Azoff, and
when a cry of exultation was raised at the certain prospect of
starving the enemy from his stronghold, I incurred some
odium by declaring, in my place in Parliament, that these
devastations would have no influence whatever on the fate of

the Russian armies. On that occasion a military critic, who
writes under the singular nom de _lume of "A Hertfordshire
Incumbent," and who lays claim to a minute knowledge of the
topography and resources of Southern Russia, designated me a
*'political gamester" for hazarding so bold an assertion; and
Mr. Danby Seymour, in the preface to his useful volume,
published at that time, expressed also, but in more courteous
terms, his dissent from my views. These gentlemen have, I
doubt not, travelled longer and further in Russia than myself.
My only advantage has been that I had possibly an eye and
ear more open to the commercial movements, and the econo-
mical resources of the country.

In the case in question, it was forgotten that the Crimea
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itself is nearly as large as Sicily ; that, before the war, Eupatoria
was a port of export for corn ; that the peninsula swarms with
cattle and sheep, and is the home of the horse ;. that the
harvest was just gathered in, and that every eminence com-
manded views of abundant stores of corn and hay ; that it
required the utmost vigilance of the Cossack patrotes to
prevent the Tartars from supplying the Allies with fresh pro-
visions ; and that the Russians commanded the two roads and
the steppe (which at particular seasons is the best of roads)
leading to the granary of the empire. That, in the face ot
facts like these, well-informed persons should have persuaded
themselves that an army having the exclusive range of the
interior would be allowed to want subsistence, is an example of
the manner in which men can bend their judgments to their
wishes, and conspire as it _cre to impose on their own
credulity, in spite of the most convincing proofs that can be
offered to their understanding.

Let us hope that with a more accurate "knowledge of the
resources of the enemy, and his means of transport, we shall
put an end to that indiscriminate devastation of his coasts upon
which we have relied for the success of our arms. To burn

the food, destroy the forage, and sack the farm-houses which
have the misfortune to lie within reach of our crews, may ruin
individuals--often foreigners, and but rarely of the Russian
race--may give to the war a character which we had flattered
ourselves had passed away"with the piracies of the Norsemen
and the Buccaneers; but such exploits as these, though they
may cast a stigma on our naval fame, and chill the sympathies
of the civilised world, will not have the remotest influence on
the fate of the war. Tke Russian armies do not subsist upon
food grown near the sea coast, or the mouths of their great
rivers. They have in their rear the most fertile country in the
world, where the granaries of the cultivators _e encumbered

with grain, rendered almost valueless by our blockade. This
corn, if'conveyed by river, is brought only to' such points of the
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navigation as are safe from attack, whence it is despatched to
the armies by that facility of land carriage which I have
described : if by land, there are two seasons favourable to its
transporh the late spring and mid-winter; but the latter, afford-
ing no pasturage for the draught cattle, is not generally preferred
for the conveyance of bulky produce, such as corn, for long
distances. It is, however, the season when heavy materials
are transported on sledges for short journeys, such as from a
point where one fiver navigation ends to that where another
begins_and in cases where expedition, and not cheapness, is the
object. The Government will avail itself of all these modes of
conveyance, and so long as the communications are kept open
with the interior, all the powers of the earth cannot prevent
the Russian armies from being fed. I do not think there could
be found a spot between the Carpathians and the Don, where
if wood, water, and the other requisites of a camp were at
hand, the Government could not furnish provisions for an army
of ioo_ooo men.

But, in describing the methods to which the Russians may
resort to evade the pressure of the blockade, or to meet the
wants of the army, I would not be supposed to lose sight of
the sacrifices and sufferings inseparable from a state of war.
Mitigate the evil as best we may, there will still be a residuum
of misery which every nation plunged in deadly hostilities with
a powerful enemy will be compelled to endure. Forced levies
of men and money, the suspension of some branches of
industry, the derangement of others, the pall of mourning and
sorrow suspended over the land--these are the dread accom-
paniments of war, from one or more of which no part of Russia
is exempt. In estimating, however, the difficulties of our task,
when undertaking to subdue such an empire to our will, it is
necessary not only to ascertain the extent of suffering or priva-
tion we can inflict on its population, but also the amount of
moral torte we evoke to sustain them in its endurance. The

two most powerful and abiding of human motiv¢§--those whicl_

\
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have extorted from nations the greatest voluntary sacrifices,
and won for communities as well as individuals the crown of

martyrdom--are the religion and patriotism of a people. Let
us inquire whether, in its resistance to the demands of the
Allies, the Government of Russia can hope, by appealing to
these sentiments, to rouse and sustain the enthusiasm of the
population in favour of the war. And first of their

PATRIOTISM AND LOVE OF COUNTRY.

The patriotic sentiment in Russia is not, as in France or
England, associated with a consciousness of superiority in arts,
arms, and civilisation ; or, as in the United States, with the
triumph of their political institutions ; but, like the patriotism
of the ancient Jews, it is blended with a spiritual pride, founded
on the belief that Russia is the favoured depository of the
orthodox religious faith. So strong is this feeling--perhaps all
the stronger since it flatters the self-love of the people---that it
surpasses even the sentiment of loyalty to the head of the State,
identified though he be with the Church itself. This is illus-
trated by the custom of prefixing to the name of Russia, in
their songs and public ceremonies, the word which is variously
rendered from the Russ as "sacred" or "holy." I have been
present in Russia at a great public banquet, where the health
of the Czar was drunk with enthusiasm, but when the succeed-
ing toast of "prosperity to holy Russia" was givea_ it was
received with reiterated cheering.

This attachment to country is not, however, exclusively
founded on a religious sentiment. The Russian possesses in
an eminent degree the organ to which phrenologists have given
the name of "inhabitiveness." He is passionately wedded to
his village home, and Russia has been described as a great
village. Nay more, this people, whom Western Europe re-
gards with terror as a horde of imprisoned barbarians, dissatis-
fied with their fate, and eager to escape from their rigorous
climate and ungrateful soil, to pour the tide of conquest over
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more favoured and civilised regions, are, beyond any others,
proud of their own country: they love its winter as well as
summer llfe, and would not willingly exchange it for any other
land. This characteristic of the Russian people is referred to
by Custine, who gives us some specimens of letters, written by
Russian servants travelling with their masters in Western
Europe, to their friends at home, in which they complain of
the humidit-y of the winter season, and long for the day when
they shall inhale again the invigorating air of their own country,
and glide over its plains of dry and hardened snow.

There is no greater delusion in the world than that which
attributes to the Russian people a desire to overrun and
occupy, in the spirit of the ancient Goths and Huns, any part
of Western Europe. In discussing this subject with an
intelligent native at Moscow, he wound up an argument to
prove that the Russian people would not exchange their
country for any other in the world, with this remark, "Should
some new dDorado be discovered, to which all the population
of the earth could be invited to migrate, there would be fewer
volunteers found to abandon their homes in Russia than in

any other part of Europe."
With the exception of the disposition to encroach upon

neighbouring Mahometan countries, to which I have elsewhere
alluded, the people feel no interest in foreign politics, and
the intervention of the Government in the affairs of Europe
excites no sympathy in Russia. On the contrary, I found
among the "old Russian party" at Moscow a spirit of hostility
to the incessant interference of the late Czar in the politics of
the West. In fact, the foreign policy of the last reign was very
much the offspring of the personal character of Nicholas, whose
almost preternatural activity of mind and body expended its
surplus energies on the affairs of other countries, after having
interfered with the management of everything, great and small,

at home. If a bridge was to be erected at St. Petersburg or
Kieff, he decided upon the plan ; if a railroad was to be made
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from the capital to Moscow, he drew a straight line on the
map, regardless of the wants of intermediate places, or the
obstacles of the country through which it had to pass ; not a
church could be erected, but he must decide the form of the
cupola. He was at once Pope, Commander-in-chief, President
of the Board of Trade, and Secretary of State for both Foreign
Affairs and the Interior. In fine, he affected to direct every-
thing, from the m_noeuvring of an army to the marshalling the
company at an imperial christening. Those who pretend to
have known him best say that, in his interference with the
affairs of other countries, he did not seek aggrandisement of
territory, so much as to make himself felt as the regulating
power of Europe, to which task he was constantly invited by
princely and diplomatic flatterers, some of whom afterwards
affected to be greatly alarmed at his encroaching tendencies.
I do not presume to know his objects, but I believe they
excited little interest in his people. The invasion of Hungary
was not popular with any class or party. It was the act of
Nicholas against the advice of the most influential men in his
empire ; and, had their opposition been aided by one word of
remonstrance from our Government, when the lq.ussians made
their first tentative movement across the Turkish territory into
Transylvania, there is no doubt in the minds of those most
competent to judge, that that great outrage, pregnant as I
believe with future evil, would not have been consummated by
the larger invasion which succeeded it.

There is another characteristic of the Russian people, so
diametrically opposed to the opinion entertained of them, at
present, in this country, that I should hesitate, as Sterne says,
to "risk my credit by telling so improbable a truth," if I could
not bring pretty strong evidence to my aid. The Russians are,
perhaps, naturally the least warlike people in the world. All
their tastes and propensities are of an opposite character.
Evenin theiramusementsthereis an absenceof rudenessand
violence, and they take no pleasure ha the brutal sports to be
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found elsewhere. They delight in music, dancing, and flowers.
I was told by an American, having the control of nearly 2,000
workmen, chiefly serfs, in a large establishment connected with
the Moscow Railway, that such an occurrence as a quarrel
or collision amongst them never happened. Direct capital
punishment was professedly abolished nearly a century ago in
deference to the genius of the people, which abhors the
shedding of human blood. I have often found myself stopping
to observe, in the streets of St. Petersburg and Moscow, some
amusing displays of this tenderness for life and limb on the
part of the droschky drivers, who scream and gesticulate at the
foot passengers approaching their vehicles with an energy that
shows them to be far more terrified at the idea of the injury
they may inflict than others are at the danger of being run
over. But I will quote a passage on this subject from one
whose views on the Eastern Question do not generally accord
with my own. "The most singular thing is," says Mr. Danby
Seymour, in his volume on Russia and the Black Sea, "that
the people among whom this military organisation of the whole
nation prevails is, without exception, the most pacific people
on the face of the earth, and upon this point I believe no
difference of opinion exists among all observers. Having lived
for several yoars in a position which enabled me to mix much
with the officers and men of the Russian army, such is my
strong conviction of the Russian character. IV[. Haxthausen
mentions, as a point admitting of no doubt, 'the absence of
all warlike tendency among the Russian people, and their
excessive fear of the profession of a soldier.' The Russian
people have no pleasure in wearing arms like the Turk or the
Pole; even in their quarrels among themselves, which are
rare, they hardly ever fight, and the duel which now often
takes place among Russian officers is contrary to the national
manners, and a custom imported from the West. The people
take no pleasure in the fighting of beasts or birds, as in bull-
fights, ram-fights, or cock-fights, which are common amuse-
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ments among some Eastern as well as most European nations ;
and when the Rusian is drunk, which often happens, he is

never quarrelsome, but on the contrary caressing and given to
tears. But, on being roused, he exhibits a degree of patient
endurance which is astonishing, and which is very deeply seated
in the national character."

The question arises, is there anything in the present war

peculiarly calculated to draw forth that latent enthusiasm of
the Russian character referred to at the close of the above

quotation ? It must be admitted that nothing is so likely to
rouse the energies of a patriotic people as the invasion of their

soil. The mere threat of landing in England arrayed every
man against Napoleon, extinguished all our domestic feuds,

and converted the whole male population into soldiers, thus
furnishing the recruits for those armies which afterwards

enabled Wellington to perform so great a part in the war with
France. We all know the effect produced upon the Russmn
people by the invasion of x8x_ ; when, although they were
beaten in every engagement, not one voice was raised for peace
or negotiation ; but the whole population, after consigning
their most venerated cities to the flames, disappeared so com-

pletely at the approach of the invaders as to draw from an

eye-witness the remark that Napoleon could not have bribed,
with all he possessed_ one pure blooded Russ_m peasant to
voluntarily clean his boots or stable his horse.

It has been argued that the Crimea, being a recent acquisi-
tion, its invasion will not be resisted with so much obstinacy as
was that of the older portions of the empire. But there are

reasons why both the nobles and people may be as little

inclined to loose their hold on this peninsula as any other

partof "holy Russia." Itisassociatedin a twofoldmanner

with the religiousfeelingsof the country; for,as Prince

Gortschakofftook caretotellthearmy inhislastbulletin,itis

the spotwhere Vladcmir,thefirstChristiansovereignofRussia,

rcceivedbaptism_whose abandonment of paganism was the
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signal for the conversion of all his subjects. It is, moreover, a
province wrested from Mohammedanism, and territory won
from the infidel has a precious value in the eyes of the
orthodox. But there are motives of a different kind, asso-
dated with the selfish instincts of the higher classes, which are
likely to provoke a stubborn resistance to the arms of the
invaders. I do not allude merely to the attractions of a
southern clime, though it may be well to bear in mind that the
Crimea is the Isle of Wight of Russia, to which the nobility
resort in the summer months, and where some of the wealthiest
and most influential of their order possess elegant residences
and valuable estates. But the conquest of provinces peopled
by a less civilised race, as in the Crimea, enriches in a special
manner the dominant class in Russia, by conferring on it not
only territorial aggrandisement, but exclusive power and
patronage in the administration of their affairs, The annexa-
tion of countries inhabited by a more advanced population,
such as the German provinces of the Baltic, far from affording
a field of preferment to the Sclavonic conquerors, reacts upon
them in an opposite manner, by supplying a body of adminis-
trators whose superior education enables them to compete
successfully with the dominant race for public employment
throughout the whole empire. It is in this way that Germany
has, during the last half century, invaded Russia with her
functionaries, until at length a spirit of jealousy has grown up
in the Sclavonic mind, claiming for the native race a larger
share in the Government patronage. These observations apply,
indeed, to all kinds of employments, public or private, and to
the humblest as well as the highest. Enter Riga, or Revel, for
example, and you will find the Russian part of the population
occupying the lowest quarter of the town, and performing all
the menial offices to the Teutonic merchant or shopkeeper ;
but a visitor to Eupatoria or Simpheropol, before the Anglo-
French invasion, would have found the Russians, however
humble in rank, always taking the lead of the Tartar population.
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It follows, if my data be correct, upon which every one
will form his own opinion, that the Russians will resist the
attacks of the Allies on their southern territory with as much
tenacity as they would an encroachment on their western
frontier. I am bound to add my belief that they would be
more likely to abandon Esthonia or Finland, improbable as
that may be, than agree to a peace which should leave any
part of their territory on the Black Sea at the disposal or in the
possession of the Allied Powers. And it may be doubted
whether any plan could have been devised more calculated to
afford to the Government the opportunity of appealing at once
to the patriotism of the people and the selfish instincts of file
nobility than that of invading and holding in occupation any
part of the territory of southern Russia.

"To defend our country is to defend our religion," says
Sir Walter Scott in speaking of the patriotic resistance to
Napoleon's threatened invasion of this country. Let us see
whether we are likely to encounter a similar impediment in the

RELIGIOUSFEELINGIN RUSSIA.

The state of religion in Russia carries us back for a parallel
to our own middle ages. There is no other part of the world
where a Peter the Hermit or a Thomas k Becket could hope to
find a field for successful agitation, for in Russia alone the
entire mass of the male population is still religious. It is the
only Christian country I have visited where two-thirds of the
congregations in their temples of worship, even in large cities,
consist of men. The nation is in the fervour of church-building
similar to that which endowed England with such noble
ecclesiastical monuments four or five centuries ago. A not
insignificant portion of the national industry is employed in
making silver and gilt ornaments, casting statues and columns,
moulding and burnishing domes and cupolas, or carving marbles
for the erection and embellishment of cathedrals and churches,
and the most gorgeous products of the loom are destined for the
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hangings of the altars or the cloth of gold vestments of the
priests.

It will be said that this is not religion, but superstition.
Leaving to the pen of Pascal to define the difference between
the two, it is enough to know that it supplies the great, and,
indeed, almost the only, motive power of public opinion, and
serves as a bond of union between the people and Govern-
ment, enabling the latter to wield the whole strength of the
empire whenever it can appeal to the fanaticism of the popula-
tion. The Czar, as pontiff and secular ruler, concentrates in
his person the moral and material forces of the empire. There
is, however, a great abatement of the gross personal worship
with which he has been treated. A very old inhabitant of St.
Petersburg related to me that in his youth the common people
went down on their knees and crossed themselves at the

approach of the Czar, but that he had lived to see a great
change when even the majestic figure of Nicholas failed to
command a greater homage than a respectful obeisance and
the sign of the cross, and that many omitted the latter mark
of veneration.

It must be admitted that the Greek Church has shown less
intolerance--not a dilticult achievement--than other dominant

sects, and this is probably one of the secrets of the success
with which the Russian Government has held together the
heterogeneous religious elements of which its empire is con-
stituted. And who can tell but that if the Poles when they ¢on-
quered Muscovy had extended a similar toleration to the
subjected Greek Church they might have retained their
ascendancy to this day ? This toleration has, however, certain
limits not uncommon on the continent, but not very consonant
with our notions of religious liberty. No proselytising is
allowed. Each man's creed is stereotyped from his birth. If
there be any relaxation in this rule it is in favour of the
Establishment, which sometimes receives converts to the
privileged folds, and, on the other hand, deals most severely
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with deserters from its own pale. The followers of Mahomet
living within the Russian dominions are safefrommolestation,
and enjoy complete liberty of conscience. In some instances
places of worship have been erected for them at the expense
of Government. At Nishni-Novogorod I found a mosque
flanked by two Christian churches built by the State for the
accommodation of visitors to the Fair. I was conducted by
the Motlah, an intelligent good-tempered man, through this
building, where, upon the green cloth that covered the floor,
sat, cross-legged, with their shoes beside them, Tartars,
Persians, Khivites, and Bokharians. And let me recount a
pleasant rebuke I received from my guide, who, on my com-
menting on the utter want of decoration displayed in the plain
whitewashed wails of his temple, without fixture or furniture of
any kind, with the exception of a small pulpit, replied with
quiet earnestness, "Why should we have ornament here?
God wants only the heart." But we should greatly err in sup-
posing that this feeling of toleration towards Mahometans
extends to nations bordering on the Russian Empire, and more
especially to the Turks.

And, to prevent misapprehension, let it be understood that,
in remarking, as I have done, upon the absence of all desire on
the part of the Russian people to interfere in the affairs of
Western Europe, I draw a broad line of distinction between the
states of Christendom and the countries over which the con-

quering hosts of the Crescent still hold sway. There can be no
doubt that the Russian people have been brought to the belief
that it is their mission to regain for their religion the ascendancy
over those neighbouring countries, at present subjected to
Mussulman rule, which were formerly under a Christian Govern-
ment, and where a large portion of the population are still
Christians. That the nobility may be also actuated by the lust
of conquest--that, coveting the fair regions now rendered
sterile, in spite of the most genial climate, by Turkish sloth and
barbarism, they may have indulged in dreams of spoliation, and
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a new field of enterprise and glory, I can readily believe. But
the masses in Russia have no such secular objects in view : they
axe incapable of understanding any question of foreign policy
unless it be presented to them as a religious duty, and they
cannot be moved through any other impulse ; and the question
which concerns us ismwhether, among the moral forces arrayed
against us in the present war, we shaH have to encounter the
strongest and most enduring of Ml motives, the religious
sentiment of the people.

All who have seen the proclamations of the Russian Govern-
ment to the people, the bulletins of the commanders to the
army, and the addresses of the dignitaries of the Church--to say
nothing of the paradings of saintly images and relics--must have
observed the constant assumption that the country was engaged
in a religious war. It may be objected that these appeals have
been hypocritical, or even blasphemous ; and, looking to tile
quarters from whence some of them emanated, I am afraid the
charge is not unfounded. But where shall we find in Europe
a Government too scrupulous to traffic with the religious feelings
of a nation ? The question, however, is not as to the sincerity
and honesty of the governing class in Russia, for which I should
hesitate to vouch, but whether the great mass of the people,
who are never hypocritical, will be induced to endure the

sacrifices of life and fortune which must attend a protracted
stnlggle, from the belief that they are engaged in a reli_ous
war. We, in England, axe certainly not in a position to deny
the religious character of the origin of the war, without implying
some insincerity in high places; for we read, on the title-page
of the ponderous Blue Books upon the Eastern Question pre-
sented to Parliament--" Corres_ondotcerespecting lAe Ri_Als and
Pn'vileges of tire Latin and Greek CAurc_s in £'urkey." And I
suspect that, with one at least of the western nations engaged
in the contest, the animus, both in its origin and progress, par.
took much more of the religious element than many honest un-
suspecting people suppose. Be this, however, as it m_y, I dq
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notthinkthe evidenceleavesroomtodoubtthattheRussian

peoplearepersuadedthattheyareengagedina s_'uggleforthe
Greekfaith,againsttheirold foesthefoIlowe_ofMahomet,
and theirallies.

They know nothingof the subtletiesofdiplomacy;they
haveneverheardoftheFour Points;theyareignorantalike
of history and geography ; but tradition tells them of the long
and fierce struggle which their forefathers sustained in throwing
off the Tartar yoke, and of their incessant wars with the Ottoman
Porte, in which they were not ahvays the aggressors. They see
around them the traces of an ancient Mahometan domination,
and are reminded, by the cross which surmounts the crescent
above the cupolas of their churches, of the final triun_ph of their
arms over the enemies of their faith. They also knaw, for their
priests have taken care to tell them, that the TurR still sits
enthroned at Constantinople, where the shrine of St. Sophia,
the very cradle of their faith, is defiled by the rites of Islamism.
They are told, too, that in the fairest regions of Europe, once
the patrimony of the Greek Church, millions of Christians, who
are groaning under Turkish despotism, look to them for succour,
and pray for the success of their arms. If any thing be
wanting to confirm them in the belief that they are engaged in
a war against Mahometanism, it is afforded by the policy of the

Allies in placing bodies of Turks at Yenikale, and Kertch, and
by the attempt upon Georgia, by Omar Pasha. These demon-
strations will be made use of for persuading the Russian people
that the object of the Allies is to recover for Mahometanism
its lost dominion. The war will thus be made to assume more

directly the character of a struggle between the Crescent and
the Cross, and the serf, though passionately attached to the
place of his birth, and dreading the conscription more than any.
thing on this side the grave, will suffer himself to be taken from
his village home with less reluctance than he would feel in any
other cause, and he will resign himself to his fate in the honest
belief that be is fighting the battle of Christianity.
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Having thus glanced at the extent of the coercion we can
apply to the population of Russia, the means at their disposal
for evading our power, and the moral forces which will be
roused into action to sustain them under the injuries we may
inflict, it only remains to consider whether, through the opera-
tions of any other and more direct cause, the Russian Govern-
ment may find itself compelled to submit to our terms ; and this
brings us naturally to a few observations on the

FINANCF__ OF RUSSIA.

Such a thing as a printed budget, in our sense of the word,
giving to the public the details of the income and expenditure
of the Russian Government, no human eye ever yet beheld.
This fact shows with what readiness men will part with their
money, ira borrower wil[ only assume a sufficiently lofty and
imperious claim to their confidence. Before an individual will
invest his savings in a public company, he takes care to know
the characters of the directors, and stipulates for annual or
half-yearly accounts. But here is a Government which does
not condescend to tell us the amount of its income or expen-
diture, and yet, up to the breaking out of the wax, it could
obtain money on as good terms in the London market as
the Directors of the Brighton Railway Company. At the
same time, this Government was accused of making the
worst possible use of the borrowed money, by maintaining
enormous and menacing armaments in time of peace, by
plotting against the liberties of Western Europe, and by the
employment of spies and agents to frustrate the workings of
good government everywhere. Verily, if these accusations were
true, the capitalists who advanced funds to the Russian
Government were base enough to furnish the means for their
corruption and enslavement.

A few years ago it was the fashion to exaggerate the wealth
of the Czar. A very simple and natural operation of the Bank
of St Petersburg in I847, in investing a couple of millions
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sterling in the Funds of Western Europe, at the time of the
sudden and enormous demand for corn from that country,
owing to the Irish famine, was trumpeted to the world as an
evidence of the overflowing wealth of the Russian Government.
Then followed the reports that the Czar was a subscriber for
._,ooo, ooo to the Austrian loan; that he had advanced
._'5oo,ooo to the Pope, and ._25o,ooo to the Grand Duke of
Tuscany. I took more than one public opportunity of doing
my best to throw discredit on these golden illusions, by point-
ing to the fact that the Russian Government was a constant
borrower, which was inconsistent with its being so largely a
lender ; and as its assumed wealth, coupled with its extensive
command of soldiers, was held up as a terror to the rest of
Europe, I drew attention to the fact that Russia had never
been able to march an army across her frontier, to carry on
war with a foreign country, without being obliged to apply to the
capitalists of Western Europe for a loan. Thus, in x829,
before the close of her first campaign against the Turks, she
was in treaty with the house of Hope and Co., of Amsterdam,
for a loan, with the proceeds of which her generals next year
fought and bribed their way almost to the gates of Constanti-
nople. Two years later, her armies were put in motion against
the Poles by means of funds derived from the same source. In
both cases it was the money of Dutch, English, French, and
German capitalists that sustained the strength and nerved the
arms of the Russian soldiers in these devastating campaigns.
And again, in x849, on the occasion of the invasion ol
Hungary, there not being money enough in the treasury to
move the army across the frontier, the floating debt was
increased by upwards of three millions sterling, the ukase
which announced this issue of treasury bonds declaring it was
to meet the expenses of the Hungarian war. And, in less
than six months afterwards, the Czar was under the necessity
of borrowing in London and Amsterdam five millions sterling,
under the pretence of constructing a railroad, but really to

GG
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cover the expenses of this war. In fact, an annual expenditure
exceeding the income being the normal state of the finances of
:Russia, whenever an extraordinary exigency arises, calling for a
payment beyond her own frontiers, she is obliged to have
recourse to the capitalists of Western Europe.

I recur to these past incidents for no other purpose than to
secure a perfect understanding between the reader, whom I
will take the liberty of supposing to be an advocate of the war
as it has been carried on by the invasion of the :Russian
territory, and myself, whose relative situation in the contro-
versy is completely reversed by that act. For more than
twenty years that I have taken a part in the discussions upon
the dangers apprehended from Russian ambition, I have
endeavoured, however unsuccessfully, to show the groundless.
ness of the public alarms, owing to the iOovertyof that Govern.
ment, and its inability to set in malion great bodies of men far a
distant enterprise. Every argument I have used has been in
opposition to those who presented to us the spectacle of
:RnssLan aggression as the evidence of danger to this country.
But from the moment that we landed an army upon the soil of
that empire--which again and again I have denounced in
Parliament as the rashest act in our historywI have myseli
become the alarmist, amt I confess to have felt far more concern
and suriOriseat disposition to underrate the 2bowerof Russia
to defend her own territory, than Z ever did at t/_ecamjOaratively
harmless exaggeration of her resources far an aggressive war.
By assailing her at home, three thousand miles from our own
shores, we have not only abandoned every security which that
vast distance afforded us against her hostile designs, but we

have given her enormous advantages, of different kinds, in the
struggle, which in no other way she could have enjoyed,
and in nothing will this be more apparent than in examining
into the effects of the wax upon the financial resources of
Russia.

In the autumn of last year, a controversyarosebetween
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thelateM. Leon Faucher,the eminentFrench economist,who

had publishedsome disparagingstatementsupon the Russian

financesin the Ra, uedes d_x bfondes,and M. Tengoborski,

a confidential employd of the Government at St. Petersburg,
and the well-known author of some valuable statistical works

upon Austria and Russia, in the course of which the latter
published some facts not before given to the world upon such
high authority, which incidentally threw a little light upon the
mystery of Russian finance. As he did not, however, give us

a complete budget, I subjoin a detailed account of the in-
come and expenditure of the Russian Government, which
I obtained at St. Petersburg. The accounts are of old
date, and for various years, and although I have no reason

to doubt, in the main, their correctness, yet I do not offer
them as of any statistical value, but merely as a means
of comparing the several items, and estimating their relative

importance, more especially as respects the various sources of
income :-

INCOMEFOR THE YEAR I842.

Total 617,5oo_ooo paper roubles (lO_d. each), or f27,ooo,ooo sterling.

Primi_al Items for the Year 1845.

Paper Roubl_ (xo_d. each.)

Spirits ..... x6o,ooo,ooo
Customs . IO3_OCO,OOO

_talxtps . . . * . 22,000,000

Salt Monopoly . . . 18,ooo,ooo
Mines . . . • . . 2o,coo, oco
• GoM Duty ..... 2t,ooo, ooo
Tobacco ..... -- 8,ooo,ooo
Licences, Spirits, &c. -- . . . 27,000,000
Passports and Personal Licences . . to, coo,coo
PostOffices . . 7,ooo,ooo

• The Gbvernment does not workthe gold minesitself, but receivesa per-
centageon the produce, whichaverages a little overthree millionssterliug per
annum,

Go2
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:EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR 1838.

Total 505, ! 16,ooo paper roubles (Io_d. each), or _'22, Ioo, ooo sterling.

Paper Roubles (zo_d. each.)
Civil List ..... 17,55o, ooo

Clergy ..... 4,54o, ooo
Diplomacy . . . 5,3oo,ooo
Navy • • • 35,350,000

Army .... 186,4oo,ooo
Interior Administration . 34,700,000
National Education . I4,36o, cco

Roads, Canals, &e. . 8,950,000
Colonisation . . . . 2,300,000
Encouragement to Industry . . 3o2,o(x3

Public Buildings , . 3,2oo, oco
Pensions . . . . I9,5oo, ooo
Ditto in Land ..... 5,960,000
Donations ..... . l,_o, ooo
Expenses of Collection and Administration

of Finances. . . 67,185,ooo

Interest of Debt . . . 85,ooo, ooo
Reserve Fund . . . . . 12bOO0) OCO

In casting the eye over the above items, under the head of
Income, our first inquiry naturally is, "To what extent are
they likely to be diminished by the war ?" With the excep-
tion of the Customs revenue, amounting, in the above account,
to four millions sterling, or one-seventh of the whole, all the
others come under our denomination of "Inland Revenue,"

against which no direct blow can be struck by the blockade.
M. Tengoborski, who puts down the income from Customs
duties at five millions sterling, for the average of the five years
i848--i852 (alleging a great increase during the preceding
years), assumes that a falling off of a million, or 2o per cent,
will occur in consequence of the blockade. I suspect that he
under-estimates the loss. It will be seen, by the above
account, that nearly a third part of the income of the Russian
Government arises from spirit duties and licences. The revenue
from gold mines, capitation tax, stamps, or even customs, sinks
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into |nslgn_lqcance in comparison with the money raised from
intoxicating drinks. So far from my account being an exag-
geration, this terrible feature in Russian finance assumes even
more hideous proportions in M. Tengoborski's statement, for
he puts down nearly fourteen millions sterling for the excise on
spirits, out of a total revenue of 37½ millions, or more than
one-third of the whole ; and he adds that, so far from antici-
pating a large loss upon this item, "the contracts entered into
for farming the spirit licences for i855 and x856, in a great
number of provinces, show an augmentation, as compared with
I853, of several hundred thousand francs." He states that the
total ordinary revenue of the Russian Government for I853 was
37½ millions stealing; that in x839 it was only about 27
millions, thus showing an increase of _o millions, or 36 per
cent., in fifteen years; and that this has arisen without any
augmentation of existing imposts. It will be seen that the
account furnished to me makes the revenue in _84_ to have
been 27 millions, the same as is set down above for i839. If
the statement given to me was correct, the whole of the alleged
increase of io millions took place between I84_ and t853 ,
which, in the absence of any reform in the tariff, and whilst
protective and prohibitive duties were steadily devouring the
Customs revenue, is so extraordinary as to warrant the epithets,
"enormous, unlooked-for, and incredible," which burst from
M. Faucher, when commenting on the figures, and it will
certainly require all the weight of M. Tengoborski's statistical
reputation to give currency to such a statement. Upon the
whole revenue for _854, he estimated a loss Of only about two
millions sterling, an opinion which I have no doubt the last
year's experience has long since dispelled.

In dealing with the expenditure side of the account, he
confines himself to the only items which interest us at the
present time---the military and naval budgets. In the above
detailed account of the expenditure for _838 the army is set
down at _8,t5o, ooo, and the navy at ._1,5oo, ooo. M.
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Tengoborski says that an effective army of from 800,000 to
• 900,000 men can be kept up in Russia for ._r'x4,ooo,ooo, and

a corresponding navy for ._'2,4oo,ooo; and that if even the
effective force of the army were carried to x,25o, ooo men it
could be maintained for L22,ooo,ooo. Upon this subject
he was at issue with M. Faucher, who had set down a much
higher estimate, and had arrived at the conclusion that the
annual deficit beyond its ordinary revenue which the Russian
Government would have to make good for carrying on the
war would amount to ._'2o, ooo,ooo. Warming with his
subject, the Russian functionary thus meets even this challenge
of the Frenchman: "But admitting that in consequence of
extraordinary and unforeseen expenses the deficit even amounted
to this sum, which I wholly discredit, I know enough of the
financial position of Russia and of the means at her disposal
to venture to affirm with confidence that she would be able to

bear it, even during many years, from her extraordinary
internal resources ; and if even it were necessary to augment
the debt during the war from one to two milliards (forty to
eighty millions sterling), this burden, great as it is in itself,
would not be in disproportion with the natural resources of
the country and those at the disposal of the Government, as is
apparent from the immense properties it possesses." It is well
to see to what extent and with what confidence a man of

reputation on financial matters, and a "privy councillor of the
Russian Empire," will commit himself and his Government for
the future, even if we do find on analysing the details of his
case that he breaks down in his ways and means. I confess,
with all possible respect for the talents of M. Tengoborski, I
attach very little value to these estimates of the income and
expenditure of the Russian Government in a time of war. I-Ie

makes too light of the general depression of affairs throughout
the empire which must follow from a protracted war, and of
a consequent falling off in all branches of the revenue ; and
he forgets the unforeseen expenses, those "supplementary
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estimates" with which we are so well acquainted in the House
of Commons. War is a monster whose appetite grows so fast
by what it feeds on that it is quite impossible beforehand to
measure its capacity for consumption, and the only safe way is
to be provided with far more than at any given time seems
likely to be required for its support The writer in question
does not condescend to say how the money will be raised in
the interior of Russia. Those vast territorial possessions of
the Government to which he alludes, will Hu7 be made to do
duty as the Mississippi Valley and the Domains of France did
under similar exigencies ? I believe there is but one resource,
and with whatever prudery M. Tengoborski might have
averted his eyes and protested against even an allusion to the
expedient in August, i854 , yet probably the twelve months'
war which has since passed over his head has reconciled him
to the inevitable necessity--nay, if we credit the journals, it
has already been embraced by the Russian Government.

The banking system of Russia is entirely in the hands of
the Government. Banks of issue, deposit, and mortgage are
all under imperial direction or guarantee, and a large part of
the Landed property of the country is mortgaged to these
institutions. The Czar is, in fact, the "credit mobilier" and
the "credit foncier" of the empire. The great centre of this
system is the Bank of Issue founded by Catherine in 1768.
At a time when we have in this country a party clamouring
for irredeemable small notes, and who may be nearer success
than many of us suppose, a few words on the career of this
establishment may not be inappropriate.

For twenty years after the foundation of this bank, and
whilst paper money was still in its infancy in Russia, its notes
retained their par value, Being a legal tender both to the
Government and in private transactions, and always convertible
at their full value, they acquired public confidence, and being
found a convenience in the operations of commerce they some-
times rose to a premium. But being a Government institution,
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and every additional rouble put into circulation being so much
secured without trouble for the imperial treasury, need we
wonder that the temptation proved too great, and that so
many notes were issued that there was not sufficient gold and
silver to redeem them on demand ? Once relieved by its own
act from this obligation, the Government, like all others in
similar circumstances, went on coining paper money not
according to the wants of the public, but to meet its own
necessities. The consequence was a continual depreciation in
its value, commencing in 1788 and extending over a period of
more than half a century, the notes sometimes falling to nearly
a fifth of _heir nominal value, then again recovering a little,
till at last the rouble note, nominally worth 3s. 4d., settled
down at about xo_d., at which it remained for several years,
until by a ukase in 1843 the old notes were called in at t_at
raft, and exchanged by the Government for new notes at tAe
old rate of 3s. 4d., giving until the year x848 for completing
the exchange. From that time the accounts have been wholly
kept in the restored currency c_lled silver roubles to distinguish
them from the old depreciated paper rouble of xo½d. with
which the people had been accustomed to keep their accounts.

But, as this transaction brought home to every man's
understanding and pocket a proof of the inherent vice and
insecurity of paper money, the plan for restoring the currency
was accompanied by safeguards and protestations which were
to prevent the possibility of any future frauds. The Govern-
ment, knowing itself to be suspected, put forth a plan for
keeping at all times so large a reserve of specie as should
secure the holders of notes against the possibility of loss ; and
this stock of bullion, instead of being entrusted to the control
of the Government alone, was to be confided to a mixed com-

mission, comprising deputations of merchants, nobles, and
foreign consuls, joined with a Government commission named

for the purpose. The place designated for the safe custody of
the treasure was the fortress of St, Petersburg, and the presence
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of this mixed body of public functionaries and merchants was
necessary at all times when an addition to or abstraction from
its amount took place, and they were bound to publish every
such alteration to the world. In accordance with this regula-
tion, the following notice appeared, some time since, in the
papers :m

"RusstA.--The Gazette du Commerce says :--' The stock
of coin kept on hand for the purpose of cashing bank notes
having diminished, it has been thought necessary to replace
what is wanting by transporting 5,ooo, ooo of roubles from the
fortress of St. Petersburg. On the day appointed for this
purpose, in the presence of the assistants, of the comptroller of
the empire, the members of the committee of revision, the
delegates from the Bourse, and the foreign commercial duzrg&
d'affaires, the sum destined to be removed was taken from the
vaults of the fortress It consisted of 2,000,000 roubles in
gold, and 3,000,000 in silver. This sum, under guard of the
above-mentioned personages, and escorted by infantry and
cavalry, was transported to the dep6t of the Bank. The
council of the Bank, in full sitting, under the presidency of
Prince Alexander Ivanowitsch Tschermyscheff, and in the
presence of the above gentlemen, assured themselves that the
sum was the same as that taken from the fortress. The Act

relative to the removal was then signed by all present. This
Act, among other things, establishes the fact that there re-
mained in the vaults of the fortress of Peter and Paul, after the
removal of the five million roubles, xoi,528,595 roubles.'"

Such were the formalities and precautions taken to secure
the convertibility of the paper circulation, and this time, at all
events, it was thought that the public was safe from the
possibility of a depreciated currency. Seven years have hardly
elapsed since the existing paper money came exdusivedy into
use, and yet who can doubt that, if it have not already begun,
it is on the verge of again beginning the same course of depre-
ciation as was run by the assig_mts which preceded it ? It is
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now 87 years since the Bankwas founded. During sixty years its
notes have been inconvertible ; for a great part of that period
they were not worth a third of their nominal value, and file
Bank could only emerge from its state of insolvency by throw-
ing the whole of the loss, arising from its own breach of faith,
upon the public. And this, with more or less of modification,
is the history of Government banks of issue, and to some ex-
tent of private banks also, all the world over.

I know not to what other internal or external resources the

Russian Privy Councillor may look for making up the deficit
occasioned by the war, which he says can be met for many
years : but I have not the least doubt that, if driven to ex-
tremities, one of the expedients will be the appropriation of the
reserve fund of the Bank, and the issue of inconvertible notes.

Whether some fresh device may be invented, such as the
pledging for security the five-sixths of the Russian Empire, now
occupied by its forests, steppes, and marshes, I know not ;
but the Allied Powers will entertain a higher opinion of the
morality of the Government of St. Petersburg than myself, if
they do not take for granted that, before it will submit to what
it considers ignominious "terms of peace, it will avail itself of
the resources of the Bank, and all the temporary financial
expedients which its machinery will afford.

In the controversy to which I have alluded, M. Leon
Faucher, quoting from the Par_s llfonileur, put down the
reserve of bullion belonging to the Bank of St. Petersbqrg, in
March, 1854 , at 1i6 millions of silver roubles, or _r9,333,ooo.
M. Tengoborski, in his correction of this statement, is very
explicit ; and as it is a subject upon which, hitherto, no secrecy
has been observed, but as, on the contrary, publicity has
formed a prominent part of the system, I do not believe that a
man in his position would have put his name to a statement so
easily disproved, if incorrect, unless he was sure of its truth.
"The reserved bullion," he says, "amounted in March last
not to xx6 millions, but to i59,9x8,ooo silver roubles
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(L26,653,ooo),and itisat thispresenttime(16--28Sept.,
r854)146,563,oooroubles(._'24,427,ooo),beingmore than4z
percent.ofthetotalamount of banknotesincirculation,and

held by the banks (dans les caisses de l'dtat), which amounts
to 345,927,00o roubles (._69,185,4oo)." This is a large sum
of bullion, more than is at present to be found in the vaults of
the two great national Banks, in London and Paris, together;
and although it may have undergone considerable diminution,
there is doubtless enough to fill up the deficit to be caused by
another campai_, and to that purpose, failing all other re-
sources, it may safely be assumed that it will be devoted.
This is, however, but the smaller part of the assistance which
the Government will find in the National Bank, should the war
be pushed to extremities. It will be seen that the amount of
notes in the hands of tile public, and in the caisses of the
Government establishments, is set down at 345,927,000 roubles.
To what extent could this paper money be increased, after it
had been rendered irredeemable by the abstraction of the
specie reserve ?

At the time of the conversion of the old paper roubles, in
I843, there were more than 60o millions in circulation, which
had for some time retained the value of about io½d. ; and 2oo
millions had been previously brought up and burnt. But at
no time, not even during the invasion of Napoleon, had they
fallen to so low as a fifth of their nominal value, or 8_. The
lowest point was on the return of Napoleon from Elba, when
they fell for a short time to zoO- per cent. The greatly ex-
tended trade of the country, since that time, would enable the
Government to put into circulation a much larger amount of
paper money, and yet preserve for it a greater exchangeable
value, than during the warsof the French Revolution. It would
be impossible, of course, to do more than offer a conjecture as
to the effect of an operation which depends so much upon
moral causes. But assuming that the Government were sup-
ported by the people, as there is every reason to believe it is at
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present, I do not see that it would be imposslhle to inere_e
the circulation to t,ooo millions of roubles ; and making every
allowance for the great depreciation of its value, and the loss
which the public treasury must suffer from being a receiver as
well as payer of money, yet supposing that the increased issue
of roubles, beyond the present amount, should only pass on an
average from the first hand at a shilling each, instead of 3s. 4d.,
their nominal value, the Government would raise by the process
an amount exceeding 3° millions sterling. And I have not a
doubt that this estimate is greatly below the mark ; for it
must be borne in mind that the hand that controls this paper
mint has a great advantage in making the first payments in an
irredeemable currency, which does not for a long time, in a
country like Russia, find its level of depreciation. Here, then, is
a resource which will enable the Russian Government to meet

the deficits during two more campaigns, so that the expense of
three years' defensive war on her own soil may be borne with the
aid of the bullion and paper of the Bank, without including any of
those other resources to which M. Tengoborski alluded, but
which he forgot to specify. And it must be borne in mind
that we are only dealing with a deficit to be caused by the
expenses of the war exceeding the ordinary expenditure, which
itself includes, as will be seen by a glance at my table for x838,
a charge of A_8,xSo,ooo for the army and ._i,5oo, ooo for the
navy. The cost of the navy will cease with the inactivity or
destruction of the fleets ; and it must always be remembered
that a country whose wealth and population are in the interior,
and whose capitals are inaccessible, can, by falling back for a
time, from the coast towards its resources, limit, to any extent,
the expenses of a defensive war.

There are circumstances which render the expedient of a
depreciated currency less ruinous to an agricultural people,
like the Russi._n_ than to a more wealthy, mercantile, or manu-
fa_m'ing nation, such as England or Holland. The Russians
are not lenders, either at home or abroad_ and it is the creditor
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class which suffers from depreciation. Private mortgages are
hardly known in Russia; they are all effected at the Govern-
ment loan and deposit banks. To such an extent are these
transactions carried, that M. Leon Faucher puts down the
liabilities of the Government, for floating debts and deposits,
payable on demand, at ._2oo,ooo,ooo, to which M. Tengo-
borski makes but a weak objection. In case of a suspension
of specie payments, there would, no doubt, be an arrangement
for carrying over these engagements. Again, leases are hardly
known; and the relations between the proprietor and the
occupier of the soil, owing to the serfage of the latter, involve
but few pecuniary contract_ The chief transactions of agri-
culturists, unlike those of traders, are everywhere confined to
one or two seasons of the year. In Russia they take place
once a year, and to a large extent at the fairs, which are held in
all parts of the empire. These are some of the peculiarities
which would tend to mitigate the pressure of a depreciation on
the population of that country.

On the other hand, where, besides, could a Government,
with money at its command, find, among its own subjects, such
a cheap supply of all that constitutes the main wants of an
army ? Corn, cattle, coarse woollens, linens, and every article
made of leather, are to be had in as great abundancet and
especially in the direction of the seat of war in the south of
Russia, as in any part of the world. With the exception of
sulphur and saltpetre, there is scarcely an article for the com-
missariat or ordnance department of the army for which it
would be necessary to send abroad. For the interest on that
part of the public debt held by foreigners, specie would be
required. M. Tengoborski informs us that the entire interest
of the funded and floating debt of the empire, together with the
sinking fund, absorbs only _I½ per cent. of its ordinary revenue,
"a smaller proportion than in any other of the principal States
of Europe, with the exception of Prussia." As, according to
the same authority, the ordina B' revenue of Russia is 37½
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millions, this would glve about ,_r8,ooo,ooo,for the interestand
sinking fund of the debt ; but I have no information as to the
proportion held by foreigners.

It would be to deceive ourselves were we to assume that the

degradation of the standard would involve the country in
political anarchy or confusion, or array against the Government
any great amount of popular discontent. No shock is produced
upon a community by a change which is so gradual in its nature
that it leaves no man perceptibly poorer to-day than he was
yesterday, and which, so far as the process is felt at all, operates
to the relief of those who are in debt, a class which, in Russia,
at least is both numerous and influential. Nor, so long as she
provides for the payment in specie of her foreign creditors,
would her rank and standing abroad be compromised by the
depreciation of her currency. Look at Austria ; courted by the
Eastern and Western Powers, the very pivot of European
diplomacy ; yet, all the while, with scarcely a coin of any kind
in circulation throughout her empire, and with her paper
money ranging, during the last five years, at from 2o to 5o per
cent. discount.

No one who does me the honour to peruse these pages will
fail to perceive the great and manifold advantages which we
have surrendered to our antagonist by invading his territory.
Had he been our assailant, the resources of a depreciated cur-
rency would not have availed him, to the extent of a shilling,
one mile beyond his own frontiers. Besides, there are few
objects for which a people will support their Government in the
derangement of their standard of value. But the defence of
their territory against a foreigu enemy is one of these; and we
may be sure that the spirit of patriotism which prompted the
Dutch, when invaded, to cut their dykes, and the inhabitants
of Moscow to give their city to the flames, will rally to the
support of the Russian Government, if it should resolve upon the
desperate expedient--hardly less ruinous in the end than fire
or inundation--of flooding the country with incouvertible paper
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money. Nor should we forget the successful part which this
engine of finance has played in the defence of nations. The
assigna/; of France undoubtedly enabled its people to beat back
from its frontiers the armies of confederated Europe ; and, with-
out the "continental currency" of America, it may well be
questioned whether Washington could have kept his levies
together. Both these currencies fell to the value of waste-
paper in the end, but they served the purpose of an inex-
haustible gold mine for two or three campaigns.

In the whole of my remarks, which, so far as they apply
exclusively to Russia, I have now brought to a close, I have
assumed that it is the determination of the Allies not to grant a
peace to that power until they have imposed on her what she
considers abject and ignominious terms of submission, the
acceptance of which on her part, before she shall have exhausted
her powers of resistance, and every means of endurance, would
be regarded by the world as a national dishonour. I have, in
fact, gone upon the supposition that the sentiments which I
have heard so loudly expressed, since the commencement of
the war, by persons of all classes in this country, represent the
views of our Government. I would not be thought to have
entertained the belief that the Russian Government and people
would subject themselves to such evils and sufferings as have
been contemplated, unless in what they considered a life or
death struggle.

And now, having probed pretty freely the resources of our
opponents, let us glance for a moment at the other side of the
question, by adding a very few words on

OUR OWN POSITION AND PROSPECTS.

Were I convinced that a perfect accordance of opinion
existed between the reader and myself as to the arduous
character of the struggle in which the country is embarked, I
should deem it but a poor compliment to his sagacity to offer
to prove that before we can achieve those triumphs for which
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I have given credit to the Allies, and which will still leave un-
decided the issue of the war, great and long-contlnued sacri-
rices will be required at our hands. But I will confess--and
let it be my excuse for what I am about to say--that I am
haunted with the fear that not one in ten thousand of those

who talk of humbling l_ussia on her own soil have appreciated
half the difficulties of the task ; nay, I doubt whether they
have realised in their minds the serious nature of the act

of invading that country. On the contrary, I have heard
objection taken to the words "the invasion of Russia" as in-
applicable to the descent upon the Crimea, and this in the
face of the fact that the Allies have destroyed or taken pos-
session of posts extending nearly a thousand miles along her
coasts ; that they are awaiting only the return of spring to
renew the war upon her territory with an army exceeding in
numbers that which gained the battles of Borodiuo or Auster-
litz ; and that the l_ussians have shown by the levy en masse
of their population that they consider the fate of their empire
as much at stake as they did in their resistance to Napoleon
in x8_2.

Not only is this an invasicn of Russia, but it must surpass
all others in history in the cost of men and money necessary
for its success ; for never before was an army sent 3,000
miles by sea to land in the territory of the most populous and,
for defensive war, the most powerful military nation of the
time, with no prospect of assistance from any part of its
population, and compelled to bring all their provisions, even
to the forage for their cattle, after them by sea. When
Napoleon entered that country, it formed no part of his calcu-
lation to provide for flae subsistence of his army after the
successful close of his first campaign, for once in possession of
Moscow he reckoned on his usual mode of subsisting upon the

enemy; and although he made greater previous provision than
was his wont for the supply of food on the line of march, yet the
accounts we have from eye-witnesses of the devastations corn-
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mitted in the territories through which he passed, leave no
room to doubt how much the army was left to depend on
forced requisitions and plunder by the way. But in the
present case, from the moment that the French and English
soldiers leave their own shores to step on board the vessel
which conveys them to the Crimea, begins that direct money
drain for every article of their food, clothkug, and transport,
from which no conceivable success can relieve the Govern-

ments at home. Again, when Napoleon set off for his Russian
campaign he knew that all along the line of march from the
Seine to the Niemen, army corps after army corps were ready
to fall into his ranks ; but what reinforcements await France
and England trom the countries that lie between them and
their great northern foe? True, a few recruits are picked up
by the way at Genoa, but at the expense of something very
like a subsidy from our Government; and as for the ally at
whose invitation we make this great effort, instead of finding
aid of any kind in his dominions, he adds to our burdens by
his pecuniary requisitions, and the Western Powers are obliged
to enter into a convention for feeding his troops, even on the
very borders of the Ottoman empire.

In what page of our history shall we find an expedition to
the continent undertaken in the midst of disadvantages and
difficulties such as these ? Not in those early times when our
kings laid claim to the sovereignty of France, for then we had
at least a foothold in that country; not in the days of Marl-
borough, whose armies were always disembarked on a friendly
shore either to fight on neutral ground, or with a secure basis
of operations on the Continent itself; not in more recent
times when we landed at Walcheren, or Quiberon, or Toulon,
for there at least we believed that the population were ready to
espouse our cause ; nor when Wellington set sail for the Penin-
sula with the full assurance that the Spanish and Portuguese
people would eagerlyflock to his standard. No, the undertaking
in which we have now embarked has no parallel for magnitude

HIt
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in the annals of war; and if success is to attend it to the
extent promised us by its advocates, a greater expenditure of
life and treasure will be required than was ever poured out in
any one military operation. Are we in England prepared with
the quota of men and money which, from month to month and
year to year, we shall be expected to contribute ?

And first, of the men. In analysing the resources of Russia
for a defensive war, I did not think it necessary to discuss the
question of her ability to find soldiers enough to outnumber (I
do not speak of quality) the armies of her enemies on her own
territory. Assuming that that would be taken for granted, as
was done by M. Leon Faucher in the paper to which I have
referred, I addressed myself only to the inquiry as to how 'far
she could supply them with pay and subsistence. But an
attempt has lately been made by those who labour with such
fatal success to depreciate the power of the enemy and lull us
into a false security to show that, even in the supply of men,
Russia will fall short of her assailants. One moment's re-

flection upon the state of society in that country ought to have
prevented such an attempt upon the credulity of the nation.
Russia, by the latest statistical returns, contains 62,000,000
of inhabitants, of whom 5,4x3,ooo only live in towns, and
56,587,00o constitute the rural population, being, of course,
by far the most agricultural people in Europe. But of this
small urban population, comprising little more than one.twelfth
of the whole, it may safely be said that not much above one-
half would be dignified with the attribute of towr_ life in
:England, for 627 of the towns have less than Io,ooo inhabitants
each_ with an aggregate of 2,4oo,ooo souls, and i88 of these
"towns" are put down with a population under 2,000. And
any one who has travelled in l_.ussia must have observed what
the government tables indeed inform us, that more than six-
sevenths of the houses in these so-called towns are built ehtirely
of wood. In fact, P.ussia is, as has been already said, a great
village. Now it is precisely in this state of society that not
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only are men to be found in the greatest numbers capable of
enduring the hardships and exposures of camp life, but where
they can be spared with the least inconvenience and losswI
speak in an economical sense only---for the destructive
processes of war. I am aware of the sacrifices occasioned to
the nobles by the withdrawal of the serfs from their estates
and of the great expense of conveying them to the scene of
hostilities, nor am I losing sight of the repugnance of the
peasant to a soldier's life. But the men are there, and if
money and sufficient motive be not wanting, they wiU be forth.
coming. And just as recruiting in England is more successful
for the militia than the line, because it does not involve the
liability to be sent abroad, so in the same de_ee in the present
war will the Russian be reconciled to a sen,ice which does not

require him to be carried beyond the bounds of the empire.
This is one more illustration of the great disadvantages under
which we have placed ourselves by making the territory of
iRussia our battle-field, and which will be more apparent as we
turn to the question of the supply of men in our own country.

When M. Kossuth made his first journey through Great
Britain, he drew the inference, from the employments of the
population, that in case of a war we should find it difficult to
recruit our armies. He saw at a glance, what our last census
tables had informed us, that a majority of the inhabitants of
this island live in towns, and that a much smaller portion of
our people are employed in agriculture than in any other
country of Europe. Had he been travelling in Russia, he
would, of course, have drawn the directly opposite conclusion,
for he is not ignorant that it is from the agricultural class that
large movable armies have always been raised. The reason of
this is so obvious that, but for the attempt to draw the opposite
conclusion in the present war, I should not have said one word
on the subject. There are two obstacles in the way of raising
large movable armies for service in the field among the popu.
fat/on of towns, the one physical, and the other economical.
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Men habituated to indoor life, and who never, perhaps, slept
out of a warm and dry bed, however robust they may be,
would succumb under the first trials of such exposure and hard-
ships as are inseparable from a camp life. Their whole training
is a disqualification for such an ordeal ; whilst, on the contrary,
the Russian peasant, whom I have seen passing the night with
indifference in the open air, with no other covering than his
sheep-skin coat, even in the month of October, would suffer
very little loss of comfort in exchanging his every-day life for
that of the hut or the cave in the Crimea.

I have used the term movable army, because I would wish
to draw a distinction between the inability to endure the
privation of those comforts which habit alone has rendered
necessary for the health of the townsman, and the want of
spirit, or courage, to perform the part of a combatant. There
is no little cant afloat about the enervating effects of towns.
Their moral tendency is exactly the reverse. The most
spirited part of the population of every country is always found
in its towns. From the time when, to the disgust of old
Froissart, the weavers of Ghent routed the chivalry of the
x4th century, down to the heroic resistance made, in modern
days, by Saragossa, Venice, and Rome, we have innumerable
instances where the superior courage of the inhabitants of
towns has borne up against every thing but the most over-
whelming odds, or famine. We all know that the train-bands
of London--even since the metropolis contained more inhabi-
tants than are to be found, in our day, in any other town in
the kingdom--ranked amongst the very best fighting men of
their time. :Butwe also know that they had a great repugnance
to finding themselves further from their beds than Blackheath
or Brenfford.

But there is another reason why the recruiting sergeant
cannot fill the ranks of the army from among our urban
population. Man is too precious, and labour too valuable, to
be purchased at his price. So vast an accumulation of capital,
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which would be rendered valueless without the labour to which

it is united, is bidding against him, and bidding so high that,
unless he raise his terms five or ten-fold, he has no chance of
enlisting large armies from among the industrial population of
our towns. And the workmen are not only retained by the
high value which this fixed capital imparts to their toil, but
also by that division of labour which combines them, like the
links of a chain, in mutual dependence on each other. If you
attempt to break to pieces this social mechanism, by taking
away a part here and a part there, you will do far more injury
to it, as a whole, than can be compensated by the value of the
portions applied to other uses. No, a manufacturing com-
munity is of all others the least adapted for great aggressive
military enterprises, like that in which we have embarked. In

•/ defending themselves at their own doors, such an industrial
organisation might afford greater facilities, probably, than any
other state of society; for the men being already marshalled
(so to speak) in regiments and companies, and known to their
employers, the resources of the capitalists, and the services of
the labourers, might be brought, with precision and economy,
into instant and most extended co-operation. We read that
Jack of Newbury (the Gott of his day, led xoo of his clothiers,
at his own expense, to Flodden Field: and, if the spirit of
patriotism were roused by the attack of a foreign enemy, I
have no doubt we should see our great manufacturing capitalists
competing for the honour of equipping and paying the greatest
number of men, until our shores were freed from the presence
of the invader. But I am obliged to pre-suppose an invasion
of our own territory, before assuming that all ranks would be
roused to take a part in the struggle.

Now, can it be doubted that to subdue Russia to our will,
on her own soil, is a task ten times more difficult than it would

be to capture any army that could possibly be landed on our
shores ? And yet, far from seeing all classes press forward, as
they would do if the Russians were besieging Portsmouth_
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there is so great a disinclination to take a personal share in the
war, flint, although the bounty has been twice raised, the
standard as often lowered, and the time of service shortened,
it has been found impossible to fill the ranks of the army or
milit_ I must be always understood to draw a distinction
between the zeal for the war, as displayed in speeches, leading
articles, resolutions, and cheers, and that exhibited in the form
of solid bone and muscle, which alone will avail us on Russian
territory. Nobody denies that, as far as words go, we have
carried on the war with vigour. But has it never occurred to
those who threaten the enemy with the extremity of humilia-
tion, that, if their menacing language be not followed up by
commensurate performances, it may react to our own disad-
vantage ? If, for instance, the Tings, which will be taken at
St. Petersburg as an exponent of British opinion, tells the
Russians that "the only object that we need recognise is to
reduce the enemy to the lowest possible condition, and compel
him to sue for his very existence," what other effect can it have
but to stimulate that nation to greater efforts, from the belief
that its very life is at stake, and the apprehension that our
exertions to crush its armies in the field will be as formidable

as our threats ? But if no bolt accompany this thunder,--if
the power of England be represented on Russian soil by an
army of raw lads, and of them au insufficient number, we not
only enhance the difficulties of our own position by this pre-
liminary bluster, but we place our Allies at the same disad-
vantage_ and actually help to raise the prestige of "Russian
power.

I foresee a possible danger to the alliance in which we
are engaged, unless there be found in Parliament a disposition
to act up to its duty, and to speak the honest truth to both the
Government and the people. The Government should be called
on for a return of the weekly recruitments up to the present
time, both for the militia and the line. Let not the stereotyped
excuse, that the public service will suffer by the exposure,
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deterus fromknowingthetruth.The RussianGovernment

knows exactlythestateofour armyand militm.They have
onlyto consultthepagesofthoseperiodicalswhicharethe
technicalorgansof the militaryprofession,to discoverthe

state of the English army. The United Service Magazine has
for months held far stronger language than myself upon the
subject, and, in its last number, it speaks almost in the accents
of despair. If it be found that the recruiting is still as deficient
as it was last summer, then, were the Parliament to go on
voting men, with the knowledge that they will not be forth-
coming by voluntary enlistment, it would make itself a party to
a delusion from which nothing but disaster and disgrace can
ensue. A frank understanding must be come to upon this
vital question between the House of Commons and the people.
Hitherto, the British public appear to have regarded the army
as an abstraction,mas something which the Government and
Parliament can provide, from some source apart from them-
selves. This illusion has been dispelled by putting ourselves
in contact, as friend and foe, with the two greatest military
empires of the Continent. Let the whole truth be known ;
and, happily, the country may renounce the attempt to become
a first-class military power, and then the danger to our alliance
with France will be removed ; for we shall cease to resist her
more pacific tendencies, by a cry for war so shockingly dispro-
portioned to our ability to carry it on.

If we turn from the subject of men to that of money, we
find the advantage so completely" on the side of the Allies, that,
had the seat of war been anywhere but on the territory of
Russia, her financial difficulties would have long since deter-
mined the struggle. The expenses already incurred by England
for freight of transports alone, to carryher army and its supplies
to the Crimea, exceed what Russia could have met, with ready
money payments, in any other way than by resorting to the
reserve fund of the Bank, or applying to Western Europe for a
loan: and, if I could believe that here, as in Russia, the
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governmentandpeoplewerethoroughlyunitedastotheobject
of thewar--thatit excitedthe same spiritof patrioticor

religiousenthusiasm,orthatitinvolved,intheopinionofthe
population,thesecurityof thecountrymIshouldnotentertain
a doubtoftheabilityand willingnessof thenationtobearthe
burdenswhich a war expenditureof severalyearswillun-

doubtedlyentail.But itisbecauseI doubtwhetheranyone
of theseconditionscanbcfulfilledon ourside,thatIventure
to offer a few words of caution on the _n_nc_t]. view of the

question.
Every man deserving the name of a statesman, who has

given his sanction to the terms which are understood to have
been presented to Russia as the conditions of peace (I mean
the dismantling of her forts on the Black Sea, the surrender of
territory on the banks of the Danube, and the engagement not
to build ships of war in that sea, or anything like these terms),
will have made up his mind to the probable alternative of at
least three years' continuance of war. But few even of our
statesmen have probably realised to themselves the effects of
the war on the trade, finances, and population of the country.
Upon this great subject I can do little more, with my limited
spac% than suggest topics for reflection, in the briefest possible
terms.

One of the common arguments for inspiring us with confi-
dence in our resources, is to point to the ease with which Pitt
raised money for the great war of the French Revolution, when
our population and trade were so much less than at present.
Nothing can be more fallacious. Far from raising the money
with ease, in less than four years, after convulsing repeatedly
the commerce of the country with his loans, he was driven to
the disgraceful resource of irredeemable bank notes, or a modified
national bankruptcy ; whilst the people, previously prosperous
and happy, were in the third year of the war plunged into such
a depth of misery and discontent, that they rose in partial in-
surrection against the Government, and vented their vengeance
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even on the person of the Sovereign. A great part of the time
of Parliament, during the session of 1795, was occupied by
measures for mitigating the terrible sufferings of the nation, on
the one hand, and averting the natural consequence, rebellion,
on the other. Had not the landed interest been an exception
to this state of suffering, the war would not have lasted five
years.

And yet the country entered into the warof I793 with some
advantages, as compared with the state of things in our day.
The annual charge for the interest and sinking fund of the
national debt was then.-_9,ooo, ooo. The interest now payable
is ._7,ooo, ooo. The labour of this generation is contributing,
every year, ._xS,ooo, ooo towards the expenses of the war in
which our fathers indulged from x793 to igz 5. We had,
moreover, just begun the application of steam-power to our
manufactures, which, together with the mechanical inventions
of Arkwright and others, had given a sudden and great expan-
sion to our trade, and brought fabulous g_ins to our capitalists.
The war, and the revolutions, retarded, for several years, the
adoption of these discoveries on the continent, and left us in
exclusive possession of that manufacturing system which has
since taken root in every country of Europe. Even the capital
of the continent, to escape from war exactions, and the alarming
political doctrines of the day, took refuge in large amounts in
this country, and helped to swell the tide of our manufacturing
prosperity. We possessed, at the same timej a monopoly of
the commerce of every sea, and of a great part of the earth's
surface. Not a ship could sail, whether under an American or

j European flag, but with our permission, and under the regula-
tions of our government. We had seized upon the colonies of
France and Holland, and all the exportable produce of the
East and West Indies, and a great part of the South American
continent were brought to our ports ; so that no coffee, sugar,
or other colonial articles, or even the raw materials of several

of their manufactures, could reach the people of the continent
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except through this country. We have no longer these
exclusive privileges. The right of search, which we enforced
against the United States even at the cost of bloodshed, we
hastened to renounce at the commencement of the present war ;
and the ships of that great maritime power, with a tonnage
which now more than equals our own, have not only free
access to every port of Europe--not actually closed by an
effective blockade--but they share, on equal terms, the com-
merce of our colonies. Everywhere, in Europe and America,
the manufacturers are maintaining a rivalry with our own, and_
excepting in France, all are enjoying the advantages of peace.

Again, we hear people cite the immense increase in the
assessment of real property and income ; the number of houses ;
the vast investments in railways, docks, mills, manufactories,
mines, &c., as a proof how much more competent we axe now,
than at any former time, to bear the expenses of wax. If we
possessed virtue and self-denial sufficient to meet the expendi-
ture of the war out of the annum revenue of the population,
these are sources from which it might be obtained, not,
certainly, without inconvenience, but without any sudden shock
to our industrial interest. But, as it is certain that the money
will be now, as it was in the time of Pitt, raised chiefly by loans,
it will be almost wholly abstracted from the floating capital of
the country, which would otherwise, in great part, be available
for the employment of labour upon reproductive investments.
They who fall into the belief that this is an inexhaustible fund,
will do well to call to mind the crisis which was caused in our

money market, a few years ago, by a great and sudden demand
for railways, and the stringency which followed the rapid exten-
sion of the Australian trade, to say nothing of the present rate of
interest at the very commencement of the war loans.

Dazzled by the visible signs of realised wealth which sur-
round us, we are apt to overrate the resources of the country
for any new undertaking; and to calculate, as available for invest-
ment, the capital which is already invested. Wars are not i

I
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carried on with fixed capital, but with that which serves, Rke

the circulating fluid of the human system, as its animating
principle. This floating capital, from which all new demands,

whether for the support of armies and navies, or of railway
excavators, must be satisfied, is, probably, larger in positive
amount in our day than at any former time ; but never before
did it bear so small a comparative ratio to the fixed capital of
the country; and, consequently, never was the danger so great
of inflicting heavy loss upon the capitalists, or such widespread

sufferings upon the labourers, by absorbing, for purposes of
war, that floating capital without which our mills and furnaces,
our steam engines, docks, and railways become as valueless as
if the timber and iron of which they are constructed were still
in their native mines or forests ; and, deprived of which, our
millions of skilled labourers would be as destitute in the midst

of all this fixed capital, as if it had no existence. These are

but trite truisms ; but I am afraid there is much misapprehen-

sion abroad on the subject, which a few years' experience may
painfully dispel

We cannot too fully realise to our minds the effects of a

succession of loans in London, Paris," and other great money

• I have for obvious reasons, avoided all allusion to the resourcesof our
great Ally. If I had published, on my own authority, the financial statement
of which I am about to give a summary, I should have been accused of hying
bare the weak side of a friendto the eye of the enemy. Now, nothing can be
more infantile than the notion that anything of this kind is concealed from the
RussianGovernment. There is not a fact or conjecturerespectingthe finances
of France, that has not been passed in review, in St. Petersburg,whereevery-
thing connectedwlth the resourcesof the Allies, in menand money, is as well
known as InParis or London. In a number of the Brussels paper, /.¢ Teli.
gra._g., appeared a communication,dated Paris, December, zo, giving a very
detailed account of the ways and means of the French Governmentforitsextra-
ordinarybudget of the next year. The last loan was for 75o,Ooo,oo0 francs.
(3Omillionssterling), xoper cent paid down, and the rest payable in eighteen
monthly instalments ; of which there remain 52z millions to be paid, In the
thirteen months from December, x855. to December, i856, inclusive. This
amount, says the writ_, is alreadyanticipated in the expenses of the war. and
he assumes that aloan of at least 750millions(_f3o,ooo,coo)willbe requiredin
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markets in Western Europe, such as are inevitable if the war
continue for three years longer. Already, the Russians have
put forth their terms for eight millions sterling. Before May,
France and England will certainly require loans of twenty-five
millions each. Sardinia is announced as a borrower ; and the
same reasons which justified the last guarantee of a Turkish
loan will warrant another. To say nothing of the rumours
afloat respecting Sweden, Portugal, and other states, here is
the pretty certain prospect of from sixty to seventy millions
being required for war loans, besides the other demands for the
completion of great public works. It cannot be doubted that
this must have the effect of sensibly diminishing the amount of
floating capital in these three or four countries from which the

April : and, assuming that it will be payable in the same manner as the last,
383 million francs will be required within the year. In addition, he puts down
xv.o millions for calls falling due on railways in x856, and 4oo millions for
the purchase of foreign corn to makeup for the deficiency in the harvest, and
then the account stands thus :-

francs.
Instalments of the old loan payable during file next year 52i,ooo,ooo

,, payable on new loan ..... 383,ooo,ooo

9o,t,OoO,OOO
CalLson railways. . . . . . • • xoo,ooo,ooo
For purchases of foreign corn . . . . • 4oo,c¢o,cco

Total liability for extraordinaxies ..... x,424,ooo,ooo

To meet these extraordinary calls he puts down, first, the savings of the
country, which axe estimated by the best authorities at twenty .million francs a
month ; and next, the proportion of the precious metals which the balance of
trade ordinarily brings to France, at two hundred and twenty million francs :-

francs.

Savings, twenty millions a month for thirteen months . 26o,ooo,ooo
Share of precious metals . . . ° . . w2o,ooo,coo

• 48o00oo,oo °

Leaving unprovided ° . . . . ° . 944,000,00o
or nearly ...... .£38,ooo, ooo

to come out of former savings, already very much exhausted by previous loans
and speculations.
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supply is drawn. But war, although the greatest of consumers,
not only produces nothing in return, but, by abstracting labour
from productive employment and interrupting the course of
trade, it impedes, in a variety of indirect ways, the creation
of wealth ; and, should hostilities be continued for a series
of years, each successive war-loan will be felt in our com-
mercial and manufacturing districts with an augmented pressure.
The interest of money, that is to say the value of floating
capital, will rise, whilst that of nearly all kinds of fixed capital,
as well as of labour, will decline. Instead of 6 per cent dis-
count on first-class securities, they will be charged 7, 8, and
xo per cent. The fatal effects of this state of things will fall,
in the first place, on those who depend on credit for the means
of carrying on their trade. In the last great war the usury
laws, however unsound in a natural state of commerce, were,
to some extent, a shield to the weak against extortion, during
the violent fluctuations of the money-market; for, although
they were often evaded under the charges for premuim, com-
mission, &c., yet the Bank of England never rising above the
legal rate, guaranteed an equality to a large portion of the
trading community. But these laws being no longer in force,
the rate of interest will rise instantly, upon the needy trader,
in proportion to his necessities, and precipitate his fall.

Then will arise from among the commercial class, as there
did within three years of the commencement of the war of
1793, a cry for relaxation of the currency laws, and for a larger
issue of bank-notes ; and I have no doubt that, if the war
goes on, those modem alchemists who believe they have dis-
covered the universal menstruum in a few square inches of
paper, will be indulged with their panacea of one-pound notes.
The effect of this will be to release our sovereigns from the func-
tions of currency, and convert them into capital, to be sent
abroad to pay the expenses of the war--an act resembling too
much thatofthethriftlessartisanwho partswiththe tools
ofhistrade.Ifthecurrencybe keptatthesame levelas the
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gold would have been, there will be no relief to the debtor
class. If it be depreciated by excessive issues of paper, the
foreigner will fix us to some honest standard of his own, at
Hamburg or Amsterdam, and leave us to the amusement of
robbing one another. In that case, I need not point out'the very
great difference between such a measure here, with our infinite
number of engagements, mortgages, and investments, at home
and abroad, and in an agricultural country like lZusssia.

Should we witness such a state of things, of which there can
be no doubt if the war be carried on sufticiently long "wiflx
vigour," the effects upon the working population would be
felt to an extent, and with an intensity, of which past
experience of their sufferings afford no example ; for the evil
will be in proportion to the numbers and density of our manu-
facturing community, which have attained dimensions that have
no parallel in history. "I forbear to speculate on all the conse-
quences which might follow from the disorganisation of this
industrial population, and the more so because, as they will be
the last to suffer from loss of occupation, I will not abandon
the hope that the war may terminate before its calamities fall
upon them. Happily, this vast social machinery is not without
its safety valve, for the assurance of those timid persons who
live in dread of its explosive energies. It is the interest of
employers, having large amounts invested in fixed capitals, to
continue to employ their work-people, long after those invest-
ments cease to be profitable. I know instances in which mill-
owners, whilst hoping for better times, have preferred to work
on at a loss of several thousand pounds a year of their floating
capital, rather than, by dosing their establishments, to incur
far greater sacrifices from the total unproductiveness of their
buildings, machinery, labourers' cottages, and all that consti-
tutes their fixed capital ; to say nothing of the disadvantage
of withdrawing from the market, and losing their connections
and customers. There is an honourable pride, too, amongst
the tall chimneys, not without its use, which disinclines them
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to be the first to ceaso to smoke. It follows, however, tlmt
mischief may be insidiously working when all is apparent
prosperity; and this very disposition to prolong the struggle
might, under a continued pressure of adverse circumstances,
render the ultimate catastrophe only the more sudden and
calamitous.

Hitherto the effects of the war have been felt by the work-
hag classes, not in the form of loss of employment, but
through the high price of food, which has told with great
severity on the unskilled labourer, receiving the lowest rate of
wages. The most numerous of this class, the agricultural
labourers---that mute and helpless multitude who have never
made their voice heard in the din of politics, or their presence
felt in any social movement--are the greatest sufferers. We
have a school of sentimentalists who tell us that war is to

elevate man in his native dignity, to depress the money power,
put down mammon worship, and the like. Let them take a
rural walk (they require bracing) on the downs, or the weald,
or the fens, in any part of this island south of the Trent, and
they will find the wages of agricultural labourers averaging, at
this moment, under twelve shillings a week ; let them ask how
a family of five persons, which is below their average, can live
with bread at 2½d. a lb. Nobody can tell But follow the
labourer, as he lays down his spade, or mattock, and settles to
his dinner, in the nearest barn or shed, and peep into his
wallet ; or drop into his cottage at 12 o'clock, and inquire
what the family dinner consists of: bread, rarely anything
better, and not always enough of that: with nothing left out of
his earnings for tea, or sugar, or soap, or candles, or clothes, or
the schooling of his children, and with his next year's harvest
money already mortgaged for shoes. And this is the fate of
millions, living at our very doors, who constitute the vast
majority of the "agriculturists," of whose great prosperity we
now hear so much. Never within the recollection of living
man was the farm labourer's condition so bad as at present.
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During the last great war, he went straight to the parish board
for the "allowance" of 2s. 6a_a head for each child exceeding
two ; so that with his wages at I4s., if he had five children, his
income was raised to upwards of a guinea a week. This might
have been unsound political economy, but it stood between the
labourer and starvation during the long French war. My
indictment against war is that it brutalises the masses, and
makes the rich richer and the poor poorer ; but never were
these evil tendencies developing themselves with such unrelent-
ing pressure as now that the old poor law and the usury laws
no longer exist.

I know it has been stated by some, who, it is a stretch of
charity to believe, speak in ignorance, that the high price of
bread does not arise from the blockade of the Russian ports.
But not only does the war cause the rise of price in this
market, but throughout the Continent, and over a great part of
the world. It is in the order of God's providence that the
almost illimitable productive powers of the southern plains of
Russia should have been reserved for the supply of food for
the densely peopled countries of Western Europe. We have
deemed it politically expedient to blockade the Don, the
Dnieper, and the other outlets for that region of "Black
Earth," whose fertility has excited the amazement of geologists,
and from which the sustenance of half Europe might, with pro-
portion.ate labour and capital, be drawn. But Nature's laws do
not bend to the caprice of diplomatists or statesmen. In x853,
the year before the war, between five and six millions of- quar-
ters of grain were exported from Russia to Western Europe.
The sudden cessation of this supply has carried sorrow and
suffering into the abodes of poverty, in England, Holland,
Switzerland, and every other manufacturing and commercial
country of Europe. Nor can this state of things be changed,
so long as the war continues, for it is the natural and normal
state of Western Europe to depend for a portion of its food
upon the produce of the Eastern portion of the Continent.
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We have, for the last year, had a higher average price of wheat
than for the last thirty years--higher considerably than in I847,
the year of the Irish famine, when such enormous supplies
reached us from Russia; and this notwithstanding that last
year's crop in this country was unprecedentedly large, and that
the late harvest is considered by competent judges, to have
been almost equal to an average. What, then, would be the
effect on prices in our market, if, whilst the supplies from the
Baltic and the Black Sea were still intercepted by the blockade,
one of those really bad harvests, of which we have all "known
so many, were to recur ?

I have thus endeavoured to point out the great obstacles it
will be necessary to sumlount' and the sacrifices we shall be
called on to endure, if we persevere in the attempt to humble
Russia on her own territory. Nor do I conceal my desire to
awaken the nation from what I cannot but consider its dream

of confidence as to the result--a confidence which, with better
opportunities than the majority of my countrymen for forming
a judgment,I confessI do not share.In sayingso,I am
awarethatI am opposingthepresentcurrentofpublicfeeling;
butwhereistheman of sense,courage,and honesty,who will
deliberatelysaythatthetruthoughtnottobespoken,because

it does not flatter the preconceived impressions of the hour?
That I, at least, believe--sincerely and earnestly believe--in
the truth of the views I have expressed may be credited, in the
absence of any accusation of sinister motives, when I add that
these pages have been penned with the conviction that they
would bring no present popularity to the writer, but, on the
contrary, entail on him no little abuse and misrepresenta-
tion.

One word before concluding. I have been asked, by those
who have the right to make such an inquiry, what course I
should take if, without reference to the past, I were from this
moment responsible for the policy of the country. I have no
hesitation in answering this question ; and, to be still more

I I
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practical and unreserved, I will place myself, but merely for the
sake afargument, in the position of the present Government,
and assume, for the moment, the responsibility of their objects
and antecedents.

X i. I would seek, above all things, to withdraw every British
soldier from Russian territory, the invasion of which was a
heedless blunder, both in a political and strategical point
of view. I mean a blunder in those who still would

h_ve carried on the war in other directions. Our army
may now be brought away without further loss or discredit.
It may not always be so. Russia has been, to all former
invaders, the grave or prison of armies, dynasties, and even
of empires.

2. With regard to the terms of peace, I should attach no
value whatever to the promises of Russia, as a guarantee for
the future, the very word guarantee implying that you obtain
other security for the performance of a contract on the part of
one whose good faith, or competency, you mistrust. We are
now at war because Russia would not agree, at the Vienna
Conference, to sign a parchment promise not to maintain more
than four line-of-battle ships, and a proportionate number of
frigates and transports, in the Black Sea.

The terms which are now tendered to Russia are of an

analogous character: calling on her to promise not to do
certain acts in her own waters, or on her own territory. Yet
we are told, at the same time, through the very organ of the
Prime Minister which announces these terms, that the Russian
Government is "free from the ties of truth and principle,
usually binding on nations." But although we believe these
promises, if obtained, would not be worth the parchment on
which they are written, yet Russia will refuse them with a
pertinacity greater and more enduring than probably any terms
we could have demanded. It is considered a point of honour
in a great empire not to consent to an invasion of the right of
sovereignity in its own territory. Diminutive Greece may
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submit to a Pacifico outrage, and, by a pathetic appeal to the
principles of justice, gain a moral triumph, in the world's
opinion, over our dozen line-of-battle ships. But a first-class
Power would be dishonoured in submitting to any humiliation
of the kind, until after its powers of resistance and endurance
were completely exhausted. There could, perhaps, be nothing
devised which would lead to a longer struggle, than were
England and France to attempt to force America to sign a
treaty, binding herself not to keep more than four line-of-battle
ships in the Gulf of Mexico; and yet she has only one such
vessel in commission, and is not likely to have more. We
have, therefore, hit upon terms which involve the maximum of
resistance before they will be yielded, and the minimum of
advantage when obtained. 1 would abandon such a policy
as repugnant to reason, m What course, then_ should I
pursue ?

3- I should recur to the policy which our Government
adopted at the outset of the negotiations, when they turned to
Germany and Austria, as most nearly concerned in the danger,
and the only countries which could obstruct the march of
l_ussia westward ; for if they leave the door open, it is in vain
for us to try and close it. Now, the geography of Europe has
not changed since the first negotiations at Vienna. If Germany
and Austria occupied an important position then, they are
relatively more powerful now, inasmuch as the other powers
are weakened by war ; and if hostilities go on for a year or two,
and they remain at peace, their relative weight in the European
scale will be still more increased. We must discard the idea

that Austr_ Prussia, or Germany will join us in the present
war. It has been a sad reproach to our sagacity that for
eighteen months--since the retreat of the Russians from the
Danube beganmwe have been deluding ourselves with the
notion that those countries, whose interests are on that river,
would follow us in our invasion of the Crimea. When the

Duke of Newcastle wrote his celebrated despatch to Lord
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Raglan, on the 29th of June, i854 , recommending in these
terms the expedition to the Crin_ea--" the retreat of the
Russian army across the Danube, and the anticipated evacua-
tion of the Principalities, have given a new dtarader to the war,
and will render it necessary for you without delay, &c."--he
and the Cabinet must have known that this retreat of the
Russians from Silistria, and their return across the Pruth, were
steps taken by the Russian Government to conciliate Austria;
and, that, from that moment (as stated by Lord John Russell
in his despatch from Vienna, i6th April, i855), we could
on longer count upon her as an active participator in the
war.

But Austria and Germany, although they are too wise and
selfish to follow us to the Crimea, where their interests do not,
as they think, beckon them, are yet, with regard to all the

future objects of the war, as completely identified with us as
when our Government summoned them to the first conferences.

In fact they occupy, for the future, the diplomatic ground we
wished them to take from the firsL Austria has a treaty with
Turkey, binding herself to make the invasion of the Principal-
ities a ca, us l_lli against Russia. Prussia and Austria have a
treaty, making it also an act of war against them if Russia pass
the Balkan : and Prussia and Germany have engaged to defend
Austria, if she should be attacked by Russia. Here we have
these powers committed to the object we profess to have in
view--not exactly in our way: a little more comp!ex, and
somewhat slower in execution : but still, substantially, nearly
all we want. But more important still, at the close of the
last Vienna Conferences, Austria offered to enter into a
tripartite treaty with France and England, binding herself by a
positive engagement (which she never proffered to do before),
to resist, in future, any attack made by Russia upon Turkey,
or any attempt to maintain an exaggerated naval force in the
Black Sea ; and it was this offer, I have no doubt, made at the

very close of the negotiations, which converted M. Drouyn de
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Lhuys and Lord John Russell to the cause of peace. Now,
here are grounds for believing that, for the future, Germany
may be reckoned upon by Western Europe as a bulwark
against Russian aggression. It is thither that I should direct
my diplomacy, if I were in the position of our Government,
and shared their fears for the safety of Europe. Let them try
to condense the various and complicated engagements to which
I have alluded, into one simple treaty of the whole of Germany.
There may be a difficulty in convincing its Governments, or
people, of the reality of the danger which so alarms us.
Hitherto, I believe, the Teutonic family have been in no fear
of being absorbed by the Sclavonic race. Their traditions and
experience point towards France, rather than Russia, as a
source of danger. 2"ha'r defensivefortifications are on the )_tu'ne,
not the 1Viemen. But let our Government point out to this
inteUigent people the grounds of their alarm, and if they be
deemed well-founded, there is quite as much love of "father-
land" to reckon upon for repelling an invasion in Germany as
in any part of Europe.

4- But we talk of this as a war which effects the interests
of all Europe ; and we hear the phrases "Balance of Power"
and International Law," frequently repeated, as though we
were enforcing the edicts of some constituted authority. For
a century and a half we have been fighting, with occasional
intermissions, for the Balance of Power, but I do not remem-
ber that it has ever been made the subject of peaceful diplo-
macy, with a view to the organisation of the whole of Europe.
Now, if such a pact or federation of the States of Europe as is
implied by the phrases "Balance of Power" or "International
Law," should ever be framed, it must be the work of peace, and
not of war. In the present case, our Government has entered
into war on the assumption that the European balance has
been, and still is, endangered by the ambition of Russia. Has
"therest of Europe ever been, as a whole, consulted in a time
of peace, and in a deliberate manner, upon this danger, and
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invited to take a part in averting it ? If not, what shall we say
of our Government, or our governing class, or diplomacy in
general ? Now, assuming again that I occupied the position of
our Government, and were in earnest in my fears for Europe,
and attached a real meaning to those phrases just quoted, I
should appeal not only to Germany, but to all the States, small
as well as great, of the Continent, for such a union as would
prevent the possibility of any act of hostility from the common
enemy. This is the work of peace ; and to this end, with the
views and responsibilities of the Government, I should address
myself. If I found that I failed to impart my apprehensions
to the other nations of Europe---if they declined to form part
of a league, or confederation against Russian encroachments, I
should be disposed to reconsider my own views on the subject.
and to doubt whether I might not have been led away by an
exaggerated alarm. In that case, at leash I would forego the
quixotic mission of fighting for the liberties of Europe, and
pursue a policy more just towards the interests, and more con-
sistent with tile prosperity of the people whose welfare I was
more especially charged to promote.

Finally. Not to incur the charge of vagueness, I would not
risk the life of an Englishman, or spend another shilling, for
the chance of the barren triumph of extorting pacific pledges
from the Russian Government; and having come to this deter-
ruination, there would no longer be an obstacle to peace. But,
whilst attaching no value to the limitation of the number of
•Russian ships, exclusively, I should not lose sight of the policy
of dealing with the amount of naval force as an European
question. England and France will find themselves with more
powerful navies at the close of the war, than were ever before
possessed by two allied powers, a state of things from which
embarrassments may possibly arise in more than one direction.
This naval armament has already roused the susceptibilities of
the United States, and led to an augmentation of their navy.
Hitherto that country has not entered into rivalry with thg
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States of Europe, in their military and naval establishments.
But, impelled by feelings of insecurity, or pride, the public
sentiment appears to be undergoing a change as regards the
navy. Should this spirit acquire strength in the mind of the
nation, and reconcile it to the expense, there is no country in
the world that in the course of a few years would be their
equal at sea. Little more than twenty years hence their popu-
lation will reach fifty millions, and their wealth is increasing in
a far more rapid ratio. Is it wise on the part of the nations of
the old world, placed at such a disadvantage by their colossal
debts, and the necessities they are under for keeping large
standing armies, to fasten on themselves a hostile naval rivalry
with this transatlantic people ? To abate such an impolitic
provocation, as well as in tile interests of European peace and
prosperity, I would endeavour to promote a general reduction
of naval establishments at the close of the war. Russia has

been sometimes cited, heretofore, as an obstacle to such a
policy ; but after the abortive, nay, ridiculous exhibition which
her huge navies have afforded to the world, during the present
war : the utter want of confidence and enterprise displayed by
them, from the moment that a hostile force appeared on her
coasts ; and which has more than justified the prediction that
in six months she would, in case of a war with England, or
any other maritime nation, be "crumpled up" as a naval
power : after such proofs of the folly of attempting to become
a first-class power at sea, without the possession of a mercantile
marine, the Government of Russia would, I should expect, be
the first to embrace an honourable pretence for voluntarily
limiting her naval armament within the most moderate and
economical dimensions.

I should endeavour, then, on the advent of peace, to pro-
mote, as far as possible, an approximation on the part of the
European powers to the naval standard of the United States--
the country possessing the greatest amount of mercantile
tonnage. Should the close of the war be signalised by such a
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general reduction of warlike armaments in Europe as would be
involved in this arrangement, it would in all human probability
confer a lasting benefit on posterity; and amidst the crimes
and errors of the last two years, dipI:omacy might fairly claim
for such a peaceful triumph the respect and gratitude of
mankind.
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THE THREE PANICS:

AN HISTORICAL EPISODE.



NOTE.

T_m last of the series of pamphlets which emanated from the pen of Mr.

Cobden, at intervals during a period of twenty-five years, was published in
1862--six editions in all being issued from the press. No exposure of the

humiliating and groundless panics by which the peace of two great nations
was almost periodically threatened, and _ wise and economic system of
naval administration rendered impossible, could have been rendered more

complete or more irrefragable. Based _ many of its facts and figures were
upon the full and accurate information to which Mr. Cobden had access
during his somewhat protracted residence in France, as the negotiator of
the commercial treaty, he occupied ground which was simply unassailable.
A French translation was published in Paris under the auspices of his
friend M. Chevalier, the eminent political economist, who has done so
much to promote a free trade policy in his own country. Mr. Cobden was

strongly convinced that if the English and French Governments met each
other in the spirit which characterised the negotiations in which he bore so
conspicuous a part, a mutually satisfactory arrangement might be entered

into for putting an end to that mischievous rivalry of armaments which has
been the bane of the two countries. His views were embodied in the

Appendix to this Pamphlet ; and although the voice and the pen of thls
"international man " can no longer speak to the world, to whose service

his life was given, who win say that this great idea will not one day take
root ?
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THE FIRST PANIC.

x847--I848.

As the question involved throughout these pages turns mainly
upon the comparative strength of the English and French
navies, the reader's attention will be frequently solicited to the
preceding tables of naval expenditure, &c., in the two countries.
They comprise :--

L Accounts, in parallel columns, of the total yearly expen-
diture on the English and French navies, for the twenty-five
years from I835 to x859.

5. Accounts of the expenditure, during the same period, for
wages in the English and French dockyards.

3. Lists of the numbers of seamen maintained in the t_vo
navies in each year for the same time.

There is also a list of the number of vessels in commission

in each year during the same period in the French navy,
for which there is no parallel list available in the English
accounts.

It should be understood, however, that a comparison of the
total expenditure in the two countries, far any one year, would
be a very unfair test of the cost or strength of their respective
navies. There are several very large items charged-in the
British navy estimates, as, for instance, the half-pay and

. pensions, which are found under other heads in the finance
accounts of France. On the contrary, there are some smaller
sums charged to the navy in France, which come under other
categories of expenditure in England. The chief use of this
table is to furnish an unbroken comparison of the _#ragrexs of
expenditure in the two countries during a series of years ;
and, with this view, the accounts of the Ministry of the Colonies_
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in which some changes have taken place to break the continuity,
have been omitted.

For comparing the naval expenditure of the two countries
for any one year, especially in what a French writer has called
the "aggressive" outlay, a more accurate test is afforded by the
second table, giving the amounts expended for wages in their
respective dockyards.

But the truest comparison of the strength or cost of the two

navies, in any given year, is afforded by the numbers of the
seamen. The official representatives of the Admiralty in the
House of Commons have always laid down the rule, that the
vote for men is decisive of the whole amount of expenditure.
In the words of the highest authority of our day: "It has been
well ascertained with respect to the naval branch, and still more
with respect to the other branches of our defensive force, that
the number of men rules the amount of money voted on all the
other branches of the various estimates." * Again, in a Report
laid before Parliament, on the "Comparative State of the
Navies of England and France," _"to which furtherallusion will
be made, it is stated : "But as, in the case of the Army Esti-
mates, nearly every vote is affected by the number of men ; so,
in the Navy Estimates, it will be found that almost every
vote is influenced by the same consideration; as an in-
crease in the number of seamen involves a corresponding
increase in the force of ships, in the expense of bringing them
forward and fitting them for service, and providing for wear
and tear."

Before proceeding, it may be well to meet an objection. It
has been said in the House of Commons, _ that the French

public accounts are unreliable. That the estimates of the
expenditure for the different ministerial departments are less
reliable in France than in this country, is universally admitted.

• Sir James Graham, Han*ard, exxiv. 3m.
•_ Par. Pa_.--z8a--x8_9.
$ Mr. Bentinck, ttardardo cl_ x765. *;
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This arises from two causes: the facility with which supple-
mentary credits have been granted by the Executive--a privilege
which has recently been renounced by the Emperor ; and from
the circumstance that the Estimates are prepared a year in
advance of ours. For instance, our Navy Estimates for z86= are
prepared in December _86z, while in France the same progress
is going on for x863. Hence, when the war between France and
Austria broke out, in the spring of I859, as the navy expenditure
for that year had been fixed in December z857, it followed
necessarily that all the expenses for that war had to be met by
supplementary credits.

But it must not be inferred that no record is kept of those
supplementary expenses. Every franc is inserted in the
JBullelin des Lois, and afterwards appears in the J_gltment
dgflnilif des Budgets. Each item is allocated to the various
ministries, and the CoraCle G_tz_ral des _inanees comprises
absolutely every one of those items. Had it not been so, how
could M. Fould, in his late programme, have exhibited the
exact amount of the difference between the estimates and the

expenditure over a long series of years ? Ought not the recent
unfavourable ex_osg of French finance to satisfy the most
sceptical that those in power have not the unchecked control
of the public accounts ?

The system of public accounts in France is the most exact
in principle, and the most rigidly sustained in practice, in the
whole world ; and, as the Auditors (Z.a Caur des Cor_/es) are
irremovable judges, an error or a fraud is all but impossible.
But it requires a delay of more than a year to obtain the audited
accounts, and hence the above tables are only brought down
to z859.

There is one other point requiring a preliminary observation.
It might be supposed, from the tone frequently assumed by our
officials, when speaking in the House on the subject of the
navy of France, and from the pretended revelations which
sometimes appear in a portion of the public press, that the
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Government of that country is in the habit of taking sudden
and secret resolutions respecting its naval armaments. So far
is this from being the case, that everybody acquainted with the
subject knows that the French are far more open than our-
selves in discussing and defining, publicly, beforehand, the
amount and character of their naval force. With us the

inquiries of Committees of Parliament, or Royal Commissions,
are confined to the details of administration ; they are restrained
from considering and pronouncing an opinion on the ama_nt
of force to be kept up on the plea that that is the prerogative
of the Sovereign, to be exercised on the responsibility of the
Cabinet. Not so in France, where commissions appointed by
the chambers or the crown discuss the future strength and
re-organisation of the navy for many years to come, and the
result of their deliberations, with their recommendations, is
published to the world.

It must not, however, be supposed that these plans are
always carried to completion, for no country, perhaps, produces
a greater number of abortive paper projects than France ; but
the Government more frequently falls short of than exceeds
the recommendations of the committees. For instance, at .the

present moment the French Government is regulating its
expenditure under the chief heads of its naval budget by an
Imperial decree of I857, issued in consequence of the report of
a special commission appointed in 1855, and which fixed the
outlay for fourteen years ; but it is certain that new discoveries
in naval architecture, if not the state of the finances, will lead
to a modification of this programme.

There is something very puerile in the recent attempts to
frighten the country with stories about secret preparations in the
French dockyards. It would be just as possible to build a great
hotel in secrecy in Paris as to conceal the process of constructing
a ship of war at Toulon or Cherbourg. Such tactics on the
part of the alarmists are novel, and not complimentary to
the intelligence of the public. The subject was treated with
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greater candour formerly. In introducing the Navy Estimates
in z839 , Mr. Wood (now Sir Charles Wood), # the Secretary of
the Admiralty, said: "The French annual estimates contain
the fullest information. The French carry publicity to a fault.
They carry it, as Sir John Barrow has mentioned in his late Life
of Lord Anson, to their own detriment. There is no disguise
about the state of their navy." t"

In comparing the expenditure of the two countries it will
be observed that they almost invariably rise and fall together.
In the long run this must be the case, because it has always
been the recognised policy of the Governments to preserve a
certain relation to each other. Looking back for nearly a
century we shall find that in the time of peace France has
been accustomed to maintain a naval force not greatly varying
from the proportion of two-thlrds of our own. I(_however,
we turn to the tables on the first page we shall find that in
i84o-4i this proportion underwent a great and sudden
derangement, and that, instead of being content with two-
thirds of our force, the French navy approached almost to an
equality with our own. Though remotely antecedent this
incident is not wholly unconnected with the first panic.

It was under these circumstances that Sir Robert Peel's
Government was formed in t84L The earliest utterances of
that statesman in the House of Commons when at the head of

a large Conservative majority, indicated the line of policy
which he was desirous of pursuing. "Is not the time come,"
said he, "when the powerful countries of Europe should
reduce those military armaments which they have so sedulously
raised ? Is not the time come when they should be prepared
to declare that there is no use in such overgrown establish-
ments ? What is the advantage of one power greatly increasing
its army and navy ? Does it not seem that other powers will
follow its example ? The consequence of this must be that no
increase of relative strength will accrue to any one power; but

• CreatedV'_countHalifaxinx_6. t"Hansard,xtv,x_x9.
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there must be a universal consumption of the resources of
every country in military preparations. They are, in fact,
depriving peace of half its advantages, and anticipating the
energies of war whenever they may be required." And he
thus proceeds to indicate a practical policy to the civilised
world. "The true interest of Europe is to come to some one
common accord so as to enable every country to reduce those
military armaments which belong to a state of war rather than
of peace. I do wish that the councils of every country (or
that the public voice and mind if the councils did not) would
willingly propagate such a doctrine." *

The more than official earnestness of these remarks leaves

no room to doubt that the speaker yearned for the opportunity
of carrying into effect his peaceful and cosmopolitan policy.
But the relations of England and France were at that moment
peculiarly unfavourable to his views. During the previous
year, whilst his political opponents were still in power, and
when M. Thiers was at the head of the French Government,
the great diplomatic rupture had occurred between the two
Governments on the Eastern question, the effects of which
have descended in increased armaments to the present time.
Two rival statesmen, who wielded with consummate skill the
combative pride and the soaring vanity of these great nations,
had encountered each other on the shores of Syria, where
France was especially sensitive to defeat and loss of influence.
The consequence was a deep popular irritation and sense of
humiliation throughout the French nation.

It was under such circumstances that these two statesmen,

passing from office into opposition, became from z84z the
persistent advocates in their respective countries of a policy
that led to constant increase of armaments. The genius of
both belonged less to the present than to the past. The one
revelled in the historical glories of the First Empire, exulted in
being the author of the fortifications of Pads, talked of 8oo, ooo

• tlansard, lix. 403--4.
J J
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soldiers for a peace establishmeut, and forced upon successive
Governments the increase of the navy,. The other inherited
the traditions of Pitt, saw in our great neighbour only the
aggressive and warlike foe of our fathers, and urged on the
vexed and unwilling ear of Sir Robert Peel the construction
of fortifications, the augmentation of the navy, and the re-
organisation of the Militia.* The following extract from a
speech delivered July 3o, I845, might almost be taken for the
utterance of x86o: "Now, sir, France, as I had occasion to
state on a former occasion, has now a standing army of
34o, ooo men, fully equipped, including a large force of cavalry
and artillery, and in addition to that 7,000,000 of the National
Guard. I know that the National Guard of Paris consists of

xoo,ooo men, trained, disciplined, reviewed, clothed, equipped_
and accustomed to duty, and perfectly competent, therefore, to
take the internal duty of the country, and to set free the whole
of the regular force. Now, sir, if France were a country
separated from our own by an impassable barrier, if she had
no navy, or if the Channel could not be crossed, I should say
this was a matter with which we had no concern; but this is
not the case. In the first place, France has a fleet equal to
ours. I do not speak of the number of vessels actually in
existence, but of the fleet in commission and half commission,
in both which respects the fleet of France is equal to that of
this country. But again, the Channel is no longer a barrier.
Steam-navigation has rendered that which was before impass-
able by a military force nothing more than a river passable by
a steam bridge." t

These accents of mistrust and defiance were echoed from

the Tribune of the Chamber of Deputies in the following year,
when M. Guizot was compelled by his active and brilliant
opponent to enlarge his project for increasing the navy :m
"We pay England," said M. Thiers, "the compliment of think-
ing only of her when determining our naval force ; we never

_'ide_ost,p. 56x. t LordP_lmers$.on_ttflnsaTd_ lxxxii,x2:z_.
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heed theshipswhichsallyforthfromTriesteorVenice;we
careonlyforthosewhichIcavePortsmouthorPlymouth."#

Althoughwe havebeenin thehabitofassuming,forthe
lasttenyears,thatournavalascendancyhasbeenendangered

by thepolicyof thcsuccessorofLouisPhilippe)itwasduring
thelasteightyearsof thatking'sreign,and especiallyfora
yearor two subsequentto theSyriandispute,thata serious
effortseemedreallytobe made torivalus atsca. The vast
projectsforextendingthe dockyardsof France,cspccially
Toulon,aroseout of thisdiplomaticrupture.Itseemedas

thoughtheGovernmentof thatcountrysoughttoconsolethe
nationforthewoundswhichhad beeninfllctcdon itsself-love,
by enormousand cosilypreparationsforfuturewars. But,
sincenobody now believesthatthe "CitizenKing"--thc

"NapolconofPeacc"--evercontemplateda dcsccnton our
shores,itwould be a wasteoftimeto enterintolengthened
detailsrespectingthefirstpanic)whichterminatedwithhis
downfall.Some of the incidentswhichprecededthatevent
have,however,exercisedso much influenceon the two suc-

ceedingpanics,thattheycannotbe altogetherpassedover
withoutnotice.

At the timeto which we are now more particularlyre-

ferring(z84$-6),thefirstofthesegreatpoliticaldelusionshad

acquiredno holdon thcpublicmind. The principalcontri-
butionto thefirstpanic,previoustothe publicationof the
Duke ofWellington'sletter)was thepamphletofPrinceJoin-
viIle.Itisdi_cultnow,aRera calmperusalofthistract,to

understandhow itcouldhavebeenpressedintotheserviceof
thealarmists.Itisfilledthroughoutwithcomplaintsofthe

inferiorityof theFrenchnavy,and offersnot a few,probably
unmerited)complimentsto thesuperiormanagement of Eng-
land. Here areitsconcludingwords:--"Ihavebeenobliged,

inthewholecourseofthislittlepamphlet,tomake my country

undergoanafflictingcomparisonwithacountrythatisadvanced
• Chamberof Deputies,x84&

JJ2
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SOmuch beforeitintheknowledgeof itsinterests;I have
been obligedtoexposethesecretofourweaknesscompared

tothegreatnessof Britishpower_ but I shouldthinkmyself
happyif,by the sincereavowalof thosesorrowfultruths,I

wereabletodissipatetheillusion,inwhicharesomany clever
persons,astotherealconditionofthenavyofFrance,and to
decidethemtoaskwithme thosesalutaryreformswhichalone
cangiveournavyancw eraofpowerand glory."

The fcelingsofirritationwhichhad been keptaliveby
portionsofthepress,intheinterestsofcertainpoliticalparties

inthetwo countries,fromthetimcoftheSyriandiflSculty,and
throughoutthedisputeon theTahitiaffair,inx844,now found
freshalimentinthenlptureofthetwo Governmentson the

questionof the Spanishmarriages.Itwas in themidstof
the alienationand suspicionwithwhich the publicmind
regardedtheseproceedingsoftheFrenchCourt,that,towards

theend of 1847,theLetterof theDuke ofWcUingtonon our
NationalDefencesmade itsappearance,aneventwhichledto
an immediate"invasionpanic,"and furnisheda never-failing
argument to successiveGovernmentsforincreasedwarlike

expenditure.Nor was thisthe onlyevilproducedby the
letter.Itunfortunatelygaverisetoa hostofimitators; for
how coulda militaryman,of whateverrank,be morepatrlofi-
call),employedthan in followingtheexampleof the Com-

mandcr-in-_hief,and proclaimingto theworldthenecessity
forincreasedarmaments? And, unhappily,thistaskcould

onlybe accomplishedby rousingthehostilepassionsoftwo

greatnations,byappealsto thefearsand resentmentc)fthe
one, and accusationsof meditatedviolenceand treachery
againsttheother.

The publichasneverbeenfullyinformedof thecircum-
stanceswhichledtothepublicationofthisfamousLetter.In

a pamphlet which appeared in France, just previous to the
opening of the session of I848, written by M. Chevalier, who
had already devoted his accomplished pen to the cause of the
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Anglo-French alliance, the Duke's letter had been treated in
the character of an answer to Prince Joinville's publication.
This drew from Lord John Russell an explanation in the
House, on the authority of the Duke himself, in which he said
that "nothing could have given greater pain"to the writer,
"than the publication of sentiments which he had expressed
confidentially to a brother officer." * It was stated by Lord
Palmerston, at a subsequent date, that the letter was written
"in consequence of an able memorandum drawn up by Sir
John Burgoyne." t Whoever gave it to the world must have
assumed that it would possess an authority above criticism ;
otherwise, it contains passages which would have induced a
friend to withhold it from publication. The concluding
sentence, where, in spe_al_ing of himself, he says, "I am
bordering upon seventy-seven years of age, passed in honour,"
affords sufficient proof that it was not intended for the public
eye. The entire production, indeed, gives painful evidence of
enfeebled powers. One extract will be sufficient; the italics
are not in the original :

"I am accustomed to the consideration of these questions,
and have examined and reconnoitred, over and over again, the
whole coast from the North Foreland, by Dover, Folkestone,
Beachy Head, Brighton, Arundel, to Selsey Bill, near Ports-
mouth ; and I say that, excepting immediately under the fire of
Dover Castle, there is not a s_ot optthe coast on which infantry
might not be thrown on shore at any time of tide, with any wind,
and in any weather, and from which such body of infantry, so
thrown on shore, would not find within a distance of five miles
a road into the interior of the country, through eke cliffs,
practicable for the march of a body of troops."

• Now, any person who has been in the habit of visiting
Eastboume and Hastings, ]alows that for half the year no
prudent mariner brings his vessel within several miles of that
coast, and that there is a considerable extent of shore where a

• Haotsard, xcvi. 909, of Hansard, clx. x8.
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landing is at all times impracticable. It may be safely affirmed
that if any one but the Duke of Wellington had stated that
there was any shore in the world on which a body of troops
could be landed "at any time of the tide, with any wind, and
in any weather," the statement would have been deemed
undeserving of notice. The assertion, however, passed un-
challenged at the time, and the entire Letter was quoted as an
unanswerable proof that the country was in danger. To have
ventured on criticism or doubt would only have invited the
accusation-of want of patriotism.

Few people now remember the incidents of the invasion
panic which culminated in the spring of z848. It was the first
occasion on which the attempt had been made to terrify the
public with the idea of a sudden invasion from France in a
time of peace, without a declaration of war, and without the
hope of conquest, or even the glory of honourable warfare.
The theory degraded our civilised and polite neighbours to the
level of pirates. And yet, so generally was it proclaimed by
the London journals of the time, that the editor of that staid
and philosophical print, the S_eclator, drew on himself a
remonstrance from his friend, the late Sir William Molesworth,
in a letter dated January z7, z848, from which the following is
an extract :--

"You say that ' the next attack on England will probably
be without notice; that 5,000 Frenchmen might inflict disgrace
on some defenceless post ; 500 might insult British-blood at
Herne Bay, or even inflict indelible shame on the empire at
Osborne House I' Good God ! Can it be possible that you
--whom I ranked so high among the public instructors of this
nationmthatyou consider the French to be ruffians, Pindarees,
freebootersmthat ),0# believe it necessary to keep constant
watch and ward against them, as our Saxon forefathers did
against the Danes and the Nordmen, lest they should bum our
towns, plunder our coasts, and put our Quota to ransom,"
&c., &c..
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It naturally followed, since the greatest military authority
had proclaimed the country in danger, that it should be the
fashion for civilians in high places to echo the cry of alarm.
Even the peerage, that body which views all other agitations
with so much serenity, partook of the excitement. Lord
Ellesmere published a letter, bearing at its head the motto,
"Awake, arise! or be for ever fallen !" in which he foretold
that, in case of an invasion, the Guards would march out at
one end of the metropolis as the French entered at the other,
and that on the Lord Mayor would be imposed the duty of
converting the Mansion House into a place where billets would
be found for the foreign army; upon which Sir Robert Peel
drily remarked, that "he would defy the Lord Mayor after-
wards to show his face in Cheapside. ''°

It was under these circumstances that Parliament assembled

in x848. The Whig Government, which had succeeded to
power in x846, on the disruption of the Conservative party
consequent upon the repeal of the Corn Laws, found them-
selves with a deficient revenue, arising from the late famine in
Ireland, and great depression in nearly all branches of trade
and industry. On the xSth February, Lord John Russell made
his financial statement for the year. For the better under-
standing of what is to follow, it may be well to give his opening
remarks on the state of the nation :--

"I shall proceed, sir, at once, by reminding the House
that the year which has passed over our heads, or I should
perhaps say, the period of the last eighteen months, has been
one which, excepting cases of foreign war or domestic insur-
rection, is without a parallel, I think, in the history of this
country. The changes and vicissitudes of prices--the diffi-
culties of commerce--the panic which more than once pre-
vailed-the extreme distress of a part of the United Kingdom
rathe extraordinary efforts that were made to relieve that
distressmaltogether affected the state of this country to a

• llansard, xevi. so74.
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degree, that I believe it would not be easy to find an example
of such distress in our history." •

After alluding to the great increase that had taken place in
the French navy, he proposed, in order to meet the neces-sity
for increased defensive armaments, and in accordance with the
advice in the Duke of Wellington's Letter, to re-organise the
militia, and to slightly modify, without materially increasing,
the regular forces. To cover the deficiency in the revenue,
and to meet the increased charges for militia, &c., the minister
proposed an addition of 5d. in the pound to the income.tax,
thus raising it from yd. to a shilling. The proposition, so far
as concerned the increase of our armaments, appeared so
moderate, when viewed in connection with the excitement that
had reigned out of doors with respect to the designs of our
neighbours, that it led Sir Robert Peel to remark--

"After the panic which prevailed in this country about a
month since, I am glad to find the tide has ebbed so fast, and
that the alarm on the subject of invasion has visibly abated.
I was afraid the Government might have been unduly in-
fluenced by that alarm; and I am refieved when I learn that
it is not intended to make any increase in the military or naval
force."

But the budget met with no favour from any part of the
House, and it soon became evident that the intended addition
to the income-tax would prove fatal to the whole scheme.
The proposed increase of expenditure for militia, 8_c., was
denounced by the reformers, who demanded a reduction of the
existing establishments ; whilst it was still more ominous to
hear Mr. Bankes, the representative of the country gentlemen,
declare that "that was not the moment to talk of valour and

triumph, but the time for reflecting how they could remedy
the evils which pressed so heavily on the great mass of the
community." t

Whilst the Government measure was still under discussion,

" Itansard, xevi.900. _-tlanJard,xevi.932.
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a portentous event occurred in France, which, if it had not
involved the gravest consequences to Europe and the world,
would have imparted a character of burlesque to the closing
scene of the first invasion panic. On the evening of the _4th
of February, x848, whilst the House of Commons was in
session, a murmur of conversation suddenly arose at the door,
and spread through the House, when was witnessed--what
never occurred before or since, in the writer's experience--a
suspension, for a few minutes, of all attention to the business
of the House, every member being engaged in close and
earnest conversation with his neighbour.+ The intelligence
had arrived of the abdication and flight of Louis Philippe, and
of the proclamation of the Republic. The monarch and his
ministers--whose ambitious projects had furnished the pre-
texts for our warlike armaments ; and the gaUant prince--whose
pamphlet had sounded like a tocsin in our ears, were now on
their way to claim the hospitality of England.

Under any other circumstances than those in which the
country now found itselfi this astounding intelligence would
probably have caused an increase rather than a diminution of
of the invasion panic. There was, indeed, a momentary effort,
in certain quarters, to turn to account the apparition of the
dread Republic, with all the grim reminiscences associated
with its motto of "Libert_ _galit_, e/ FraternitY." But the
nation was too much harassed with its internal difficulties to

listen to the suggestion of those who would revive the terrors

* The writer of these pages was sitting by the side of the late Mr. Hume
vhen the tidings reached their bench. Sir Robert Peel was on the opposite

front seat, alone, his powerful party having been broken and scattered by his
great measure of Corn-Law Repeal. "l'll go and tell Sir Robert the news,"
exclaimed Mr. Hume, and. stepping across the floor, he seated himself by his
side, and communicated 1he startling intelligence. On returning to his place,
he repeated, in the following words, the commentary of the ex.minister :--
"Thiscomes of trying to carry on a Government by means of a mere majority
of a Chamber. without regard to the opinion out of doors. It is what these
people {pointing witli his thumb over his shoulder to the protectionists behind
him} wished me to do, but I refused."
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of an invasion. Bad _s had been the condition of the country, .
it was now felt that there was a worse state of things impending,
from the destruction of confidence, the suspension of trade, and
the interruption to labour, which the revolutions, now spreading
over the Continent, were sure to produce. Public meetings
were called ; men of influence, of different political parties,
mingled on the same platform, to denounce the increase of
taxation, to repudiate the desire for the Militia, or any other
addition to the defensive armaments of the country, and to call
for a reduction of the public expenditure. Petitions, in this
sense, poured into the House, the Government took the alarm,
and, on the a8th February, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
withdrew the budget for amendment. The Militia Bill was
heard of no more for four years. A Committee of the House
of Commons was appointed to examine into the Military and
Naval expenditure, with a view to greater economy in the
Estimates. Before the close of the session, considerable re-
ductions were anuounced. The Income-tax remained at its

previous amount of 7d. in the pound for the remainder of the
year; and, on the meeting of Parliament in x849, notwith-
standing that a Bonaparte had just previously been elected
President of the French Republic, and that the Continent
generally was in a state of revolutionary disquiet, the Queen's
Speech contained the following announcement :w

"The present aspect of affairs has enabled me to make large
reductions on the Estimates of last year."

The advocates of a system of direct taxation may profit by
the admission : there can be no doubt that the proposal to add
5d. in the pound to the Income-tax mainly contributed to put
an end to the first invasion panic.



THE SECOND PANIC.

185I--I852--I853.

Is ordinaryyears,when nothingoccursto concentratepublic
attentionon thisbranchofthebudgct,itwillbc obscrvcdthat

theexpenditureon the "Services"hasa tendencyto increase
inproportiontotheprosperityof the country.*Takingthe
amountof ourforeigntradeas thetestof theprogressof the
nation,wc shallfind,lookingbackoverthe lasttenor twelve

years,thattheamountof exportsand the amountof Military
and Naval Estimateshavebccnaugmcntedinnearlyan equal
ratio,bothhavingbeen aboutdoubled. Itwouldseem as if
thereweresomeunseenpowerbehindtheGovernment,always

able,unlessheldin checkby an agitationin the country,to
helpitselftoa portionofthenationalsavings,limitcdonlyby
thctaxablepatienceofthepublic.A combinationofcircum-

stances,howcvcr,counteractedthistendencyatthe periodto
whichwe arenow rcferring,themost influentialof whichwas
that"thelandedintercstwas ina dissatisfiedand uneasystate

fromanticipationsofthegreatchangeinthecommercialpolicy

* "I have observed that there is always a great deal of pressure for an
increase of the army and navy. and a great complaint about the defencelessness
of the countD', whenever there is a surplus income over expenditure. Why, it
is a tempting thing, a large heap of money at the table of the Exchequer, and
the knowledge, on the part of the ' Services,' that if John Bull can be sulii-
ciendy frightened into the cry for increased defences, there is a very good chance
of some of the money being divided among them and theirs. Now, they have
an eye on the surplus at this moment. I have an eye also, on that surplus,
which makes me peculiarly interested in this question. I want to apply it to
the repeal of the taxes on knowledge ; and, by spreading sound-information
among the people, to do something for their future happiness and prosperity."
--S_dt of RT. HON. T. MILNER GIBSON, M.P., Alanc/tesler, !anuary a6,
x853.
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of the country, which was to comeinto fuU effectat the com-
mencement of the present year"* (I849). Moreover, the
party which had been for many years engaged in the struggle
for the overthrow of the Corn Laws threw its energies into the
agitation for a reduction of expenditure, whilst the approaching
year of the Great Exhibition tended to hold in cheek ideas of a
warlike nature, and to make it the fashion, for a time at least,
to profess a faith in the tendency of the world towards peace.

The consequence of this state of things was a constant
reduction of the military and naval expenditure from x847 to
185i , as will be seen on reference to the preceding tables.
During this time, with the exception of the usual letters from
Admiral Napier, in the Times, on the state of the navy, and a
volume published at the close of i85o , by Sir Francis Head,
on "The Defenceless State of the Nation," which was calcu-
lated to throw ridicule on the subject by its exaggerations,
little was said about a French invasion. Even the Great

Duke's letter was for a time forgotten. But only for a time :
the occasion alone was wanting to revive the panic with in-
creased violence. The country had been rapidly advancing
to that state of prosperity in which its timidity and pug-
nacity seem equally susceptible of excitement. Under the
influence'of free trade and the gold discoveries, our exports,
which in x848 had been ..-_5u,849,ooo, amounted in x85i
to ._74,448,ooo; they were destined to reach, in t852,
._78,o76,ooo, and to rise in 1853 to ._98,933,ooo; being
thus nearly doubled in five years. The revenue was in a satis-
factory state, and the landed interest had nearly recovered
from the despondency into which it had been thrown by the
repeal of the Corn Laws.

It was under these circumstances that the cou20a'_tat of
December 2rid, 185I , and the re-election of Louis Napoleon
as President of the Republic, with augmented powers, furnished
the occasion for the outburst of the second invasion panic.

• Annual Reo_stcr , vol. xci. p 2.
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From that day to the meeting of Parliament, on the 3rd of
February, a large portion of the metropolitan journals teemed
with letters and articles of the most" exciting character. The
course pursued by these writers was inconsistent enough.
They commenced by assailing personally, with unmeasured
invective, the author of the coup d'_lat, and heaping contemp-
tuous epithets on the French people who had rewarded him
with their suffrages ; and then forthwith they raised the cry of
invasion, and proclaimed our defenceless condition--conduct
which, as will be seen, drew on them the animadversions of
the leading statesmen on the meeting of Parliament. At the
same time there was the usual eruption of pamphlets, written
chiefly by military and naval officers, containing projects for
every variety of defensive armament.

In the debate on the Address on the first night of the
Session of i852, almost every speaker alltaded with disappro-
bation to the inflammatory language of the press.

"I say that it is more than imprudent," said the Earl of
Derby, "that it is more than injudicious, that it is more than
folly j that it is perfect madness, at one and the same time to
profess a belief in the hostile intentions of a foreign country,
and to parade before the eyes of that very people the supposed
inability of this country to defend itself; to magnify the
resources of your supposed assailant, and to point out how
easy would be the invasion if not the subjugation of this
country (though, thank God l the most violent have not yet
spoken of subjugation) ; but to speak of that invasion, accom-
panying it with details of the fearful amount of horror and
bloodshed which, under any circumstances, must attend it, and ,
then, in the same breath, to assail with every term of obloquy,
of vituperation, and abuse, the public and private character of
the man who wields that force which you say is irresistible." e

And again_ speaking of the disposition of the President, he
said .--

• llansard,exl..c_.
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" My Lords, I will go further, and I will say that I firmly
believe that the French President personally is fully disposed
to entertain friendly relations and to maintain a pacific policy
towards other nations. But, my Lords, I think that if anything
could divert him from that course--if he were a man likely to
be worked upon by his own personal feelings--if anything
were likely to divert him from that course of policy which I
believe his inclination and his sense of the interests of France

are likely to make him take, it would be the injudicious, and,
I may add, unjustifiable language which has been made use of
by a large portion of the public press of this country in com-
menting on the character of the French Government and
people." *

In the House of Commons, on the same occasion, Lord
John Russell, then Prime Minister, observed :--

"But really, to hear or read some of the letters, some of
the language used by some portion of the press, one would
imagine that these two great nations, so wealthy, so simi!or in
enlightenment, were going to butcher one another, merely to
try what would be the effect of percussion caps and needle
guns."t

Both these statesmen, however, afforded substantial justifi.
cation to the alarmists whom they thus eloquently rebuked, by
intimating their determination to "prepare our defences," in
order to make "invasion impossible." The public, of course,
attributed their language to diplomatic reserve, whilst their
action was quietly accepted as proof of impending danger.

As we were destined during the year _85z to wimess the
re-organisation of the militia, and an augmentation of our army
and navy ; and as the arguments by which these increased
armaments were justified will be found to have exclusive
reference to the danger of an invasion from France, it will be

well to tom for a moment to the tables, and see exactly what
the French Government had been doing since the downfall of

• Hansard, cxix. _x. Jf Hansard, caix. to_.
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Louis Philippe. Though it is rather beside the question--for
we have never professed to match our land forces against those
of France--it may be premised that the French army was
undergoing some reduction, and that the National Guard,
whose million of armed men had been referred to with such

alarming emphasis by Lord Palmerston in z845, was being
rapidly disbanded, and was destined ere long to disappear, with
the exception of a nominal force kept up in a few large cities.

A reference to the tables will show that, during the years
I849, I85O _ and x85z, the period which intervened between
the first and second panic, the strength of the French navy,
whether measured by the total expenditure, the number of
men, or the number of ships in commission, was considerably
less than in any three years since _84o. It will be seen that
the French expenditure, with the number of men and of ships in
commission, both absolutely and in proportion to the British,
was at the lowest point in i85_ , the year which witnessed the
renewal of the panic. These facts were stated at the time by
those who resisted the increase of our armaments, and con-
fronted the alarm of invasion ; but their statements were dis-
credited.

On the x6th February, z852, Lord John Russell explained
to the House his proposed Militia Bill. He alluded, at the
outset, to his measure of I848, the failure of which he frankly
attributed to the necessity he was then under of proposing
an increase of taxation. To demonstrate that he was not now

acting under the pressure of the panic, he thus referred to the
state of things under which he had formerly brought forward
a similar project :--" At the time at which I then addressed
the House, Louis Philippe was on the throne of France ; there
was no apparent revolution at hand ; the disposition of that
king was known to be pacific ; his counsels were moderate and
wise." • This is an illustration of that curious feature in these

political delusions, that we are always called on to forget them as
¢ Han_ardo c.x'ix. 55 I.

I
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soonastheyhaveservedthepurposeforwhichtheyarecreated.
A convenient veil is here drawn over the panic caused by
Prince Joinville's pamphlet, the Duke of Wellington's letter,
the Spanish marriages, the predicted flight of the Guards from
London, and every other incident that had played its part
prior to I848. Lord John Russell now proposed a plan by
which it should be possible to enrol for the first year not less
than 7o,ooo men ; in the next year, ioo, ooo ; in the third,
about z2o,ooo; with the possibility of increase to xSo,ooo.
But the Militia Bill was destined to be fatal to the ministry of
which he had been Premier since the fall of Sir Robert Peel's

Government in _846.
A word of explanation is necessary to throw a light on what

followed. During the recess of Parliament, Lord Palmerston,
the Foreign Minister, had withdrawn from the Government.
From the explanations which now took place, it appeared that,
although there had been anterior differences between him and
his colleagues, indeed between the Sovereign and her Foreign
Secretary, the immediate cause of his retirement was the un-
authorised expression of his approbation of the a_u/d'_tat of
December 2nd, I85L It was foreseen that this secession
menaced the existence of a Cabinet already wea_; and a few
days only were required, after the meeting of Parliament, to
verify this view. On the motion to bring in the Local Militia
Bill, on the 2oth February, x852, Lord Palmerston carried an
amendment for giving a more extended scope to the measure,
which was followed by the resignation of Lord John Russell's
Government, and the advent of Lord Derby to power.

On the first exposition of his views as Prime Minister, on
the 27th February, the Earl of Derby spoke as follows :--

"My Lords, I believe that our naval forces were never
in a better or more effective condition than at this moment. I

believe that for all purposes, whether as regards the protection
of our own shores, the defence of the numerous and distant
colot_ies which form our empire, or for the protection of that
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extended commerce which crosses every sea and fills every
port in the wide world, I believe that, for .all such purposes, our
navy was never in a more effective state than it is now." *

As soon as the new ministry were constituted, they prepared
another Militia Bill, which was introduced into the House by
the Home Se.eretary on the 29th of March. This measure met
the approval of Lord Palmerston, to whose energetic support it
mainly owed its success. He could almost, indeed, claim to be
its author ; for it transpired, incidentally, in the course of the
discussion, that his frequent questions in the House, in the
time of Sir Robert Peel's ministry, had had the effect of inducing
them to prepare a measure for revising the Militia laws, but a
change of ministry had prevented them from bringing it
forward.f Lord Palmerston, moreover, in the course of the
debates, identified himself more exclusively with the policy of
the Bill, by stating that he had pressed on Lord John Russell,
in I846, the necessity of a similar measure. :_ To him, also,
was left the task of finding arguments for the Bill ; and it must
be admitted that he fulfilled the duties of an advocate with a

courage, at least, that could not be surpassed.
The reasons assigned by Mr. Walpole for introducing the

measure, however ably stated, were so cautiously guarded by
disavowals of any special ground for alarm, and so prudently
seasoned with pledges for our peaceful foreign relations, that
they were almost as good arguments for his opponents as for
his own party; whilst the more genexal motives assigned,
founded on vague and shadowy assumptions of possible danger,
would have been equally indisputable if our existing navy had
been ten times as efficient as it had just been declared to be by
Lord Derby.

Lord Palmerston took a much bolder course. Falling back
on his own idea of steam navigation having given an advantage

• H_nsard,exix.894.
t Mr.SidneyHexbert,Han_rdmcxix.587.
_.hransardocxix.575.
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to our neighbour, or, to use his favourite phrase, having "thrown
a bridge across the Channel," he now insisted on the practic-
ability of fifty or sixty thousand men being transported, without
notice, from Cherbourg to our shores in a single night. Such
a declaration had not been before heard from one holding high
rank in that House. It overleapt all reliance on our diplomacy,
or our fleets ; and, strange enough in one who had offered such
eager congratulations to the author of the Coup d'l_tat, the
assumption of such a danger as this implied that our neighbour
was little better than a buccaneer. But this hypothesis of
sudden invasion is absolutely indispensable for affording the
alarmists any standing ground whatever. Take away the liability
to surprise, by admitting the necessity of a previous ground of
quarrel, and the delays of a diplomatic correspondence, and
you have time to collect your fleet, and drill an army.* Admit
the argument of suddenness of danger, and the only way of pre-
venting your coasts and metropolis from being invaded by an
army of fifty or sixty thousand men, is by being always pre-
pared with an organised and disciplined force to repel them.

It was natural that such views should not pass unquestioned
by intelligent professional men; among whom the veteran
General who represented Westminster was prominent in show-
ing the practical difficulties of sending large expeditions over
sea, and in demonstrating that "the sudden arrival of a French
army in this metropolis was simply an impossibility."¢ Here
is a specimen of the undaunted courage with which Lord
Palmerston set at naught the experience of the hero of a score
of battle-fields :m

'My hon. and gallant friend (Sir De Lacy Evans) stated
that, in collecting a large force for the purpose of crossing the
Channel, such an extensive preparation must be made as would

* "Give us a good stout man, and let us have him for sixty days to train him,
and he will be as good a soldier as you can have."--Ev/dence of LORD
HARDINGE, Comr/_mter-in-C/dtff, _efore Seba_/o_ol Cqmmit/t¢,

Hansard r _ io_o.
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give us ample notice ; but he is much mistaken with regard to
the want of facilities which neighbouring countries possess for
collecting together a formidable force and bringing it over to
this country, without our having lengthened, or, indeed, even
timely notice. The very ship despatched to convey to this
country intelligence of the threatened armament would probably
not reach our shores much sooner than the hostile expedition. ''•

The naval authorities in the House were also heard on a

question in which the character and efficiency of their service
were so much involved. Admiral Berkeley, who had been a
Lord of the Admiralty under the previous Government, re-
marked that "Lord Palmerston had spoken of the French
being enabled to raise 50,000 or 60,000 men in Cherbourg ;
but he did not tell the House how these men were to be trans-

ported across the Channel ;" and the gallant speaker went on to
say, "he would tell the noble Lord, the member for Tiverton,
that it would take fifty or sixty vessels to embark those men he
spoke of as being ready for action at Cherbourg, and it would
take as many more vessels to protect them in the Channel."
He added, with a view to allay the "absurd panic that had
lately run through the country," that with an addition of 4,000
men and x,ooo boys to the navy, he would undertake to say
that they would have a fleet of thirty steamers in the Channel,
none of which would be under 9oo or x,ooo tons, and that in
the presence of such a force, he would defy any enemy to
attempt a surprise; adding, characteristically, that "he should
like to see them attempt to disembark on our shores in the
face of such a force."t

Incidental to these debates was a motion made on the 3oth of
March, by Mr. Anderson (the head of the great Peninsular and
Oriental Steamship Company), "to show how invasion might
be rendered impossible," in which he called attention to the
Report of a Committee, appointed at his instance in 1849,
which had recommended the Government to retain the services

• Hansa_ cxTc 29_ #f Hansard, cxx. xx36-7.
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of our numerous merchant steamers as a reserve force for the

defence of our shores. He pointed out the great advantage
this country possessed over all others in the number of its
merchant steamers ; that for every horse-power possessed by
France, we had twenty (in sailing vessels our superiority in
tonnage being only as five to one); he stated, from evidence
before the Committee, that upwards of a thousand of these
vessels could be made available in case of war, and pledged
himself to produce a private tradesman who, for .6"aoo, would
fit the largest steamer to carry the heaviest pivot gun ; and he
alleged that the private company with which he was connected
could, alone, furnish vessels enough to form a line within signal
distance of each other from the Channel Islands to the North
Foreland. # Mr. Anderson went into the subject with a
thorough practical knowledge of all its details, and carried the
House, as he had carried his Committee, with him. His
motion was accepted by the Government, but never acted on.

This motion was, however, only an episode in that great
debate of the session which reflected the panic that had been
excited in certain quarters out-of-doors. In spite of the
opposition of the Liberals and the Free-Trade party, the Militia
Bill was passing through its various stages ; and Lord Palmers-
ton's theory of a nocturnal invasion, by a large army, con-
tinued to be the pivot of the debate. The weight of pro-
fessional authority having gone so strongly against this theory,
civilians were now encouraged to speak out; and Lord John
Russell, towards the close of the debate on the second reading,
remarked, with unwonted bluntness, that "he did not wish to
be mixed up with those who entertained apprehensions of the
sudden arrival in this country of 50,000 hostile troops in a
single night, without notice of any kind being received in this
country ; or that we should hear of an army marching up to
London without our having had any previous symptoms of
hostility. Those were notions which were founded upon panic

• IJanaard. cam 369--_/9.
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rather than on reasonable calculation." * It was natural, too,
that those members of the House who were identified with that

body of British representatives residing at foreign capitals
whom Burke has designated "licensed spies," should have
revolted at such an imputation of want of vigilance on their
part as was implied in this apprehended sudden invasion, and
they found an ardent and eloquent defender in the present Sir
Robert Peel, who had just previously withdrawn from the field
of diplomacy.

"What, I should like to know," said he, "is meant by the
term ' sudden invasion,' which is so often used, but with little
consideration ? The noble Lord, the member for Tiverton
(Lord Palmerston), has defined it thus : ' We have to provide,'
he says, 'not against a danger which may happen in six or
eight months, butwhich may happen in a month or a fortnight,
from the time when it is first apprehended.' I ask the House,
and I ask the country, is it possible to admit this definition
of the noble Lord ? Let the House for one moment figure to
itself the noble Lord sitting in Downing Street, with all the
threads of European diplomacy concentrated, like so many
electric wires, in his cabinet ; and let the House then figure to
itself the surprise of the noble Lord, on being told that that
day fortnight xSo,ooo men were to be landed on the shores of
Britain l Do you think the noble Lord believes this to be
possible? Not at alL"t

Following after neatly the whole of these speakers, and on
the last night of the debate on the second reading of the
Militia Bill_ Lord Paimerston thus manfully stood his ground :
--" The application of steam to navigation has in effect made
a bridge over the Channel, and has given the means of quick
attackman attack on a scale of magnitude such as did not
exist before. Again, it is said we should know beforehand, if
any preparations were being made. I say you might not
knows because_ by the internal arrangements of raihvays, the

• Hanz_d, ¢xx. zooo. t"H.,n._ard, cxx. 1o78.
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distribution of troops is such that 50,000 or 60,000 men might
be collected at Cherbourg before you knew anything of the
matter ; and those who have seen what those immense works
are, must be perfectly aware that such a number of men could
walk from the quay into their vessels, as easily as they could
walk into their barrack yard. A single night would bring them
over, and all our naval preparations, be they what they might,
could not be relied on to prevent the arrival of such an ex-
pedition, as no batteries or gun-boats we might have on our
shores could be relied on to prevent the landing of an expedition
when it had arrived."

With what a grim smile of incredulity would the threat of
this nocturnal apparition have been received by both sides of
the House, if it had been urged in support of the Militia Bill
of t848 I The country gentlemen were then too much haunted
by the Free-Trade spectre, and the commercial members too
seriously preoccupied with their distresses, to have allowed
themselves to be scared by so fantastical an appeal to their
imagination ; but the "Country Party" were now in power,
their Protectionist alarms were dissipated, and they welcomed
the Militia Bill with acclamation. An increasing revenue, with
a surplus in the Exchequer and a prosperous trade, insured the
success of the Bill; which, however, was not passed without a
determined opposition, led on by the Free-Trade party. In the
course of the struggle, it was mentioned by Mr. Moffatt, t" as a
proof of the unpopularity of the Bill, that nearly 8oo petitions
had been presented against it, and not one in its favour. It
was certainly a singular spectacle, to see the representatives of
the great centres of population and wealth, with the metro-
politan members at their head, resisting a measure which had
been brought forward on the plea that it was indispensable for
their security.

Where, then, could have been the u panic"? will be the
obvious inquiry. This question was frequently and sarcastically

Hansard,c._x.xxo4. +Hansard,cxx.xI_6.
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asked in the course of the debate ; and it was answered in
terms not over-complimentary to the parties referred to. Mr.
Hume bluffly remarked that "our present panics were not due,
as in times past, to the old women, but to our having too many
clubs about London, containing so many half-pay officers, who
had nothing to do but to look about for themselves and their
friends. These were the people who wrote to the newspapers,
anxious to bring grist to the mill somehow or other." s And
Captain Scobell, alluding to the same subject, said--" If he
added a remark not very complimentary to the other branch of
the service, it should be jocularly ; but the alarm about the
invasion was chiefly expressed by soldiers, from the illustrious
Duke downwards. Sir Francis Head was a soldier ; and so
was the ' Swiss Colonel'; and many of them had, by their
writings, helped to raise and keep up the alarm. And file
reason was plain ; they could not comprehend the capabilities
of resistance that might be made on the ocean, and especially
the resources that had been put into our hands by the power of
steam." 1"

Lord Derby's Government having passed their Militia Bill,
empowering them to raise 80,000 men, besides other measures,
a dissolution took place on the xst of July, and the new
Parliament assembled for a short session before Christmas.

In the meantime, two events had taken place--the death
of the Duke of Wellington, and the announcement of the
approaching re-establishment of the Empire in France--which
were exercising a considerable influence on the public mind.
The former occurrence had naturally attracted universal atten-
tion to the biography of the Great Warrior, whose military
exploits filled the pages of the public journals, became the
engrossing theme of our public speakers, and even resounded
from many pulpits. Public attention was thus carried back to
the long and mutually destructive wars which we had waged
with France, and it was but natural that some of the old national

• Hansard, cx.x. a8_ Jf ttansard, cxix. x4.19.
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animosityshouldhavebeen revived.Thisfeelingreceiveda
greatimpulsefromwhatwas occurringon theothersideofthe

Channel. By a .singularcoincidence,the imposingnational
tributeofapublicfuneralinSt.Paul's,onthex8thofNovember,
Jg52,wasfollowedby thevotingfortheEmpireinFranceon
the2xst.The historicalpaintermighthaverepresentedthe

thirdNapoleonrisingfromtheyetopcntombofthevanquisher
oftheRrstl What wonder,ifin some mindstherewas the

irritatingconsciousnessthatallthegreatdeedsofthedeparted
herohad not bornepermanentfruits? The feelingofappre-

hension,however,predominated.The traditionalterrorcon-
nectcdwiththename ofBonapartewasrevived;peoplebegan
againtot_Ikof invasion,and beforeChristmasthealarmists
had morecompletepossessionofthefieldthanatanyprevious
time

On the6thofDecember,x852,LordMalmesburyformally
announced,intheHouse ofLords,theelectionoftheEmperor
ofthe French. He spokein termsof themost unqualified

confidenceofthefriendlyand pacificintentionsofthcruler
and peopleofFrance. "I believe,"saidhisLordship,"that
theEmperorhimself,andthe greatmassofhispcople,deeply
fed thcnecessity,fortheinterestsofbothcountries,thatwc

shouldbe on a footingofprofoundpeace;and,on theother
hand,theyseethegreatfollyand crimewhichitwouldbe on
eithersideto provokewar. They must know thata war,as
farasitwouldleadtothesubjugationofeithercountryby the

other,isan absurdity;thatneithercountry,sogreat,sopower-
ful,and so indepcndenhcouldin any mannersubjugatethe
other,and that,therefore,warmustbe as uselessascruel,and

asingloriousasuseless."*
Nothingcouldhavebeen more satisfactorythanthisan-

nouncement,had itnot been accompaniedby a practical

commentaryelsewhere,which,intheeyesoftheunsophistic-
atedpublic,convertedtheseexcellentsentimentsintohollow

• llatatard,cx:diL975.
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diplomatic phrases. On the very same evening on which this
communication was made to the Lords, the Government pro-
posed in the Commons an addition of 5,ooo seamen and x,5oo
marines to the navy, on the ground, as alleged by the Secretary
of the Admiralty, that "the time had arrived when, with the
most pacific intentions, it was absolutely necessary that we
should put our Channel defences in a new position, and man
the Channel with a large forceY # Had it been his studied
purpose to furnish arguments to the alarmists out-of-doors,
nothing could have been contrived more calculated to sweU the
panic cry of invasion than the tone of mystery and reserve with
which the Naval Secretary deprecated all discussion on this
vote :M

"He trusted that, if he should then decline to enter into
any detailed information with respect to that vote, no gentle-
man would attribute such a course to a desire to treat him

individually with discourtesy, but would feel that it was owing
to the &terminah'on at which t_ Government had artqved, after
the most serious considerah'an, that it would bebetler, under exist.
ing drcurastances, not to enter into any 2#articulars zoith res2Oeetto
t/bat course. He asked the present vote from the House of
Commons, not as a vote of confidence in any particular ministry,
but as a vote of confidence in that Executive which, whatever
party might be at the head of the Government, must necessarily
be charged with the defence of the country, must ntrt_sarily be
in _Oossersionof secret and imibortant intelligence, and must neces-
sarily be the fitting and only judge how far thai intdligetwe ought
to be communkuted to the House" t

If anything could add to the mismmt in the public mind
which this was calculated to produce, it was the readiness with
which the leading statesmen on the Opposition side of the
House accepted the doctrine of implicit confidence in the
Executive. Sir Francis Baring, in expressing his approval of
the proposed increase, remarked that "no one knew more than

• ttansard, cxrdfii, xoo6. _f Hansardo cxxiii, too6-- 7.
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himself how difficult it was to state the grounds for any increase.
It was for the Government to state, on their responsibility,
what they thought necessary for the service of the country, and
he was not one of those who would oppose what they thought
necessary."* This doctrine, which, ff generally acted upon,
would be an abdication of one of the chief functions of the

House of Commons, proceeds upon a double fallacy--fu'st, in
assuming that the Executive can, in these days, be in possession
of secrets unknown to the public, respecting the warlike pre-
parations or the political attitude of other countries ; and,
secondly, in assuming that, if the Government possessed any
such secret information, there could be half as much incon-
venience from disclosing it to the House of Commons as from
the adoption of this principle of abject confidence in the
Ministry.

The proposed increase in the navy was, however, carried
without a division. An addition of 2,ooo men and i,ooo
horses for the artillery was also voted. There had been 3,ooo
men previously added to the army, and, as we have seen, power
was given to the Government to raise 80,000 men for the
militia--5o,00o for the first year, and 30,000 more for the
second. All this was achieved during their few months of office
by the Earl of Derby's Government, who, so long as they were
engaged in making these additions to our establishments, met
with support from their opponents ; but, that task achieved,
thenceforth the benefit of"implicit confidence in the Executive
was no longer extended to them, and they were overthrown a
few days afterwards in a division on the Budget, which was
virtually a vote of want of confidence, and were succeeded by
Lord Aberdeen's administration.

This increase in our armaments failed to allay, in the

slightest degree, the agitation of the alarmists. It seems to be
the peculiar characteristic of these panics, that they who fall
under their influence are deprived of all remembrance of what

• Hamard, cxxiii, tot 3.
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has been already done for their security. This state of mind is
natural enough in those who embrace the hypothesis that we
are in nightly danger of an invasion, without notice or provoca-
tion, by an army of 5°,ooo men. These persons do not employ
their minds in discussing the probable grounds of quarrel with
France, or in speculating on the chances of a rupture ; but they
assume the constant disposition for war on the part of our
neighbour, as well as his complete preparation for attack.
From the moment that such a theory of invasion as this is
adopted, any plan of defence must necessarily be insufficient
for security. It is to this state of mind that all the writers and
speakers on the subject addressed themselves, as may be seen
by a mere glance at the titles of the pamphlets which issued in
unprecedented numbers from the press in the present year
(_s52)."

The alarmwas constantlystimulatedby startlingparagraphs
inthenewspapers.One daythe Frencharmyat Rome was
reportedto be chafingand dissatisfiedbecauseitcouldnot
sharein theinvasionof Englandand the sackof London.

The nexttherewerewhisperedrevelationsof a secretplan,
divulgedby GeneralChangarnier,forinvadingEnglandand

* The following are specimens :--"A Letter on the Defence of England by
CorpsofVolunteersand Militia,"by SirCHAS. JAS.NAPIER. "The Invasion
of England,_ by an Engllshnmnand a Civilian."NationalDefences,"by
MONTAGU GORE, Esq. "A LettertoLord John Russell,containingSug-
gestioas for forming a Reserve Force," signed "GEORGE PAGET..... Memor-
andum on the Necessity of a Secret,'uT of State for our Defence and War
Establishments." "Proposals for the Defence of the Country by me_ns of a
Volunleer Force," by JOHN KINLOCH, late Captain ",rid Life Guards.
°° Defensive Position of England," by Captain CHAS. KNOX. " The Peril of
Portsmouth," by JAS. FERGUSSON, Esq. '°A Plan for the Formation of a
Maritime Militia," by Captain C. ELLIOT. "Observations on Commissariat,
Field Service, and Home Defences," by Sir RANDOLPIt I. ROUTH. "The
National Defence of England," by BARONP. E. Translated by Captain J. E.
ADDISON. "Thoughts on National Defence," by Rear-Admiral BOWLES.
"Brief Suggestions on the Subject of War and Invasion." "Notes on the
Defensive Resources of Great Britain," by Captain FYERS, Half-pay, Royal
Artillery.
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seizing the metropolis (which he publicly contradicted). Then

we were told of a plot for securing a naval station in the West
Indies. Next, the French Government had sent an order for

steam frigates to Messrs. Napier, of Glasgow (which was con-
tradicted on the authority of those gentlemen). There was a

cry of alarm at the apparition of a French ship of war at
Dover, whieh_ it afterwards turned out_ had been driven in by
stress of weather. Then there were small French vessels of

war seen moving about the Isle of Wight, to the surprise of
some of our authorities, who should have known that the

French Government are bound by convention to send cruisers
into the Channel to see that the fisheries regulations are
observed by their fishermen; and then came the old story of

French vessels being seen taking soundings in our waters,
though, as everybody knows, the most perfect charts of the
Channel, published under the authority of the Admiralty, may
be purchased for a few shillings.

But these little paragraphs, which flew from journal to
journal, would have fallen harmless on the public ear if they
had not been accompanied by alarming reports from "our own
correspondents" in Paris of the immense increase going on in

the French navy. Besides, there was the eloquent silence of
our own Secretary of the Admiralty when he proposed the

augmentation of our navy. What could that reserve and
secrecy mean but sometlfing too frightful to reveal ? True, the
French army had been reduced by 5o, ooo men, and the
National Guard was practically dissolved, but that did not
concern us. What object could a Bonaparte possibly have in

doubling the strength of his navy if it was not to attack
F_.ngland ? To show to what an extent this delusion gained
credence, let us quote from an article in that generally accurate
historical record, the Annual _.gt's/¢r, for September 2 I, x852 :

"The French have been making gigantic efforts to raise their
navy to a formidable strength ;" and after entering into many
details to show the large additions made to their fleet, the
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article thus concludes : "Their navy seems to have doubled in
effective strength within the two years of the Prince President's
power." ¢ So strong were the feelings of suspicion, jealousy,
and apprehension on this subject at the reassembling of Parlia-
ment in February, x853, that Mr. Ewart, with a view of ofl'ering
a public denial to these alarming rumours, took the extra-
ordinary course of addressing a letter of inquiry to M. Ducos,
the Minister of Marine, whose answer, which obtained general
publicity at the tim% is here reproduced :--

P^Rxs,Februar21:zS,1853.
"SxRjmThe questions which you do me the honour to put

in your letter of the xgth of February might perhaps appear to
me unusual if my mind really entertained the strange ideas
which some persons appear to ascribe to me in England.

"But far from considering these questions indiscreet or in-
opportun% I rejoice at them, because they afford me an
opportunity of giving you the complete assurance of my peace-
ful sentiments.

"I should consider it as the greatest of misfortunes if a
serious misunderstanding should break out between the two
nations, and I desire with all my heart that the best intelligence
may continue to prevail between them.

"Your newspapers make much stir" about our presumed
warlike preparations. I confine myself to declaring to you
that I have not armed a single gun-boat, stirred a single cannon,
or equipped a single sailor. I remain the calm spectator of
the enormous expenses which you are making to conjure away
an imaginary danger, and I _lmire the facility with which you
augment your Budget when no real necessity prescribes it.

"If the members of your Parliament who are so preoccupied
with our projects of invasion would give themselves the trouble
of paying us a short visit, they would be more surprised than I
am myselfj perhaps, at the extreme readiness with which tho

• _4nnual Registcro z8s_, p. x48, " Chronicle, _
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rumour (almost amounting to a pleasantry) of our supposed
warlike preparations has been received among you.

"I thank you, Sir, for allowing me to establish a certain
degree of intercourse between us, and I beg you to accept the
expression of my most distinguished sentiments.

"THEODOREDUcos.
"MonsieurEwartpMembrede la Chambre

des Communesjetc."

With M. Ducos the _adter of these pages had not the
honour of a personal acquaintance, but he happened to be on
terms of very intimate friendship with one of his colleagues,
with whom he was in correspondence at the time, and from
whom he received the following note, which had been written
to him by the Minister of Marine at the moment of receiving
the letter of inquiry from Mr. Ewart. As this letter was penned
by M. Ducos under circumstances which precluded any idea of
concealment or misrepresentation, it will be read with probably
greater interest than the more formal communication, especially
that part which refers to the Cabinet device common to both
countries of resorting to imaginary terrors as a means of swelling
Budgets and strengthening majorities :

u MY DEAR COLLEAOLrg,--Do you read the English journals
and the debates in Parliament ?

"Verily I am astonished at the din they are making on the
other side of the Channel Will you believe that I have just
received a letter from a member of the House of Commons

asking me seriously if the armaments we are preparing are
destined for a war with England, and if we are pushing this
constant augmentation of the forces of the two nations in a
spirit of rivalry l I send you the letter, that you may not
doubt my veracity. Will you answer it, or shall I ?

"Our armaments 1 forsooth. What does it mean ? You
know as well as I that to this day we have not armed a poor

little boat beyond our ordinat7 fleet, With a Budget reduced
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by forty millions (francs) compared with the Budget of Louis
Philippe, we are obliged to confine ourselves within the
narrowest limits.

" England increases her Budget of this year by sixteen
millions (francs); she forms her militia; she recruits her
sailors ; she makes her coasts bristle with heavy artillery. We
look on tranquilly, without comprehending all these efforts,
and without having for a single instant the idea or the appre-
hension that she is going to invade us.

"Mr. Ewart asks me in confidence, and whispering in my
ear, if we are actuated by sentiments of rivalry in pushing our
armaments I I declare that I cannot understand it. We have
not armed one vessel, we have not touched one gun, we have
not equipped one soldier, we have not recruited one cabin-
boy : and they ask us seriously if we are a very thunderbolt
of war! It seems to me, that the question might be more
seasonably addressed to the members of the English Cabinet,
who are covering themselves with armour, and who _Oossibly
may not be z,ery much distressed by these imaginary terrors (as we
ha_Jesometimes seen among oursel_es), inasmuc]_ as they enable
them to aTe,elltlteir Budga, and save to slratgt/wn a somewhat
uncertain majarity in _Parliament.

"Ah ! my dear colleague, you see that all the geese do not
come from the United States, or swim in the Seine. You

perceive that the question from London makes me quite merry.
Forgive me, my dear colleague. I conclude by asking whether
I must write to Mr. Ewart, and tell him, for his great satis-
faction, that I am a greater friend to peace than himself, and
that I look upon wax between France and England as a
universal calamity, which every wise man ought to exert him-
self to prevent. " THEODORE DUCOS. '_

But this excellent attempt of Mr. Ewart to allay the public
excitement produced no apparent effect. Nothing could sur-
pass the childlike simplicity with which any of the above
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absurd and improbable rumours respecting the hostile prepara-
tions of the French were believed, unless it were the stolid
scepticism with which all offers to demonstrate their falsehood
were rejected.

It will be well to turn for an instant to the tables in the

first page, and bring the question of the state of the French
navy at this time to the test of those authentic figures. Let us
take the specific allegation in the Annual Register for i852
(Sept. 2i), that, during the two years of the Prince President's
power, the French navy was doubled in effective force.
Louis Napoleon was declared President of the Republic on
the 2oth of December, 1848, and was proclaimed Emperor on
the 2nd of December, i852. His term of presidency may there-
fore be said to have extended over the years 1849, I85o, 185I,
and i852. The following figures give the total expenditure,
the amount of wages in dockyards, the number of seamen, and
the number of ships in commission, for each of those years, and
also for the two preceding years, 1847 being the last year of
Louis Philippe's reign, and 1848 the first year of the Re-
public :-

Wages Total No. No. of

in Dock Expeadi. of Ships in
yards, ture. Seamen. Comm;,,io_

£ £
s847 448,333 5,s45,9oo 3=,s69 24o
1848 444,085 4,985,87z 28,76o 242
s849 456,155 3J923,z76 27,063 zlx
z85o 432,837 3,406,866 24,679 xSI
185I 416,773 3,293,737 22,316 I66
sS$z 425,8x! 3,46z,271 25,ox6 17

Taking 1851, the third year of the presidency of Louis
Napoleon, when, it will be admitted, his policy must have had
time to develop itself, and comparing it with the sixteen
previous years comprised in the table given in the first page,
it will be seen that there is only one year (1835) when France
had so few ships in commission _ only two years 0835.6)in
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which she maintained so few seamen; and only five yews
(1835-6-7.8-9) when the total expenditure had been so low.
And, instead of the effective force being doubled, it will be
seen that a continual reduction had been going on during the
first three years of the President's rule, with only an insignifi-
cant rise in x852. The diminution in the dockyard expendi-
ture was, in both countries, proportionately less than in the
other items, owing to the more costly nature of the new naval
constructions.

If we take the average of the four years x849 to x852 , it
will be found to be very much less than the average of the last
ten years of Louis Philippe's reign ; and, looking back over
the tables of both countries for the whole period, it will be
found that scarcely at any time was the French navy so weak,
in comparison with that of England, as in z85x. M. Ducos,
in the above private letter to his colleague, asserts that his
expenditure was forty millions (_t,6oo, ooo) less than that of
his predecessor in the time of Louis Philippe ; and if we com-
pare the year I85= with that of 1847, it more than verifies his
statement

It is now very well known, apart from the proofs afforded
by these figures, that, owing to the embarrassed state of the
French finances during the Republic, and the struggle, in-
volving the very existence of social order, then going on, very
little attention was paid to the navy. A Parliamentary Com-
mission, of which M. Dufaure was named "Reporter," was
appointed by the National Assembly in x849, to inquire into
the state of the navy, and two goodly quarto volumes were the
result, with minutes of the evidence and the discussions ; but

its proceedings were brought to an untimely end by the Coup
d'Eta/ of the 2nd December, x85i , and they led to but few
practical results.

It was under eirc_lm._tances so little calculated to provoke
our fear or resentment, that the cry of alarm and defiance was
mused more loudly than ever through the winter and spring of

LL
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I85_- 3. Men of the highest political and sock1 rank resigned
themselves to the excitement, Two Cabinet Ministers, who
had gone to their constituents for re-election on taking office
in Lord Aberdeen's Government, were afterwards called on by
their opponents in the House, to explain the violent language
uttered by them at the hustings in allusion to the ruler and
people bf France.°

"I tell you," said the Lord Lieutenant of Yorkshire,
addressing the militia of that county, "the time is coming
when everybody throughout this realm will have reason to be
thankful that you have come forward to defend your hearths
and homes."t

Lord Mount-Edgcumbe, through the columns of a public
journal, thus added fuel to the flame :--" I have received
positive information, which c_nnot be doubted, that the French
are now striving to the very utmost to increase their naval
force in every manner; and that arrangements have now been
officially decided upon, to continue, year aider year, similar
exertions. I cannot give my authority, but trust that I shall
be believed when I say that this information can be most
thoroughly relied upon." And the writer adds, by way of
emphasis, "I repeat that. the information I have received, of
preparations which can only be made for aggression, may be
relied on."_

At the same time, the strictures of the leading journals
assumed a more virulent tone towards the chief of the French

people. Such had been the withering influence of legislative re-
strictions and fiscal exactions upon the periodical press, that
the publication of daily newspapers was restricted to the three
capitals of the United Kingdom, and their circulation among
twenty-six millions of people did not exceed, in the aggregate,
sixty or seventy thousand copies daily. A monopoly of pub-
licity was, indeed, virtually possessed by. one London journal,

" Hazard. cxxiv.267. "[.Ib/d. cxxiv.293, quoted.
Times,February7-X_,xS._3.
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whose conductors had thus the power of giving the impress of
public opinion to whatever views they chose to espouse. The
columns of this paper now teemed with the most violent de-
nunciations of the French ruler, not unmixed with expressions
of contempt for the people of France. One writer* of a series
of impassioned invectives was betrayed into expressions not
obscurely suggestive of assassination.

A reaction was at length produced in a quarter supposed to
be peculiarly influenced by this journal. That part of the
community most slow to enter upon any public movement, the
merchants and bankers of London, convened, by circular, a
meeting of those "who feel called upon at this time publicly to
express their deep concern at witnessing the endeavours con-
tinually made to create and perpetuate feelings of mistrust, ill
will, and hostility between the inhabitants of the two great
nations of England and France," and they took the unprece-
dented step of sending to the Emperor of the French a deputa-
tion of leading citizens, carrying with them an address bearing
more than a thousand signatures.

On the meeting of Parliament, Mr. Disraeli took an oppor-
tunity of drawing attention to these manifestations of hatred
and terror towards France, declaring that it was "extremely
strange and startling, that, under such circumstances, an idea
should have seemed to enter into almost every man's brain, and
an expression into every man's mouth, that we are on the eve
of a rupture with that country." And, alluding to the gross
attacks that had been levelled at the ruler of France, he said :
--" l_,emember, that all this time, while the French Govern-
ment were quietly and diplomatically working with our Govern-
ment for great objects of public benefit and advantage--that
French Government were painted as corsairs and banditti, t

* Letters of "An Englishman," in the T.fmes.
t' Tal_e, as a specimen, the similitude of burglars, under which, when

speaking of the danger of invasion, our brave and polished neighbours w_e
described by a well-known writer of the day--a man of rank and a c.l_Syman
_" When burglars are about we examine the scullery and cellar windows ; we

LL'_
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watching to attack our coasts without the slightest provocation
and without the slightest warning."*

Such was the state of feeling in the spring of x853. The
nation had grown rich and prosperous with a rapidity beyond
all precedent. Our exports had risen from ._52,849,ooo in
x848, to ._98,933,ooo in x853, having nearly doubled in five
years. History shows that such a condition of things is fruitful
in national follies and crimes, of which war is but the greatest.
The time is not yet, though it will come, when people will
be able to bear the blessings of prosperity and liberty, with
peace. Whilst it seemed only a question upon whom we
shou]d expend our exuberant forces--whether on France or
some other enemy--we "drifted" into hostilities in an unex-
pected direction. The Turk was allowed to declare war for us
against Russia, after we had agreed to the terms of peace
offered for us on behalf of the latter country. Could this have
happened amid the commercial depression and gloom of x848 ?

The sudden change which was now to be witnessed in the
temper of the public and the action of the Government was so
unlooked for, and so utterly beyond all rational calculation, that
it might be compared to the shifting of the view in a kaleido-
scope. By way of bringing what took place clearly, and in the
fewest words, home to the reader'sapprehension, let us illustrate
it by an individual case. Let us suppose an invalid to have been
ordered, for the benefit of his health, to make the voyage to
Australia and back. He left England in the month of February
or March. The militia was preparing for duty; the coasts and

dockyards were being fortified; the navy, army, and artillery
were all in course of augmentation; inspectors of artillery and
cavalry were reported to be busy on the southern coasts ; depu-
tations from railway companies, it was said, had been waiting on
try the fastenings of our doors, hang up bells to warn us. get dogs and police
to watch for us, and go to bed in confidence that we are so prepared against
an attack, that few are likely to attempt it.".-_ G. 0., in Timt.s {Hamard,
e.xflv.29o).

• llan_rd, exxiv, u53.
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the Admiralty and Ordnance, to explain how rapidly the com-
missariat and military stores could be transported from the
Tower to Dover or Portsmouth; and the latest paragraph of
news from the Continent was that our neighbours on the other
side of the Channel were practising the embarkation and disem-
barkation of troops by night. He left home amidst all these
alarms and preparations for a French invasion. After an ab-
sence of four or five months, during which time he had no
opportunity of hearing more recent news from Europe, he steps
on shore at Liverpool, and the first newspaper he .seesinforms
him that the English and French fleets are lying side by side in
Besika Bay. An impending naval engagement between the
two powers is naturally the idea that first occurs to him ; but,
glancing at the leading article of the journal, he learns that
England and France have entered into an alliance, and that they
are on the eve of commencing a sanguinary war against Russia l

Leaving our imaginary individual to recover from his sur-
prise, it may naturally be inferred that he would feel some mis-
givings as to the prudence of placing ourselves at the mercy of
a ruler whom he had so recently heard denounced as little
better than a bandit and a pirate. It would certainly have
required a much smaller effort of the imagination to have sus-
pected a plot between our ally and the enemy, by which the
two Emperors--having united their forces at Sebastopol, taken
our army captive, and destroyed our fleetmshould have seized
on Constantinople and Egypt, and made a partition of Turkey,
than to have believed in the possibility of an invasion by an
army of fifty or sixty thousand Frenchmen in a single night,
without notice or provocation.

No such doubts, however, seem to have troubled the minds
of our alarmists. They who had been the most vehement in
their denunciations of the French Government were now the

strongest supporters of the Anglo-French alliance, and the
loudest in clamouring for a war with Russia; and, for the next
five years, no more was heard of a French invasion.



THE THIRD PANIC.

x859--186o--x861.

"W_ must haveonemore warwithRussiafortheindepend-
enceand freedomofEurope,and thenallwilluniteinfavour
of a reduction of an_ments," was the language with which •
some friends of peace reconciled themselves to the Crimean
War. They have since seen additions made to the permanent
armed forces of Europe, equalling, probably, in numbers the
armies engaged in the Crimean struggle. So true is the saying
of Bastiat, that "the ogre, War, costs as much for his digestion
as for his meals."

It was formerly said of us, that we were a warlike, but not
a military nation. The Russian War has gone far to make us
both.

At the close of the great French War, in i8I 5, there were
not wanting members of the Whig aristocracy, and a phalanx
of distinguished popnhr leaders, to call back the nation to its
old maxims against large standing armies in time of peace;
and who not only kept alive the jealousy of permanent camps
and barracks, but opposed the formation even of clubs set
apart exclusively for the "Services," and denounced the whole
paraphernalia of a military organisation. 27ta7 did not accept
war as the normal state of mankind ; nor did t_y, discarding
all reliance on the spirit and patriotism of the people, attempt
to drill them, like Russians or Austrians, into mere warlike
machines.* But at the termination of the Crimean War, the

• The following is a specimen of the language in which our fathers "were
addressed by their great political leader's nearly half a century ago. And these
were the sentiments of the Hollands, Mihons, Lam_ownes, Tiemeys, Brough-
ams, Russells, and even the Grenvilles and Wellesleys, of those days :--" In
despotic countries it may be neee_._ry to maintain great armies as seminaries of
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governing powers of this country seemed to be possessed but
of one ideamhow Englishmen could be drilled and disciplined
into a state of constant readiness for future Continental

warlike spirit. The mind, which in such wretched countries has no noble object
to employ its powers, almost n e_,_arily sinks into languor and lethargy, when
it is not mused to the destructive phrensy of war. The show of war during
peace, may be nec_c_,'y to preserve the chid skill of the barbarian and to
keep up the only exalted feeling of the slave. The savage soon throws off
habits _of order ; and the slave is ever prone to relapse into the natural coward-
ice of his debased condition. But in this mightiest of Free Communities,
where no h.m_n faculty is suffered to lle dormant, and where habitual order,
by co-operation, gives effect to the intense and in_-._-t exertion of power,
the struggles of honourable ambltlon, the fair contests of political party, the
enterprises of ingenious industry, the pursuits of elegant art, the fearless
exercise of reason upon the most venerable opinions, and upon the acts of the
highest authorities, the race of many for wealth, and of a few for power or
fame, are abundantly sufficient to cultivate those powers, and to inspire those
energies which, at the approach of war, submit to discipline, and quickly
assume the forms of military science and genius. A free nation like ours, full
of activity and boldness, and yet full of order, has all the elements and habits
of an army, prepared by the happy frame of its society. We require no milt-.
tar,/establishments to nurse our martial spirit. It is our distinction, that we
have ever proved ourselves in time of need a nation of warriors, and that we
never have been a people of soldiers. It is no refinement to say that the
national courage and intellect have acted with the more vigour on the approach
of hostility, because we are not teased and worried into petty activity ; because
a proud and serious people have not been degraded in their own eyes by acting
their awkward part in holiday parade. Where arms are the national occupa.
tion, the intervals of peace are times of idleness, during which a part, at least,
of the people must fit themselves for the general business, by exercising the
talents and qualities which it requires. But where the pursuits of peace require
the highest activity, and the nature of the government calls forth the highest
spirit, the whole people must always possess the materials and principles of a
military character. Freemen are brave, because they rely on themselves.
Liberty is our national point of honour. The pride of liberty is the spring of
our national courage. The independent spirit, the high feeling of personal
dignity, and the consequent sensibility to national honour, the true sources of
that valour for which tiffs nation has been renowned for ages, have been, in a
great measure, created and preserved by their being accustomed to trust to
themselves for defence against invasion from abroad or tyranny at home. If
they lean on an army for safety_ they will soon look to it with awe ; and thus
gradually lose those sentiments of self-respect and self-dependence, that pride
of liberty, which are the peculiar and the most solid defences of this country."
---SIR JAMESMACKINTOSH,House of Commons, February 28, xSx6.
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campaigns. Hence we have seen a military activity never before
known in England in a lime of peace, as witness the columns
of the daily press, filled with "Military and Naval Intelligence."
The object of those who, by their rank and influence, have
mainly contributed to produce this state of things, has not been
concealed. "What I want to see," said Mr. Sidney Herbert,
"is a military spirit pervading all classes of the community ;
but especially the influential and intelligent middle class. I
believe the Volunteer corps will effect that object to a large
extent ; and, therefore, if for that alone, I think they ought to
be encouraged. "# The consequence has been, not only an
enormous increase of our military estimates, but such an outlay
for permanent barracks and camps as to imply a complete
abandonment, for the future, of our old habits and maxims as
a self-relying and free people. The unfinished works at Alder-
shot, alone, have already cost ._x,42x,x53,f---an amount, for
the time and purpose, perhaps unexampled in the world's
history. Oar business, however, must still be mainly with the
navy.

At the conclusion of the war, a grand Naval Review took
place at Spithead, which is thus recorded in the _4nnual J?egfs/er
for I856, with the accompanying remark that the "steam gun-
boats formed the novel feature of the review" :--

"The vast n,'Lvalforce reviewed on this occasion, consisted
of 2z steamships of the line, of from 6o to t3t guns, 53 frigates
and corvettes, x4o gun-boats, 4 floating batteries, and 5°
mortar-vessels and mortar-boats: the aggregate power of the
steam-engines, 3o,67x horses, and the number of guns, 3,oo2."

Addressing the House, May 8, x856, after the ratification
of the Treaty of Peace, Lord Palmerston said that "having
begun the war with a fleet of comparatively small amount, we
were enabled, at the end of the war, to present at Spithead the
spectacle of such a fleet as called forth from the Earl of Derby
the eulogy that ' no country ever possessed so mighty a naval

• Hansard, ely. 699. �Parlia_nentaryPa/_er, No. 3-'27,t86t.
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armament.' We had, at the beginning of the war, a total force
of _12 ships I and at the end of the war we have 59o."*

The greater portion of this increase consisted of gun-boats
and mortar-vessels ; and, with a view to a due appreciation of
the systematic manner in which they are destined henceforth
to pass into oblivion, when successive First Lords or Secretaries
of the Admiralty introduce the Navy Estimates, it is necessary
that we should fully apprehend the importance which com-
petent judges attached, at the time, to this addition to our
defensive armament. A few weeks later, the First Lord of the
Admiralty himself, when alluding to the fact of these gun-boats
having been completed too late to be employed in offensive
operations against the enemy, remarked :--

"Happily, however, the means thus provided for attack
can now be made equally available as a part of our permanent
establishment for purposes of defence. The gun-boats and
floating-batteries, recently constructed for other objects, will
constitute a valuable and effective armament for protecting our
shores from assault. The expense incurred in their equipment
will, therefore, be money not ill-spent. I think it required the
stern experience of war to teach us the value of such a force ;
for I do not believe the House of Commons could have been
induced, in a period of uninterrupted peace, to vote the addi-
tional funds requisite for creating it.hi"

"We commenced the war," said Captain ScobeU, on the
same occasion, "with only large ships ; and it was only after
two years' experience that we discovered the gun-boat tribe.
If, some time ago, we had had that magnificent fleet of gun-
boats which had recently been reviewed at Spithead, somcthing
would have been done in the Baltic which would have been

remembered for centuries."_
Let it be borne in mind that we were at the close of a war

in which we had destroyed the Russian fleet in the Black Sea,
and, by the terms of the Treaty of Peace, had prohibited its

• Hansard, crfl, 2_5. "1.Ibid. cx|ii, x4._3- _ lb/.d, e_lli= x43.5.
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reconstruction. The Russian power, in that remote region,
had been hitherto invested with a certain mystery; and the
fleet of Sebastopol had often, in the speeches of our alarmists,
been made to assume mythical proportions: The Secretary of
the Navy, in i852 , the year before the Crimean Wax, when
seeking to justify his comparatively moderate expenditure for
that year, appealed to the Russian force in the Black Sea,
which, according to his statement, comprised i8 line-of-battle
ships, i._ frigates and corvettes, and 19 smaller vessels.*
These ships were now lying sunk in the harbour of Sebas-
topoL

It was under these ch'cumstances that, in proposing the
Navy Estimates on the I8th of May, i857, the First Lord of the
Admiralty declared that he could hold out no prospect of
being able to reduce the expenditure to the level of former
years previous to the war.f This drew from the vigilant Mr.
Williams the remark that they were the most extravagant
Estimates since the termination of the great French War ; and
he added that "the Estimates for x852-3, the last year of
peace before the Russian War, were ;6"2,175,ooo less than the
Estimates for the present year ; and yet this was the second
year of peace."

The First Lord of the Admiralty proceeded to justify his
increased estimates by a reference to the navy of our ally and
neighbour :--" France," said he, "had been paying the greatest
possible attention of late years to the efficiency of her navy ; "§
and in order to compare the forces of the two countries, he
gave the number of the screw line-of-battle ships and frigates
possessed by each, omitting the gun-boats and smaller vessels,
in which we possessed an overwhelming superiority, and which
had been described in the previous year as "a valuable and
effective armament for .protecting our shores from assault."
They were now alluded .to only with the disparaging remark

e ltansard, cxx. 38a. "_"l_/d. c xlv. 4x7.
Ibid.exlv. 442. _ Ibid. ¢.lxv. 4x8.
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that "no great naval engagement could be maintained in the
middle of the Atlantic between line-of-battle ships and gun-
boats." The comparison was stated as follows _*:_

Line-of-battle ships with screws, built and building, I857.
English, 42. I French, 40.

Frigates with screws, built and building.
English, 42, l French, 37.

Lord Clarence Paget, who attracted attention by the ability
and professional forethought which characterised his remarks

on the comparative value of large and small vessels of war,
took exception to the above figures, and said that he held in

his hand a list of French screw line.of-battle ships furnished
him by the Minister of Marine, and that they amounted
altogether to 3I ; and he reminded the First Lord of a great

omission in his statement--that the "nine screw block-ships,
which he had omitted from his enumeration of British ships of
the line, were among the most effective of our screw line-of-
battle ships. They were the only ships that fired a shot in the
Baltic, where the great line-of-battle ships were of no use

whatever, and lay off looking on;"t and he added that,
taking into account these vessels, our force was nearly double
that of France.

It may be well here to say a word or two respecting the
origin and purpose of these block-ships, to which repeated

allusion will hereafter be made. It was explained by Sir
George Cockburn in the House, in I846, that Sir Robert

peel's Government was induced, in consequence of the creation
of a steam navy by France, to appoint a commission to visit all
the ports, and see what was necessary to be done for their
protection ; when it was recommended that a certain number

of sailing line-of-battle ships and frigates should be furnished
with screws, so as to be able to shift their position, and aid the
d'ffferent batteries if they should be attacked., This was, in

t l-/amard, cxlv. 4-_6. _"Ibid. c_v. 438. ;_/b/d. cxlv. 438.
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fact, our first application of the screw propeller to ships of the
line; and these block-ships were expressly designed for the
protection of our naval arsenals, and the vulnerable points of
our coast, against the steamships of our neighbour. But it
will be curious to observe how systematically these vessels are
ignored by successive First Lords and Secretaries of the
Admiralty, in enumerating our naval resources, even when
estimating our means of defence against invasion. The
opinions expressed on this subject by the same statesmen when
in and when out of office, will be found to present a singular
contrast.

Lord Clarence Paget also called the First Lord's attention
to the small vessels which he had forgotten, and declared that
"he believed that, had Sir Charles Napier been supplied with
gnn-boats, he might have damaged Cronstadt very considerably.
All his own experience went to show that line.of-battle ships
were not now so important an arm in war as they formerly
were. Formerly, line-of-battle ships carried heavier guns than
other ships;but now every corvette, sloop, and gnh-boat
carried heavy guns ; and he was convinced that no force of
large ships could withstand the legion of gun-boats, sloops, and
corvettes which they saw at Spithead last year."* Again
recurring to the subject, he said, "in his opinion line-of-battle
ships were not the instruments by which in future the fate of
empires would be decided ;" and he proceeded to administer
comfort to the alarmists, by showing how different our situation
now was to our "case in the time of Napoleon, who had
observed that' if he could only command the Channel for forty-
eight hours, he would subjugate this country. He might, how-
ever, come to our shores at the present day with seventy or
eighty ships of the line, and yet not be enabled to effect a
landing in the face of that noble fleet of small vessels which
the right honourable baronet had given us within the last few
years." He added.that "he had the best authority for saying

• Hart.lard, lxxxvtt, x456.
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that there was sitting at the present moment in France an
Engu_te, or Commission, the great object of whose inquiry was
to ascertain whether line-of-battle ships were or were not the
most efficient class of ships which could now be employed." And
he advised the First Lord to "rest upon his oars and take the
opportunity of consulting members of the naval service, before
he proceeded to add to the number of those vessels "*--advice
to which, unfortunately, it may be necessary to recur, when the
noble lord is himself filling the office of official representative
of the Admiralty in the House of Commons.

In reply to these remarks, Sir Charles Wood, the First
Lord of the Admiralty, observed :m,, The noble lord (Lord C.
Paget) had said that the block.ships were the most efficient
ships in the Baltic It was true that, on account of their light
draught of water, they and the gunboats were so in that case,
and that the3 would be so in the ease of operations on our own
wast; but they would not be safe vessels to send across the
Atlantic--they could not keep their place in a cruising

:'_ squadron." 4"

i In the course of this debate, Sir Charles Napier, referring to

the comparative numbers of line-of-battle ships, as enumerated.
by the First Lord, but forgetting the block-ships and floating
batteries, and overlooking the gun-boats and mortar-vessels
which had been built at his own suggestion, thus raised the cry
of alarm : "The First Lord of the Admiralty," said he, "had
told the House that France had forty ships, and we had forty-
two only. France was equal to us, therefore, in ships, but
superior in the means of manning them. She had an army of
300,000 or 400,000 men, and we had but 20,000 in Great
Britain. What would the consequence be if war were to spring
up ? Why, there would be an invasion immediately." :_

A few days after, he thus improved upon thi4 version of the
official statement: *'Th_ First Lord of the Admiralty had told

•/./ansard, cadv. 438--9. _ Ibid. cadv. 45o,
Ibid. exlv. 434.
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them the other night--a thing which no First Lord had
ever told them before--that France, in its naval steam power,

was equal to ourselves, and that she was able to bring together
any number of disciplined men to man her fleets quicker than
we could. We were, therefore, no longer the first naval nation
in the world. ''# A week later, the danger is more menacing :
"Let the House look at our condition at the present moment.
We had no Channel fleet. In a few months we should not

have a line-of-battle ship in England ; and, in case of a sudden
war with France and Russia, he did not believe the Queen's
throne would be worth six months' purchase." t

The course pursued by this remarkable man towards the
close of his career, and the great extent to which his writings
and speeches contributed to the creation of the invasion panics,
call for a few special observations. On his return to the House
of Commons, after being superseded in the command of the

Baltic fleet, during the Crimean Wax, he became possessed by. a
morbid apprehension, amounting almost to a state of mono-
mania, respecting the threatening attitude of France, and our
insufficient means of defence. It was not peculiar to his case,

. for it is common to all who share his delusion about the danger

of an invasion, that he always lost light of all that was already
done, and called for something else as the sole means of

security. Thus, he demanded more line-of-battle ships, and
ignored the existence of the new force of small vessels ; then
he called for a Channel fleet, whilst he threw contempt on the

block-ships; when the Channel fleet was completed, he declared
that the crews were in mutiny from mismanagement; when the

number of line-of-battle ships was so great as to extort from him

expressions of satisfaction, he asked what was the use of ships
without seamen ; when the number of seamen voted for our

Royal Navy exceeded that of the entire sea-going population of
France, he called aloud for a reserve _ and when he had bean
triumphant in all ,his demands, he reverted to the opinion,

* ttansard, exlv. 770. l: Ibid. cxlv. 966.
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which he had been one of the first to proclaim, that the whole
navy must be reconstructed, for that "a broadside from the
modem shell-guns would tear holes in the sides of our wooden
ships through which it would be easy to drive a wheelbarrow." *

Simultaneously with these calls for defensive armaments
arose incessant cries respecting the enormous increase of the
French navy. France was always described as in a superior
state of preparation, and always menacing us with invasion.
To those who sat near him in the House, and shared 'in his
conversation, he wottld sometimes almost predict the very
month when the French might be expected on our shores.

Cherbourg had been always described by him as the chief
source of our danger, until the great public visit to that port
dispelled the phantom-ships with which he had been haunted ;
but still he would expatiate on the facilities which its enormous
docks and basins offered for embarking an army ; declaring on
one occasion that "the troops could walk on board ; cavalry,
mounted on their lwrses, could ride on board: and artillery could
easily be shipped, for thirty sail-of.the-line could lie alongside
of the wharves alone."'f Notwithstanding that he drew on
himself occasionally the censure of hi_ brother officers for dis.
paraging our naval strength, and was more than once rebuked
for encouraging insubordination among the seamen, he still
persevered ; and such is the force of reiteration, that he was at
last justified in the boast that, although "he had been called
an alarmist, and laughed at for many years on that account, he
had lived to see his views adopted." :_

The question had been asked, whether one whose ante-
cedents had exhibited such reckless courage could have been
sincere when raising the cry of alarm on such vague and
shadowy pretexts, or whether he was actuated by mere pro-
fessional motives. It was, however, impossible for those who
werein thehabitof conversingwithhim to doubthis earnest-
nero; and thefactofhis having recommendedan arrangement

•_tIansard, clvL xx31L _ Ibid. eL xga8. $ ibid. eArL, 98g.
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between the English and French Governments for putting a
limit to their naval rivalry * is an answer to the suspicion of
insincerity. The question admits, perhaps, of a different
solution. On the occasion of his bringing his grievance before
Parliament, and moving for an inquiry into his conduct in the
Baltic, he was answered by Sir Maurice Berkeley, one of the
Lords of the Admiralty, who stated, in his presence, that he
had advised the removal of Admiral Napier from his command
in the Baltic, because "he thought he was totally and physically
unfit--that his nerves were completely gone." 1" This declara-
tion, from sailor to sailor, was at the moment thought to paxtake
of somewhat too much professional bluntness ; but it probably
offers the true solution of the above question. And this view
is confirmed by the fact, that, to the last_ on all matters
connected with his profession, excepting where the ques-
tion of invasion was involved, the remarks and suggestions
of the naval veteran displayed much sagacity and sound
sense.

Debility of mind, in one or other of its faculties, like
physical decrepitude in some particular organs of the body, is
the natural and inevitable accompaniment of old age. It has
been observed, too, that, as in the present case, the very faculty
for which a man has been most distinguished, may, by an
excessive and continued strain, be the first to give way. This,
whilst teaching us charity in weighing men's motives, should
also induce us, when taking counsel in important matters, to
prefer the iudgment of those who axe in the vigour of their
powers, and to mistrust quite as much the timidity of the old
as the rashness of the young.

The year x857 passed without any revival of the excite-
ment out-of-doors respecting our defences. Scarcely a pam-
phlet issued from the press on the subject of an invasion. Yet,
if we look at the circumstances of the time, there could hardly
be imagined a conjuncture when they who believed in the

•Hansanl,dvl.989. t Ibid. c_ xoa.
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probability of an attack from the other side of the Channel
ought to have been more on the alert.

The commencement of x858 found us involved in a war
with China, and in the midst of that formidable rebellion which
threatened the overthrow of our dominion in India. Just at
the opening of the parliamentary session of that year occurred
"the attempt on the Emperor's life, which led to some in-
temperate manifestations of feeling towards England, on the part
of certain French colonels. This was followed by irritating
discussions in the press. One of the first rneasures of the
session was a proposal to alter our law of "conspiracy
to murder," with the view of meeting the complaints
from France. This conciliatory step led to the fall of
Lord Palmerston's ministry in February, and to the return to
power of Lord Derby, whose party was at that time considered
less favourably disposed than their predecessors towards the
French alliance. When we consider that, in addition to these
personal elements of provocation, there was the temptation to
wrest from us that Eastern empire which is regarded, however
mistakenly, on the Continent, as the great source of our
wealth and power, we have a combination of motives and of
favourable circumstances to invite an attack, such as could
never be expected to occur again. Well might Mr. Horsrnan
exclaim, in the following year, that "when he looked back to
their condition when the mutiny broke out in India, he must
say it was fortunate that at that time it never entered into the
mind of any enemy to take advantage of the position of this
country ;"*---what a misfortune that so intelligent a mind
should have failed to draw the only rational deduction from
such a fact I Instead of miring advantage of our position, the
Emperor's Government offered the facilities of a passage
through France for our Indian reinforcements.

A complete calm prevailed in the public mind through the
greater part of the year x858 ; and the pamphlet literature

*ttansard,clv. %x,
MM
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scarcely takes note of the topic of a French invasion. The

House of Commons was not, however, so entirely quiescent.
Lord Derby's Government, on their accession to office, had

found the Navy Estimates already prepared by Lord Palmer.
ston's admlnistration, comprising an increase of about 2,ooo

men. These Estimates, with slight diminutions in the items
for bui]ding and stores, were adopted and proposed to the
House by the new First Lord (Sir John Packington) on the
i _th April. In the debate which followed, there was the usual

reference made, by Sir Charles Napier, Mr. ]3entinck, Mr.

Drummond, and others, to the formidable preparations going
on in France, and to the risks of an invasion; when Lord

Clarence Paget renewed the advice he had before urged, saying
that "he believed it to be the opinion of the Navy that it
would be wise to pause in the construction of these enormous

vessels. That opinion was gaining ground in this country,
and much more was it gaining ground in France, He had
been lately in Paris, and had conversation with French officers
on the subject ; and whatever reports the late First Lord of

the Admiralty (Sir Charles Wood) might have heard respecting
the French Navy, he could give him positive information that,

so far from there being any activity in building large ships,

they were waiting to see what would be done in this country.
He was persuaded, and it was the general opinion of the naval
profession, that line-of-battle ships were not destined to play an

important part in future naval wars. It was believed that
these ships would be superseded in the llne-of-hattle, and more

particularly in attacking forts, by ships with one tier of heavy
guns, and their sides e, Lsed with iron. He believed with the
hon. and g_llant Admiral, the member for Southwark (Sir C.
Napier), that in ten years three-deckers would be unknown,

being cut down into single-deck ships ; and, holding that
opinion, he thought it was a wasteful expenditure of the public

money to go on t year by year, constructing that class of vessels."*
*tlan_ard, cxlix.929---3o.
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These viewswere controverted by Lord Palmerston,who
alluded to the measureswhich the French Government were

taking to give France a fleet of screw line-of-battle ships,very
nearly equal to our own. He aiso spokeof Cherbourgasbeing
"as large as many of our dockyards taken together;" and
twitted Lord Cl_ence Paget with his eredulity, telling him that
he w_ "not sure that opinions coming from what must be
called the rival service of other countries, were exactly the
opinions by which the Government of this country ought to
guide their conduct.*. He deprecated any reduction in the
Estimates for building ; and urged that "the most pressing
application of the funds voted for the naval service was in
providing ships, which when once built will r_rnniu,rather than
in employing men, who, after the year is over, will not add to
your strength next year, unless the expense is continued :" t_
a doctrine which, as the recent transitions in our navy show,
ought to be received with great caution.

These allusions to the preparations of our neighbours met
with no response out of doors ; and little more was said during
the session,_with one constant exception ;--Sir Charles Napier,
on the zzth June, addressed a speech to the House, in the
form of a long question to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
on the subject of our national defences, in which, among other
terrorsof the imagination, he pictured a Russian fleet coming
up the Channel, and exc]a;med, amid the laughter of the
House, "what would become of the Funds, God only knew." :_
The Minister, in reply, complained that he had had to listen to
three speeches in the session, on the same subject, from the
same speaker.

The year z859 witnessed the apparition of the third pan/c.
Towards the close of z858, and up to the meeting of Parlia-
ment in February, there had been some efforts made, by a
certain portion of the press, to excite apprehensions respecting
the magnitude of the naval preparations of France; but they

• Hasuard, exllx. 936 t _ cxlL_938. $ Ibid.el.x93o
KM_
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.produced little effect on the public mind. Unl;Ire its pre-
decessors, this panic had its origin chiefly in elevated and
official circles. It was from the first a parliamentary agitation.
Nor was it confined to the Lower House, for, as will be seen,
the most successful agitators were those of the patrician order,
who played with consummate skill on the most sensitive chord
in the national .heart by raising the cry of alarm for our naval
superiority.

The Queen's Speech at the opening of Parliament announced
an increase of expenditure for the "reconstruction of the
British navy."

On the day previous to that fixed for the bringing on the
navy estimates Sir Charles Napier rose in the House and said
he "wished to ask the First Lord of the Admiralty whether it
was true that a French steam aviso, with two French cutters,
had entered Spithead a few nights ago; and that, aider the
exchange of a few words of courtesy, these vessels had pro-
ceeded to Stokes Bay in the night and taken soundings there ?
Also, whether he knew that these vessels had more than the
usual complement of officers ?"" The reply was, of course,
that they were employed in the performance of their duty in
looking after the French fishermen.

Before we come to the proposal for a sudden and large
increase of the navy on the plea that the Government had dis-
covered in the summer "of 1858 that the French were maicing
extraord;nary progress in their naval armaments, it will be well
to recur for a moment to the tables in the first page. The
following is an extract of the number of men, the amount of
wages in dockyards, and the total expenditure for the navy in
England and France for the year x858 :

England... $5,883 99x,592 Io,oa9,o47 1858
France .,. =9,6oa 64o,954 $,337,06o 1858

• Han._ard,cliff.77x,
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It will be seen that our total expenditure amounted to
nearly double that of France, but owing to the difference in
the modes of keeping the accounts in the two countries, as
already explained, this is not a fairmode of comparison. The
amount expended for wages in dockyards is a better test, and
under this head the English expenditure is fifty per cent. more
than that of France. But the truest standard of comparison is
the number of seamen, of whom we had nearly double the
French force. If we cast our eye back over the French tables
we shall find that the number of men maintained in x847, the
last year of the reign of Louis Philippe, amounted to 3z,x69,
or 2,567 more than in x858. The average number of the
French navy for the last ten years of Louis Philippe's reign
was 3x,335, or x,733 more than in x858. It will be seen also
that the number of ships in commission in the latter years of
the monarchy exceeded those of x858. On the other hand,
looking back over the Bdtish accounts, we shall find no year
previous to the Crimean war in which our seamen approached
within io,ooo of the number voted for x858. And, more
important than all, it will be seen that during the whole
preceding period of twenty-three years the number of our
seamen had never been so much in excess of those of France
as in I858.

The above statement is more than confirmed by an official
document which was in the hands of the First Lord when he

brought forward his estimates, but which was not laid on the
table of the House until the following April It is entitled,
"Report of a Committee appointed by the Treasury to inquire
into the Navy Estimates from z85z to z858, and into the
Comparative State of the Navies of England and France." In
this document it is said that "France founds her calculations

upon a return to her peace establishment of x8$z, the number
of her ships in commission for x859 being z52, against z75 in
the year x852 , and the number of seamen afloat being 25,784,
against 25,oz6 in z852." This gives an increase of 768 men.
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The report then proceeds to give a corresponding comparison
of the British Navy: "Our position is very different. On
the xst December, x858 , our ships in commission and their
complements, as compared with x85z , were as follows :

Ships. Guns. Seamen.
Ist Dee_mbex,x858 267 4,649 47,953
xstDecembex,1852 203 3,584 36,372

Increase 64 x,o65 11,58x

This number is exclusive of a further increase of 3,3o2
marines on shore, including x,8oo employed on shore in Chlna_
also 3,880 seamen employed in the coast-guard on shore,
making a total increase in x858, as compared with 1852, of
x8,763 seamen and marines."* Thus it appears from our own
official report that whilst France had added to her force afloat
in six years 768 men, we had added to ours, afloat and on
shore, x8,763 ; and that whilst on the xst December, i858, the
navy of England numbered 55,x35 men, that of Franceafloat
contained only 25,784, or considerably less than one-hale
When viewed by the light of these facts the tone of excitement
and alarm which pervades the following statement becomes
simply incomprehensible.

On the 25th February, x859, the navy estimates were
brought forward by the First Lord of the Admiralty (Sir John
Pakington), who asked for an addition of ._1,2oo,ooo for
ship-building, and proposed a vote of 62,400 men and boys,
being the largest number ever maintained in a time of peace.
He stated that when he succeeded to office he "did not find

the navy of this country in a proper and adequate state for the
defence of our coasts and the protection of our commerce ;"
he invited the House to "aid him in his attempt to restore the
naval supremacy of England ;" spoke of our having "fallen to
the lowest amount ever known in our history--an amount not

• Parliav_er.tary Palber, No. x82_ x859, p. _.
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exceeding that of a neighbouring power (1) without anything
like the same demand upon its force."* He pleaded "the
present aspect of public affairs" in justification of his proposal,
alleging that "the Government would not have done their
duty to the country if they had not boldly asked for the increase
of force." t

But not confining himself to these generalities, he stated
that during the summer the Government had thought it their
duty to ascertain the state of the French navy. They had
heard much of the progress made by France in increasing her
naval armament during the last few years, and having taken
means for ascertaining the facts they had found that the line-
of-battle ships in France were exactly the same in number as
our own, namely, twenty-nine. He calculated that at the
progress then making France would at the end of the year
I859 have forty _ line-of-batfle ships, and England only thirty.
six. When this was brought under his notice in July he con.
sulted his colleagues, and they determined that "it was a state
of things that could not be allowed to continue;" and they
resolved immediately to withdraw sufficient workmen from
other occupations to convert four sailing line-of-battle ships
into screws, and he now proposed to the House that five
additional liners should be forthwith converted.§ At the same
time he entered into a similar statement respecting frigates, in
which he was sorry to say that our position was, in comparison,
still more unsatisfactory, and that in the course of the autumn
he had found that whilst we were in possession of thirty-four of
these vessels, France had forty-six.I[

Now, it was not this statement in itself--incomplete and
inaccurate as it will be shown to be--so much as the manner

* ttan_ard,eliL88_,.---9x_. t' Ib/d.
$ OnthexxthApril,x86z,morethantwoyearslater,weshall findLord

ClaxcncePaget,thenSecretaryof the Admiralty.statingin the Housethat
Francehadonlythirty-sevenscrewline-of-battleshipsbuilt andbuilding.--
ttan_ard,cl_ 44_.

§ Hansgrd, elii. 88a--9za. II Ibid. eJit. 9o8.
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of making it, which tended to produce the subsequent alarm
and panic. A tone of mysterious revelation pervaded the
speech, the effect of which was heightened by repeated protes-
tations of fr'anl_ness; whilst a portentous significance was
imparted to the proposed naval augmentations by such asser-
tions as that "it was inconsistent with our navalpower, and with
our national safety and dignity, that we should allow such a
state of things to continue," • and still more by the solemn
adjurationswhich followed, invoking the Anglo-French alliance,
"for the sake of England and the sake of the world." And yet,
in fact, there was no secret to reveal, for the French Govern-
ment had, in x857, published to the whole world the pro-
gramme of its futurenaval constructions for a period of thirteen
years, founded on the report of a commission appointed in
i855. "The Fixst Lord and his coadjutors," says the author
of a volume containing much valuable information, when com-
menting on this speech, "had only discovered six months pre-
viously what was long before patent enough to any one who had
taken the trouble to investigate the subject." t The House of
Commons, however, offered no opposition when the First Lord
finally announced his intention to add twenty-six men-of-wax to
the navy in one year."

This speech furnished arguments for the following twelve
months to those who were employed in exciting the invasion
panic. The statement which was most frequently quoted, and
which became the favourite text for the alarmists, was that

which placed England and France on an equality of twenty-
nine line-of-battle ships each. This was arrived at by a de-
paxture from the invariable mode of comparison, by which the
ships built and building axe taken into account. On referring
back to the comparative numbers of these vessels given by Sir
Charles Wood on the xSth May, i857 , it will be seen that he

states the English at forty-two, and the French at forty.§ They

* Han_ard, eaiL 9o6. t Tt_ Navies of t_ _Varld, by HANS BUSK, p. 85.
+. Ha=sard, till, 942. _ z4nte, p. 587.
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are now reduced to twenty-nine each, by taking only the
numbers actually completed at the moment. Had the com-
parison been made in the usual manner, it would have stood as
follows, according to, the Parliamentary paper in the First
Lord's hands :

LINE OF B&TTLE SHIPS BUILT AND BUILDING, Deceff_t_ I858.
English. French.

Complete, hull and machinery . 29 :_9
Receivingengines . , • 4 2
Converting . • • 7 4
Building .... xo 5

Total 5o 4°

Adding the nine coast-guard block-ships to the English column,
it gives fifty-nine to forty French.

The total omission of the coastguard vessels from the First
Lord's numerical statement of the line-of-battle ships and
frigates possessed by the two countries calls for a few words of
remark. It has been already shown that nine line-of-battle
ships have been set apart for the protection of our arsenals and
harbours. They mount, in the aggregate, about 6oo guns,
each vessel being "armed with 8-inch shell guns and 32-
pounders, together with two 68-pounders and four zo-inch shell
guns." t

These vessels are assigned to particular stations on the
coast, though occasionally a paragraph in the newspapers
informs us that they are mustered as a squadron in the Chan-
neL_ But wherever they may be, it will be found, on turning

• Parliamenear,/Pa_er, 18a, z859, p. z$
4"Paper read at the Society of Arts, by Mr. E. J. REED, late of H.M.'s

Dockyard, Portsmouth, zsth Dec. z858, p. z5.
THE BLOCK.SHIPS.--C_mmodoce Yelverton's fleet of coast-guard block-

ships, consisting of the Majestic, 8o, Capt. Mends, C.B. ; Blenheim, 6o, Capt.
Tatlmm ; Cornwallis, 60, Capt. Randolph ; Edinburgh, 60, Capt. D°Eyncourt ;
Hawke, 6o, Capt. Crispin ; Hogue, 6o, Capt. Macdonald ; Russell, 6o, Capt.
Wodehouse ; Ajax, 60, Capt. Boyd ; and the screw steam-frigate Dauntless, 34,
Capt. Heath, C.B., after being duly inspected, as previously announced, by
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Over the pages of the Navy List, and referring to the "Ma-
jestic,"" Blenheim, p "Cornwallis," etc., that these block-ships

carry their full complement of captain, lieutenants, chaplain,
staff surgeon, paymasters, en_neers, etc. ; and we are told that
crews of picked seamen, the veterans of the fleet, are provided
for them. • Yet these vessels_ with their satellite fleet of gun-

boats, are left altogether out of the numerical comparison of
the English and French navies ; they are not counted as line-
of-battle ships, or even thrown into the scale to weigh against

our neighbour's paddle frigates.
No% if it could be shown that these ships are worthless, as

some of our officials would seem to imply, what must be thought
of the wisdom of thosewho incurfrom year to year allthe

currentexpenses of officering,manning, and armingin the
most efficientmanner vesselswhich areafterwardstocount for

•nothing? The French,however,form a verydifferentestimate

of the value of our coastguardfleet,as the followingextract

&ore a work publishedunder thesanctionofthc/rGovernment
will show f :--

"Thc service of the coastguard is placed under the general

direction of a Commodore of the first class, having the ' Pem-
broke' for his flagship. It includes seventy-three vessels.
twcn_'-seven of which are steamers, and forty-six sailing vessels.
All the coast has been divided into eleven districts, each com-

manded by a captain, having under his orders a certain number

Eden and Capt. Frederick,two of the Lords of the .Admir'_dty, left
Portlandharbour on Wednesday and Thursday for their respectivestations.
The Colossus, 8o, Capt. Scott, C.B., still bearing the flag of Commodore
Yelverton,remu_n_at anchor in that harbour, but is expected to leavefor the
Isle of Wight in a day or two. The Bitergun-boat, tender to theColossus,is
also at Portland.--Tim_.s.

• The Channelfleet of block-shipswereobservedat Plymouth at noon on
Sunday, approaching from the eastward. At five p.m. they were near the
Eddystone,going down Channelunderthreeforesails,jib, and spanker. Wind,
north-west. Elevenships in all ; one a frigate.--HeraM.

t " Tl_e Army and Navy Budgets of France aud _ngland," by M.
CUCHEVALCLARIGNY,p. 67.
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of officers ; this staff amounts altogether to more than 250
officers of all grades. Nine ships-of-the-line and two. frigates
watch the eleven districts. With the exception of one, all these
vessels are mixed; that is, old sailing vessels, having had
machinery adapted to them ; their armaments and ma_qtshave
been reduced, so as to diminish their draft, and render them
more manageable. The ships-of-the-line have sixty guns, the
frigates fifty. Sixteen steam gun-boats and forty-seven vessels of
light draught have been distributed between the eleven districts.
It is quite a fleet, destined to a special.service, and on board of
which the manoeuvres and the gun practice take place as
regularly as on board of other vessels of war. The block-ships
offer to England, for the defence of her harbours and dock-
yards, means of defence which are entirely wanting in France."

It was by the total omission of this powerful fleet, in the
enumeration of the forces of the two countries, that the state-
ment of the First Lord startled the country, and furnished the
"cry" to the alarmists--the echo of which has hardly yet died
away--that France was our equal in line-of-battle ships, and
was aiming at the supremacy of the seas.

The comparison of the number of frigates possessed by tt_e
two countries was hardly ,less fallacious than that of the ships
of the line. In stating that England possessed fewer of these
vessels than France, the faintest possible allusion was made to
the immense superiority in tonnage and horse-power of the
majority of our frigates ; whilst the numerical comparison alone
reached the eye of the general public. The French Navy List
contains fifteen vessels classed as paddle-frigates, which were
built nearly twenty years ago for the transatlantic packet
service, and on the failure of that enterprise were transferred
to the Government navy in x844-5.* The very age of these

• '* France had, about the close of x844, grafted into their navy twenty or
twenty-two ships, varying from x,5oo to x,7oo tons, and about 450 horse-power.
Those ships had been built for Transatlantic packets."_Evidence of Sir Tk;ottwa
Ha*tings before Committee on Army, Aravy, and Ordnance, x848, Qu. 9,797
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vessels renders it -nnecessary to speak of their quality. They
carry s/xteen guns, and, for comparison, they are put on an
equality with our screw frigates of forty or fifty guns, some of
which are of a larger tonnage than the line-of-battle ships of
half a century ago I And, whilst these antique tubs are thus
paraded to the terror of Englishmen, no credit is taken for our
own splendid packet ships, which would be ava;hble, in case
of emergency, in a few weeks ; and some of which, as the
Persia, for example, are more than double the tonnage, and of
far greater speed_ than these converted "frigates" of the
French navy.

But the gravest fallacy in the First Lord's statement has
still to be noticed. Why was the comparison restricted to
ships of the line and frigates? The old nomenclature no
longer serves for an accurate definition of the strength of ships
of war. We had at the time fourteen vessels, called screw.
corvettes, of from =o to =2 guns eaclh in our Navy List, far
morepowerful than the above x6-gtm frigates, whilst the French
had only two of this class; and we had a dozen screw-sloops,
of from t a to x7 guns, of which the French had none ; but
these vessels were wholly kept out of flew, Had the coln-
parison been extended to all steam vessds, we should have
shown an overwhelming superiority in these smaller ships,
which were the pride of the Spithead Review, and had extorted
so many eulogies from professional men. The First Lord did
not omit to offer a passing compliment to this portion of our
navy ; but he found no place for it in his numerical comparison
of the forces,of the two nations, and it was this numerical com-
parison which was seized upon to promote the panic out of
doors. The following figures, taken from the Parliamentary
Paper* to which attention has been already called, wiU show
what the comparison would have been if it had embraced the
smaller vessels .'--England had eighty-two corvettes and sloops
and France twenty-two: England had z6z gun-boats, and France

_t Parliaraznlar.l_ ,Pa_cr, zS_ z859.
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twenty-eight. It_ after comparingthe line-of-battleshipsaria
frigates,there had been a comparisonof the wholeof the other
steamvessels,the resultwouldhavebeen 38o Englishand 174
French.

The fact of our having built so many more small vessels
than the French will partly, but not wholly, account for our not
possessing a larger proportion of screw line-of-battle ships.
England h_ for a long series of years, been spending, at the
very least, fifty per cent. more on the effective strength of her
navy than France, and this ought to be a sufficient answer to
•the assertion that France had been aiming at an equality with
us at sea. We build ships, construct steam-engines and
machinery, and obtain coals and other stores twenty or thirty
per cent. cheaper than our neighbours, and we ought, there-
fore, to secure a proportionately larger return for our outlay._
But these advantages are more lhan counterbalanced by the
superior management of the naval department in .France, by
whick they are enabled to avoid the waste of money, ¢oldch is
always going on in this country, upon unnecessary and useless
amstruaiont. This will be illustrated by a brief examination of
the valuable parliamentary document Xo which reference has
already been repeatedly made.

It was stated to the House, by the First Lord of the
Admiralty, that a Confidential Committee had been appointed
in the winter of *858, by Lord Derby's Government, to inquire
into the comparative state of the navies of England and France.
The Report of this Committee, dated January 6th, 1859 , and
intended, originally, for the eye of the Ministry only, was laid
on the table of the House on the 3rd April following. The

inquiry extended from 185a to 1858. The reader may be
• ThelateLordHerbert,whohadbeenthreeyearsSecretarytotheAdmi-

ralty,in his evidencebe/oretheSelectCommitteeon the Navy,in1848,said,
"I shouldneverdreamof institutinga comparisonbetweenourexpenditure
and thatof France; becausetheirexpenditureisso lavish,and there_'uhfor
themoneyspentsovery_!, thatyoucannotinstitutea comparisonbe_wee_
them.'--Q, xo0x_&

f"
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reminded that Lord Derby's Administration was succeeded by
that of Lord Aberdeen in the autumn of x852 ; and that on
the fall of Lord Palmerston's ministry, in February, z8S8, the
Conservative chief again returned to power. The Report
embraces this interval ; and is, therefore, an inquiry instituted
by one body of politicians into the management of the navy
during nearly six years by their opponents ; and it would not
imply any great ignorance of the inner play of party to suppose
that, under such circumstances, we might find some hints, or
disclosures, which would not be met with in a Report of one
of the ordinary Commissions, appointed by a Government to
inquire into its own conduct. It is difficult to believe that,
if this document had been in the hands of members of Parlia-
ment before the First Lord had made his statement on the

_Sth February, they would have allowed their attention to be
diverted across the Channel to the acts of a neighbouring
government, instead of being directed towards their naval ad-
ministration at home.

Shortly previous to J85_, the English and French Govern-
ments had been brought to the conviction that sailing ships of
the line could no longer be depended on for purposes of war ;
and, after the experience of the Crimean campaign, they ceased
to be taken into account in a comparison of the forces of the
two countries. From x85_ to x858 was, therefore, a period of
transition from a sailing to a steam fleet. In t85_ , England
had 73 sailing vessels of the line, and France 45.* In x859i
the country was startled by the First Lord's statement that
France had 29 screw liners, whilst England possessed only the
same number. How did this arise ? The Report, after giving
a mass of most valuable facts and statistics, goes straight to the
point, and states that "the large increase of the French steam
navy, since x85_, in line-of-hattie ships and frigates, has been
effected mainly by the conversion of sailing ships;" that "the
number of men required to convert a three-decker into a

Parllame_tary Pafff, xSa, x859, p. x8.
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9o-gunsteam-shipisstatedtobe five-eighthsof thenumber
requiredtobuilda new 9o-gunsteam-ship.The chiefdiffer-

ence in the costof conversionarisesfrom the savingin
materials.The costof convertingaHne-of-battleshipof 9o

guns is estimated at _25,ooo, and the cost of building the
same at ._xos,ooo ; but the latter will, of course, be a far more
efficient and durable vessel ;" that "the process of conversion,
on the other h_nd_ is speedy as compared with that of building.
The present seems a state of transition, as regards naval archi-
tecture, inducing the French Government to suspend the
laying down of new ships of the line altogether, and it is more
especially so with respect to artillery." • The Report states
that "no line.ofbattle ship has been laid down since x855 , in
t_rance, and there has nat beena single three_tecker on the stocks
since that year;" and that of the forty-five sailing vessels,
which France possessed in x852, and of which ten remained in
x858 , there were two only which were not "too old to be
converted." t

In the meantime, England had pursued the double process
of building new and converting old ships of the fine. Between
I85z and x858 we launched twenty-three liners. "Of the line-
of.battle ships now building in English dockyards," says the
Report, "one was laid down in x855 , two in 1856 , one in
x857, and four in x858." :_ At the time when these last four
were laid down, we had thirty-five sailing ships of the line
afloat, of which nineteen are reported by the Surveyor of the
Navy to be convertible into screw liners or frigates. He
states, also, that we possessed seventy sailing frigates, of which
twenty-seven were convertible.§

Now, inasmuch as the fitting of steam-engines into existing
sailing ships is a much cheaper and more expeditious process
than building new steamers and leaving sailing vessels to rot in
ordinary, it was only natural that the conversion of a sailing

o Parllamenlary Pa#er, xS"-,x859, p. at. _"Ib/d. p. xg.
$16id. p. x_ § 16id. p.
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into a steam fleet should proceed more rapidly in the French
than in the English dockyards. The obvious remedy was to
follow the thrifty example of our neighbours; and this was the
recornmandation of the Report, which was made at the s_me
l_me to convey, in language sufficiently intallitrible_a censure
on the conduct of the previous administration :--" We, there.
fore, venture to suggest, for your Lordships' consideration,
whether, if the force in the dockyards were to be used next
year in the conversion of ships of the line and frigates, as far
as the available dock accommodation will admit, the most

useful results might not be attained at a comparatively small
expenditure." *

We have seen that, in conformity with this Report, the First
Lord announced to the House his intention to convert nine

sailing line-of-battle ships into screw ste_mers, and he reserved
other four for the next year. If this had been done, as it should
have been, at the time when the French were similarly em-
ployed, and if the nine coast-guard vessels had been taken into
account, where would have been the pretext for a panic ? But
it is hardly reasonable to hold the French Government respon-
sible for a state of things which arose out of the maladminis-
tration of our own affairs, and which the Minister of Marine
could have no power of remedying, except by lowering his own
management to the level of that of our Admiralty.

In order to illustrate the foregoing statement, the following
figures are extracted from this Report.

As it has been the custom to estimate the strength of a

navy by the number of its line-of-battle ships, it will be well, in
the first place, to give the particulars of this class of vessels.

Com_baratiot Arumbcr,¢ of Englisvt anal Frtnc_ Zine-of.baltlt SM_s, in tlt¢
yearsx85aand z858.t"

x85_.
En_lhh.

SailingVessels ....... 73

• parliameutary t ape.r, No. x8u, x859, al. _"1Md. pp. x7--zg.
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Steam Vessels, afloat and building • x7
Block Ships • • 4

Total ..... 94
French.

Sailing Vessels ...... 45
Steam Vessels, afloat and building . 6

Total .... 5!

X858.
EnglL_b.

Sailing Vessels . . . 35

Steamers Complete . 29 I. Receiving Engines 5o
,, Building Io

Converting 7 )Jl

BlockShips..... 9

Total • • • 94
French.

Sailing Vessels . . IO

Steamers Complete . 29_,, Receiving Engines •
,, Building. 51 40
,, Converting 4:

Total . . . 5°

Itwillbe seen by comparison,that,insteadof our having

lostground in shipsof the linein sixyears,the totalnumber

ofFrench vessels,sailingand steam,borea smallerproportion

by one to theEnglish,in x858 than in x852. As an illustra-

tionofthe economicalexample which the Ministerof Marine

had giventoour Admiralty,by the conversionofsailingships

into steamers,itwillbe observed that,whileFrance had re-

duced thenumber of her sailingvesselsfrom forty-fiveto ten,

or more than three-fourths, England had only diminished hers

from seventy-three to thirty-five, or little more than one-half.
It should always be borne in view, that we are not
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discussing the process of creating a navy, but of substituting
one kind of ship for another. The following list of the numbers

of line-of-battle ships possessed by the two countries at various
epochs is interesting, as showing the number of sailing vessels

formerly maintained by France. It appears that the French
force, as measured by this class of vessels, has generally been

equal to rather more than half of our own ; and this seems to
have been tacitly accepted by the two countries as a fair pro-

portion for nearly a century, with the exception of that period
of humiliation for France which immediately succeeded the
restoration of the _ourbons.

_Vum&.rsof Line.of-l_ttle Stti_s in tire English and Frotcti 2Vaviesat tl_
following dates :-- I_ F_

*778 • • xu6 68
*794 . . *45 77
*830 . m6 53
*840 89 44
*85o 86 45
,858 . • 94 50

The totals of the steamers of all sizes in the two navies

were as follows in the years i852 and ,858 :--

,852 Bzi_h Steamersof all sizes . , . 176
Z858 ,..... 464

]]ritish Increase . . . 288
x85_ French Steamers of all siz_ . . z2'_
X858 ,, ,, • . • 264

French Increase • . z4_

Thus, while in six years the French added I42 steamers of
all kinds to their navy, we added more than double the number
to ours.

The following are the totals of both steamers and sailing
vt_ssels 9f all sir._s in the I_'Q navies a_ th.e .sa._.e. dgtes ;---.
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18S" British Steamers of all sizes • x76
,, ,, Sailing vessels, ditto . 299

Total 475

1858 British Steamersof all sizes 464
,, ,, Sailing ve_els, ditto . 296

Total . . • 76o
British Increase . 285

I852 French Steamersof all sizes . 122
,, ,, S*i]ing vessels, ditto . 258

Total . 38o

1858 French Ste_mers of all sizes • 264
.... Sailing vessels, ditto • x44

Total . • . 4o8
French Increase 28

It is very instructive to observe the above numbers of

sailing vessels in the two countries at both periods. In x85_ ,
England possessed 299 of these vessels, which were reduced to
296 in I858, being a diminution of three only. France pos-
sessed 258 sailing vessels in I85_ , which were reduced to I44

in x858 , being a diminution of xx4. These figures show that
whilst France was engaged in converting her sailing vessels
into steamers, England continued the processes of both build-

ing and converting. The consequence was that we had as
many sailing vessels, within three, in i858 as in i85_ ; and
whilst France had increased the total number of her vessels, of

all kinds, by 28 only, England had augmented hers by 285.
That these figures ¢ prove an enormous amount of misapplied

capital and labour in our dockyards, and place us, in point of
management, in humiliating contrast with our neighbour, there
can be no doubt.

• They havebeen wholly taken from the Report. Parliamentarf Pal_er,
No, xBa,xB59.

BN_
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Sir Charles Wood, the preceding First Lord, felt, probably.
that some of Sir John Pakington's statements glanced obliquely
upon him, and on the 6th April he entered at length upon a
vindication of his management. It is interesting to find him,
in opposition, not only gathering up all the elements of om
naval strength, including block-ships and gun-boats, which had
been overlooked when the Estimates were brought forward in
x857, but disputing the pretensions of our neighbours, who had
received such flattering eulogies on that occasion. "I would,
however," said he,* "remind the House that they must not
suppose that all the French ships are as fine sea-going ships as
our new line-of-battle ships. There is one of them, I know,
the _fontel_llo, which has only I4o horse-power ; while the
weakest of our block-ships t"has zoo horse-power. I say that,
for the defence of our coasts at least, these block-ships are good
and efficient, and as available for that service as many of the
French ships of the line are for attack. In considering our
means of defence, I must, however, be allowed to take into
account the numerous vessels of a smaller class which we pos-
sessed, and which, as the noble member for Sandwich (Lord
Clarence Paget) said, no line-of-battle ships could resist."

Here was an excellent case established against any addi-
tional armaments: but, as the speaker gave a ready approval

* Hansard, cliii. _462.
# There is something almost dramatic in the transformation of opinion which

is sometimes produced by the removal from the official to the opposition benches,
and vice versa On the tSth May, x857, Sir Charles Wood, the First Lord) ia
bringing forward the Navy Estimates. stated that France had forty and England
forty-two screw-liners. On the x2th April. x858, Sir John Pakington, who had
just succeeded to the office of First Lord, alluding to this statement of his pre-
decessor, said, "It was not fair to exclude the block-ships, as you must do when
you say that you have only two line-of-battle ships more than the French." On
the 25th February, r859. Sir John Pakington. in moving his Navy Estimates,
stated that France had twenty-nine, and England had also twenty-nine screw
line-of-battle ships, totally omitting the block-ships. On the 6th of April follow-
ing. Sir Charles Wood, then in opposition, reminded the First Lord of this
omission, and contended that the block-ships were good and efficient for the
deferl¢_ of |he coas),
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tOthe proposed increase of the Estimates, his argument was
only calculated to inspire the public mind with still greater
mistrust.

The better to understand the state of feeling in i859 , it is
necessary to recur to the events which were then passing around
us. Hostilities had commenced between France and Austria.

The operations of the French army in Italy were watched with
no friendly eye by the upper and conservative classes of this
country, whose sympathies were generally on the side of
AustrhL On the contrary, with the m_ss of the people, the
Government of Vienna was supremely unpopular, whilst an
universal enthusiasm prevailed in favour of Italian inde-
pendence. And although,undoubtedly,some mistrustwas
entertainedtowardsthe absoluterulerofFrance,inhisnew
characterofchampionofthenationalities,still,forthesakeof

Italy,thepopularsympathyfollowedthemarchof theFrench
armies.At thetame timea suspicionarose(thedespatchesof
LordMalmcsburynothavingbeenpublished)thatourConser-
vativeGovernment was pledgingus to the sideof the
Austrians;and hence was witnessedthe strangespectacle,

forEngland,of publicmeetingscalledto proclaimtheprin-
cipleof non-intervention,which,trulyinterpreted,meant a

protestagainstthe interferenceof our Governmenton the
wrongside.

Thisexplanationmay helptoaccountforthefactthatthe
loudestnotesofalarmand hostilityagainstFranceresounded

fromthatusuallysereneand impassivebody,the House of
Lords. Theydidnotavowedlyespouseordefendthecauseof

Austria:publicopinionwas toostrongin theoppositedirec-
tion;buttoproclaimthedangerof an invasionof England,
and thustorousethehostilepassionsof thecountryagainst
theFrenchEmperor,wouldact,tosome extent,asa diversion

infavourofhisantagonist;and heissaid,by thosewho were

ina positiontobe wellinformedon the subject,tohavebeen

so farinfluencedby the hostileattitudemanifestedin high
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quarters in this country, that it operated, among other things,
disadvantageously to the Italian cause, in bringing the campaign
to a precipitate close. The most inveterate alarmist might
have rested satisfied that as the Emperor had allowed us to
escape two years before, when we were involved in our Indian
difficulty, he would not seek a rupture just at the moment when
his own hands were so fully occupied in Italy. He knew that
a war with England meant a campaign on the Rhine, as well as
on the Mincio, with British subsidies to Austria and Germany,
and a naval war extending to every sea. Yet this was the fate
to which, in the eyes of panic.stricken peers, he was rushing,
impeUedmin the absence of every rational motive--by his
destiny l

On the first of July, the Volunteer Corps and the Navy
Estimates became the subjects of discussion in the Upper
House. So much did the debate turn upon the question of
invasion, that, at the first glance, it might be thought that we
were not only at war with our next neighbour, but at the very
crisis of a long struggle. Lord Ellenborough called for seventy
line-of-battle ships ; but declared that no increase in the Navy
could, under present circumstances, protect us against invasion ;
that for "six months in the year an enemy may land 60,000 to
80,000 men on any beach on the south coast of England."
With his wonted proneness to strategy, he called for forts to
protect "all the ports, and all the roads in which it would be
possible for an enemy to place a fleet, with any degree of
security, and where he might form l_/es.de_o/z/that wou/d assist
his future operations;" and he particularly pointed to Port-
]and, "that port which the late French ambassador went down
to reconnoitre, and which he took the trouble of visiting at the
end of last summer, in order to see the particular advantages it
possessed. He trusted that, whenever that respectable gentle-
man went to that port again, he would find it in a better
position than when he saw it last;" *

• Hanaard,cIiv.$3z
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LordHowden, who said"he residedin France,and his
socialrelationswerechieflyinthatcountry,"declaredthatthe

entirepopulationofthatempirewereeagerforthe invasionof
England,regardlessoftheconsequences.--

"He did not believethatthe ideaof conqueringthis
countryhad everenteredthehead of any saneFrenchman,

anymorethanthatanysaneEnglishmanhad everentertained
thenotionthatwe shouldallowourselvesto be conqueredby
France.He feltassuredthatno Frenchmanhad everdreamt

of taking possession of this island ; but he felt almost equally
certain that every Frenchman living dreamt both by day and
by night of humiliating this country, and robbing her of the
position which she alone maintained among the nations of
Europe, that of possessing an inviolate soil. Thousands of
persons in England scouted the very thought of an invasion.
They asked, ' What is the use of it ?--it could have no per-
manent result.' The people of France were aware that it
could not ; but then they did not adopt the same mode of
reasoning on the subject. A forlorn hope might enter some
miserable village, inlmbited by six fishermen and a ploughboy :
a bulletin might be signed on British soil, proclaiming the
glorious triumph of French arms: the French eagles might
stream from every steeple from Aeton to Ealing and from
Ealingto Harrow--theveryprospectwas enoughto throw
everyFrenchman intoa transportof joy; and that,too,
althoughhemightbe perfectlyawarethatnota singleone of
hiscountrymenwould returnhome to tellthe tale."He

declaredthatawar againstEnglandwouldunite,inone body,
Republicans,Imperialists,Orleanists,and Legitimists,and in
conclusionsaid:_" Suchawarwas theonlyone whichwould
everbeuniversallypopularin France;and,howeverreckless

theattempttoinvadeEnglandmightbe--howeverdevoidof
allrationalhopeofsuccess--therewas not a singlewidowin
Francewho wouldnot giveher lastson,or a singlebeggar

who would not givehis lastpennypto carryout such a
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project." * Lord Brougham controverted this view, and said he
believed, on the contrary, that no act of the French Government
could excite greater indignation among all classes of the French
people than a quarrel with England. But he, too, called for
increased preparations by land and sea. t Lord Hardwicke,
with natural professional gallantry, would not listen to the plan
of land defences, or tolerate the idea of an invasion ; he was for
carrying the war to the enemy's coasts: "He held that it
was the duty of the Government to render the navy of England
sufficiently powerful not only to maintain the British Channel
as the British Channel, but to enable us to insist that the
boundaries of this country in that direction should be the low-
water mark on the French shore."

But the great speech of the session on this subject, and
that which for a fortnight fluttered the fashionable world and
agitated the clubs, has yet to be noticed. On the 5th July
Lord Lyndhurst brought forward the subject of the national
defences. He began his argument by repeating the statement
of the First Lord of the Admiralty, that "France exceeded us
the year before in a small proportion in line-of-battle ships, but
she exceeded us in an enormous proportion in steam frigates."
Without one word of reference to the coast-guard fleet or
floating batteries, or file small vessels, in which our superiority
could be reckoned by hundreds, and which, as the naval
authorities only two years before declared, rendered a landing
on our shores impossible ; or the scores of large ocean steamers
in the employ of private companies, he brings the two "fleets"
into combat in the Channel, and argues that, in case of defeat,
we have no reserve to prevent an immense military force from
being landed on our shores. The "fleets" are brought also
into collision in the Mediterranean and elsewhere; but no
allusion is made to the existence of any other than ships of the
line and frigates. He cites Lord Palmerston's "very emphatic
words, that steam has converted the Channel into a river, and

Ha,_sard, cliv. 5x7 . "_ lMd. 324. _ lMd. BaR
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thrown a bridge across it ;" and he argues that "a large army

may within a few hours--in the course of a single night--be
landed on any part of our shores." "I know," said he, "from
information which I have received, and the accuracy of which
I do not doubt, that the French are at the present moment

building steamers for the purpose of transporting troops, each
of which is constructed to carry 2,500 men, with all the
necessary stores. This, therefore, is the description of force

which you must prepare yourselves to meet." He called for an
establishment of lOO,OOOtroops and embodied militia_ and the
same number of disembodied and trained militia, "in order

to be prepared for any emergency which may arise." He
avowed that he felt something like a sentiment of humiliation

in going through these details. "I recollect," said he, "the
day when every part of the opposite coast was blockaded by an
English fleet. I remember the victor), of Camperdown, and that

of St. Vincent, won by Sir John Jervis ; I do not forget the great
victory of the Nile, nor, last of all, that triumphant fight at

Trafalgar, which almost annihilated the navies of France and
Spain. I contrast the position which we occupied at that
period with that which we now hold. I recollect the expulsion

of the French from Egypt ; the achievement of victory after
victory in Spain ; the British army established in the south of
France ; and, last of all, that great victory by which the war
was terminated." Interspersed among these irritating remini-
scences were such remarks as--" I will not consent to live in

dependence on the friendship or forbearance of any country ;"
"are we to sit supine on our own shores, and not prepare the

means necessary in case of war to resist that power ?" "-
remarks which, considering our overwhelming naval superiority
at the time, can be compared only to the act of brandislfing a
weapon in the face of a friendly neighbour.

Fully to comprehend the scope and temper of these

utterances, which were received by the assembled peers with a

Hansardo cliv. 6t7---_ 7.
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rapturous welcome, it is necessary to consider for a moment
the circumstances under which the speech was delivered.
The speaker represented more than any other peer the legal
and constitutional character of the Upper House. His
judicial mind and great age tended naturally to impart a tone
of moderation and caution to his observations ; and he was
commenting on the policy of a nation with whom we were at
peace, and from whose Sovereign our Government had received
numerous proofs of friendship. Nor must the circumstances
in which the two countries were at the moment placed be over.
looked. France had hardly emerged from a war for an object
in which the British nation had long felt the deepest sympathy,
--and for the outbreak of which the statesmen of both our

political parties held Austria responsible--and she had incurred
an exhaustive sacrifice of life and treasure which contributed,
with other considerations, to bring the struggle to an early and
unexpected close. At the same time, our own naval prepara.
tions were on a scale of unparalleled magnitude for a time of
peace. Taking the average of the years I858-9, it will be seen,
on reference to the accounts in the first page, that the number
of our seamen was more than double that of the French navy
--a disproportion quite unexampled during the last thirty
years. It was under these circumstances, and when not an
act or word on the part of the French Government indicated a
hostile disposition, that the foremost man in the highest
assembly of Englishmen delivered, amidst enthusiastic plaudits,
the speech of which the above is a brief outline. If England
had been a weak country, threatened with invasion by a
powerful enemy, nothing could have been more calculated to
stir the patriotism of its inhabitants than to remind them of
the exploits of their fathers ; but to declaim of Trafalgar and
the Nfle,--to taunt with their reverses a brave people who were
no longer our enemies but our friends,--was more derogator),
to ourselves than to the object of these taunts. It must be
acknowledged that the dignified calmness with which such
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gratuitous insults as these have for many years been borne, be-
speaks the possession of a large share ot self-command on the
part of our neighbours.

From the remarks which fell from other peers, it might
have been supposed that England was at the time completely
disarmed. Forgetting our 464 steamers, our 62,4oo seamen,
the Militia Act of 1852, and the "very little short of 2oo,ooo
fighting men whom, in the event of war, we could put into the
field," * Lord EUenborough exclaimedm" My Lords, it is not
safe for this country to remain unarmed in the midst of armed
nations. When, of two neighbouring nations who have ever
been rivals, and have often been engaged in desperate hos-
tilities against each other, one determines to apply all her
energies to making money, and the other to making prepara-
tions for war, it is obvious enough with which of the two
nations all the money must ultimately remain." t

Lord Stratford de Redcliffe also--after expressing his grati-
tude to Lord Lyndhurst "for calling attention to this most
important and solemn question at so anxious a time as the
present," and reminding his hearers that "although the sup-
plies necessary for taking the precautionary measures now
suggested could not originate in that House, nevertheless,
those measures had first been brought under consideration
there,"--proceeded to remark on the unwillingness of free
countries to prepare for defence in anticipation of war; and
declared "that it was a just cause of shame and an intolerable
humiliation, that a great empire like ours should appear,
though it were only for one hour, to exist by sufferance, and at
the good pleasure of a forbearing neighbour."

The administration of Lord Derby having in the previous
month been displaced by that of Lord Palmerston, the
Government was on this occasion represented by Lord Gran-
viii'e, who, in allusion to the tone of Lord Lyndhurst's speech,

• I_rd Palmerston,August5, t859,HanJard.clv.z,o79,
tlamard, cliv.645. _ Ibid.6a7--8.
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said:_" Ifafeelingof hostilitydoesexist,ashe saysitdoes,
not on the part of the Emperor Napoleon, but on the part of
the French people, I doubt that his speech will tend to allay it.
When he points out in the most marked way the defenceless
character of our shores--when at the same time he boasts of

our former victories, and when he makes something like in-
sinuating and sneering allusions both to the Government and
people of FrancemI am afraid that, coming from such lips as
his, such language is not well calculated to promote the object
of unbroken friendly alliance." The Duke of Somerset, who
had succeeded Sir John Pakington as First Iord of the
Admiralty, was still more plain-spoken on this point: "He
greatly regretted the exciting language which their lordships
had just heard. If such language were persevered in, it would
be necessary to have not only a peace, but a war establishment.
There was no peace whatever in the language of the noble and
learned lord (Lord Lyndhurst). That language was calculated
to excite the passions of England and France ; and he thought
it most unwise to talk as the noble and learned lord had done

of two great nations."
It was not the speeches of individuals, however high their

rank or eminent their ability, but the constant augmentation
ofour armaments, by successive Governments, which mainly
tended to excite feelings of alarm and resentment towards
France ; and in this policy the administration which had now
returned to power will be found to surpass all preceding
Governments.

Parliament had reassembled, after the dissolution by Lord
Derby's Government, on the 3Ist May, x859; and in the
following month lord Palmerston's Ministry resumed office.
Just previous to the dissolution, lord Clarence Paget had
brought forward a motion on the Dockyard Expenditure, when
he adduced a very elaborate series of figures and estimates to

prove that, during the past eleven years, there had been an
unnecessary expenditure, "a deficit or a discrepancy," of
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_'S,ooo,ooo of money in the Government yards,--equal to
twenty-two line-of-hattie ships, with all complete, ready for sea.
He spoke of an extravagance in the ship-building department
which "really appalled him ;" said he could point out the
reason why we had so little to show for such an enormous
expenditure; and that, if his motion were accepted, "such
statements as that of Sir John Pakington--which had pro-
duced such a painful sensation out of doors, namely, that, after
laying out ,_2o, ooo,ooo on a steam navy simply for the con-
struction of the ships, and exclusive of the cost of their engines
and machinery, we were, both in numbers and quality, inferior
to the French in line-of-battle ships,--would be impossible."
The following graphic description of the manner in which our
dockyard artificers amuse themselves might help to account
for some superiority in the French navy_ without implying any
great merit on the part of our neighbour :--

"He did not think the House had the smallest notion of

what had been going on in our dockyards in the way of tinker-
ing vessels, amputating them, and performing all sorts of
surgical operations upon them. They had their heads cut off,
they had their tails cut off, they were sawn asunder, they were
maltreated in every possible way. Ships built ten years ago by
Sir William Symonds were not in fashion at the present day,
and nobody could blame the Admiralty for lengthening and
altering them because_ as originally constructed, they were not
now fit to go to sea ; but he wished to speak of the reckless
alterations of new ships. Their name was legion : almost every
ship was altered ; there was scarcely one that had not under-
gone some frightful operation at some time or other."

He characterised Sir John Pakington's speech, on moving
the Navy Estimates, as being "the truth and nothing but the
truth, but not the whole truth ;" and he proceeded to say
"that it was a very able statement to make out his case, first to
attack the right hon. gentleman who preceded him in office,
and secondly,to inducethe House to granta largesum of
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money to increase our line-of-battle ships ; but he must also say
that it tended to create an alarm, which he for one did not
share. The First Lord, for example, did not tell the House
of an admirable class of vessels, in which we possessed an im-
mense superiority over the French ; a super/ority measured,
according to the right horn Member for Halifax (Sir Charles
Wood), by _oo excellent small ships. He was not going to
enter into a discussion upon the comparative merits of line-of-
battle ships and gun-boats. But if he had a large sum of money
to lay out, he would prefer, not gun-boats exclusively, but
certainly small vessels.""

In the course of the discussion, Mr. Lindsay said "he
believed that ._7,ooo, ooo, properly applied, would go as far as
._xo, ooo,ooo now went in building our ships of war, and in
our naval expenditure generally."f And on a previous occa-
sion it had been stated by Mr. Bentinck that "he had asked
many of the most eminent owners of private yards in the
country the questionm' Supposing you were to carry on your
yards upon the system on which Her Majesty's dockyards are
conducted, what would be the result ?' And the invariable
answer had been, if we were to approach that system, with the
Bank of England at our back, we should be ruined in six
months." :_

On the 8th July, Lord Clarence Paget, having in the mean-
time accepted the post of Secretary of the Admiralty, introduced
the Navy Estimates to the House in a long speech. The in-
dependent irresponsible critic had been suddenly metamor-
phosed into the Government Official. The sound precepts
recently uttered by the naval reformer were brought so abruptly
to the test of practice that the transformation had almost a
touch of romance in it. It was as though Haroun Alraschid
had seized a malcontent in his audience-chamber, thrown the

pelisse of Grand Vizier over his shoulders, and said :--" Thou
sayest well--do as thou sayest." As the Secretary had only

_.anmrd_ c_. _9--4S. t Ita#sardf ib. 72. _ ttansard, i_. 6_.
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been a few days in the department, and as the Estimates were,
with some additions, those of his predecessor, which had been
virtually passed, his speech may be fairly exempted from
criticism. It has all the candour and hopefulness which gener-
ally characterise the first utterances of Officials before they
have occasion to apply to the House for money. He put in
the foreground the coastguard fleet which had been entirely
ignored by his predecessor, declaring that "he could not speak
too highly of those block-ships." He expatiated also upon
our resources in merchant-steamers and private dockyards :--

"Why, Sir, we have got, I take it from a Return that was
moved for a few days ago, by my hon. friend the Member for
Penryn (Mr. T. G. Baring), x59 steam vessels over i,ooo
tons each, and 72 between i,ooo and 7o0 tons each, together
23i merchant steam vessels, most of which might be quickly
adapted to carry Armstrong guns, and thus prove a most
valuable addition to the defences .of the country. There is yet
another source from which we can very largely increase our
navy at any moment with regard to ships, and that is our corn-
mercia/yards. Here is another Return, which I think will be
interesting to the Committee, according to which there are,
in addition to the shipwrights employed in the Royal dockyards,
about xo,ooo shipwrights in Great Britain. Now, it is an old
shipwright's maxim that x,ooo shipwrights can build eight men-
of-war of x,ooo tons each in twelve months; consequently,
1o,ooo, which is the number that we have in the commercial
yards of this country, could build 8o corvettes of x,ooo tons
each in twelve months, or at the rate of between six and seven
permonth."*

He statedthatthenumberof men thenactuallyemployed
intheGovernmentdockyardswas r7,69o,asagainstz4,1z8iD

thebeginningofMarch;and headded:m
"Duringthe pastyear,we havebuiltintonnageofline-of-

b_ttleships,xo,6o4tons;infrigates,5,851tons;incorvcttcs_
•(lansa,'drcliv.9o_.
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I,I93 tons ; and in sloops andgun-vessels, 1,5xx tons ; making
the total tonnage built, up to the end of the last financial year,
19,159.

• • O _ •

During the present year, supposing that our scheme is carried
out, and that no unforeseen contingency should arise, we shall
build of line-of-battle ships, i9,6o6 tons; of frigates, 15,897 tons ;
of corvettes, 5,i3o tons ; and of sloops and gun-vessels, 5,651
tons ; making a total of 46#84 tons which will be built this
year, against 19,159 tons last year.''_

It may be concluded, from his reiterated declaration in
favour of small vessels, that he administered with much repug-
nance to this enormous outlay on line-of-battle ships ; but he

must not be, held responsible for the engagements of his prede-
cessor.

Hitherto, the invasion agitation had been confined almost
exclusively to the Peers. With the exception of the inde-
fatigable Sir Charles Napier, very tittle had been said on the
subject in the House of Commons since the startling speech on
the introduction of the navy estimates. Indeed, the gallant
Admiral could not help lamenting the want of that enthusiasm
which had characterised the debates in the Upper House:
' He had derived great satisfaction from the speeches delivered
in another place by Lord Lyndhurst, Lord Hardwicke, and
Lord EUenborough, with every word of which he perfectly
agreed, and he only wished they could hear such speeches in
the House of Commons."t His wish was speedily to be
gratified. But, before coming to the occasion, it may be well
to note a straw in the wind. On the i 5th July, Lord William
Graham, addressing himself to the Foreign Minister, said, "he
wished to ask the question of which he had given notice,
whether the Government had received any information re-
specting the formation of a large Channel Fleet at Brest, with
gun-boats and means for embarking and disembarking troops,

• ttansard_ cliv. _I 4. t Ibid, 99_
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and, if so, whether they had demanded any explanations from
the French Government on the subject." * To which Lord
John Russell replied, that our Consul at Brest had informed
him that "there were no extraordinary preparations going on
either at Cherbourg or Brest"

That which, without offence, may be called the great panic
speech of the session--for no other epithet will so properly
describe it--has now to be noticed. On the 29th July, x859 ,
Mr. Horsman brought forward his motion for raising money by
loan "for completing the necessary works of national defence
projected, or already in progress." The most desponding and
terror-stricken invasion theory was put forth on this occasion.
The motion assumed that all other modes of defence, whether
by fleets, armies, militia, or volunteers, were insufficient; and
proposed to borrow a sum of money, which ultimately took
the formidable proportions of from ten to twelve millions to
be expended on fortifications. The speech delivered on the
occasion, unexceptionable as a rhetorical performance, was
absolutely destitute of one fact or figure to prove the danger
against which we were called upon to arm. There were vague
assertions of "enormous preparations" and "increasing arma-
ments," on the part of France, and she was said, in her naval
preparations, to have "got ahead of us, and to be making
every effort to preserve that start," whilst on our part there was,
with the same sweeping vagueness, said to be a "want of all
plan or preparation for defence on this side of the Channel ;"
but, from the first word to the last, the speech did not contain
one syllable respecting the comparative strength of the English
and French navies. France might at the time have had
xoo,ooo seamen, and xoo ships of the line in the Channel,
judging from the tone of the speaker, and for any information
which he imparted to the contrary. Let it not, however, be
thought, after this description, that too much space is devoted
to the following extracts; for, although the motion did not

_",ll¢nsara_, cliv, x'_9_.
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succeed at the moment, it required only a twelvemonth, as we
shall see, to make the speaker the triumphant master of the
situation. The country has, in accordance with his views, been
committed to a plan of expenditure more likely to reach twenty
millions than ten, unless arrested by the good sense of the
people, or by a recurring reverse in the revenue ; and the future
advocates of the scheme may be defied to show any better
grounds for the outlay than will be found in the splendid
declamation before us :--

"The Emperor of the French," said he, "acted for the
interests of France; it was ours to guard the safety of England,
and if he were asked, ' Why do you suspect the French Em-
peror of designs of war ?' and still more, ' Why do you insult
him by suspicions of invasion ?' he should be driven to answer
by a reference to facts as notorious in France as in England--
that he apprehended war because he saw the Emperor of the
French preparing for it ; and he anticipated invasion, because
an attempted invasion must be a necessary accompaniment of
the war ; and as they saw unmistakeable proofs of preparation
for war, so also those who were not wilfully blind must see the
most unmistakeable proofs of preparation for invasion ; and as
to our insulting him by the suspicion, he replied, that no man
could be insulted by our believing what he himself openly,
publicly, and ostentatiously told us he would probably do.

• • •

"They (the Emperor's writings) afforded the key o! what
would otherwise be a mystery, and enable people to interpret
what would otherwise be unintelligible, namely, that those vast
preparations, the extension of the navy, the fortification of the
coast, the enlargement and increase in the number of trans-
ports, and the conscription for the marine, all indicated pre-
paration for a gigantic enterprise, to be undertaken some day
or another against a gigantic naval Power, and that Power need
not be n_me&' *

• Hanaard.ely.68t_
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He did not, however, confine himself to a description of these
mighty preparations, but, warming as he proceeded, and giving
a free rein to his imagination, he thus pictured a descent on our
shores :--" That army would leave its own ports an exultant,
and, by anticipation, a victorious army. From the moment it
landed on the shores of England it would have to fight its way
with the desperation of a forlorn hope, and, within two or three
weeks of the landing of the first Zouave, either it would be
completely annihilated, or London would be taken." * Having
passed a glowing eulogy on Lord Lyndhurst, declaring "that
he esteemed it a good fortune and a privilege to have heard
the speech of that venerable peer, whose courageous exposition
of a national danger had caused so much sensation," i" he
called for measures of immediate protection_ in language more
suited to a Committee of Public Safety than, under the circum-
stances , to the House of Commons :m

"Not a moment must be lost in making the country safe

against every accident ; and until it was so, we must act as if
the crisis were upon us. No human tongue could tell how
soon or how suddenly it might arrive, and that it might still be
distant was our good fortune, of which we should make the
most. Every public or private yard should be put into full
work; every artificer and extra hand should work extra hours,
as if the war were to begin next week. As gunboats could be
built more rapidily than men-of-war, gunboats should be mul-
tiplied as fast as possible ; as volunteers could be enrolled
faster than the line_ they should at once be raised ; as rifles
could not be made fast enough in England, we should renew
that order in Belgium, even though they should cost sixpence
a-piece more than the Horse Guards' regulation; and, night
and day, the process of manufacturing, constructing, arming,
drilling, should go on till the country was made safe, and then
we might desist from preparations, and return to our peace
expenditure, with the certainty that these humiliating, lowering,

# [lansard, e.lv. 685. Jf Hansard, ely. 678,
oo_
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and degrading panic-cries of invasion would never disturb our
country or our Government again." _*

The following is the only approach to a fact in the whole
speech respecting the French naval armaments :--" While we
were only experimenting, France had already built iron-cased
vessels, armed with rifled artillery--[Sir Charles Napier: Hear,
hear t]--and could, at short notice, bring into the Channel a
fleet more powerful than ours, and could man it more easily
with practised seamen."* This was spoken on the z9th of
July, x859. On the 6th of February following the writer of
these pages visited Toulon, and found workmen employed in
hanging the armour on the sides of the still unfinished Za
Gloire, the first sea-going iron-clad ship ever built (for England
had, at the time, more iron-eased floating batteries than France),++
and she did not make her first trial trip in the Mediterranean
till Au_st, x86o, or more than a year after these terrified
utterances.

The only way of opposing reason to declamation is by
exposing its want of argument, and supplying its deficiency of
facts. The eloquent alarmist called for the multiplication of gun-
boats, forgetting that we had at that time x62, whilst France
had only 28 ; he required that "every artificer and extra hand
should work extra hours," and he had been told three weeks
previously that a system of "task and job-work and over hours
of working had been established in the dockyards § to build
46,_84 tons, this year, against i9,z59 tons last year;" and he
totally lost sight of the enormous and almost unprecedented
superiority of our navy in commission at the time, as compared
with that of France.

• Haxsard,ely.686--7. t Hansard,clv.684.
"The hon.memberforInverness-shirehadstatedthatthebuildingof

iron-platedbatterieshadbeenneglectedinthiscountry. Butthefactwasthat
mtheyearz855the Frenchsenttwoof thosefloating-batteriesto theCrimea,
andwealg)senttwo; while_inthe followingyear,we hadnot lessthanetght
of them,to the twopossess_ by the French."--SiRCltAill.gsWOOD,I-Jan-
sard,cl_d.ttS$. _ Ibt_d.cliv.9x_.
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As the agitation now about to break forth out of doors
respecting the National Defences, and for the promotion of
Rifle Corps, was the result of the cry of alarm which was raised
in the two Houses respecting the naval preparations in France,
it may be well here to give the official accounts of the two
countries for x859, the last year for which, at the time of
penning these pages, the French accounts are definitively
audited. The following figures, taken from the tables in the
first page, will show the number of men, the amount expended
in dockyard labour, and the total expenditure for the navies of
the two countries :--

x859.
Number of Wages in Total

Men. Dockyards. Expenditure.

England ...... 72,4o0 _I,582,Xt2 - _11,o72,_'43

France ...... 38,47 ° 77z,931 8,333,933

It must be borne in mind that this was the year of the war
in Italy, when the French navy was called into requisition to
aid in the operations of the army, and especially to assist in
the transport of troops to Genoa. Yet it will be seen that our
total expenditure exceeded that of France by the amount of
._2,738,3io. The disproportion is, however, still greater if we
compare the items : in men, our force was nearly double, whilst
our dockyard expenditure, which has always been called the
"aggressive outlay," was actually more than double. If we
compare the two years 1858 and i859 , we shall find that whilst
France added 8,868 to the number of her men, we added

i6,517, or nearly double the French increase. It will be found,
also, by a comparison of the expenditure in the dockyards for
the same years, that whilst our increase was .£59o,52o, that of
France was only ._i31,977. This shows that the increased
cost of the French navy was for the current expenses, in
materials, coal, provisions, pay, &c., consequent upon employ-
ing 3o0 vessels in x859, as against i99 in i858, and not for
building new ships to create a permanent increase of force.
And this view has been verified by an examination of all the
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details of the French naval expenditure for z859. If the reader
will carry his eye carefully back over the whole of the tables in
the first page, he will find that at no time, for twenty-five years,
had the naval preparations of England, as measured by the
number of men, or the expenditure for building ships, been so
disproportionately great, as compared with those of France, as
in I859. The alarm on this occasion, as in the case of the
previous panic of I851, was excited at the very time when it
happened to have the least foundation; which might appear
strange, did we not know that panic is not the product of
reason but passion, and that it is quite as likely to occur under
one state of circumstances as another.

Although little allusion will be made to the increase in our
land forces--because it has not, as in the case of the navy, been
generally justified by an appeal to the corresponding prepara-
tions in France--yet it must not be forgotten that the army,
militia, and ordnance, had undergone augmentations simul-
taneously with those of our fleets. In a subsequent debate on
the National Defences (5th August), Lord Palmexston said :--

"I hold that, in the event of war, we could put into the
field something little short of 2oo, ooo fighting men. We have
the regular force of, I hope, not less than 6o,ooo men. Then
we have the Militia, the establishment of which is i2o, ooo
men; and if that Militia be well recruited and supplied, as, in
the event of emergency, I am sure would be the case, I reckon
upon ioo, ooo there. Then we have z4,ooo yeomanry, 12,ooo
or i4,ooo pensioners, and those men who have served their ten
years, with whom my right hon. friend the Secretary for War
proposes to deal to-night. We have, also, always at home a
certain force of marines ; and we could, if we chose, re-organise
our dockyard battalions for the defence of these establishments.
Putting all these forces together, I say that an enemy contem-
plating an attack upon us must reckon upon not less than
200,000 men to resist him."

Suchwas the stateofour preparations,by landand sea,
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when Parliament was prorogued, after having laid the train for
an agitation which spread throughout the country during the
recess. The Rifle Corps movement, which now arose, is of
such recent origin, and the subsequent proceedings to promote

' its success are so fresh in the memory of all, that it is unneces-
saD' to dwell on the subject. Not only were special meetings
called to forward the object, but at every public gathering,
whatever its origin or purpose, the topic was sure to be obtruded.
Espeei,lly was it so at the Agricultural Societies' meetings,
whose orators, instead of descanting on the rival breeds of
cattle or the various kinds of tillage, discussed the prospects
of an invasion and the best mode of dealing with the invaders ;--
"How much will you charge the French for your corn when
they land ?" cried one of his audience to a sturdy Somerset-
shire yeoman who was on his legs addressing them ; and his
reply--" They shall pay for it with their blood"--eliclted
rounds of applause. The assumption everywhere was--founded
on the declarations made in Parliament--that France was sur-

passing us as a naval power.: that she was our equal in the
largest ships, and was now providing herself with an iron-cased
fleet, in which description of vessels we were quite unprepared,
and that we must, therefore, be ready to fight for freedom on
our own soil The ambitious designs of the third Napoleon
were discussed in language scarcely less denunciatory than that
which had been applied to his uncle fifty years before. To
doubt his hostile intentions was a proof either of want of
patriotism or sagacity. Had not venerable peers proclaimed
their alarm--and would they have broken through their habitual
reserve without sufficient cause? And did not successive

Governments make enormous additions to our Navy Estimates ?
They were in a position to command exclusive information ;
and was it likely, unless they had positive proofs of impending
danger, that they would have imposed such unnecessary expense
on the country ? This last appeal was quite irresistible : for,
the good British public defer, with a faith mounting to a
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superstition, to the authority of official men. All this tended
to throw the odium of our increased taxation on the Emperor--
who was supposed to personify our national danger--and the
ominous words were sometimes heard : "We had better fight
it out." Such was the state of fear, irritation, and resentment,
into which the public mind was thrown towards the close of
x859 ; and probably at no previous time, within the experience
of the present generation, would the country have been, had
any accident afforded the occasion, so resigned to a war with
France.

It was under these circumstances that the writer of these

pages visited Paris,* on an errand which detained him in
France for more than a year. For several months afterwards,
the reports of speeches at Rifle Corps meetings continued to
reach the French capital, having for their invariable burden
complaints of the hostile attitude of the ruler of France, whose
character and designs, it must be confessed, were portrayed in
not the most flattering colours. The effect produced by the
invasion panic in England was very dissimilar upon different
classes in France. Statesmen, and men of education and

experience, did not give the British Government credit for
sincerity when it made the alleged naval armaments of France
the plea for extraordinary warlike preparations. Their opinion
could not be better expressed than in the words of M. Ducos--
already quoted--who, when writing privately to one of his
colleagues during the former panic, observed that "the English
Cabinet may possibly not be very much distressed by these
maginary terrors (as we have sometimes seen among ourselves),

inasmuch as they enable them to swell their budget, and serve

* The following incident will illustrate the state of public feeling. On his
way to Paris, the gaiter passed a day or two at Brighton, where be met a friend
.----certainlyone of the last men to be charged with a deficiency of courage--who,
on learning the writer's destination, avowed that he had been deterred from
taking his family for the autumn to the French metropolis by the fear of a
rupture with France, and the risk of being detained prisoner by the Emperors
after the precedent of xSo_
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to strengthen a somewhat uncertain majority in Parliament. ''_
And some pungent remarks in this sense were frequently heard

in the circles of Parisian society.t But among the less intelli-
gent masses of the people the effect was different. Their ears
had caught the echo of the voice of Sir Charles Napier, who

had been for years incessantly proclaiming our naval inferiority,
until there was at Last a wide-spread popular belief that France
had become the mistress of the Channel With the exception

of an occasional article in a semi-official journal, giving a
comparison of the naval expenditure of the two Governments,
with perhaps a self-complacent commentary on the superior
economy of the French administration, nothing was done to

disabuse the public mind on the subject. And this popular
delusion might have been an element of danger to the peace of
the two countries, had it not been for the character of the

Emperor, who, throughout these provocations, displayed a
perfect equanimity and self-control----_e rarest quality to be
found in those who have climbed the dizzy heights _f power.

During his residence in France the writer profited by the
best possible opportunity for making himself acquainted with
the naval preparations of that country. The arsenals were
opened to him or his friends, and there was no official in-

formation which he sought and failed to obtain. The result
of this investigation was merely to confirm the conviction which
had been previously derived from our own official documents.

Had it been otherwise these pages would not have been penned.
And yet the writer asks no credit for any statements they con-
tain on the ground of his private or exclusive sources of in-

formation. The facts contained in the following, as in the

preceding pages, must owe all their value to the public and
official sources, equally accessible to everybody, from whence

they are derived. In the citations from !-fansard it has been

¢JMute. p. 575.
•[-"Ah, pauvreJohn Bull !" exclaimeda lady in the presenceof the writer,

"quand on veut lui enleverson argeuton lul fairpeurde nous."
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thoughtfair to allow the statesmenwho officiate in that great
laboratory of our history, the British parliament, to be heard as
much as possible in their own language.

On the x3th February, I86o, the navy estimates were pro-
posed to the House; but before the Secretary of the Admiralty
was permitted to commence his task, the ever-watchful and
indefatigable Mr. Williams entered his protest against "the
enormous increase in the estimates for the present year,"
asserting that "the grand total, which exceeded ._x2,8oo,ooo,
was larger in amount by more than ._x,ooo,ooo than any that
had ever been presented to that House in a time of peace ;"
and he proceeded to remark that "the number of men required
for the navy this year of peace was 85,500 , being 6,000 more
than they required when they were actually at war with Russia."
Mr. Lindsay and Mr. Bentinck rose successively to acquit the
Secretary of the Admiralty of all responsibility for not being
able "to carry out in office the economical views he had
expressed in Opposition." It will be necessary not only to
accept this generous theory, but still farther to enlarge the bill
of indemnity, and assume that the statement now made was not
the speech of Lord Clarence Paget, but that it was prepared
for him by those who were responsible for the estimates.

To reconcile the country to this enormous expenditure it
was necessary that the French navy should be made to assume
very alarming proportions. But how was this to be accom-
plished by any ordinary mode of comparison ? If the expendi-
ture in the dockyards had been compared ours would have
been shown to be double that of France. If it had been a

comparison of seamen, the number voted, together with the
reserve, would have been found nearly three times as great in
England as in France. Had the ships in commission, or the
ships afloat in the two navies, been compared, the effect would
have been the reverse of what was desired. A very ingenious
and perfectly original mode of comparison was adopted. The
number of ships in commission in England was compared with
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the number afloat in France. They chanced to be _44 in
each case,* and this equality was perhaps the temptation to
adopt the new method. Had the numbers afloat in both cases
been given they would have been, as afterwards incidentally
appears in the statement, 244 French and 456 English.t In
justification of this mode of comparison, by which all the
British vessels not having crews were left out of the account,
it was alleged that "while all the French ships that were afloat
could be manned at a very short notice, it was only those
which we had in commission which were in a similar position."]:
It is to be regretted that there was no Lord Clarence Paget in
Opposition to ask--"Ofwhat use could it be to build ships and
launch them if they were afterwards to count for nothing ?"
But it is curious to observe in another part of the same state-
ment how this ditliculty is surmounted, for in speaking of the
facility with which seamen had been obtained, it is said--

"And perhaps I had better add a more practical assurance,
that, if we wished, we could not enter them (seamen)in the
navy, because the number is complete, and except for casualties
we have no means of entering any considerable number of
men over and above what we have at present. I think that is
a very satisfactory state of things, and that the House will be
glad to hear that there is no difficulty in getting men. This
vast force of ships, only the creation of the last few months, is
wholly manned." §

How it is high time that we shook off this bugbear of the
difficulty of manning the navy and learnt to rely on the in_
fallible law of demand and supply. Formerly we trusted to
the press-gang to steal the men; in future we shall find it a
cheaper and safer method to pay the market price for thera.ll

* I-Zanzard, clvi. 966-9 . _f [/ansard, clvi. 966- 9.

llansard, dvL 967 . _ ttansard, clvi. 974-

li "If they wanted men in the navy they must resort to the same means as a

mercantile man or a mill-owner, namely, offer a good market price for labour.

If they wanted sailors they must offer to pay sufficiently high to induce them to

come forward and enter the service. To expect men to enter for low wages
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This is illustrated by the case before us. At the moment
when this statement was heard there was a bounty payable of
._'4 for able and _2 for ordinary seamen. It had been fixed
at _xo the year before by Sir John Pakington, but it was soon
found not to be necessary to pay so high a bounty to bring our
navy up to 8o,ooo men. Now we will suppose that a war was
impending, and that the country required the services of
x5o,ooo instead of 8o,ooo seamen, is there any doubt that
England could afford to pay the necessary price for them ?
There is no kind of skilled labour so available, because there is
none so migratory and so free from local ties as that of the
sailor. Let us assume a sudden and urgent necessity to arise,
and that our Government offered to pay ._4o a year to able-
bodied seamen, which would be ._:xo or ._'x5 more than the
present pay, taking care that the wages be paid monthly in
order to avoid the temptation to desert which would be offered
by paying a bounty in advance, unquestionably such an offer
would give the Admiralty the pick not only of our own
merchant service, but of the seamen sailing out of American,
German, and Scandinavian ports. Now ._'4 o each for
xSo,ooo seamen amounts to just ._6,ooo, ooo a year. It is
about sixpence in the pound of the income-tax, or half the
amount paid in excise and Customs' duties by the consumers
of ardent spirits. A nation so rich as this would cheerfully pay
such an amount for its defence in case of danger. It would
be but the most fractional percentage of insurance on the
thousands of millions worth of property in these islands, and
would be but only about five per cent. on the estimated average
value of the ships and cargoes afloat belonging to British
owners. But ff it be admitted that at least on these, ff not on
cheaper terms, the seamen will be forthcoming in case of an

would only lead to disappointment ; it would be found Impossible to get them
without high wages. That was the only fair and just way of obtaining them)
but hitherto the House of Commons had refused to adopt it,--S1g CHARLI_S

NAPIER, Hansard,clvii,x8xo.
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impending war, what becomes of the argument that we can only
calculate on manning those ships which are already in com-
mission ?

If we pursue the statement of the Secretary of the Admiralty
a little more into details, we find, on comparing the whole of
the screw line-of-battle ships, built and building, in the two
navies, that whilst France is stated to possess thirty-seven,
England is put down at fifty-nine, with the nine block-ships
making sixty-eight. The English frigates are set down at
forty-five, and the French at forty-seven, including the fifteen
old trans-Atlantic paddle steamers. In the smaller descriptions
of vessels, our number was double that of the French.

The striking fact is given in this statement that we had
still twelve sailing line-of-battle ships fit for conversion into
screw steamers. Now, considering that the Admiralty had,
ever since I85o, professed to lay down no vessels of this class
which were not expressly designed for steam machinery, thus
recognising the fact that sailing vessels were for the future
obsolete, what shall be said of the policy of continuing to build
new ships, and leaving twelve sailing vessels still fit to be con-
verted in i86o, to say nothing of those which had in the
interval been decaying in ordinary, and rendered unfit for con-
version ? And what must be thought of those, who, when this
mismanagement became apparent, directed the cry of alarm
and resentment against France, because, by pursuing a more
provident course, she had, in a shorter time, and at less ex-
pense, attained more satisfactory results than ourselves ? The
following is the account of the tonnage built in the past year,
and estimate for the year following :--

"It may possibly be rememberi.'d that, in proposing the
estimates last year, we announced our intention, of course sub-
j_." to contingencies, of building 46,0oo tons of shipping in the
dockyards. [Sir J. Pakington : ' Exclusive of conversions ?']
We said we would convert four line-of-battle ships, and five
frigates, in addition. What we have actually built amounts to
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X9,730 tons in ships of the line, x3,654 in frigates, 5,436 in
corvettes, and 5,224 in sloops and gun-vessels. We have not
fulfilled our promise as to frigates, in which class I stated that
we would build x6,ooo tons, the reason being that there was
an insufficiency of timber for the purpose ; but we have made
up for the deficiency in another way, for we have gone beyond
our undertaking in the conversion of sailing into steam frigates
and screw ships. What we propose doing in the present, or,
as my right hon. friend reminds me, the ensuing financial
year, is to build x3,2x6 tons of ships of the line, x3,5oo tons of
frigates, 4,87 x tons of corvettes, 8,045 tons of sloops and gun-
vessels, and 302 tons of gun-boats, making a total of 39,934
tons. In addition, we propose to convert four more line-of-
battle ships and four frigates." *

The estimated constructions for the ensuing year are thus
explained in ships instead of tonnage :--

"Supposing the Committee is pleased to consent to these
estimates, we hope to add to the navy, before the end of the
financial year, eight line-of-battle ships, twelve frigates, four
iron-cased ships, four corvettes, fifteen sloops, and twenty-three
gun-vessels and gunboats. That includes the conversion of
four line-of-battle ships and four frigates.",

It is impossible to deal with this proposal of the Secretary of
the Admiralty, to add eight line-of-battle ships and twelve frigates
to our steam navy, without referring to the part he had pre-
viously taken in opposition to the further construction of large
ships, for he was the first and ablest opponent of the policy
which he now followed when in office. So long ago as May,
i857 , he expressed his opinion that line-of-battle ships were
"not the instruments by which in future the fate of empires
would be decided.", He then advised the First Lord to

"rest upon his oars," § and stated that "an _nqu21¢ or Com-
mission was sitting in France to inquire whether line-of-battle

• ttardard,elvi.978. +Hansard,clvi.969.
•, Ante. p. 588. _Ante, p. 589.
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ships were or were not the most efficient class of ships which
could now be employed. ''* Every circumstance which has
since occurred tended to confirm the views then expressed by
Lord Clarence Paget. As each new experiment with artillery
displayed the destructive effects of detonating shells, or of
molten iron, even the oldest admirals raised their hands and
exclaimed, "There is an end of wooden ships of the line l"
The Engu_te or Commission appointed in France was known
to have decided against line-of-battle ships, for in the report
upon the comparative state of the English and French navies
presented to the House in x859, it is stated that naval men in
France "were of opinion that no more ships of the line will be
laiddown,and thatintenyearsthatclassofvesselswillImve
becomeobsolete."?Thishad referenceto the successfulex-

perimentsiniron-casedships.

But independentof thisinnovation,the opinionof the
highestnauticalauthoritieshad been pronouncedagainstthe

policyofexposingsucha huge targetas a line-of-battleship,
withperhapsa thousandmen and thirtyor fortytonsofgun-
powder on board,to the 6re of modern shellguns. The
Americanshad abandonedtheselargeshipsbeforetheiron-

cladvesselswerethoughtof,and itisstatedthatwhen their
greatest authority, Captain Dahlgren, visited our ports more
than three years ago, although he was much struck with the
gun-boats, to which he devoted particular attention, he looked
upon line-of-battle ships as all but obsolete, and considered
that, as far as America was concerned, her naval policy "would
render the construction of such vessels almost useless.'q" The

eondemnation of wooden ships of the line by intelligent naval
men had found utterance in very emphatic phrases :--" They will
be blown to lucifer matches," said one ; "They will be mere
human slaughter-houses," said another ; whilst a third declared
th_t, in case of two such vessels coming into collision, at close

• An�e, p. 589. + Parliamentary Pal_er, xS_, x859, Ix 1.5.
T/u.A_avie;oftlteWerld,by HANS BUSK, IX xx6,
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quarters, the only word of command for which there would be
time would be, "Fire, and lower your boats."

The comparative numbers of these vessels possessed by
England and France deprived the Admiralty of every pretext
for this increase The Secretary, in his statement, informs us
that we had at that time sixty-eight ships of the line, including
block-ships, whilst France had only thirty-seven ; and as Sir
Charles Wood had stated the French force in 1857 at forty,*
and as they were put down also at forty in the report of x858,
it was clear in x86o that our neighbour had abandoned the
further building of these vessels. All these facts were well
known to our Government, when they were pushing forward
the construction of large wooden vessels at a rate of expendi-
ture unparalleled even at the height of the great French war. It
will presently be seen that so manifest did the impolicy of this
course at length become to everybody except the Admiralty,
that the common sense of the House of Commons rose in

revolt the follo_ving session, and extorted from the Minister a
pledge to discontinue the further building of ships-of-the-line,
and to abandon, unfinished, those on the stocks. The gigantic
sacrifice involved in this outlay of public money will, in a very
few years be brought home to the appreciation of the British
public, in the possession of hundreds of wooden vessels of
different sizes which will be acknowledged to be valueless
and even dangerous to their possessors: and then only will
be fully estimated the system of management which alone
could have created such a costly monument to its own reck-
lessness and want of forethought.

It is impossible to doubt that the Secretary of the Admiralty
remained unchanged in the views he had expressed when in
Opposition: indeed, any intelligent and unprejudiced mind
must have become confirmed by experience in those sound

opinions. Whilst extending to him the full benefit of that
dispensation from individual responsibility which is claimed for

* dnle, p. 587. tAr.re, p. 6oc_
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thosewho become members of a government,itis to be
desired,intheinterestofthecountrywwhichhasalsoitsclaim

on thetalentsand judgmentofpublicmen--thatsomecasuist,
skilled in political ethics, would define the limit of inconsist-
ency beyond which politicians shall not be allowed to wander.

The navy estimates, the unparalleled amount of which was
accurately described in the brief protest of Mr. Williams, were
agreed to without further opposition ; and it is in connection
with this fact that the reader is asked to regard the demon-
stration which now mils for notice.

On the ist May, x86o, Lord Lyndhurst rose in the House
of Peers, pursuant to previous notice, to call for explanations
from the Government respecting the progress of the naval
reserve, when he delivered a speech identical in spirit and
object with that of the previous year.

Of the many voices that have been raised to agitate the
public mind on the subject of our armaments, none has found
a louder echo on the Continent than that of this learned peer.
It is only the natural result of his high position and great
ability. To him in the Lords, and Mr. Horsman and Sir
Charles Napier in the Commons, and to the connivance of
successive Governments, are mainly attributed, in France, the
success of the invasion panic. "The motions of Lord Lynd-
hurst and of Mr. Horsman," says M. Cucheval Clarigny, "the
speeches and letters of Sir Charles Napier ; the exaggerations,
sincere or pretended, of the orators of the Government and of
the Opposition, about the forces of France--all had contributed
to create a kind of panic in England. "#

Lord Lyndhurst had, on a previous occasion, resented the
remarks of an adverse critic in the House of Commons, who
had alluded to his great age. It must be allowed that his
speeches invite no such allusion, unless to elicit, even from an
opponent, the tribute of admiration for their great intellectual
merits. The dose and logical reasoning of his latest speeches,

• Tlw Navy lhtd, qets of England a_l France, p. 69.
PI?
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so free _om the garrulity,or the tendencT to narrative,which
gener_y takethe p_ce of argument in the discourses of the
aged, presentsan instance of the late preservationof the mental
powersforwhich it would be difficult to find a parallel In
conceding to him, however,all the authoritywhich attaches to
the possession of unimpairedfaculties, he becomes divested
of that privilegeby which the venerable in years are shielded
froman unequal conflict with other men ; and he must consent
to be held amenableto criticism for his public utterances,and
for the properexerciseof the influencewhich his learningand
rank conferon him:

Englandand France had beenat peace for forty-fiveyears;
and,just previously,a treaty of commerce had been entered
into, whichwas designedto strengthenthe bonds of friendship
between the two countries. Passing over this event, with a
sneerat "the further _-bange of pottery and cotton for +silks
and wine," he seized this inopportune moment for going back
half a century to disinter the buried strife of our fathers, and
again to taunt our brave neighbourswith their naval reverses.
"The French navy," he said, "was, by the great victoryof the
Nile, the victoryof Lord Duncan, that of Lord St. V'mcenh
and the great -nd_splendid victory of T_r-lgar, reducedat the
terminationof the war to such a state, that for twenty years
after that period we remained, as far as our navy was con-
cemed, in a state of perfect tranquillity." The aim of the
speaker was to show that the restoration of the French navy
was the work of Louis Napoleon. He must be allowed to be
heard in his ownlanguage:--

"Such, my Lords,was the result of the effortsmadeduring
the great French war. Very little change took place until
after .the memorableevent which I now beg to call to your
attention, I mean the accessionto supremepowerof the present
Emperor of the French. In the year z848 he was deaed
President of the Republic; and in the following year that
celebrated .Commissionwas appointed for the purpose of con-
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sidering the re-organisation of the navy of France. That
Commission was composed of fifteen or more of the most able
men selected from the navy and from the civil service of
France, and they have framed a code of regulations of the
most complete kind, for the purpose of stimulating and
directing the efforts of the French navy. I have stated one
remarkable date with respect to the issuing of that Commission.
There is another date equally remarkable. No report was
called for from that Commission until after the celebrated
event of the _nd of December. About twelve or fourteen

days after that cou_ d'Hat, namely on the xsth of December,
a report was called for by Louis Napoleon, and from that time
the most strenuous exertions have been made to carry all the
recommendations of that Committee into effect."*

Now, here are specific and tangible facts, which are not
otten found in speeches on this topic. In the first place, it is
alleged that there was very little change in the relations of the
English and French navies until after the election of Louis
Napoleon as President of the Republic. It has been shown
in the preceding pages that the French navy bore a much
larger proportion to that of England during the latter part of
Louis Philippe's reign than it has done since Louis Napoleon
has been at the head of affairs. If the reader will give himself
the trouble to turn to the tables in the first page, and compare
the period between _84o and t848 with that between x849 and
x859, he will see how much more largely the disproportion has
been to the disadvantage of France during the latter than the
former period.

Next, there is an allusion to a Commission appointed in
x849, the year after the election of Louis Napoleon as
President, to consider the re-organisation of the French
navy, and it might be inferred that this Commission was
named by the President." It was, however, an E_u_te Par-
l_¢ntair¢, emanating from the National Assembly ,by a law,

s Hansa_l,clv_..4_5.
PP$
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of the 3ISt October, x849, at a time when Louis Napoleon
had acquired no ascendancy over that body.

Then, we have the portentous revelation that this Com-
mission had framed "a code of regulations of the most complete
kind :" that no report was called for until after the 2nd
December, i85 x (the date of the wu2_ d'_tat): that about
twelve or fourteen days after, "namely on the xsth December,
a report was called for by Louis Napoleon, and from that time
the most strenuous exertions have been made to carry all the
recommendations of that Committee into effect." Now, this is
not only an ingenious argument, but an effective appeal to our
imaginations. Here was an ambitious man who had just
thrown down the gauntlet to the National Assembly, which he
had dissolved, and bad appealed to the country to arbitrate
between him and that body: and yet, while his fate was
trembling in the balance, and it was still to be decided whether
he should take a step towards the throne, or be again driven
into exile, the one great dominant purpose of his life was never
for a moment forgotten, the only absorbing thought of his
mind was vengeance upon England I How deep and enduring
must have been his hate, that, even whilst the vote by universal
suffrage was going on, instead of thinking of the state of the
poll, he should call for the Report on the state of the navy !
The argument was worthy of the speaker in his best days in
Westminster Hall ; but, unluckily for the noble and learned
lord, he departed from the usual vague declamation on this
topic, and appealed to facts and dates. It is really almost
incredible that a judicial peer, speaking in the highest assembly
in the kingdom, conscious of the weight that would attach to
his words, and accustomed to weigh and examine evidence,
should have permitted himself to be the medium for making
this extraordinary statement. These are the simple facts :-

The Commission, or ExCldt# _arl_r4enlaire, was, as has
been stated, appointed by the Mssembl& Aratimu_, on the 3xst
October, x849. It pursued its labours for upwards of two
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years, examining witnesses, visiting the dockyards, and calling
for accounts and papers. The result of these investigations
was printed in two thick quarto volumes, which we should call
"blue books," comprising the minutes of evidence, and an
appendix of official documents. The preface to these volumes,
dated 3oth January, x85_, gives a brief and simple narrative of
the singular fate of the Commission, which was cut off, at the
most critical moment of its existence, by the ¢_ d'_ta of the
2nd December,x85,,when the NationalAssemblyitselfwas
dissolved.

It appears that M. Dufaure, the Reporter--or, as we should
say in England, the Chairman--of the Commission, had read
to his colleagues a part only of his Report, which was ordered
to be printed, and to be distributed among the members
previous to their deliberations; but, the preface proceeds to
say, "This was rendered impossible after the and December.
Neither the Commission nor the Assembly from which it
emanated could meet again. Its task, therefore, remained
unaccomplished." It further states that "the whole of the
resolutions of the Commission were only provisional, and on
some important points they had not even deliberated :" and it
adds, in conclusion, that, "If the Report should be published,
with the documents which ought to accompany it, it will not
have been submitted to the Commission ; it will only be the
production of the individual Reporter, who alone will be
responsible for the opinions expressed in it."

Upwards of 2oo "provisional" votes of the Commission
are recorded in the minutes of proceedings. The first on the
list, after the routine votes, and the most important as affecting
ourselves, is a recommendation that the maximum of the number

of line-of-battle ships should thenceforth be forty-five ; namely,
thirty afloat and fifteen on the stocks, and that they should all
be furnished with screws. It was a moderate limit compared
with the old naval establishment of France. "From that

time," says Lord Lyndhurst, "the most strenuous exertions
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havebeen made to carry all the recommendationsof the Com-
missioninto effect._ There were no recommendationsof the

Commlssion_for it never made a Report; but, so far was the
Government from taking prompt measures to carry out the
"prov_ional _ resolution respecting screw line-of-battle ships,
that in x854, in the height of the Crimean war, the French had
only ten screw liners; • and Sir Charles Napier stated that they
had but one in the Baltic in that year. t Indeed, it is now
universally agreed, that it was subsequently to that period that
serious efforts were made to convert the French sailing ships

into a steam navy: "the great increase in the naval force of
France," says a writer already quoted, "may, therefore, be
considered to date from the Crimean war."

But the gravest inaccuracy in Lord Lyndhurst's statement
remains to be noticed, where he links the present state of the

French navy with the labours of the Commission of I849.
"The result of that Commission," he said, 'band of the
admirable system which was formed under it, has turned out
to be a formidable navy---a formidable navy of steam-vessels_
to which alone I confine my observations." § He was clearly
not aware of what had taken place subsequently to the un-
timely dissolution of that body. In x855 , a Co_mmL_sionwas
appointed by the Emperor's Government, to consider the
organisation of the navy; and the result was a Report from the
Minister of Marine, which was approved by a decree of the
Emperor, in _857, fixing the number of ships to be built, from
year to year, until x87o ; and this decree was published to the
whole world. The line-of-battle ships were to reach a maximum
of forty, instead of forty-five, as recommended by the resolution
of the Commission of I849. The Report contains the exact
nomenclature of French shipping, with the strength of each

ship in guns and horse-power. In fact, ff it werc not for
the innovations which sdence is incessantly Ina_ing, in.

• 2Va_@._oftl_ H/'w/ld, p. 88. "rtIansard, dr. 7o_..
Navies of t,_ World, _ 89. _ Hazard, dvi_
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volving the re-construction of her navy, all Europe might
know, from this decree, for nearly ten years to come, what
ships of all kinds France would possess.

If we turn to that part of Lord Lyndhurst's speech which
referred to the _te of our own navy, we shall find that, instead
of dealing with the Estimates of the year in which he spoke,
he prefen_d to revive those figures of Sir John Pakington
which had done such good service in the previous year.
Leaving totally out of view upwards of 3oo of our steam-ships
of war afloat, ranging f_om corvettes to gunboats, all capable of
canting the heaviest guns, and the hundreds of large merchant
steamers which would be avail_ble in case of war, and omitting
all allusion to the great increase in our ships of the line and
frigates during the preceding year, he thus proceeded to lay
before his audience the state of our navy :--

"At the beginning of last year, our fleet consisted of twenty.
nine sail of the line, and the French fleet of precisely the _me
number; and, while we had twenty-six frigates, they had thirty-
four." And he added, with singular candour, that "what
addition has been made to our fleet, since the commencement
of last year, I am not informed." It would have been only an
act of ordinary prudence to have perused the speech of Lord
Clarence Paget, delivered more than two months before ; or,
at least, to have possessed himself of a copy of the Navy
Estimates for i86o. He would have then learnt that England
had 456 steamers of all kinds afloat, against 244 in France ;
and it would have saved him from falling into the erroneous
opinion which he expressed in proceeding to say, "I do not
imagine that at this moment our fleet exceeds, or if it does,
only in a small degree, the steam naval force of France."

The object of the speech_ however, was to show the danger
we were in from want of seamen--a point on which the noble
speaker would also have been better informed ff he had perused
the speech of the Secretary of the Admiralty, who had taken a
vote for 85,500 men and boys, and had declared that more
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seamenwereoffe_gthantheAdmiraltyrequ_ed. "In point

ofr_ter_ _saysLordLyndhurst,"that_ tosayinships,you
are far below the requirements of the country; while, so far as
the manning of the ships is concerned, you are in a situation
the most deplorable. I do not mince the matter. Our
position, in this respect, ought to be known throughout the
country. No m_n ought to be ignorant of the real facts of the
case." s Now, considering that he was, by his own confession
at the moment, in ignorance of all that had occurred in the
navy since the previous year, this confident toneof the speaker
implied, at least, a strong belidin the favourable temper of his
audience.

And it was undonbtedly to this favourable state of feeling
in the Peers that the success of these speeches, both indoors
and without, was mainly due; for they did not contain one fact
that would bear the test of fair examination. The Upper
House had, indeed, been the platform whence this invasion
agitation spread throughout a large portion of the middle ranks
of society. The Peers had made it fashionable to believe in
the hostile designs of Louis Napoleon, and it became) to a
certain extent, a test of respectability to be zealous in he pro-
motion of riflecorps) and other means of defending the country.
To contend against the probability of invasion was to take the
side of the enemyj to be called anti-English) or accused of
being for peace at any price ; nay, to require even proofs or
arguments to show the reality of the danger, was to invite
suspidon of want of patriotism. There was a kind of gented
terrorism exerted over everybody in "society," which, for a
time, put down all opposition to the invasion party--which
was tacitly understood to be the aristocratic, anti.radical party.
Thisaaim_(rem|nding one of z79 I) reveals itsdf in the speech
before us in a manner which would have been to the last degree
impolitic, if there had really been any danger from a foreign
enemy, requiring "every class to unite in support of the honour

* Han,_ard, elv_ 435.'
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and independence of the nation." In his concluding sentences,
the noble speaker, who is too logical to have introduced such
irrelevant matter had it not been to conciliate those he was

addressing, protests against a reform of Parliament, and ani-
madverts severely on those whom he characterises as being in
favour of direct taxation, or desirous of introducing among us
the social "equality, without liberty, that exists in France," or
who are seeking "to pull down the wealthier and aristocratic
classes."

The Duke of Somerset, the First Lord of the Admiralty, in
his reply to Lord Lyndhurst, gave the following account of the
labour which the Government was employing in the construc-
tion of those large wooden vessels which had been condemned
as worse than useless by some of the highest naval authorities
in Europe and America :,w

"And I can say that during the last eight months more
men have been employed in our dockyards than at any previous
period of the history of the country. I do not even exclude
the time of the great war, down to xgx5 ; and in this statement
I exclude the factories altogether, which form another great
division of our naval establishments. I speak of the ship-
building department only."

"The noble and learned lord referred to the ships which
we have now afloat. I find that we have built, and that there
are now afloat, fifty ships of the line.

"Lord Lyndhurst.--Do you include block.ships ?
"The Duhz ofSomerset._Iam nottakingtheblock-shlps

into account." t
The little question and answer, at the close of the above

s Lord Clarence Paget had, a fortnight previously, stated in the House of
Commons that "the total numberof persons employed in the dockyards, on the
zst March, was _o,o32;" and he stated subsequently (8th June) that "the
greatest number employed during the great war with France was only x4,754."
_Hansard, civil "oz4.

t Hansa..'d, cb.'iii. 438-9.
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extract,illustratesthemannerinwhichthecoastguardblock.
ships_re,by nllGovernments,leftout ofthenumeric_llstof

ourshipsofthe llne.Itistrue,theyaresometimesalluded
to,inddentally,asbeing6tforguardingharboursormouthsot

rivers.Butthequestion_/w'aysrecurs:seeingthattheseships
have the full complement of officers, the most complete arma-
ment, and picked seamen provided for them; seeing that they
have a fleet of fifteen to twenty steam gun-boats attached to
them, besides sailing-vessels, and that they are all placed under
a flag-officer--why, during the time when scores of good sailing
line-of-battle ships .were decaying in ordinary, were not some
of them fitted with screws, and substituted for such of the
block-ships as are alleged to be not fit for Channel service ?
Some people will be uncharitable enough to suspect that the
object is to have an excuse for another Channel fleet.

The following is the manner in which the First Lord
replied to Lord Lyndhurst, upon the progress which had been
made the previous year in manning the navy :--

"The noble and learned lord says we have the ships, but
the ships are not half manned; but it so happens that it is just
the contrary difficulty under which we have laboured. On
coming into office, I found certain estimates prepared, and a
2_xo bounty in existence. I adopted these, and before the
month of August I found that the number of men voted by
Parliament was exceeded by x,ooo. The news of the Chinese
disaster arrived in September, and I did not think it was

prudent, under these circumstances, to put a stop to the enrol-
ment of seamen ; the result is that, for the last six months, we
have been 5,ooo in excess of the vote. This year we de-
termined to cover that larger number by a larger vote, but they
were still coming in so rapidly that I was obliged to come to
the determination only to take able seamen, or ordinary
seamen who had already served on board the fleet and been
drilled to the guns. When the noble and learned lord says
that, if we look to the last month or so, it will be found that
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we were not getting men, of course that was so. The men we
have are included in the estimates, and it was not likely I
should be taldng additional men when I had already 5,ooo
men more than had been provided for.'Lo

This statement completely cut the ground from under the
feet of Lord Lyndhurst ; but it did more,--it showed that the
Government had no excuse for entertaining the question of
a reserve at that moment at alL The formation of a reserve

•would be a legitimate measure in connection with a peace
establishment; but our navy was not on a peace footing. Let
the reader be good enough to turn to the accounts in the first
page, and placing his finger on the number of men in the
English navy in x85_ , the year before the Russian war, let him
run his eye back over the table to the commencement in x835,
and he will find only four years in the eighteen in which the
seamen were oneJ_f the number (85,5oo) voted for x86o ; and
the highest number on record in a year of peace previous to
the Russian war was 44,960.

"_.' The French state their complement of men for x86o at
30,588, namely 26,329 afloat, and 4,a59 in reserve. But as
the accounts for x86o are not yet definitely audited, this
estimate, as it may be called, is open to the objection which has
been recognised from the first. It will be better to take an
authority which will not be disputed on this side of the water.
In the month of March following, Lord Clarence Paget f
states the number of French seamen at 34,ooo, of whom
xo,ooo were from the military conscription, or landsmen.
This statement was repeated by Lord Palmerston-:[ The
reader is now asked to refer to the accounts in the first page,
and casting his eye over the table of men in the French navy
from x85_ back to the commencement, to compare the 34,000
maintained in x86o with the numbers in each of those eighteen
years. He will not find an increase comparable with that
in the English table. In more than one of those years the

¢*Han.rardp clviii 4to. _ Hansard, chd. x774. _ ttansard, clxi. x789.
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number exceeded that of x86o,and in many years of Louis
Philippe's reign the numbersapproached very nearly to that
of the above year.

The most important test, however, is the_0ro_ort:'_ of force
maintained by each of the two countries, in x86o and at former
per/ods. The reader's attention is espc_-i_lly asked to this
point, /'or it involves the whole question at issue as to the
alleged responsibility of France /'or the great increase in our
naval armaments. Turning to the accounts, we find, on
looking down the two columns of seamen, that England
generally had about twenty-five or thirty per cent. more men
than France. In portions of Louis Ph/I/ppe's reign the
superiority was much less on the side of England. In 184o--4x,
for instance, France approached very nearly to an equality
with us. Taking the average number maintained by France
for the whole period of eighteen years down to x85a , the year
before the Russian war, and comparing it with the average
number maintained by England, they were _7,96a French and
38,085 English. In x86o, as we have seen, they were 34,000
French and 85,5oo English. In other words, in the former
period our navy had xo,xa 3 more seamen than the French,
and at the latter date the excess was 51,5oo.

But we are told that the Maritime Inscription gives to the
French Government the right of ¢-_lllngupon the whole of the
merchant seamen to serve in the Imperial navy. This power
was, however, equally possessed by the Government of Louis
Philippe. The Maritime Inscription is an institution nearly
two centuries old. It is a register which comprises every
youth and rnnn following a sea life, or employed on rivers
running to the sea, or working in dockyards, &c., who are all
liable to serve in the Government navy. The number of
avnilable s_men is apt to be much exaggerated, owing to the
large proportion of landsmen included in the Inscription. The
best way of comparing the naval resources of the two countries
is by a reference Io the amount of their merchant shipping.
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England possesses at least four times the tonnage of France,
exclusive of colonial shipping ; and although the ships of the
latter country carry larger crews than those of the former, on
the other hand the English people take more freely to the sea
for boating, yachting, and fishing than their neighbours. It
is quite certain, then, that England has four times as many
sailors to draw on as France, and against the power of impress.
ment possessed by hers we must put the ability to pay for the
services of our seamen which is possessed by England. If
France has 60,000 merchant seamen from whence to draw by
impressment the crews of her Imperial marine, we have 240,000
to supply the men for the Royal navy, in case of real emergency,
by the equally sure process of voluntary enlistment for high pay._

Lord Hardwicke, who ought to be well informed on the
subject, remarked, in the course of this debate, that +'it was
stated that the French had a reserve of 60,000; but he believed
it was known to officers of their own fleet that not more than

half that number was at any time available to man the navy.
30,000 trained seamen was, however, a most formidable force,
&c."t :But let us suppose the whole of these 3%ooo men
added to the French Imperial marine. Nay, let us even
empty all the merchant-ships of their able-bodied crews, and
suppose that 50,000 in addition to the present 34,000 were
placed at the service of the French Government, and it would
still leave the number less by _,5oo than the 85,500 men who
had been already voted by our ParHament for x86o; and we

• The following statement of the loss and gain by impressment made by
Lord Clarence Paget, shows that it is a very unreliable mode of manning the
navy :--" During the years x8zt, xBL_ and xBx3, the closing period of the
great war with France, there were pressed into_.he service a9,4o5 men, while
the number of those who de.Pied was sT,3oo---so that the total gain to the
country, during those three yeats, by im_essnmnt was 2,xo5 men. But, in
order to bring those men thus compulmwlly into the service, 3,oco good ',
m_Iors had been employed on shore as pre_-gangs. Therefore the country
actually lost aboutx,ooo men du_ lho_ thr_ _ l_c[_ the eyst_n."---
//am_rd, ally. 9o_

Ha,ua_, clvill.449. •+.
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were told that the men were pressing to enter the service faster
then the Admiralty required them.

That, under such circumstances, a Government should lend
its sanction to the cry of the alarmists, and pretend to be
occupied in securing a reserve to protect us against France, was
something like an abuse of public confidence. All this costly
and complete prepamt/on to meet some hypothetical danger
implies a total want of faith in those latent resources of the
nation which patriotism would evoke in the event of a real"
emergency. It has been frequently said by those most com-
petent to judge, that, in ease of actual danger to ourshorer_ the
merchant seamen, of whom about one-third are estimated to
be always in port, would come forward to a man for the defence
of the country.

The opinion of the s_rnen themselves on this subject was
no doubtcorrectlyexpressedina fewwordsofmanlycommon

sense,quotedby theDuke of Somersetasthedeclarationof
the sailorsof HartlepooL--Theysay,"We aredoingwellin
themerchantservice,and we do notwanttobe sentouttoany

ofyourlittlewarswtoChina,ortheRiverplate,oranyofthose

placeswhereyouarealwayscarryingon some smallhostilities;
butwhen itcomestoa regularEuropeanwar,we willtakeour

shareinitwithanymen."*
Such were thenavalarmamentsof the two countriesin

186o. Englandhad added to hernavysincex857nearlyas

many men aswerecontainedin thewhole marineof France.
Yetduringthespringand summer ofthisyearthecryofal_rmI

was stillheard,and witha viewto thegreatersecurityofour

shorestheRifleCorpsmovement wasactivelypromotedunder
ihe most influentialpatronage.Alreadyiswas announced
thatthenumberenrolledin thecorpsamountedto 13o,ooo,
and it was said that the foreigner had been impressed in a

salutary manner by this martial demonstration. All this was,
however, insufficient, and we now approach the climax of the

• Hazard, clviii. 444,
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third panic in the gigantic project for fortifications shortly to
be initiated in the House of Commons.

A passing notice must be taken, however, of one or two of
the little episodes in Parliament which reflected the nervous
excitement of certain classes out of doors. Mr. Kinglake
"had been informed that great preparations were being urged
forward for the supply of horse transports on the north coast
of France. "* Sir Charles Napier had heard from an American
traveller that there were x4,ooo men at work in Toulon dock-
yards, besides 3,ooo convicts.t Both Houses of Parliament
were simultaneously agitated upon the subject of a report which
had appeared in the newspapers announcing that English ship-
wrights were finding employment in Cherbourg and other
French dockyards. Numbers of artificers were crowding to
the police magistrates to obtain passports. The subject was
brought under the notice of the Lords by Viscount Dungannon,
and of the Commons by Mr. Johnstone, the latter of whom
said, "from information he had received there were at this
moment between x#oo and 1,3oo of our skilled artisans
employ,_l in the French dockyards," and he added that "it
was a very grave matter that some of our best shipwrights
should be employed in building French ships."_ Lord
Clarence Paget replied that the regulations did not allow
foreigners to work in French dockyards.

The Duke of Somerset stated in answer to the question in
the Lords that the only vessel now being built in Cherbourg
was a transport; that so far from the French taking on fresh
hands, several hundreds of their own workpeople had been
lately discharged; and that the British shipwrights who had
gone there in consequence of the statements which had
appeared in the English newspapers, not being able to find
work, had "fallen into a pitiable condition, and bitterly re-
pented their credulity."§

•/-/anmrd, clvi.$x9. _ "Hanmrd.drill x3o9.
ttansard, eltx. _ot# _ Hanmrd, elix. 844.
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"On the =3rdJuly, x86o, Lord Palmerston brought forward
the Government measure for "the construction of works for

the defence of the Royal dockyards and arsenals, and of the
ports of Dover and Portland, and for the creation of a central
arsenal,_ when he delivered what was pronounced by Mr.
Horsman to be "one of the most serious and alarming speeches
he ever heard delivered by a Minister of the Crown in the
time of peace," and which he declared he had heard with
"satisfaction."• This must be admitted to have been only
natura_ for Mr. Horsman found himself and his views in the

ascendant A Commission had been appointed (at the pressing
instance, as he informed us, of Sir De Lacy Evans) to devise a
scheme of fortifications, whose Report, now laid before the
House and adopted by the Government, recommended an
expenditure, spread over a series of years, of ._xi,ooo, ooo,
but which the opponents of the scheme predicted would,
according to all analogous precedent, result in an outlay of
double the amount.

The most striking feature of this speech is, that it does not
contain one syllable of allusion to the navy--for which neatly
_x3,ooo, ooo had been voted this year--as a means of defend-
ing our shores.t The ofily supposition of a naval battle is
that it occurs after the successful landing of a considerable
force for the purpose of destroying our dockyards and "cutting
up our navy by the roots ;" and then we are told that if any
naval action were to take place, whatever the success might
be, "our enemy would have his dockyards, arsenals, and stores

• Hansarli,clx.._5S,
'[-"If theSecretaryoftheAdmiraltykeepa privatediarytherewillbefound,

_ly, inserteda commentaryon thisspeechnotunlikethefollowing,made
ona dmllar_k-'____lollibyhis__¢o_r inthereignofCharlesII. :-

"MadcAp, x667.--TheDukeof Yorkjinsteadofbeingatsea_ admiral,
isnowgoingfromporttoport,ashe is thisdayat Harwieh,andwastheother
daywiththeKingat Sheerness,and hathorderedat Portsmouthhowfortifi.
cationsshouldbemadetooppoc,e theenemyincaseofinvasion,whichis to us
a sadconslden_onand shamefulto the nation,especiallyforso manyproud
vauntsaswehavemadeagainsttheDutch[French?].wPe_,' D_ry.
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to refit and replenish, and reconstruct his navy, whilst, with
our dockyards burnt and our stores destroyed we should have
no means of refitting our navy and sending it out again to
battle. "o There is then a description of our large exports and
imports, " Io,ooo, ooo quarters of corn imported annually,
besides enormous quantities of coffee, sugar, tea, and of
cotton, which is next in importance to corn for the support of
the people, followed by a picture of the consequences which
would result from "such places as Liverpool, Bristol, Glasgow,
and London, that is to say the Thames, being blockaded by a
hostile force:

But not only is it assumed that an enemy has landed, but
that an army is menacing the metropolis itself; and the fortifi-
cations of the dockyards are described as the "means for the
defence of London, because they will set free a large amount
of force for the defence of the capital by operations in the
field," for it is contended that "if large forces are required to
defend your dockyards you cannot concentrate for the defence
of London that amount of force which would be necessary to
meet an invading army." And again, "The only defence
for London is an army in the field, and any means which
enable you to make that armyas large as your military establish-
ments will allow are directly subservient to the defence of the
capital itself." f There is not one syllable to indicate that we
had at that moment a fleet with 85,5oo seamen, whilst, ac-
cording to the authority of the Prime Minister himself, the
French navy contained only 34,000 men.

It must, however, here be stated that Lord Palmerston had

a peculiar theory respecting the effect of steam navigation on
our maritime strength, which he proceeds to develop. He
contends that as long as the movement of ships depended on
the chances of the weather, "and as long as naval warfare was
carried on by means of sailing ships, we were in a position

by our superior skill and aptitude for the sea and for nava
• Hansard, clx. _ _ Hansard, cl_. 25, 26,

qq
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,combat to rest upon the strength which we then had afoat__
And he then proceeds to say:

"The same difficulties which interposed in x8o4-5 to
prevent a large army drawn up on the opposite coast of the
,Channel from crossing over to this country continued to exist,
and therefore successive Governments were justified in abstain-
ing from any great effort for the purpose of artificial protection
to our dockyards and other vulnerable point_ But the in-
troduction of steam changed this state of things. The adoption
of stem as a motive power afloat totally altered the character
of naval warfare, and deprived us of much of the advantage of
our insular position. Operations which, if not impossible, were
at least extremely difficult while sailing vessels alone were era.
ployed, became comparatively easy the moment that steam was
introduced; and, in fact, as I remember Sir Robert Peel

stating, steam had bridged the Channel, and for the purposes
of aggression, had almost made this country cease to be an
island." *

They who have rat for the last twenty years in the House of
Commons have observed, throughout the successive debates on
our National Defences, the constant reiteration of the opinion,
on the part of the Prime Minister,t that the application of
steam to navigation has supplied greater facilities for offence
than defence; that it has, in fact, deprived "us of our great
bulwark, by throwing what he has repeatedly called a "steam
bridge" over the Channel It has been remarked, also, that
many other speakers have adopted this view, at the same time
assigning to him the merit of its authorship. Thus, for instance,
in the long debate on the Militia Bill of x85_, Mr. Walpole
quoted this argument, as "so forcibly urged, on more than one
occasion in the course of the debate, by the noble member for
Tiverton ; "$ and Lord Lyndhurst urged the same view, with
a similar acknowledgment of its origin.§ It would, however,

• Hansard, dx. xS. "1"Lord P',dmersto-
Hansard, ¢xx. xx76, 5Ante, p. 6x7.
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bedifficulttoadducethe testimonyofone eminentauthority
in favourof thisopinion,whilsta hostof navalol_cersand
othersmightbe quotedon the otherside. Two or three

examplesmustsuffice:-
AdmiralBerkeley,a LordoftheAdmiralty,inhisevidence

beforetheCommitteeon theNavy,inx848,said,"I believe,
myself,thatthepowerwhichsteamhas givenus,ifwe make

useofitproperly,isthebestguaranteewe haveagainstinva-
sion,if we choose to make use of our resources, and organise
those resources in the best manner." •

Sir Thomas Hastings, President of the Commission for
Coast Defences, under Sir Robert PeePs Government, in his
evidence before the Ordnance Committee of x849, expressed
the same opinion, and almost in the same terms.f

The opinion of Sir Charles Napier was thus expressed :m
_'With regard to the effect of steam, it had been said that it
made blockading impossible; but, on the contrary, he believed
that steam had, for the first time, made blockading effectual ;
for with a steam fleet it would be impossible for the ships
blockaded to escape without the knowledge of the blockading
squadron, as they had done in former times, when they landed
in Ireland, and when the great portion of the fleet escaped from
Brest unknown to those who were watching them."_

Captain Scobell, late member for Bath, whose utterances
on naval questions were characterised by a robust common
sense, stated in the House that "he remembered being em-
ployed in blockading Boulogne, where the invading army of
Napoleon was to have embarked, and his opinion was that this

country was more vulnerable then than now, the agency of
steam had done so much to strengthen it ; for calms and fogs
could have assisted the enemy much more then than now." §

Sir Morton Peto thus gives expression to the sdentific
view of the question :--"We Hve in eventual times. The

• Minuler of E_ 38So, _rMinutesofEvideltce_ 5oaz.
Haasard,clx.545. _Hanaard_z448.

qqg
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future of any nation will no longer be determined by its
courage alone ; science and its practical applications will decide
our future battles ; and surely this should not be a source of
weakness, but of strength. We have unlimited supplies of iron
and of coal ; we have the best practical and scientific eagineers.
Our country has been the birthplace of the steam-engiae itsel£
The rest of the world have copied us in its application to the
thousand ways in which it has contributed to the advancement
of civilisation and progress. It is a new thing that has hap-
pened to our country, that in naval affairs, instead of leading,
we are taught by France and the rest of Europe." •

In a quotation given above from Lord Palmerston's speech,
there is a very curious error in attributing to Sir Robert Peel
an opinion on this subject the very opposite of that which he
entertained. It is a singular illustration of the fallibility of even
the best of memories, that there should have been put into the
mouth of that minister, in perfect good faith, no doubt, language,
respecting a "steam bridge," which he emphatically repudiated
so long as z845, when uttered by the very statesman who now
assigned to him its authorship. The incident is so curious that,
for correct illustration, the quotations must be given textually,
and in juxtaposition :-

Lord Palmerston (July 3o, z845). "In reference to steam
navigation, what he said was, that the progress which had been
made had converted the ordinary means of transport into a
steam-bridge." t

Sir Robert Peel (same date in reply). "The noble lord
(Lord Palmerston) appeared to retain the impression that our
means of defence were rather abated by the discovery of steam
navigation. He was not at all prepared to admit that. He
thought that the demonstration which we could make of our
steam navy was one which would surprise the world; and as the
noble lord had spoken of steam.bridges, he would remind him
that there were two parties who could play at m_i_ing thera."_:

• Hanmrd, cl_ 437. tllan,mrdoI_,,_ril_x_3,_, _:Ib/do
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Lord Palmerston (July _3, x86o). "And, in fact, as I
remember Sir Robert Peel stating, steam had bridged the
Channel, and for the purpose of aggression had almost made
this country cease to be an island." _

The above citations, ff they do not warrant the conclusion
that the theory of steam navigation having rendered our shores
more vulnerable to attack originated exclusively with the present
Prime Minister, prove at least, beyond d/spute, that, in the
costly application of that theory to this plan of fortifications,
he has been acting in opposition to the recorded opinions of
the most eminent statesmen, and the highest professional and
practical authorities of the age.

But to return to the speech before us. There is one
striking resemblance between all the oratorical efforts on the
invasion question, in their total omission of all allusion to the
numerical strength of our own forces. If the reader will take
the trouble to refer back to the speech delivered by the noble
lord on the 3oth July, I845, when urging Sir Robert Peel's
Government to an increase of our armaments, it will be found
that our peril then arose from the existence in France of an
army of" 34o, ooo men, fully equipped, including a large force
of cavalry and artillery ; and, in addition to that, i,ooo, ooo of
the National Guard."f The danger on the present occasion
is owing to "an army of six hundred and odd thousand men,
of whom four hundred and odd thousand are actually under
arms, and the remainder are merely on furlough, and can be
called into the ranks in afortnight." _: The million of National
Guards of France had disappeared; but there is no allusion to
the addition which we had in the meantime made to our own

force of more than _oo,ooO volunteers and militia, besides the
large increase of regulars.

But this characteristic omission will be more apparent in
the case of the navies. In I845, we were told that the French
had a fleet in "commission and half commission" equal to

• Ha_ardm clx.18. _ dln/¢,p.546. _ llanJard,clx.a2.
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that of this country. We are now informed that "the utmost
exertions have been made, and still are making, to create a
navy very nearly equal to our ownua navy which cannot be
required for purposes of defence for France, and whicl_ there-
fore, we are justified in looking upon as a possible antagonist
we may have to encounter--a navy which, under present
arrangements, would give to our neighbours the means of
transporting, within a few hours, a large and formidable
number of troops to our coasts."* To bring the statement
that the French Government had been, and still was, striving
to create a navy very nearly equal to our own, once more to
the test of figures, let us compare the increase which had
taken place in the two navies in the interval between I847, the
last year of Louis Philippe's reign, and x860, the year in which
this speech was made. The comparison is limited to the men,
because, the definitive audit of the French accounts not being
yet published for I86o, it will avoid all dispute to take the
present number of French seamen on the authority of Lord
Palmerston at 34,000, 1"although the French _stimaie ad_ts
only 30,588.

_gt_ of _ .Engllsh and French Navies in Number o.lSeamen,

in the Years 1847 and 186o.
x847. 186o.

No. of Men. No. of Men.

English ..... 44,969 85,5oo
French .... 3z,x69 34,00o

Increase.
English .... 40,53!
French .... x,S3x

It will be seen, by the above figures, that whilst England
had increased her force by 40,53 x men, France had augmented
hers by only 1,83I. If the French estimate of the number of
their seamen be correctly given, which has not been disproved
by any statement of facts, then the force maintained by them
is actually less in I86o than it was in I847. Nor must it be

t ttattsard_ ck. 23. t" 1tankard, clxi. x7_.
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forgotten that, in proposing the Navy Estimates, the Secretary
of the Admiralty had informed us a few months before that we
had 456 steamers afloat to _44 Fresch. It has been shown,
too, that our dockyard expenditure for wages in x859 was
,._x,582,xx2 , whilst in France it amounted to ._'772,93x, or
less than one-half; and, in proof that this activity in the
Government yards had been unabated in x86o, it is only
necessary to refer to the First Lord's statement on the xst
May, already quoted, * that during the preceding eight months
more men had been employed in our dockyards than at any
previous time, not even excepting the period of the great war
with France which terminated in I815o

It must here be mentioned that this state of things led
to the publication of a semi-official French pamphlet, in the
summer of x86o, under the sanction of the Minister of State,
with a view to expose the unprecedented and disproportionate
increase of our navy, as compared with that of France. This
pamphlet t contains a detailed comparison of the English and
French naval expenditures, accompanied by elaborate statistics
of their respective forces. The writer of these pages has,
however, preferred to rely exclusively upon official sources of
information; namely, the definitively audited accounts of
France, our own parliamentary reports, and the statements of
our official men.

Such were the comparative forces of the two countries
when the speech under cousidexation was delivered. English-
men had a perfect right, if they saw in the act no derogation
from the attitude of their fathersmwho boasted of needing "no
bulwarks, no towers along the steep *_to ensconce themselves
behind fortiflcatious, in addition to a fleet of more than double

the strength of that of France. It was purely a question of
security and national honour, and in itself was not an aggressive

• Au_, p. 650.
•_ TI_ Navy Bud_t¢ of Fr_ and l_ngland. By M. CUC'HEVA_

CLARIGNY.
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measure towards other countries. It was made an act of

offence towards France solely by the speech which accompanied
it, and which was an amplification of the invasion speeches of
I845 and x85L The objects of the invaders were now more
minutely described : they were to make a sudden descent on
our shores : to burn and de_troy our naval arsenals : and this
not with a view to conquest, for the speaker "dismissed from
his mind the idea that any foreign Power would dream of
conquering this country with the view of permanent posses-
sion ;" nor did he believe that an invasion would "ever be
likely to be attended with permanent advantage to an enemy,
except in so far as it might inflict injury on this country."
The argument, in fact, assumed that we were in precisely the
same state of insecurity as if our neighbours had been a
barbarous tribe, whose actions were inspired by mere love of
vengeance and plunder, without any restraining forethought or
calculation of consequences; and who afforded none of those
hostages for peace which are to be found in the possession of
great wealth, or extensive manufactures and commerce.

There was a tone of assumed defencelessness on our part
pervading the whole speech, which found repeated utterance in
such phrases as, "You cannot, you are not entitled to rely on
the forbearance of a stronger neighbour ;" or, "For the sake
of peace, it is desirable that we should not live upon forbear-
ance, but that we should be able fully and effectually to defend
ourselves." The speaker then assumes that a difficulty has
arisen with some foreign Power, and says, "With the utmost
desire that such matters may be amicably adjusted ; yet, if one
country is greatly the stronger, and another country greatly
the weaker, it is very difficult for any arrangement to be
made ;" and then, that there may be no doubt which is the
feebler party, it is assumed that "the weaker power consists of

a, high-spirited and patriotic nation, with free institutions, and
with the popular feeling manifested on every occasion by
means of a free press," Now, if such language had been
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addressed to a people whose shores were really in danger from
a more powerful neighbour, this would have been a legitimate
appeal to their patriotism; but when it emanated from the
Prime Minister of a nation whose ability to defend its coasts
be was double that of its neighbour to assail them, such an
attitude was very similar to what, in individual life, would
represented by a man, in possession of both his hands,
taunting and accusing another, possessing but one, with the
design of assaulting him.

There was a remarkable contrast between the present
speech and those delivered'by the same speaker in x845 and
185x---a contrast all the more significant that he was now
Prime Minister, whereas on former occasions he spoke only as
an opposition Member of Parhament ; namely, that it did not
content itself with an abstract hypothesis of a possible invasion,
but pointed to France as the menacing cause of actual danger.
The cry of "Wolf I" had been so repeatedly heard for fifteen
years, that it seemed as though it were necessary not only to
name the wolf itself, but to depict the scowling aspect and
crouching attitude of the beast of prey. The following passage
leaves no doubt about the quarter from whence the attack was
to be expected :--

"Now, Sir, as to the necessity for these works, I think it
is impossible for any man to cast his eyes over the face of
Europe, and to see and hear what is passing, without being
convinced that the future is not free from danger. It is diffi-
cult to say where the storm may burst; but the horizon is
charged with clouds which betoken the possibility of a tempest.
Tke Committee of course knows ttmt, in ti_ main, I am speaking
of our immediate neigt_boursacross the Channd, and flare is no
use in disguiHng it." "

To appreciate fully the scope and bearing of these words,
it is necessary to refer to the precise circumstances under
which they were spoken. The speech was delivered on the

• Hamard,_ at.
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23rd July, x86o. At that moment, the negotiation of the
de_ls of the Commercial Treaty with France, upon the liberal
arrangement of which depended the whole success of the
measure, was at its most critical and important stage. The
public mind was under considerable misapprehension respect-
ing the progress of the measure, owing to the systematic mis-
representations which were promulgated in certain political
circles, and by a portion of the press." The British ministry
alone knew that, up to that time, the French Government had
manifested a disposition to carry out the details of the Treaty
with even unexpected liberality, and they could not have been
unaware how important it was, at such a juncture, to preserve
a conciliatory tone towards that Government. It was at this
critical moment that the speech burst upon the negotiators in
Paris. Had its object been to place the British Commissioners
at the greatest possible disadvantage, it could not have more
effectually accomplished the purpose. It cut the ground from
under their feet, in so far as the French Government had been
actuated by the political motive (apart from politico-economical
considerations) of seeking to strengthen the friendly relations of
the two countries as represented by their Governments. This
plea of high state-policy, with which the Emperor's Government
had met the complaints of the powerful interests which believed
themselves compromised by the Treaty, was in a moment
silenced and turned against itself. The offensive passages in
the speech were instantly transferred to the pages of the
protectionist organs, accompanied with loud expostulations
addressed to their own Government : "You axe sacrificing us,"
they saids "iR the hope of conciliating the political alliance of
our ancient rival; and now, behold the reward you are receiving

* In justice to the newspaper press, which almost universaIly took a hopeful
view of the Treaty, and gave a generous support to the negotiationst the noto-
rious exception must be mentioned. The Timt_ persisted in its attacks and
misrepresentations, until silenced by the all but unanimous expression of opinion,
on the part of the manufacturing anti commerc_ community, in favour of the
Treaty.
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at the hands of the Prime Minister of England." These taunts
resounded in the sa/on_ of the enlightened Minister of Com-
merce, and murmurs were heard even in the palace itself. A
profound sensation was produced among all classes by this
speech; and no other words could adequately express the
emotions experienced by the French negotiators but astonish-
ment and indignation. Had the Emperor seized the occasion
for instantly suspending the negotiations he would have
undoubtedly performed a most popular part; but on this, as
on other occasions, his habitual calmness and self.mastery
prevailed, and to these qualities must be mainly attributed
the successful issue of the Treaty.

It is impossible to construct any theory of motives to
account for this speech, consistent with a wise or serious states-
manship ; and it probably met with the only appropriate com-
mentary in the following remarks, which feU from Mr. Bemal
Osborne :--

"At the commencement of the session I gave my humble
support to a Commercial Treaty with France, under the idea
that I was promoting good and substantial relations with that
country, The noble lord (Lord Pa|merston) has told us that
we should not speak of this Treaty with levity ; but his actions
are inconsistent with his words, for the resolution before us is
the oddest sequel imaginable to a Commercial Treaty. After
taking Off all the duties on French m_ufactures, we are asked
to vote nominally ._9,ooo, ooo, though I believe it will ulti-
mately be nearer ;_2o, ooo,ooo, for the construction of defences
to keep out our friends and customers. Why, Sir, if this were
not an expensive amusement, it wou|d be the most lu_crous
proceeding ever proposed to a deliberative assembly." *

This project was voted by the House on the 2nd August,
after a few hours' debate, in which scarcely any of the leading
members spoke. Mr. Sidney Herbert, who took a prominent

part in the discussion, declared that it was unwise in England
• HanJard,¢ix.553.
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'"tO leave a great temptation--to leave her vast propertyand
her reputationat stake,and at the mercy of any nation which
may choose to send an expedition in consequenceof some
diplomatic quarrel;" O_totaHy oblivious of the 456 Govern-
ment steamers,the 85,5oo seamen,and upwards of 3oo,ooo
armed men, including vohmteers,then ready to meet an in-
vading enemy.t This was spoken ten days after the delivery
of Lord P_]merston's speech, which had, of course, produced
its natural effect out of doors, and to which Mr. Herbert could
thus triumphantly appeal, in replying to Mr. Bright :--

'*Is it not a fact, I ask him, that the whole nation is full of
alarm and suspicion ? The people feel that they ought to
obtain security at any price. We have, therefore, spent a large
sum in putting our stores and munitions of war in order. We
have an increase of the army--not a large increase, it is true,
but still an increase. All these things are cheerfully borne by
the people, and more is called for--more, perhaps, than the
Government are willing to do. Is not that an indication that
there must, in the minds of an immense majority of the people,
be some cause for alarm ? The country feels that it is not in
a proper state of defence, and that, if we deal with the question
at all, we should deal with the whole of it if we can. Such are
the feelings which I believe animate the public out of doors." :_

This is a fair illustration of the m_t.ner in which panics are
created and sustained. A Government proposes a large
expenditure for armaments, on the plea that France is making
vast warlike preparations ; and the public, being thereby im-
pressed with a sense of impending danger, takes up the cry of
alarm: when the Minister quotes the echo of his own voice as

• Hazard, clx, $o6.

t Witha similarobliviousaessof ourownarmaments,theFortificationsBill
wasthusgreetedby theEarlofEllenboroughinthe Lords:--'°I have,during
thelast thirteenyears,endeavouredto drawtheattentionof thisHouseandthe
countryto thealmostdefencelessstateof therealm,earnestlydesiringthatwe
shouldnot r,-m,dnII_qrmvdin the midstof an armedworld."--Har_rard,
r.ix.X563. $ Han_ard,_ 5oa.
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a justification of his policy, and a sufficient answer to all oppo-
•nents. This mode of argument was thus commented upon on
a subsequent occasion by Mr. Bright, when replying to another
speaker :m

"But he knows perfectly well that what is called the
country must necessarily take its opinions at second-hand.
Manufacturers, farmers, professional men, shopkeepers, artisans,
and labourers do not con over these blue-books of ours, and
•read the accounts minutely given in the French votes. They
know very little of this. They take their opinions from what
is stated in this House and in the public press. And, of
course, when there are men of the high position of the noble
lord at the head of the Government and others associated with

him, who have been in the service of the country for twenty,
thirty, or forty years, it is only reasonable that the opinions
which they express, and the statements which are made in their
hearing, but which they do not take the trouble to contradict,
should sink into the minds of the people, and become with
them a fixed belief, although founded upon no knowledge
whatever.""

This gigantic scheme of fortifications is without a parallel
,in any single project of the kind ; and, judging by the analogy
of Keyham and the Channel Islands, it may be predicted that,
if allowed to go on, it will eventually involve an expenditure of
double the amount of the original estimate. In the course of
the debate Mr. Sidney Herbert stated that "it was chiefly on
the advice of Sir Howard Douglas that the Government acted
in m_i_ing the proposition they now made."f Now, it is

• Hanmrd, elxi. x78,_.
7ta_ardo clx. 56a. It iS one of the evils of our day that men are often

.xetained tn the direction of great national tmdert_ngs long beyond the period
of life when they are considered eligible for employment ta conducting private
concerns.---Sir Howard Douglas was, when consulted by the Government on
this occasion, in his 83rd year ; an age when men may he said to live only in
the past, and to retain, f_ the aff_t_ Of this life, scarcely any inte_st in the
futu_
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known that this officer entertained to the last a faith in large
wooden ships, and even believed that sailing Hne-ofol_ttle ships
would play a part in future naval wars. He could formno idea
of Portsmouth, Plymouth, and the other dockyards, but that
which was suggested by the past appearance of their harbours,
crowded with wooden vessels, some in commission or half-
commission, some afloat in ordinary, and others in process of
construction ; with timber enough in store for two or three
years' consumption, at the rate of thirty or forty thousand loads
a year. The scheme of fortifications approved by him might
be very consistent with these views.

But if, in accordance with the advice of Sir WilliAm Arm-
strong, Mr. Fairbairn, Sir Morton Peto, and other high author-
ities, on whose engineering skill the Government profess to
rely, our ships of war are henceforth constructed entirely of
iron (not wood cased in iron), and if they are built, as they will
be if the country be wise, by contract in private yards, the
"roots" of our navy will henceforth be on the Clyde, the
Thames, the Mersey, and the Tyne, and not in Portsmouth or
Plymouth. As for repairs, a vessel built wholly of iron four or
five inches thick, will, like an iron bridge, be practically inde-
structible. With railroads running from the interior into all

our dockyards, perishable stores for the navy may be kept at
the Tower, Weedon, or other inland dep6ts. It is, besides,
notorious that great waste and abuse of various kinds arise
from the unnecessarily large amount of these stores kept on
hand.

With the revolution thus glanced at now going on in naval
armaments, it is possible that when the grand scheme of
fortifications for Portsmouth, extending to the South Downs, is
complete, to prevent the "cradle of our navy from being burnt
and destroyed," an enemy will find very few combustible
materials in that arsenal except the coal. Our dockyards will

then possess, comparatively, only a traditional importance,
unless, indeed, we adopt the dishonouring theory that our
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fleets require fortified places in which to take refuge from an
enemy.

The first proof to be offered by the Government, to what-
ever party it may belong, of the triumph of common sense in
the conduct of our national affairs, will be the suspension of
this panic-begotten scheme.

The speech of the Premier was calculated to give a renewed
impulse to the agitation out of doors ; but, owing to a cause
which will be immediately explained, a reaction was taking
place on the invasion question in the manufacturing districts,
and the most exciting of the martial demonstrations which were
witnessed during the ensuing autumn and winter occurred in
obscure agricultural places. •

During the negotiation of the details of the French Com-
mercial Treaty, which extended over nearly the whole of _86o,
deputations from our manufacturing districts, and from the
metropolis, paid repeated visits to Paris, to afford information
to the British Commissioners respecting their various pro-
ductions. These intelligent capit__li._.sreturned to England
impressed with the conviction that a great commercial revo-
lution was being inaugurated in France; and this conviction

• The following specimen wiU suffice to recall to the reader's recollection the
f_enes that were r_ng at the c]nse of x86o :--

"DmNF._ TO MAJo,, WATLINGTON, M.P. IfOIt SOUTH ESSEX.---On
Wednesday afternoon, Major J. W. Perry Watiington, M.P., was entertained
at dinner at Harlow Bush House by the membersof the B troop of West Essex
yeom_.ry Cavehy, on his promotion from the rank of captain of the troop to
the rank of major of the regiment. Major Watiington having thanked the
company for the compliment paid him, and made some remarks regarding the
character of the yeom_.ry cavalry and the volunteer rifle movement, proceeded
to say that ff this country were in _m_er it would be nece___ to make pre-
paration; but when mxcha man as Lord Palmerston, who had the command of
all the re_urces of knowledge and information to enable him to know correctly
the state of the pulse of the Emperor of the French. and tell rightly to what
end _ pulsation of that pulse tended, asked the House of Commons to grant
minions for our defence in fortifications--when he pointed to the other side of
the Channel, and held the Emperor of the French up as the bugbear, then it
would be positive madness to doubt there was danger, and it would be culpa_
negligence not to be prepared for it. (Hear, hear.)"
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found expresslon in the reports which the deputations made to
their constituents. A natural revulsion from the state of panic
followe& Reflecting men began to ask themselves if it could

be possible that the most logical people were contemplating at
the same time a policy of free trade and of unprovoked hostile

aggressionmthat the Emperor, whose great intelligence no one
disputed, could really be aiming at pursuing, in his own person,
the incompatible careers of the first Napoleon and Sir Robert
Peel

But the warning voice of the Prime Minister, which still

rang in the public ear, coupled with the gigantic project of
fortifications, made even intelligent men pause in their final
judgment upon the designs of the ruler of France. This con-
flict of public opinion induced several members of parliament
to institute a personal inquiry into the naval preparations of

France. Mr. Dalglish, M.P. for Glasgow, who had served on
a Commission" for inquiring into the management of the dock-

yards, visited France to examine the system of government
accounts, and to inform himself as to the progress making in
her naval armaments ; and he took an opportunity of saying in

the House that, "having been to Toulon and Cherbourg within
the last fortnight, he could assure the hon. gentleman, the

member for Norfolk, who appeared not to have got over the

• This Commim_n tepo_ as follows:_
The RoyalCommt¢/_!on,appolntzd in z86o, to Inquireinto the m*_ffement

of the dockyards, reportthat the control and managementoi dockyard=are
inefllcie_tfrom the followingcauses:--

L The eomtitutionof the Boardof Admiralty.
L The ddective o__nl__ttonof the subordinatedepartmentL
3- The want of clearand well definedresponsibility.
4. The absenoe of any m_nq, both now and in timespast, of effectually

ehecklngexpeuditure,fromthe want of accurateaccounts.
"The want of aecu_t_ accounts," seems to be a chronic m_l_y at.the

Admiralty, ff we mayjudge by the following penitentconfessionof the quaint
Secretary,in the time of CharlesII. :--

°'Nov. xo, xf_6.--The Parliamentdid fall foul of oaraccounts again yester.
day: and we must armeto have themexamined,whichI am sorry for; :Itwill

gnat troubleto me, and _hameto theo_ce."--Pe_y£Diasy.
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panic about a French invasion, that all his fears were ground-
less, so far as the preparations connected with ship-building in
those quarters were concerned." • Sir Morton Peto, who had
been largely connected with industrial undertakings in that
country, despatched an intelligent agent to report to him the
state of its various dockyards. Every facility for these inves-
tigations was afforded by the French Goverment ; and the
result was invariably to disprove the statements of the alarmists,
and to corroborate the accounts contained in the semi-official

pamphlet of M. Cucheval Clarigny.
Mr. Lindsay, M.P. for Sunderland, also visited Paris, and

sought an interview with the Minister of Marine, to obtain
information respecting the actual state of the French navy ;
and he was so convinced, by the frank and unreserved expla-
nations of that Minister, of the erroneous impression which
prevailed in England, that he communicated the information,
in the first place, by letter, to Lord Clarence Paget, and after-
wards to the House of Commons, soon after the opening of the
S_sion. It seems, from the following extract from his speech,
that the French Minister, imitating the example of his prede-
cessor, M. Ducos, in I853, invited our Secretary of the Ad-
miralty (but in vain) to make a personal inspection of the
French dockyards :--

"The Minister of Marine was anxious that the feeling of
alarm in England on that subject should be got rid of. He
said : ' I have shown you everything ; I have given you official
documents ; I will do more if you desire it. Will you go and
visit our dockyards and arsenals ? I will send a gentleman
with you, who will throw open everything to you, and you may
see with your own eyes everything.' He (Mr. Lindsay) declined,
saying that he was tired of wandering about ; but the state-
merit which he had received, confirmed by these books, was so
different from what was commordy believed, that he had sent
the figures of the Minister of-Marine to his noble friend the

*tlas4ard,clziL465.
ILB
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Secretary of the Admiralty, and extended to him the invitation
of the Minister of Marine to visit the French dockyards and
arsenals. He had received a reply, in which the noble lord

pleaded want of time and pressing engagements, but still
seemed to entertain doubts as to the accuracy of the state-
merits." ql,

On the xxth March, x86x, the Secretary of the Admiralty
introduced the Navy Estimates for the ensuing year. He
stated, "that in consequence of the termination of the China
wax, the number of seamen actually borne in the previous year
had not exceeded 8x,xoo, being 4,400 less than the 85,5oo
voted ; and he now asked for 78,2oo, which he considered to
be only a reduction of 2,9oo upon the force of the previous
year. But," he added, "the House would be glad to hear
that there was a force of something like _5,ooo reserves, avail-
able at a moment's notice, if an emergency should m_lre it
necessary to man a large fleet."

With respect to ships, he proceeded, "We have expended
during the present year, or, at least, shall have expended by
the end of the month, no less than 80,oo0 loads of timber--
more than double the ordinary rate of consumption," and he
laid before the House the result in vessels: "We have built

during this year 9,075 tons of line-of-battle ships, z2,x89 tons
of frigates, 4,t38 tons of corvettes, 6,367 tons of sloops, x,4o9
tons of gun and despatch vessels, and xo_ tons of gunboats,
making a total of 33,28o tons." He announced that, for the
ensuing year, it was the intention of the Government to confine
themselves to the construction of frigates and smaller vessels,
adding, "I may further observe that, so far as large vessels axe
concerned, we axe in a very satisfactory position." t At a sub-
sequent stage of these naval discussions, he defined more
dearly this position by a comparison with other countries,
showing that we had seventeen more of these large ships
(besides block-ships) than all the rest of the world. "We

• H_, ¢2xi, xz47. "_Ha&_ard, clxi. x741.
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have," he said, "67 line-of-battle ships built or building.
France has 37, Spain 3, Russia 9, and Italy x, making 50." "
The nine coast-guard block-ships have again passed entirely
into oblivion !

Beating in mind that this prodigious increase in large
wooden vessels had been going on after actual experiment had
verified the success of iron-cased batteries in resisting combus-
tible shells, it is really a waste almost unparalleled for reckless-
ness and magnitude. It may be illustrated in private life, by
the supposition that a large proprietor of stage-coaches doubled
his stock of vehicles and horses at the very time when the
locomotive and the railroad had entered into successful compe-
tition with the traffic of the turnpike-roads. A reaction against
this policy now manifested itself in the very able opposition
speeches delivered by Mr. Baxter, Mr. Lindsay, and Mr.
Bright.

Lord Palmerston took a part in the debate. "The French,"
he said, "made no secret of their preparations ; but when some
well-intentioned gentleman asks them if they really mean to
Lg.vadethis country, if they really have any hostile intentions
towards us, of course they say, ' Not the least in the world ;'
their feeling is one of perfect sympathy and friendship with us,
and that all their preparations are for their own self-advance-
ment." t And again, "Really, Sir, it is shutting one's eyes to
notorious facts to go on contending that the policy of France
--of which I certainly do not complainmhas not for a great
length of time been to get up a navy which shall be equal, if
not superior, to our own." :_

For the last occasion let us bring this statement that the
French had for a long time been trying to be our equals, if not
superiors, at sea, to the test of figures--not French, but British
figures. In this very debate, both Lord Pahnerston and Lord
Clarence Paget give the French naval force at 34,ooo seamen,
which shall be accepted as correct, though the French estimate

* Hansard,clxiL44a, _'Hansard,e,lagx79x. _.Hansardocki.x788.

RR$
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isunder3r,ooo.The Secretaryof the Admiraltyhad,just
beforethePremierspoke,proposedavoteof 78,_oomen for
ournavyforx861. Now letthereaderturnoncemoretothe

tablein thefirstpage,and hewillseekinvainforany year
(exceptx859and 186o,when the samenoblelordwas Prime
Minister),inwhich our forcewas doublethatof France,or

evenapproachedto suchadisproportionatestrength.And it
mustberememberedthattheFrenchconsiderthatthereserve

of25,ooobringsourforceup toIoo,ooomen.
But in orderto testthestatement,thatFrancehad been

tryingto getup anavyequalto our own,by a comparisonof

shipsas wellas men,thefollowingextractisgivenfromthe
speechdeliveredthe same eveningby the Secretaryof the
Admiralty:--

" He assumed thathon. gentlemenwould acceptthe

statement of the British navy he had laid before them as
correct, and that showed that we had 53 screw line-of-battle
ships afloat and x4 building and converting, making a total of
67. The French had 35 afloat and 2 building, making a total
of 37. We had 3x screw and 9 paddle frigates afloat and x_
building, making a total of52; the French had 2I screw and
x8 paddle frigates afloat and 8 building, rn_ldng a total of 47.
He did not think that the discussion had extended to the

smaller cla_ses of steamships ; but including them the French
had 266 vessels afloat and 6x building, making a total of 327 ;
while we had 5o5 afloat and 57 building, making a total of
56_." *

Now let us take, for comparison, the large ships; for our
immense superiority in smaller vessels has been admitted from
the first. The constant cry of alarm has been founded on
the assertion that France was attempting to rival us in ships
of the line. The date at which we have now arrived, and

when the speech from which the above extract is taken was
delivered, is the rxth March, x86x. It is here said that

•Hansa_d,clxl.x773,
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France has thirty-seven line-of-battle ships built and building.
On the x8th May, I857, nearly four years previously, Sir
Charles Wood, then First Lord, stated that France had forty
linel_ built and building.* The same number is given for
x858 in the Report already quoted, presented to Parliament
by Lord Derby's Government.f And on the 25th February,
t859, the country was startled by the statement of Sir John
Fakington, that England and France were on an equality ot
twenty-nine:l:each "completed" ships of the line. What, then,
has been the progress made by the French in nearly four
years, during which we had the great invasion-speeches of Lord
Lyndhurst and Mr. Horsman, the almost incessant agitation
of Sir Charles Napier, the rifle corps movement, the un-
paralleled expenditure in the dockyards, the gigantic fortifica-
tion scheme, and all on the pretext that France was making
great efforts to rival us at sea? Why--It turns out on the
authority of our own Government, that France had fewer line-
of-battle ships in x86x than she was alleged to possessin x857.
She had forty built or building in x857, and thirty-seven in
x86x, or less by three ;--the French Government, be it remem-
bered, state officially their number to be only thirty-five. Our own
liners,which were fifty in x857, were sixty-seven in x86 t (besides
the block-ships), being an increase of seventeen. The number
of French frigates is given at forty.seven in i86x, and they
were stated by Sir John Pakington, in x859, at forty-six,§ being
an increase of one only in two years. Our own frigates were
put down at thirty-four in x859,[[ and fifty-two in t86x, being
an increase of eighteen.

It would be a waste of the reader's time and patience to
offer any further evidence in a case which, having been sub-
jected to so many tests, is at last demonstrated to be utterly
groundless on the authority of British officials and our own
public documents.

• Ante, p. 587. #rParliamentaryPaiOertz82, z859,
g Anle, IX598. § Ante, IX599. _ IMd.
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In the above quotation from Lord Palmerston's speech, the
allegation that the French had for a long time been trying to
equal or surpass us at sea, is accompanied by the remark, "of
which I certainly do not complain." If such a design on the
part of the French Government really did exist (which has
been disproved), it would be a matter of grave concern, and
even of complaint to the tax-paying people of this country; for
with what legitimate or peaceful object could that Government
be seeking to disturb the immemorial relations which England
and France have borne to each other as maritime powers ?

France possesses less than a fourth of our mercantile
marine: she has not, perhaps, the hundredth part of our
possessions to defend beyond the seas: she has more than
double our military force ; and, whilst her land frontier gives
her access to the Continent, and thereby to the whole world,
we liave no means of communication with any other coun_'ry
but by water. She has, therefore, no necessity for, and no
legitimate pretentions to an equality with us at sea ; nor is
there in her history any precedent for such a policy. If, under
such circumstances, the present French ruler attempted for
the first time to equal, if not surpass us in naval armaments,
the reasonable conclusion would be, that either he had some

sinister purpose in view, or that he was a rash and unreflecting,
and therefore a dangerous neighbour. If, after the offer of
frank explanations on our part, with a view to avert so irrational
a waste, that ruler persisted in his extraordinary preparations,
there is no amount of expenditure which this country would
not bear to maintain our due superiority at sea. But such a
state of things would be accompanied with a sense of grievance;
and it would make it quite inconsistent with all serious states-
manship to attempt to unite the two Governments in alliances for
peace or war in other parts of the world, until the vital question
respecting our own security at home had received a better solu-
tion than is offered by the maintenance of a war establishment
to protect us from an invasion by a so-called friend and ally
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The reactionwhichhad takenplacein intelligentminds
aga_stour injudiciousnavalarmamentsfoundexpressionin
theHouse on theiithApril,x86i,when Mr. Lindsay,after

an ablespeech,carrieda resolutionforputtingan end to the
furtherconstructionoflargewooden vessels.The speechof
SirMorton Petoin supportof thismeasurecontainsmuch
valuableadvicefortheguidanceofGovernmentin ironship-

building, _nd Sir Joseph Paxton and Mr. Dalglish spoke with
practical force for the motion. Not one word could be said,
in any quarter, in behalf of wooden ships of the line; and a
pledge was extorted from Government that no more of these
vessels should be built, and that those still on the stocks should
remain unfinished; thus tacitly admitting that the immense
fleet of line-of-battle ships now afloat were worse than useless,
and that if they had not been built under the excitement of the
panic they would not now have been ordered to be constructed.
This might be inferred from the remark which fell from Cap-
tain Jervis. "The shell," said he, "now acted as a mine; it
burst in passing through the side of the vessel, and would so
shatter it,that wooden line-of-battle ships would be nothing better
than mere slaughter-houses."" In fact, it is doubted by intelli-
gent naval authorities whether, in case of a war between two
maritime powers, wooden ships of the line would be ever su_
jected to the fire of modem shell guns.

We now arriveat the last, and not the least characteristic
scene of the third panic.

On the 3xst May, i86r, Sir John Pakington rose in the
House, and addressing the Speaker, said, "Sir, I now rise to
call attention to a subject the importance of which no one will
deny. I have received information with respect to the French
Government, in building armour-covered ships, to which I
think it my duty to call the attention of the House and of her
Majesty's Government without any loss of time." The right
hon. gentleman then proceeded to say that he was about to

• Hansard, cb_ 46o
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make his important statement on the authority of a British
naval oificer of high professional reputation who, during the
last three weeks had visited all the French ports and arsenals,
with the exception of Toulon : but he weakened the zest of the
coming disclosure by adding that Admiral Elliot did not wish
to be under the suspicion of having acted as a spy :m,, I should,
therefore," said the speaker, _cstate that whatever information
he has obtained was obtained in an open manner, and he
visited the French dockyards with the advantage of having
received the permission of the Minister of Marine. [Mr. Lindsay,
Hear, hear l] I understand the motive of that cheer, and it is
only due to the French Government to state that on the part
of the French Admiralty there has been nothing like any inten-
tion to conceal its preparations." There is a curious resem-
blance in the tone of this speech to that which was"delivered
in moving the Navy Estimates of I859 ; the same disavowal
of the idea of alarming: the like absence of any exclusive
information ; and yet the apparent disposition to invest the
whole proceeding with the character of a revelation. "I have
no wish," he said, "to excite alarm by making this statement,
I make it because I think it my duty to communicate to the
Government and the House, in this public manner, information
of so startling a character."

The statement thus heralded was, that the French were

preparing to build fifteen armour-plated ships, besides nine
gun-boats and floating batteries. There was not a word of
information as to the precise stages in which these twenty-four
vessels and batteries had been found ; and it was admitted that
some (it was not said how many) "were only lately laid down."
Lord Clarence Paget_ spoke subsequently of nine having,
during the last few months, been "laid down, or prepared to
be laid down ;" and, on the same occasion, Lord Palmerstont
said the French Government were "beginning" to lay them
down. No test of accuracy can be applied to the vague state-

• ttamard, rl_411.4_ _ Hansard,e3V_ 535.
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ments respecting those projected vessels ; but the allusion to
the Mag,enla and Solferino, two ships which everybody knew to
be building as the companions to Za Glaire, is more precise.
"These two vessels," said the right hon. gentleman, "are to be
launched in the ensuing month, and to be added immediately
to the strength of the French navy." At the time when these
pages are going to press (March, x862), these ships are still un-
finished, and are expected to remain so for several months.
Throwing aside all dependence on the wooden fleets which the
Admiralty had just completed, he proceeded, for the second
time, to proclaim the danger of French maritime ascendancy :--

"Why are these preparations being made in France ? I
will not enter into the motives by which the French Govern-
ment may be influenced in making such efforts. Ever7 one is
able to judge for himself for what ultimate end these prepara-
tions are intended. The point to which I invite attention is,
that whatever may be the motive of France, the practical result
is that we axe rapidly becoming the second maritime power of
Europe. It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of this
statement. Is it true, or is it not true ? If it be true, what are
the intentions of the Government ? ''_

Admiral Walcott confirmed the statement of the preceding
speaker, and said, "he felt quite convinced that a neighbouring
country was at that moment in command of a most formidable
number of iron-cased ships." And Sir James Elphinstone, also
a naval officer, followed in the same strain, declaring that the
report they had just heard "ought justly to alarm the Govern-
ment and people of this country."

It is a curious feature in this discussion, that the alarm was
chiefly confined to the naval" officers ; whilst those members
who resisted what Mr. Dalglish designated as the "attempt that
had been made by the right hon. member for Droitwich to
startle the country," represented precisely those constituencies
whose interests would be the most compromised by the loss of

• Hanaard, ib. 4x7.
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the protectionwhich our navy isdesignedto afford.Mr
Lindsay (Sunderland), Mr. Dalglish (Glasgow), and Mr. Baxter
(Dundee), who had spoken previously, all represent important
commercial seaports.

But to return to the question put by Sir John Pakington--
"Why axe these preparations being made in France ?" There
was not one of his audience so competent to answer this ques-
tion as the fight hon. gentleman himself: for, when he was First
Lord of the ._lmiralty, he laid on the table of the House, on
the 4th April, z859, that Report on "The Comparative State
of the Navies of England and France," to which allusion had
been so frequently made--drawn up by his own confidential
officials for the special information of the Government--ln
which the following passage occurs with reference to the future
policy of the French Government :--

"It is stated that these iron-sided ships, of which two axe
more than half completed, will be substituted for line-of-battle
ships. Their timbers axe of the scantling of a three-decker;
they are to have thirty-six heavy guns, most of them dried 5o-
pounders, which will throw an So-lb. hollow percussion shot ;
they will be cased with iron; and so convinced do naval
seon to be in z_rance of t_e irresistible cualities of these sM/s, that
t_'y are of otOinion tAat no more shiios of tim line will be laid
down, and tlu_ in ten years that class of vesselswill have become
obsolete.'_

With this document in his hand, the right hon. gentleman
commenced, in z859, with frantic haste, the reconstruction of
our wooden navy, which was carried on still more frantically by
his successor; notwithstanding that the Report of z859 informed
them that "no line-of-battle ship had been laid down since
x856 in France, and there had not been a single three-decker
on the stocks since that year.t And now, on the 3xst May,
1861, when, as Mr. Lindsay stated in the course of this debate,

• ParliamentaryPaper,No. xSu---x859,p. x$.
•f Ib/d.,p. xg.
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England possessed a greater number of efficient steam-ships of

war than all Europe, and when the Secretary of the Navy him-
self admitted that we had seventeen more line-of-battle ships

than all the rest of the world (besides the nine block-ships),*
the House was startled with the declaration that we were

rapidly becoming the second maritime power of Europe, be-

cause France had one iron-_ frigate (Za G/oh'c) at sea, whilst
our own much more powerful ship, the Warrior, still wanted a

few months for completion l
Now, let us see whether France had taken any clandestine

or precipitate steps to justify her being teased and worried by
such demonstrations as these ; for it must not be supposed
that the sensibilities of the French people are not woundedt
by these imputations of sinister designs, reiterated by members
of parliament who have filled the highest public offices. The

value and efficiency of iron-cl_d vessels were proved (as will be

seen immediately) to the knowledge of bQth England and
France in x854. England immediately possessed herself of
double the number of iron-cased floating ha/reties built by
France. The keel of the first sea-going frigate of this class, Z.a
Gloire, was laid down by the French Government in June,

x858. In the parliamentary report, dated January 6th, x859 ,
so frequently quoted_ it is stated that this yessel is half corn-

* Hansard, cLfll.
_.The followingis extracted froman article on this subject in the Journal

des Ddbates:--" Is there notsomething calculated to try the patienceof a less
excitablepeople than ours, to find ourselves constantlydenouncedas plotting
an invasion of England--and denounced by whom? By those whomwe have
not invaded---by those who for three centuries have hired all the coalitions
formed against us.by those who for three centurieshave always marched in
the front r.nk_ of the inwders of our national territory. Is there nothing
calculatedto wound the just pride of a people, not wantingin self-respect,to
find ourselvesincessantlycalled to accountrespectingournavy--and bywhom ?
By those whomaintainupwardsof 8o,ooomen in active service,whilstour fleet
does notcontainmore than 35,ooo--by those who are actuallyexpending,on
an average, _x_,ooo,oco sterling annually on their navy; whilst for several
years we have been spending, on an average, x25.ooo,ooof., or _5,ooo,ooo
sterling."
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plated. She made her first trial trip in August, x86o. And
sloewas tAe only co_n_Oletediron-clad sea-going vessel 20ossessedby
Prance on tke $xst May, x86x, when _'r fohn Pakin_o/on made
his star/ling Oatement to tke House, and wl_en terrified admiralt
talked of _ lOossessin#a "most formidable number" of tAese
sM?s. There is certainly nothing in these facts to warrant the
suspicion that our neighbours were endeavouring to steal a
march on us in the construct/on of an iron fleet. Three years
in the acquisition of only one sea-going iron-cased ship is surely
a leisurely rate of progress, with which even our admiralty
might have kept pace.

As there has been a systematic, and to some extent a suc-
cessful, effort made by the invasionists to keep alive the panic,
by attributing to the French Government secret and extensive
preparations of iron-clad vessels, it will be well, before con-
eluding, to add a few words respecting the origin and progress
of this innovation in shipbuilding.

More than fifteen years ago, when the mode of projecting
combustible shells horizontally was adopted, it was foreseen that
the nature of maritime warfare would be entirely changed. In
his evidence before the Ordnance Committee of x849, Sir
Thomas Hastings * said that, in consequence of the adoption
of Paixhan's guns, in case of an action between two fleets,
"instead of lasting ten hours, its duration will be nearer ten
minutes." Here, then, was a dear necessity for some con-
trivance to meet this new danger ; and the objects to be aimed
at, in clothing the ship's sides with iron armour, are very
clearly defined in the following extract from a Lecture by Mr.
Reed, formerly of Her Majesty's Dockyard at Portsmouth, and
now editor of the Mec/tanfcs' Magazine :--

"It is time that all those who concern themselves with this

great question of how iron ma7 best be rendered available for
the defence of ships' sides should recur to the circumstance
which gave rise to it, and to the true end to be at present

• Minutes°5oa$.
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attained. That circumstance, undoubtedly, was the intro-
duction of Paixhan's shells into naval warfare; and the end
desired is the application of means by which the entrance of
those terrible missiles through the side of a ship may be avoided.
The attainment of this end would leave us subject only to the
entrance of solid shot, to which all our ships were exposed
during the wars in which we won our supremacy, and from
which no practical system of iron plating can at present be
expected to save us. The attempt to build ships which shall
be proof to solid shot---at least, to wrought-iron solid shot--is
an altogether illusory one; and such ships are not urgently
required. It is as a defence against shells, and hollow charged
projectiles generally, and against these only, that iron plating
can yet be made available. By applying iron of very great
thickness between wind and water, we may reduce the liability
to injury by shot at that important part, and it may be well to
do this ; but if the upper works are made shell-proof, we can
expect no more."_P,zl.

The first trial in actual combat of these destructive missiles

was at Sinope, November 2oth, 1853, when the Turkish
squadron was attacked by a Russian fleet, and when "their
whole force of fourteen ships was, to a great extent, silenced in
a few minutes, and utterly crushed in little more than an
hour." * The Russians were well supplied with shell guns,
while the Turks had nothing more effective than 24.pounders.
During the progress of the Crimean war, an opportunity was
afforded to our fleet of experiencing the effects of shells in the
attack on the forts of Sebastopol, when some of our vessels
were severely injured ; and when the whole affair, which was
lost sight of in face of the more absorbing operations on shore,
was viewed with even less satisfaction by our navy than by the
public. It was during this war, too, that the first trial of iron-
clad batteries was witnessed at Kinburm Our own batteries

arrived too late, but those of our allies reached the scene in
• Lecture,by Mr.E.J. R_D p. x3,
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time to take a part in the siege. And Sir ]ames Elphinstone,
a practical authority on naval subjects, said, "When the
French batteries, which had fortunately arrived, got an oppor.
tunity of acting at Kinburn, they showed that an iron-cased
ship was impregnable ; yet, after that, we spent three or four
years experimenting on iron plates, while we had much better
have been employed in building iron ships. We had, perhaps,
found out what description of iron would stand hammering the
longest, but the great fact of the impregnability of iron ships
had been proved at Kinburn."

The invention of these iron-clad batteries has been attri-

buted to the Emperor of the French. Mr. Scott Russell, how-
ever, tells us that the introduction of iron plates originated with
Mr. Stevens, the great steamboat builder, of Hew York, who
was in this country ten years ago, and who then communicated
to him the results of some experiments that had been made by
the United States Government with regard to these plates
And Mr. Reed, in his lecture, quotes an article in the Me¢l_anid
Magazin_ published in 1824, in which the writer, whilst
.noticing a memoir on this subject by M. de Montgery, a
captain in the French navy, attributes the use of plates of iron
or brass, for covering ships and battering rams, to Ar.c_medes,
upwards of two thousand years ag_

There is but litre merit due, in any quarter, for the adoption
of this very obvious and necessary reform in ship-building.
Foreign governments might, indeed, very naturally shrink from
an innovation which, by substituting iron for wood in the con-
struction of vessels of war, would confer such an immense

advantage on England; for whilst in the purchase of timber,
and the raw materials of sails and rigging forour navy, we were
only on a footing of equality with France, and were placed at a
disadvantage as compared with Russia and America,--where
those material were produced,--no sooner does iron take the

place of wood, and steam of sails, than the change gives us a
• ltansard, ¢lxL _ox,
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natural advantage over the whole world. The British Govern-
ment did not, however, seem to realise this view ; for instead
of proceeding with the construction of iron-cased vessels for
resisting combustible shells, for which purpose everybody
admitted them to be perfectly successful, successive Boards of
Admiralty amused themselves for several years with the com-
paratively useless experiment of trying to penetrate an iron
target a few inches thick with solid shot ; and this whilst the
engineering and naval authorities were loudly proclaiming that
it was for protection against combustion and explosion, rather
than penetration, that the iron armour was required.# A
volume might be compiled of the letters in the newspapers, the
pamphlets, and the speeches, not omitting a series of Lectures
by Captain Halsted, which have been published, to stimulate
the tardy movements of our Board of Admiralty.

In the meantime, the French Government have, for several
years, professed not to lay down a vessel of war, intended for

actual combat (as distinguished from avisos, transports, &c.),
which is not designed to be clad in iron armour.

That portion of the naval expenditure of France set apart
for dockyard wages and materials for ship-building, which was
formerly laid out upon wooden vessels, will, therefore, hence-
forth be devoted to the construction of iron-cased ships; and--
it being the practice, as we have already seen, for the Minister
of Marine to take s long prospective range in the publication
of his plans--when we are told that fifteen or twenty iron-cased
vessels are to be built, it is merely an announcement of what

will be the future production of the French dockyards, spread
over a series of years. Seeing that this is only a substitution
of one class of ships for another, rendered necessary by the
progress of science, in what respect can it be said to indicate

• At the late meeting of the Scientific Association, at Manchester, Mr.
Scott Russell gave utterance to the opinion of nautical men in a brief and
pithy sentence: "The whole practical part," he said, _'was incorporated in
one expression of a great sailor, 'Whatever you do, for God's sake keep out
the shells.'"
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hostility to us? Our Government does not pretend to be in
ignorance of the course France is pursuing, or of the motives
which decide her policy. We choose to pursue another course.
Our Admiralty perseveres in building wooden line-of-battle
ships, until compelled to desist by the House of Commons.
Then "My Lords" throw all their energies into the construc-
tion of wooden vessels of a smaller size, having yet to learn that
small wooden ships are as combustible as large ones. And
then we are startled with the cry of alarm for the safety of our
shores, because the French are said to be building more iron-
clad vessels than ourselves I What can our neighbours do to
put an end to these periodical scoldings, so trying to their
national temper, and so lowering to our own dignity and self-
respect ? Nobody will expect the Minister of Marine to descend,
with his eyes open, to the level of the wasteful mismanagement
of our Board of Admiralty. His only hope of peace must,
therefore, be in an improvement in our naval administration ;
and this is the view of the ablest writer in France on the state

of the English and French navies, as expressed in the following
extract from a private letter, written in consequence of the
above incident in the Housse of Commons :--

"The great cause of the irritation, and of the disagreeable
discussions which have taken place on this subject, I don't
hesitate to say, is the ignorance, the incapacity, and the
absolutely false organisation of the Board of Admiralty in
England. Whatever increase of power the English may derive
from it, I believe, in the end, it would be better for us to see
something reasonable established in England, in place of that
inactive, blind, wasteful, expensive machine, which is called the
Admiralty, rather than to serve as the scapegoat as we always
do, when they discover that we, not having fallen into all the
blunders that have been committed at Somerset House, have
obtained results which displease British pride, and which serve
as a pretext for railing at our ambition ; when, in justice, John
Bull ought to blame himself for his own _hortcomin_"
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'rRien n'estplusdangereuxqu'unimprudentanti,
]_ieuxvaudroitun sageennemL"

Before the close of the session, two incidents occurred which
were calculated to impart renewed life to the panic during the
recess. On the x9th July, Mr. Kinglake moved a resolution
respecting a rumoured intention of the Piedmontese Govern-
ment to cede the Island of Sardinia to France. Owing to the
known views of the hon. member for Bridgewater, this motion
would have excited Httle interest, had it not derived substance

and validity from the speech delivered on the occasion by Lord
John Russell, the Foreign Secretary, who, whilst in possession
of the disavowals of the governments concerned, contrived to
leave the public mind in doubt and uncertainty, by weighing
probabilities, speculating on possible dangers, uttering hypo-
thetical threats, and advocating the maintenance of armaments,
with a view even to "offensive" operations, in certain undefined
contingencies. This speech, which found a subsequent echo
out of doors, drew from Sir James Graham, afterwards, the
remark that, "Whatever alarm lms been created resulted from
the speech of the noble lord the Foreign Secretary, when the
question of Sardinia was brought forward." °

On the _6th July, x86x, Lord Clarence Paget, Secretary of
the Admiralty, moved for a vote of ._'25o, ooo, in addition to
the ordinary estimate, as the first instalment of an outlay which
it was calculated would ultimately amount to L2,5oo,ooo, for
building iron and iron-cased vessels, and for supplying them
with machinery.

This mode of bringing forward unexpected supplementary
votes, on the plea that other nations are making sudden
additions to their navies, is admirably contrived for keeping
alive a sense of uneasiness and panic. The present proceeding
could only have been rendered necessary by the useless appli-
cation of the estimates previously voted for the construction of
wooden ships. On the 23rd May, a vote for ._949,37t for

"_an_r_, clxiv,x6_6,
S_
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timber had been canned by the Secretary of the Admiralty, in
spite of the strenuous opposition of Mr. Lindsay, who described
it as an unprecedented amount, and said that the sum voted
the previous year had only been _72_,758, and that for a long
period of years, prior to x859, the average amount did not
exceed ._35o,ooo. This was, perhaps, the most extravagant
proposition ever made by the Admiralty ; for in the previous
year the Secretary had declared that "it was the line-of-battle
ships which required the large establishment of timber, for
there never was any difficulty in finding timber for frigates,
corvettes, and vessels of a smaller class." • The further con-
struction of llne-of-batfle ships was now arrested ; the success
of the iron ships had been established, and yet more timber
than ever was wanted! Had one-half of the amount been

applied to iron ship-building, there could have been no pretext
for this startling supplementary estimate.

In the course of the exciting discussion which followed,
Lord Palmerstonsaid,"We know thatFrancehasnow afloat
sixironvesselsofvarioussizes,twoof them two-deckers,not

frigates,alllargevessels._ And theSecretaryoftheAdmiralty
g_tve _ list of nine iron.eased ships "afloat," including La
Gldre. There is an inexactness in the word afloat, calculated
to convey an erroneous impression. Iron ships are not
launched with their armour on, but are cased /n ilon after

they are afloat. This is a slow process. The keel of Za Gloire,
for instance, was laid down in June, x858 , she was floated in
November, I859, and made her first trial trip at sea in August,
x86o. Slte was the only com_Oktedsea-going iron-dad vessel at
the time when ttu's discuadon took lolace. To give the name
of iron ships to the floating hulls of wooden vessels (sometimes
old ones), intended at some future time to be clad in armour,
is obviously an inaccuracy of language, calculated to excite
groundless suspicion and alarm.

It has already been shown that the French Gove'nment
* HanJard,elviLao_.
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had abandoned the construction of wooden ships of war, and
that in future all their vessels will be cased in iron. "We

know," said Lord Palmerston, "that they have laid dowr.
lately the keels, and made preparations to complete ten other
iron vessels of considerable dimensions. The decision as to
these vessels was taken as far back as December last, but was
not carried into effect until May, because they were waiting to
ascertain what were the qualities and the character ofZa Gloire
and other ships afloat." And he added, "there is no illusion
about them, for we know their names and the ports at which
they are being built."* In the course of the debate Lord C.
Paget gave a list of these vessels. All this proved the very
opposite of concealment or suddenness of determination on the
part of the French Government, and that they were pursuing
precisely the same course with iron as they had done with
wooden ships. It has been seen that in 7857 , consequent on
the report of the Commission appointed in i855 , the French
Government published a programme of their future naval con-
strnctions, with the nomenclature of all the vessels in their
intended fleet, extending over a period of twelve years. The
progress of science had rendered it necessary to substitute iron
for wooden ships, and again the plans of the Minister of
Marine are fixed for a series of years, and the whole world is
acquainted with his plans. The marvel is at the ingenuity
with which our statesmen could find anything in these pro-
ceedings with which to produce an evenings sensation in the
House of Commons.

But the most remarkable incident i_this debate remains to
be noticed. Mr._ Disraeli on this, as on a former occasion,
recommended an arrangement between the English and French
Governments for putting some limit to this naval rivalry, asking,
"What is the use of diplomacy ? What is the use of govern-
ments ? What is the use of cordial understandings if such
things can take place ?"T There is a vacant niche in the

• HaR.fard, cl:dv. Z6T& g6"/5. _ Hansard, C_V. X679.
ss2
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Temple of Fame for the ruler or minister who shall be the first
to grapple with this monster evil of the day. "Whatsoever
nation," says Jeremy Bentham, "should get the start of the
other in making the proposal to reduce and fix the amount of
its armed force would crown itself with everlasting honour."

On the _8th of August, x86x, o'n the occasion of a mediaeval
holiday ceremonial, the Prime Minister stood on the heights of
Dover, surrounded by a force of regular troops, sailors, and
volunteers, when, reviving the reminiscences of the projected
invasion from the opposite coast more than half a century ago,
he made an eloquent appeal to the volunteers of England to
improve and perpetuate their organisation. There was no one
in the United Kingdom, or in Europe, who, in perusing his
speech, doubted the Power to which allusion was made when
he said, "We accept with frankness the right band of friend-
ship wherever it is tendered to us. We do not distrust that
proffered right hand because we see the left hand grasping the
hilt of the sword. But when that left hand plainly does so
grasp the hilt of the sword it would be extreme folly in us to
throw away our shield of defence."

In the last week of November, x86x, news reached England
that Captain Wiiks, of the American navy, falling into the
error, not uncommon to men on land or sea, of constituting
himself his own lawyer, had carried off four American citizens
from the deck of a British vessel in violation of international

law. During the period intervening between the arrival of this
intelligence and the time when an explanation could be received
from the government at Washington, the party who had for
years been the promoters of the invasion panics sounded the
tocsin of alarm at the prospect of a war with America. The
circumstances of the case were certainly not favourable to the
alarmists. The people of the United States were plunged in
civil war, and the President, beleagured at Washington, had
demanded half a million of men to defend the Union against
nearly as large a force of Confederates. The Federal Govern-
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ment had,therefore,everypossiblemotiveforwishingtoavoid

a rupturewith England. To meet thisobjectionthealarmists

had recourseto an expedientwhich had been employed inthe

caseoftheFrenchinvasionpanic. A theorywas inventedwhich

thecredulouswere expectedtoacceptfora fact. Nay, two or

threetheorieswere propounded which were in directcontra-

dictionto each other. In the caseof France itwas one day

the Emperor whose blind"destiny" was to hurl him on our

shores, the next day we were told that his wise and pacific
policy would be overruled by the army and the populace.

In the case of America, we were asked one day to believe

that Mr. Seward (who possesses no more power or responsi-
bility under the American Constitution than one of President
Lincoln's clerks) had a long-cherished scheme for closing the
war with the South and turning it against Canada, The next

day we were informed that the government at Washington was
disposed for peace, but that it would be overruled by the
"mob. ''_ These assumptions furnished the ground for warlike
prognostications and for appeals to the combative passions of

our people throughout the month of December. Meantime
it is more important to consider the course pursued by the
British Government.

A despatch, courteously worded_ dated November 3o, I86x_
was forwarded by the British Cabinet to Washington, expressing
the belief that Captain Wilks had acted without the authority
of his Government, and requiring the surrender of the captured

envoys. It was calculated that an answer to this despatch
o The writer,who has twice visited the United States at an interval of

twenty.fouryears,and travelled through nearlythe whole of the free States_
neve_saw any mob thee except that which had been imported from Europe.
In a few of the largedries, where foreign immigrantsare verynumerous,they
constitute an embarrassmentin the working of the municipalgovernments,
owingto their inaptitudeforthe proper discharge of theduties of freeeltizens.
Butthis foreignelementexercisesno swayoverthe policyof the FederalGovern-
rnentat Wnshington,or even of the separate State legislatures. The United
States, like England,is governedby landowners,withthis difference,tlmt they
axenumberedby thousandsin one country and by millionsin the oth_'.
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could be received in about a month. It arrived,in fact, on the
9th January. It is to this interval of six weeks that the
_ollowing statement of facts applies. On the 3rd December,
three days _er the date of the British despatch, the French
Government forwarded a communication through their _minister
at Washington expressing their disapproval of the act of
Captain Wilks, accompanied by the courteous intimation that
all the neutral powers were interested in the disavowal of the
proceeding on the part of the United States Government.
This despatch was formally communicated to the British
Government on the 6th December. On the z9th December
Mr. Adams, the American Minister, waited on our Foreign
Minister to say that "no instructions were given to Captain
.Wiiks to authorise him to act in the manner he had done;
neither had the United States Government committed itself

with regard to any decision upon the character of that act.
The Government would wait for any representation the British
Government might make before coming to any positive
decision." On the xSth December the Austrian, and on the
25th the Prussian Government, sent despatches to Washington
supporting the claim of .the British Government. The
Russian Ambassador in London wrote to his colleague at
Washington condemning the conduct of Captain Wilks, and
this was confirmed by the Russian Government. These pro-
ceedings of the three great powers were immediately made
known to the British Government.""

This was tantamount to the Arbitrators giving judgment in
our favour before they were called on for their award ; and, as
it was known to our Cabinet (but concealed from the public),
that the President's Government had not authorised the act of

Captain Wilks, the chances of war were removed almost beyond
the bounds of possibility. There was thus every motive for
awaiting in calm confidence the reply from Washington. It

• These extracts and dates are taken from the Parliamentary Pa_er.
"North America," No. 3, z86_
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was but a question of a month or six weelm Even if the Con-
gress of the United States, which alone can declare wax, had,
without debate, thrown down the gauntlet to Europe, a cam-
paign in the depth of winter is as impracticable on the frontiers
of Canada as in the Gulf of Finland. So long as peace con-
tinued, a Convention remained in force between the two
countries which prevented any addition being made to the
armaments on the Lakes which separate the United States
from C_nada, until after six months' notice ; and the highest
military authority_ has declared that the fate of a war in that
region will depend on the superiority upon the Lakes.

All this, however, did not prevent our Government from
employing the interval between the 3oth November and the
9th January in hurrying forward preparations for war, as
though an immediate rupture were all but inevitable. The
country was startled by the instant appearance of a prodama
tion, prohibiting the exportation of the munitions of war
Expedition after expedition was despatched across the Atlantic.
In three weeks, as we were afterwards informed by the Secre
tary of the Admiralty, from xo,ooo to xz,ooo troops were on
their way to America, and our naval force on that station was
nearly doubled.

These proceedings were trumpeted to the world, amid cries
of exultation, by the organs of the invasion party, not one of
whom seemed to occupy himself for a moment with the reflec-
tion that we were exposing our flank to an attack from that
formidable neighbour against whose menacing attitude, even
whilst extending the right hand of friendship, we had been so
eloquently warned from the heights of Dover. This is the
more remarkable, when.we recollect that the Report of the
Commission on Fortifications had completely laid bare all our
weak places, and had drawn from Sir Charles Napier a cry of
alarm :--" And what," he exclaimed, "were we to do while
these fortifications were building ? Would the French wait

• The Duke ofWellington.
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three years before they went to war, while we built our fortifi-
cations? _ * * * The Commissioners ought to be
brought to trial for high treason, seeing that they pointed out
to the Emperor of the French all the possible places at which
he might land an army." *

The d/fliculty in which we found ourselves, when under the
sudden necessity of providing warm clothing for our troops,
brought the disposition of the French Emperor to a singular
test. Such is the severity of the winter in Canada, that sentries
are often obliged to be relieved every half hour to avoid being
frozen, and there is frequently a fall of seven feet of snow
during the season. For such a rigorous climate, a correspond-
ing oquipment of clothing was indispensable. Among other
articles of necessity were long boots, in which we found our-
selves deficient. The following little incident must be given
in the words of Sir G. C. Lewis, the Secretary for War, delivered
in the House of Commons, on the xTth February, I862,ancl,
as it is taken from the newspaper report of the speech, the
expressions of feeling, as they were elicited from the House,
are also retained :--

"There was one article that was not used by any of our
regiments, and which was not in store in this countrymthe
article of long boots. The French Government, having been
informed of our difficulty, undertook the supply of x,5oo pairs
of boots, which came over in forty-eight hours from Paris
(cheers), and at a cost for which they could scarcely have been
obtained from our contractors. (Hear, hear)."

And thus ends the third panic I

It has been demonstrated in the preceding pages, by
evidence drawn from our own official statements, totally
irrespective oi" the French accounts, that, as a nation, we
have borne false witness against our neighbours : that, without
a shadow of proof or justification, we have accused them,

• ttansard, dr. $456,
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repeatedly, during a long series of years, of meditating an un-
provoked attack on our shores, in violation of every principle
of international law, and in contempt of all the obligations of
morality and honour.

This accusation involves an impeachment of the intelli-
gence as well as the honour of France. In attributing to the
government of that country the design of entering into a naval
war with England, and especially in a clandestine or secret
manner, we have placed them on a par, for intelligence, almost,
with children. There is not a statesman in France who does

not know, and admit, that to provoke a contest with England,
single-handed, for the supremacy of the seas, would be to em-
bark in a hopeless struggle ; and this not so much owing to
our superiority in government arsenals--where notorious mis-
management countervails our advantages--as to the vast and
unrivalled resources we possess in private establishments for
the construction of ships and steam-machinery.

In inquiring into the origin of these panics, it would be
folly to conceal from ourselves that they have been sometimes
promoted by those who have not themselves shared in the
delusion. Personal rancour, professional objects, dynastic
aims, the interests of party, and other motives, may have
played their part. But successive governments have rendered
themselves wholly responsible for the invasion panics, by
making them the plea for repeated augmentations of our arma-
ments. It is this which has impressed the public mind with a
sense of danger, and which has drawn the youth of the middle
class from civil pursuits, to enrol themselves for military
exercises--a movement not the less t_.riotic because it origi-
nated in groundless apprehensions.

If the people of this country would offer a practical atone-
ment to France, and at the same time secure for themselves
an honourable relief from the unnecessary burdens which their
governments have imposed on them, they'should initiate a
frank proposal for opening negotiations between the two
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governments, with the view of agreeing to some plan for limit-
ing their naval armaments. This would, undoubtedly, be as
acceptable to our neighbours as it would be beneficial to
ourselves. It would tend to bring the attitude of the French
Government into greater harmony with its new commercial
policy, and thus save it from a repetition of those taunts with
which it was, with some logical force, assailed, a few weeks
ago, by M. Pouyer-Quertier, the leader of the Protectionists in
the Cor_s Zegislatif :--

"If, indeed," said he, "in exchange for the benefits you
have conceded to England, you had only established a firmer
and more faithful alliance I Had you been only able to effect
a saving in your military and naval expenditure! But see
what is passing in England, where they are pushing forward,
without measure, their armaments. • • . . * Can we
be said to be at peace while our coasts are surrounded with
British gun-boats, and with iron-cased vessels ? Are these the
fruits of the alliance--these the results of that entente cordiaIt

on which you calculated as the price of your concessions ? Let
the free-trade champions answer me The Treaty has not
only inflicted on us commercial losses, but its effects are felt in
our budget as a financial disaster. The measures of the
English Government compel you to increase your armaments,
and thus deprive us of all hope of retrenchment."

It must be remembered that such is the immense superiority
of our navy at the present time--so greatly does it surpass that
relative strength which it was formerly accustomed to bear in
comparison with the navy of France--that it devolves on us, as
a point of honour, to make the first proposal for an attempt to
put a limit to this most irrational and cosily rivalry of arma.
ments.

Should such a step lead to a successful result, we must not
be surprised ff the parties who have been so long employed ha
promoting iealousy and discord between this country and
France should seek for congenial occupation in envenoming
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our relations with America+ or elsewhere. There is but one
way of successfully dealing with these alarmists. Speaking in
x85o , at the close of his career, the most cautious and sagacious
of our statesmen said, "I believe that, in time of peace, we

must, by our retrenchment, wn_ent to incur some rbA _ I

venture to say that, if you choose to have all the garrisons of
all your colonial possessions in a complete state, and to have
all your fortifications secure against attack, no amount of
annual expenditure will be sufficient to accomplish your
object."

If, hereafter, an attempt be made, on no better evidence
than that which has been subjected to analysis in the preceding

pages, to induce us to arm and fortify ourselves against some
other power, it is hoped that, remembering the enormous
expense we have incurred to insure ourselves against imaginary
dangers from France, we shall meet all such attempts to frighten
us with the words of Sir Robert Peel, "We consent to incur
some risk."

NOTg.--We may, perhaps, be permitted to add a few words of explana-
tion of a personal nature. The writer took a part, both in the House and
out of doors, in opposition to the first two panics, and to the expenditure
to which it was attempted to make them subservient. At the dissolution,
in the spring of 1857, consequent on the vote of the House against the
China war, he was not returnedto Parliament; but was elected for Roch-
dale during his absence in Americ/b and took his seat on his return home,
in June, i859. In the following autumn he went to France, and remained
there, and in Algiers, till May, I861. The only occasion on which he
spoke in the House, dating the interval between the spring of x857 and
that of I86x, was in opposition to Mr. Horsman's foztificationmotion, on
the 31st July, 1859 ; when he gave expression, at some length, to many of
the views contained in this pamphlet, and when he analysed the contents of
the Parliamtn(ar_ ,Patk% No. I82, I859, to which referencehas been so
frequentlymade..

Ham._rd, cix.



APPENDIX.

SrNCE the preceding pages were written, the news of the single combat
between the two American iron-dad vessels, the Monitor and tile J£errl-
mac, has reached this country, and has been followed by something like an
attempt to create an .4_rt?.an invasion panic. Again the cry has arisen,

from the old quarters, for precipitate preparations ; and again, as in the
case of France, there is a disposition to forget all that we have already done.
The United State_ Government, being actually at war, have, we are told,
determined to spend fifteen million dollars on armour-cased vessels. Eng-
land, beingat peace, has aheady incurred, or committed herself to, a much
larger expenditure for the same purpose. As nearly the whole of the pro-

jected outlay in America is for gunboats, or coast batteries, and not for
vessels adapted for crossing the Atlantic, there is nothing in these prepam-
tlons that is menacing to Europe ; and we may, therefore, wait in safety
whilst the Amer_r_,_ are subjecting to the test of actual warfare the rival
powers of artillery and iron shields. Under the intense stimulus now

imparted to the mechanical genius of that inventive people, every month
will probably witness the production of some new contrivance for aggression
or defence ; and should the civil war unhappily continue, it may not
improbably lead to discoveries which will supersede exisiting armaments
altogether.

Meantime, the experience which we have already gained from this
deplorable contest has proved that our existing wooden fleet is worse than
useless, that it is absolutely dangerous. When, in the pursuits of private
industry, a manufacturing capitalist discovers that his machinery has been
superseded by new inventions, and that he can only continue to work it at
a serious loss, he does not hesitate at once to throw it aside, however
cautions he may be in making choice of a new investment to replace it.
Precisely the same principle is applicable to nations.

The following Memorandum, which was forwarded to the Prime

Minister in October last, a will probably be thought, in some quarters, to
have acqnired increased force from the late American news.

MEMORANDUM..

"The present peculiar and exceptional state of the English and French
navi_ the result of scientific progress in maritime armaments s offers ar

* [This was written early in x86_]
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opportunity for a reciprocal arrangement between the two governments, of
the highest interest to both countries.

"During the last century, and down almost to the present day," the
relative naval strength of the two couutries has been measured by the

number of their llne-of-battle ships. But owing to the recent improvements
in explosive shells, and other combustible missiles, and in the modes of
projecting them, these large vessels have been pronounced, by competent
judges, no longer suited for maritime warfare ; and warning voices have
even proclaimed that they will henceforth prove only a snare to those who
employ them.

"This opinion has found utterunce in several emphatic phrases.
*"Wooden ships of theline,' says one, ' will, in a future naval war,

be nothing but human slaughter houses.' 'They will be blown to lucifer
matcherq' says another. A third authority tells us that, in case of a colli-
sion between two such vessels at close quarters, the only words of command
for which there will be time, will be, ' Fire, and lower your boats ! '
Whilst a fourth declares that ' any government that should send such a
vessel into action against an iron-plated ship would deserve to be im-
peached.

"It hardly required such a weight of evidence to convince us that
to crowd nearly a thousand men upon a huge wooden target, with thirty or
forty tons of gunpowder at their feet, and expose them to a bombardment
with detonating shells and other combustible projectiles, must be a very
suicidal proceeding.

"The governments of the great maritime States have shown that they
share this opinion, by abandoning the construction of line-of-battle ships.

"America, several years since, gave the preference to long, low vessels,
possessing the utmost possible speed, and being capable of carrying the
largestguns.

"France was the next to cease building ships of the line.
,, The British Government have come to the same decision; and they

gave a pledge last session, with the approval of Parliament' that they
would not complete the vessels of this class which were unfinished on the
stocks.

*' It is under these cirenmstunees that the two countries find themselves

in possession of about one hun&ed wooden ships of the line with screw pro-
pellers. Englancl has between sixty and seventy, and France between
thirty and forty of these vessel_ the greater part of them in commission ;
and their maintenance ©oustit_tes one of the principal items in the naval
expenditure of the two countries.

,, It will be admitted that if these vessels did not exist they would not
now be constructed, and that when worn out they wiB not be renewed. It
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is equally indisputable that they have been built by the two governmen
with a view to preserve u certain relative force towards each other.

s, In proof that this r/yah 7 has been confined exclusively to'England and
France, it may be stated, on the authority of the otficial representative of
the Admiralty in the House of Commons, that Spain has only three,
Russia nine, and Italy one., of this class of ships. America has only
one.

"' These drenm_tanees suggest, as an obvious course to the two govern-

menU;, that they should endeavour to come to an amicable agreementby
which the greater portion of these ships might be withdrawn, and so dis.
posed of as to be rendered incapable of being again employed for warlike

This might be effected by an arrangement which should pres_e
to each country precisely the same relative force after, the ieduetion as
before. For instance, assuming, merely for the sake of argument, England
to possess sixty-five* and France thirty-five, then for every seven withdrawn
by France, England should withdraw thirteen ; and thus, to whatever
extent the reduction was carried, provided this proportion were preserved,
the two countries would still _a the same relative force. The first

point on which an understanding should be come to is as to the number of
ships of the line actually possessed by cach--a very simple question, inas-
much as it is not complicated by the comparison of vessels in different
stages of construction. Tben, the other main point is to ugree upon a plan
for making a fair selection, ship for ship, so that the withdrawals on both
sides may be as nearly as possible of corresponding size or value. If the

principle of a proportionate redaction be agreed to, far fewer difficulties
will be found in carrying out the details than must have been encountered
in arranging the plans of co-operation/It the Crimean and Chinese wars, or
in settling the details of the Commerc/al Treaty.

"And is this principle of reciprocity, in adjusting the naval forces
of the two countries, an innovation ? On the contrary, it would be easy
to cite the d_larations of the leading statesmen on both sides of _he
Channel, daring the last twenty years, to prove that they have always
been in the habit of regulating the amount of their navies by a reference
to each other's armaments. Tree, this has been invariably done to
justify an increase of expenditure. But why should" not the same principle
be also available in the interest of economy, and for the benefit of the
taxpayers? A nation suffers no greater loss of dignity from surrendering
its independence of action in regulating its armaments, whether the
object be to meet a diminution or an increase of its neighbours' forces.

"A/though this reduction of the obsolete ships of the line presents a

case of the easiest solution, and should, therefore, in the first place, be
treated as a separate measure, it could hardly fail to pave the way for
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an amicable arrangement for putting some limit to those new armaments
which are springing out of the present transition state of the two navies.

"The application of iron plates to shipbuilding, which has rendered
the reconstruction of the navies necessary, must be regarded us the
commeucement of an indefinite series of changes ; and, looking to the

great variety of experiments now making) both in ships and artillery)
and to the new projects which the inventors are almost da_ly forcing upon
the attention of the governments, it is not improbable that; a few
years hence, when England and France shall have renewed their naval
armaments, they will again be rendered obsolete by new scientific dis-
coveri_

"In the meantime, neither country adds to its relative strength by
this .waste of national wealth ; for, as both governments aim at only a
proportionate increase, it is not contemplated that either should derive
exclusive advantage from the augmentation. An escape from this dilemma
is not to be sought in the attempt to arrest the march of improvement, or
to discourage the efforts of inventive genius : a remedy for the evil can
only be found in a more frank understanding between the two govern-
merits. If they will discard the old and utterly futile theory of secrecy--
a theory on which an individual manufacturer or merchant no longer
founds his hopes of successful competition with a foreign rival--they
m_y be enabled, by the timely exchange of explanations and assurance_
to prevent what ought to be restricted to mere experimental trials_ from

growing into formidable preparations for war. If those who are responsible
for the naval administration of the two countries were consulted_ _it
would probably be found that they are appalled at the prospect of a
rivalry whichp whilst it can satisfy neither the reason nor the ambition
of either party, offers a boundless field of expenditure to both.

_ Nor should it be forgotten that the financial pressure caused by these
rival armaments is a source of constant irritation to the populations of the
two countries. The British taxpayers believe, on the authority of their
leading statesmen, that the increased burden to which they are subjected is

caused by the armaments on the other side of the Channel. The people of
France are also taught to feel similarly aggrieved towards England. The
feelings of mutual animosity produced by this sacrifice of substantial
interests are not to be allayed by the exchange of occasional acts of friend-
ship between the two go'uernmee_r. On the contrary, this inconsistent

policy, in incessantly arming against each other at home, whilst uniting for
common objects abroad, if it do not impair public confidence in their
sincerity_ tends at least to destroy all faith in an identity of interests between

the rulers and the ruleAj by showing how little advantage the peoples
derive from the friendship of their governments,
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"But the greate_ evil connected with these rival armaments is that
they destroy the strongest motives for peace. When two great neighbour.
ing nations find themselves permanently subjected to a war expenditure,
without the compensation of its usual excitements and honours, the danger
to be apprehended is that, if an accident should occur to inflame their
hostile passions--._nd we know how certain these oceldents are at intervals
to arise--their latent sense of suffering and injury may reconcile them to
a rupture, as the only eventual escape from an otherwise perpetual war
taxation in a time of peace.

"Circumstances appeal strongly to the two governments at the present
juncture in favour of a measure of wise and safe economy. In consequence

of the deplorable events in America, and the partial failure of the harvests
of Europe, the commerce and manufactures of both countries are exposed
to an ordeal of great suffering. Were the proposed naval reduction carried
into effect, it would ameliorate the fln_ncial position of the governments,
and afford the means for alleviating the fiscal burdens of the peoples. But
the moral effect of such a measure would be still more important. It
should be remembered that, although these large vessels have lost their
value in the eyes of professional men, they preserve their traditional terrors
for the world at large ; and when they move about, in fleets, on neighbour-
ing coasts, they excite apprehension in the public mind, and even check the
spirit of commercial enterprise. Were such an amicable arrangement as
has been suggested accomplished, it would be everywhere accepted as a
pledge of peace ; and, by inspiring confidence in the future, would help to
reanimate the hopes of the great centres of tntde and industry, not only in
France and England, but throughout Europe.

"Will not the two governments, then, embrace this opportunity of
giving effect to a policy which, whilst iavolving no risk, no sacrifice of
honour, or diminution of relative power will tend to promote the present
prosperity and future harmony of the two countries, and thus offer an
_ample of wisdom and moderation worthy of this civilised age, and honour-
able to the f:une of the two foremost nations of the earth t"

U.'_'WIN B:;OTHEItS. LTD., |_tt.._'TEl¢S. LONDON A._D WO_NO,
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Adam Smith, see Smith Great Britain's wealth (i), rI I
Admiralty, Board of, Mismanage- Wars, Result of, to agriculturist.s--

ment of : Mistaken results of augmenta-
Cry of alarm and resentment tion of prices (i), 247

against France resulting from Alien Bdl-- Burke's inflammatory
(ii), 639 speeches against France 0i). 318

Inquiry by Royal Commission Alsace--Dep6t of Manufacturing In-
into Management of Dockyards dustry carried on byProtestants
--Report, etc. (ii), 672 and lwte --Industry and prosperity of

Tardy movement of the Board in Protestants compared with
relation to construction of iron Catholics (i), 45
ships (ii), 675, 687, 688 America, see titles North America,

Wasteful mismanagement of the South America, and United
Board, ignorance and ineapa- States of America
city, etc. (ii), 688 Anderson, blr.--Invasion of England

Advertisements, Number of, in the by France danger--Utilising
untaxed newspapers of America merchant steamers as a reserve

(i), IOO and note force for defence purposes pro-
Aggression and foreign violence posed--Motion in the House

alleged against Great Britain-- of Commons 0i), 563
Working of the Balance of Anti-Corn Law League, so, Corn Laws
Power System (i), 2oo, 2or Appendices :

Agriculture: Extracts from writers illustrative
Area of cultivated land in the of the condition of Turkey (i),

United Kingdom (i), II2. 26o, 264
Comparative condition of the Extracts from Lardner's Cabinet

Catholic and Protestant inte- Cyclopmdia(HistoryofPoland)
rest in Europe (i), 44, 45, 46 (i), 265-272

7tS
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Appendices (continued)-- Armaments (contim_.d)--
Third Invasion Panic--Rivalry be- British mmtaken policy of

twcen France and Great ambition (ii),St9
Britain in tmval armaments, Increase in Expenditure :
etc. (if), 700 Cobden's, Mr., opposition to

Arbitration between nations---Cob- both in Parliament and out
den's advocacy of (i), Ixi of doors (if), 699 note.

Aristocracy: Great French War, see titles
Church in Ireland--lmpediments France--Revolution--War-

in the way of complete equality like Preparations, etc.
of religious privileges (i),"53 Increase in since 1835 (if), 344,

United Statesof America--Attitude 345
of the English aristocracy Land forces, Increase in, 1859
tow,'wds--" Prejudiced Party" (if), 630 (seealso title Militia)
(i), 77 National mood in the latter

Aristocrat--Every Englishman from part of the century would
his birth was an aristocrat (i), have grieved Cobden to the
Io; heart, the lesser expenditure

Specimens of aristocracy in low of his own day being regarded
life at Bow Street--Coster- as excessive (i), xi
monger objecting to his daugh- Palmerstone's, Vis., Agitation
ter marrying a chimney-sweep during Sir R. Peel's Adminis-
(i), xo2 ,_olc tration--Strength of military

Arkwright and Watt--Peaceful ex- forces in France (if), 66i
ploits of compared with deeds Prosperity of the country,
of NelsonandWellington(i),i48 Increase in expenditure on

Armaments : armaments in proportion to
European Armaments : prosperity (if), 555 note

Europe had almost degenerated Protection of Commerce, see
into a military barrack (if), 349 that title

Reduction of European naval Indian Army, Cost of(ii),344note
armaments on the termination Intermeddhng policy in the
of the Crimean War proposed affairs of Europe, Effects of
(if), 536 (i), 6I

Expenditure on warlike prepara- Invasion panics mad their effect
tions by Great Britain : on the increase of expenditure

Armed interference in foreign on armaments, see Invasion
affairs, supposed duty of 0), xlvi Ireland -- Number of troops

Army, Navy, and Ordinal Expen- stationed in (i), 54
diture for I865 (i), _4 n0/¢ Large standing armies and

Cobden's attacks on--Public mis- navies--Not required under a
conception of (i), xxxvi, xxvii, system of international justice
rdiv (i), x_viii

Councilsof Europe--Maintaining Model economy of 1835mDuke
Great Britain's position pre- of Wellington as a consenting
teoce (i), I94, I96 partymAlteration of views ha

Crimean War, Termination of--- x847, etc. (if), 342
Effect of on the military spirit Protection of commerce as
ha England---Great Britain had argument for maintaining
not only become a warlike, enormous armaments, see title
but a military nation (if), 58z Protection of Commerce

Exports, Value of compared with Reduction ha Armaments :
amount of expenditure (i), 237 Cobden's efforts to effect (i),

First Class Military Power-- xliv, lii
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Armaments (continz_t.d)-- Army (coutureS)-
Crimean War, Reduction on United Servzce Magazine on the

the termination of the war state of the English Army
proposed (ii), 535, 536 from recruiting point of view

Reductions in from t 847 to x85x (ii), 519
--Period preceding the Ashworth, Mr. H.--Cohden's Letter
Second Invasion Panic (ii), to (i), xlix; (ii), 380--392 (for
556 details see blaritime Law)

Retrenchment in time of peace Asia :
--The count D' would have to British exports to (i), x3
consent to incur some risk Russtan trade, refer to Russia
(ti), 699 (see also title Naval Attwood, Mr. T._Speeches m tile
Armaments} House of Commons on Russian

France aud Great Britain : encroachment (i), i53 , I56 l_otts
Augmentation of armaments in Aastrta :

France---Alarm in England as Affairs of--British intervention,
to French invasion (ii), 572, Lord Brougham'sspeech inthe
573, 574 House of Lords (i), 60 note

Rivalry bet_veen as to naval at- Crimean War:
maments, seetitle Naval Arma- Austria holding aloof from--
merits Change of policy of the British

Strength of the military estab- Governmest suggested (ii), 531
lishments in proportion to Conciliation of Austria by Russia
population (ii), 372 (ii), 5.32

Large standing arnues created by Currency--Paper money ranging
the system of the Balance of from 20 to 50 per cenL discount
Power (i), x97, 2xo (ii), 51o

Russia- Expenditure on arma- France and Austria, Hostilities
merits (it), 5o0, 5oi between in x859--Attitude of

Strength of nations estimated Great Brttain (ii), 613
according to its armaments--- French Revolution--Events which
Common error among states- lead up to the Great French
men (i), 1o5 War, etc., see title France

Superseding existing armaments-- Author's note on the pampldets (i), -_58
Discoveries leading up to--
Argument against enormous Baco_¢, Lord--Political maxims (i),
standing armaments (ii), 7°° 2o4 and 1lore

United States and Great Britain : Balance o_ Power_Origin, objects,
Expenditure on armaments corn- and working o{ tlus system in

pared (i), 82 and note, 83, 84, 85 Europe :
Naval armaments, Augmentation Altered circumstances which made

of--Rivalry with Great Britain the system unsuited to to-day--
(ii), 534 Rise and paramount impor-

Armed protection of commerce, sec tance of commercial America
Protection of Conmaerce (i), x22

Army : Armaments _ Large standing
Supply of men--Obstacles in the armaes created by the system

way of raising large moveable (i), _96, 197, 2Io
armies for service in the field Balance of power would always be
among population of towns--- held by the country which, in
Supply of men for the Crimean proportion to its powers, had
War, etc. (ii), 515 economised its material re-

Superior courage of inhabitants sources to the highest point (i),
of towns (ii), 516 xxxwiii
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Balance of Power (continu_)-- Balance of Power (colaginued)--
Council of Europe, Great Britain's Origin of the system 0), 2o3

position in maintenance of Russia and the United States--
by keeping up enormous Comparative claims of to be
armaments, etc. (i), x94 included in the system (i), 2r3,

Delusion that such a system was 214
ever acceded to by the nations Scales held by Great Britain during
of Europe (i), t99 the past century -- British

Dismemberment of European aggrandisement resulting from
nations in spite of the alleged (i), 2oz
Constitution arising out of the South American States, Exclusion
Balance of Power (i), x99, 2oo, of from the system (i), 2t2 and
202 _zote

Estimating tile powers of tile Territorial conquests made by
respective parties to the balanc- Great Britain--Unjust aggres-
ing system (i), 2o6, ztt sion and foreign violence,

Exploded fallacy (i), xlv alleged (i), 3oo and note
Failure of as a subject of peace- Turkey as member of the system--

ful diplomacy--Definitions of How could she enter into this
what the "Balance of Power" European system when the
meant asgiven by International Turks were not Europeans ? (i),
Law Authorities (i), i98, x99, 2o6
2oo; (if), 533 United States, Exclusion of for

First mention in speech from the the system (i), 2xo, 2t4, 2t5
throne on the opening of Par- Balfour, Mr. A--Fiscal Policy, Varia-
liament (i), I96 tion of, Reasons for proposed

Free development of the natural return to a system of retails-
forces the only means of tion (i), xiii
arriving at a "Balance of Baltic--Erection of a Russian naval
Power" (i), xxxviii power in--Geographical diffl-

Fruitless source of wars in which culties, etc. (i), x9o
England had been plunged Banking system in Russia--Czar as
(i), 5 "credit mobilier" and "credit

Independence of the small States, foncier" of the Empire (if).
Maintenance of as shown by 503
the working of the Balance of Bankruptcies in time of peace and
Power (i), 2of war compared (i), r48

Outrages inflicted on small States Bastiat, Frederic--Cobdenand Bastlat,
during the Revolutionary Influence on each other, etc. (i),
Period (if), 35° xxvii, xxix, xx-x

Intervention by Great Britain in Belgium_vernment grant applied
the a_airs of Europe--Dis- to religious instruction of
cussions in the House of different faiths (i), 72
Commons on foreign affairs Belligerents--International Maritime
to the exclusion of domestic Law, see Maritime Law
interests (i), 195 Berkeley, Adm. :

Meaning of the phrase (i), 197, r98, Invasion of England by France
x99, 2o3, 204, 2os, 206 panic--Speech in the House

Napoleon, Adoption of the phrase of Commons (if), 563
by (i), 2o2 not¢ Steam Navigation, Introduction of,

North American continent, Exclu- Effect of on possible invasion
sion of from the system--What of Great Britain (if), 659
were the claims of the Turks Birmingham -- Alarming state of
over the Christian rival ? (i), 2to parochial relief (i)) I57 I,)ot¢
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Black Sea : Burgoyne, General (continued)--
Closing of by the Turks to trade of Memorandum on the state of Great

Europe at the taking of Con- Britain's national defences (if),
stantmople--Turkish aversion 549
and contempt for trade (i), r32 Burke :

Destruction of Russian Fleet in, Extensive and detached Empire,
during the Crimean War (if) difficulties of Government (i),
585 I9! note

Emancipating influence of Russian French War of I793--Responsibility
intervention overthe commerce of Burke for (t), 247 note; (if),
of tile Black Sea (i), x6o 287, 288, 298, 318

Exclusion of all trade from by Reflections--French Revolution, etc.
Russia should she occupy the (if), 287, 298, 336
Dardanelles, alleged (i), 27 Turkey and the Balance of Power

Rivers which fall into, Importance (i), 2o8
of- Estimate furnished by Vzndtcation of Natioltal Science (i),
Malte-Brun (i), I33 246 note

Blockade, se* titles Crimean War Burmese War, Origin of---Charges
and Maritime Law against Commodore Lambert:

Bright, John : Acts of hostility committed
Cobden's appeal to, to join him in previous to receiving answer

opposing the Corn Laws (i), from the King of Ava OiL 417
xxxiii Blockade, Notification of 0i), 416,

Crimean War, warnings and re- 429
monstrances, Bright accused of Bogle, Col. :
being a demagogue (i), ix ; (if), Appeal to--Letter from the
46o Governor of Rangoon for the

Education of the people in the Governor-General of India
United States (i), 96 note foravarded to Col. Bogle (fi),

Public opinion--Responsibility of 430, 431, 445
the House of Commons and Attitude of, towards the pro-
the public press (i0, 669 ceedings taking place at Ran-

British Empire, Extension of, see goon (fi), 462
title Territorial Conquests Description of the pacific dispo-

British Trade, see title Trade and sition of the Burmese, etc. (if),
Commerce 443

Brougham's Lord, Poliey--Interven- Repugnance of the Burmese to
tion in foreign politics (i), 59, enter into further relations
6o and note with Commodore Lambert (if),

Brunswick's, Duke, Invasion of 446
France, see France- Revolu- Cost of the war--Burden thrown
Lion upon the Indian people (if), 454

Bryant, Mr. W. C.--Introduction to Dallah, Governor of--Conciliatory
American Edition (i), lix conduct towards the British

Buchanan, Dr.--Prize essay written (if), 423 and note
by on the probable design of Deeds of violence and injustice
Providence in placing the which had marked every step
Indian Empire in the hands of of British progress in India
file British (i), I59 not¢ (if), 458

Burgoyne, General : Demands made by the Governor-
Duke of Wellington's, Letter to in General of India as peace

1847, with reference to a pos- terms--No mention of the
sible French invasion of act of the seizure of the King
England (if), 34o_ 34i of Ava's ship (if), 434
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Burmese War (contim_d)---- Burmese War (con/inu2d)--
Governor of Rangoon's reply trated by the war (ii), 4o0,

(ii), 435 453, 458
Deputation of naval officers to Ellenborough's, Lord, Speech in

the newly-appointed Governor the House of Lords on the
of Rangoon to present letter questien riO, 4°2, 4o5, 453 notes
coutaming demands Etiquette, Difficulty between Com-

Edward's, Mr., Mission to the modore Lambert and the
Governor--Life threatened by Governorattributedtt>---Origin
one of the Governor's suite of the war (ii), 4x2, 419, 425
incident (ii), 4Io, 4ix Events leading to the hostilities

Refusal to receive deputation on (ii), 4t7
grounds of etiquette, etc. (it), Further complaints against the
412, 419, 425, 448, 449 Governor of Rangoon by

Breach of etiquette on the alleged Britishsubjectsresident
part of British officers (ii}, at Rangoon 0i), 4o2
420, 421 List of grievances (i0, 405

Forcing the Governor to Hostilities, Commencement of (ii),
recetve the deputation-- 4t5
ChargesagainsttheGovernor Hostility--No act of hostility was
of keeping the deputation to be committed--Governor-
waiting in the sun--Commo- General of India's instruction
dore Fishbourne's letter to to Commodore Lambert {ii),
Commodore Lambert (ii), 4ox, 417
413, 416 Ignorance of the British as to

Governor's request to Mr. Eastern customs and etiquette
Edwards that he should (ii), 412, 419, 42o
bring the letter (ii), 412, 42I Incidents taking place at Charles-

Hostilities with the Burmese ton, United States, instead of
arising out of (i0, 4x S RangoonwResults compared

Humiliating terms proposed (ii), 428, 429, 436
to the Governor of Rangoon Instructions to Commodore Lam-
--Visit of the Governor to bert by the Governor-General
Commodore Lambert's ship of India (ii), 4oo, 4oi
to offer an apology (ii), 42.5 Instructions set aside and the oppo-

Inebriety of the Officers--- site course pursued (ii), 402
Charges alleged by the Authority--To what superior
Governor of Rangoon's authority was Commodore
servants (ii), 433 Lambert responsible for theful-

Treatment which the dcputa- filment of his mission ? (ii), 454
tion received, Explanation of Circumstances which induced
--Letter by the Governor of Commodore Lambert to depart
Rangoon to Commodore from Instructions (ii), 4o4, 4o6
Lambert OiL 4x8, 4I 9 Minute of the Governor-General,

Description of the war (ii), 452 see that subheading
" Great execution" done by the Powerlessness of Governor-

British fire (ii), 428 General to compel Commodore
Dismissal of the Governor of Lambert to obey his orders,

Rangoon by the King and alleged (ii), 453
promises to settle demands of Remonstrance on the part of
the British--Letter to Sir J. Governor-General in vindica-
Littler (ii), 4o9 tion of his authority, Absence

Dual Government of India, Unsatis- of reference in Parliamentary
factory working of, as illus. Papers (ii), 418
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Burmese _.Var (co)_tinued)--.- Burmese War (conlinued)--
Reply of the Governor-General the Governor-General of India

to Commodore Lambert's (it), 437, 439
explanation (it), 4o7, 4o8 Relative positions of the contending

Interview _.,ith the Gove_'nor of parties (ii), 433
Rangoon described by Capt. Result of the war (it), 4o3
Latter (it), 404 Sheppard, Capt., and Capt. Lewis,

King of Ava's letter to the Claims against the Governors
Governor-General of India of Rangoon for ill-usage and

-- (it), 445 unlawful imprisonment (it), 398
_ambcrt, Commodore, ordered to Amount of claims (ii), 398, 399

Rangoon by the Governor- Enforcement of the claims, the
General of India m Command origin of the war (it), 399
of Naval Ships (it), 399 Territory, Acquisition of, to the

Latter, Capt : Indian Empire--Unproductive-
Narrative of the events before ness of (it), 455

the arrival of tile new United States of America, Opinion
Governor (it), 423 of--Speech by General Cuss in

Visit to Calcutta to explain the the Senate (ii), 457
occurrence which had taken Yellow Ship (King of Ava's ship),
place at Rangoon (i0, 4o6 Seizure of at midnight by

Letter from Commodore Lambert Commodore Lambert (ii), 416,
to the Governor of Rangoon 423, 427
(ii), 4o3 Declaration of war--Seizure of

Governor of Rangoon's reply (ii), the King's ship constituted an
408 act of war (it), 432

Letter from Commodore Lambert Governor of Rangoon's threat to
to the Prime Minister of the fire on Commodore Lambert if
King of Ava (it), 403 he removed the King's ship out

Minute of the Governor-General of the river [it), 426, 4_8
of India--Vindication of Com- News of the event reaching Eng-
modore Lambert's conduct, land--Lord Derby's speech in
illogical reasoning, etc. (d), 4o7, the House of Lords (it), 427 Izoh_
42z, 422, 437, 438, 439, 440, Burritt and Fry, Messrs--Peace Part),
449, 453 movement to counteract mis-

Naval engagement, Commodore chief attributed to hostile atti-
Lambert's description of (it), tude of English Press against
426 France (it), 339

Object of Cobden's pamphlet-- Buying in the cheapest market and
Lord Dalhousie's career of selling in the dearest--Re-
violence and spoliation in India moral of discriminating duties
(ii), 395 on colonial produce (i), 22, 24

Origin of the war--Dispute
bet_ween the Governor of C._:gDA :
Rangoon and two captains of United States invasion alarm_
English merchant ships (ii), 455 Capt. Wilkes's seizure of

Pacific disposition of the Burmese American subjects on board
(it), 409, 4II, 418, 427, 431,443, British ship incident_ Pre-
445 parations for war between

Petition from resident merchants Great Britain and the United
sent to Commodore Lambert States (ii), 692, 693, 695
(ii), 43o Top-boots incident, Supply of boots

Reasons in justification of the offered by the French Govern-
hostile proceedings--Minute of ment (ii), 696
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Canadian Timber--Privileges given England and France, etc. (ii),
to exporters of timber to 3oL 3o2
England, gross injustice to the Cheapest Market--Chief element in
English people, etc. (i), 22 competition with British

Capital : manufacturers (i), 36, 37, 219,
Diffusion of--Dependence of new 225, 234, 246

countries on capital of old Chemistry, Power of, applied to
countries for developa_ent (i0, purposes of war--Safeguard
473 against future triumph of

Floating capital, absorbing for war savage hordes over civilised
expenditure, evil results of to countries (i), 259
capitalists and labourers (ii), Cherbourg Dockyard, Comparisons
523, 524, 525 with British dockyards (ii), 595

Catholicism, se¢ Roman Catholic Chevalier, Michael :
religion Co-operation with Cobden in re-

Catholicism of Cobden's political forms which led to the Corn-
opinions (i), xxiv mercial Treaty between Eng-

Caucasus--Freedom and lndepen- land and France (i), li
dence agttatlon--Intervention Opinion on the French Revolution
by Great Britain, etc. (t), t6o of t789 (ii), 332

"Champion"--Captain's claim against Pamphlet on the Duke of Welling-
Governor of Rangoon--Cause ton's letter on British national
of the Burmese War (ii), 398 defences (it), 548

Change--Abhorrence of which charac- China :
terised Catholic States (i), 47 Great Britain and China

Channel--Introduction of steam navi- British Trade--Sending ships of
gation--Steana bridge thrown war to compel China to open
across the Channel by, sec title ports to British vessels (t),
Steam Navigation t86 and note

Aristoerat--Every Englishman from War--Mr. Cobden's opposition
his birth was an aristocrat (i), to, Effect of on Iris seat in
_o2 and note Parliament (i), x, xliv, lxi ; (ii),

Character of Cobden -- Political 699 note
character : Russia and China--Invasion of

Circumstances had given him a China by Russia question:
thorough acquaintance with England would be at Pekin before
industrial life (i), xxiii Russia, predicted (i), I86

Comprehensive and Catholic Expedition proposed by Catherine
character of Cobden's opinions --Abandonment of on account
(i), xxiv of insufficient wealth to trans-

Freedom from class and party port the army (i), x86
views, indifference to popular Non-invasion of by Russia--
clamour, etc.--Misconceptions Argument against the possi-
arising from, xxii, xxiii, xxxvi bility of Russia invading India

Impression made on the policy of (i), x85
the country, Depth of (i), Church--Irish Church Question, s,-
xxii Ireland

Characteristics of the English people Churches---Erection of monuments
(ii), 374, 376 to warriors in--Illustratlon of

Chauvelin, M.--Freneh Ambassador Englishman's 10re of war,
in London--Correspondence etc. (ii), 376, 377
with Lord Grenville in rein- Clarke, Dr. (i), 16
tion to the FrenchRevolution-- Clarkson's agitation against the Slave
Efforts to prevent war between Trade, Tribute to (ii), 375
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Coal : Commerce and.Dependencies (cant.)---
Imports into France from Great Anomalies and inconsistencies

Britain : of the system (i), xlii
Dependence of France for raw Supporting and defending them-

material for her manufacturing selves as separate and inde-
industr 3" on England, argu- pendent existences, Plea for
ment against War between the (i), xliii, 25
two countries(if), 358 Wars undertaken on behalf of,

Discriminating duty laid on as a under tile delusion that the
protection against inconvcni- Colonies were profitable acqui-
ence during war (i), 23I sitions (i), I56 and note

United States resources--Europe (For particular Colonies, sc_ their
surpassed in its rich beds of names)
coal (i), r52 nor Colonisation Question -- Nothing

Coal and iron districts of England, presented so far a field for
Wales, and Scotland--lncrease economical analysis as coloni-
in wealth and population, sation (i), 20, 2t
Nece_ity for to support the Combative and aggressive corn-
Public Debt and to meet munity, Great Britain as (if), 376
Foreign Competttion (i), xx6 Commerce, sez title Trade and

Coalition of European Powers against Commerce, also title Protec-
France, sex France--Revolution tion of Commerce

Coleridge--Inventor of the fanciful Commercial Blockade, see Maritime
theory that a National Debt Law
was a "national blessing" (i), Commercial Policy, see title Dis-
8i and note criminating Duties, Retaliatory

Colonies and Dependencies : Duties, Protection, Corn Laws,
Acquisition of, a costly perversion etc.

of national wealth under Free Commercial Treaties with France, see
Trade (i), xxTxwiii France -- Great Britain and

Burden of, to the Mother Country France
(i), 21, 25. txI, 25 x, note Communism, Germ of, to be detected

Adam Smith's opinion (i), 25 in most of the modern agencies
Estimated annual loss to the of progress (i), xxi

Mother Country (i), 222 and Communities--Nature's boundaries,
*tote difficulties in the way of

Commercial relations between the Russian supremacy in Europe
Mother Country and the (i), x92
Colonies m Disadvantages to Competition with British manu_ac.
the Mother Country (i), 15o tures:
and not* Cheapest market--Chief element in

Discriminating duties on West the competition (i), 236, 37, 219,
India sugarmPrivileges ac- 225, 234 , 246
corded to Canadian exporters Commencement of foreign nompe-
of timber, Sacrifice of English tition with British manufac-
interests to promote a fictitious tures (i), 230
prosperity in the Colonies, etc. Corn, Restrictive duty imposed in
(i), 22 1816---Effect of on the develop-

Costly appendage of an Aristocratic ment of the factory s3_tem in
Government (i), xSo America, Germany, etc. (i), 117

India, see that title National Debt, Effect of on corn-
Neglect of Cobden's principles (i), petition, se_ National Debt

xliii United States rivalry, _ title
Protection in the Colonies-- United States
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Competition (conliuuexl)--. Corn Laws (continued)--
(Refer also to titles Cotton Manu- Tax on corn was not objected to as

facturc.% Protection of Corn- a means of revenue (i), Ix6
merce, etc.) and note

Conscription, Unpopularity of in Corn Law League--Anti-Corn Law
France--Price paid for substi- League (i), xx
tutes (ii), 373 Bastiat's History of, Extracts from

Constantinople, Conquest of by (i), xx-x
Russia, refer to title Turkey Meeting of the League at Covent

Constitutional freedom, States ren- Garden Theatre in I845--Mr.
dered fit for enjoyment of-- Bt3.ant's recollections of ad-
Blessings of peace, etc. 0), dresses by Bright, Cobden, and
35 Fox (i), lix

Continental Politics, see Foreign Coronation Oathwlmpediment in the
Politics way of reform of the Church

Continental Populations--Education in Ireland (i), 53
and Social Condition of---Corn- Cotton Manufacture :
parisons with the masses in Competition with British trade.--
England {ii), 375 and note Rise and progress attributed to

Cork--Port of call for Inman steam- British tyranny during the
ships, Institution of (i), 68 note Great French War (i), 232

Corn Laws---Suicidal restrictions on Exports, Amount of (i), 223 and note
the import of corn (i), 29 _Double that of Exports of

Agriculture would suffer no pre- every kind from Russia 0), I5I,
judice on the repeal of the note
Corn Laws -- Fulfilment of Ireland--Competition in cotton
Cobden's prediction (i), Ix manufacture with England (i),

Annual loss of revenue on corn 189 note
(i), t18 Raw material, Supply of :

Arguments against abolition of-- England's dependency on the
Dependence upon Foreigners UnitedStates(i),78,79note 223
for bread (i), 223 Magnitude of consumption in

Cobden's appeal to Bright to join Europe, Distant Sources of
him in opposing the Corn Laws Supply, etc. (ii), 359
(i), xz_xiii Mutual dependence of Europe on

Device for prolonging by Act of distant countries for--Effect of
Parliament the artificial on the preservation of peace
scarcity created by the French (ii), 359
War (i), xxviti, xxix Swiss and Saxony manufactures

Moderate duty imposed in i8x6 compared with British manu-
instead of the restrictive duty, factures (i), 2i 9
probable effect on British United States of America :
exports (i), xx6, xz7 Amount of capital employed in

Necessity for repeal as a means competition with British lab-
of adding to the population tics in the Mediterranean, etc.
and wealth of the country in (i), 88, 89 .
order to support the National Rise and progress in cotton
Debt (i), Ion;, xog, II3, If5 manufacture (i), 232

Peel's, Sir R., tribute to Cobden's Councils of Europe, Great Britain's
services (i), r2_xiv position in--Pretencoformain-

Restriction of import of corn into raining enormous armaments
a manufacturing nation, Et_ect (i), I94, _96 (refer also to titles
of on its foreign commerce, Balance of Power and Foreign
etc. (i), xog, H 3 Politics)
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Country Party--Attitude towards the Crimean War (continued)--
Militia Bill of I852 (if), 566 Cost in men and money necessary

Courage--Superior courage among to bring the war to successful
inhabitants of towns (if), 5t6 issue 0i), 5t2

Crimea : Cost of the war :
Annexation of to the dominions of Financial resources of Great

Russia (i), 164 Britain (if), 520
IsleofWlghtofRussia--Residences Financial resources of Russia

and valuable estates belonging (ii), 5o6, 5o8
tothenobilitysituatedin(ii),49o Finances of Russia--Effect of on

Crimean War--"Leap in the dark" the war--Could Russia be
both from a political and stra- coerced to accept humiliating
tegical point of view--Russia's peace terms ? (if), 466
power to defend her own terri- Resources for prolonging the
tory, etc. (if), 46I war (if), 496, 526

Armysent3,ooomilesbysea--Event Finances of the Allies--Resources
unparalleled in history (if), 5x2 for prolonging the war (if),

Balance of Power, War undertaken 5x9
for, contention (if), 535 Comparisons with the French

Blockade of Russian ports, Evasion Revolutionary. War and Pitt's
of--Result of the limited method of raising money for
extent to which Russia de- the war, etc. (if), 520, 52I
pended on maritime foreign France--FinancialpositionofIii),
trade (if), 468, 471 523 _wtc

Extension of overland com- War Loans--Effect of a suc-

merce with Asia at the expense cession of loans in London and
of maritime foreign corn- Paris (if), 523, 524
merce (if), 478 Foodstuffs exported from Russia

Facilities for evading the block- to Western Europe---Effect of
ade--Internal communications tile cessation of exports
in Russia--Overland route caused by the war (if), 528
through Prussia for imports Free Trade, Cause of, progress
and exports (Ix), 474 arrested by the war (i), xxxiii

Maritime commerce of Russia Free Trade v. Protection--Advan-

carried on m foreign bottoms rages of both systems in time
--No shipping interests to be of war (ii),47i, 472
affected (ii), 48t Germany, Prussia and Austria hold-

Raw material--lndependence of ing aloof from the war--
Russiaof maritime trade(if),479 Change of policy by the

For d_lails of Protectionist policy British Government, suggested
see Russia) (if), 53I

Bright and Cobden's warnings and Hardships and exposure of camp
remonstrances (i), x ; (if) 46o life---Russian agricultural class

British Navy, Augmentation of of soldier compared with men
during the war (if), 584 of the Allies (if), 514, 515

Change of policy by the British Internal communications in Russia
Government--Cobden's pro- --Extraordma.ry facilities for
posals (if), 530 long journeys by road and

Conquest of the shores of the Black river (i0, 474
Sea, and its effect on the ira- Invasion of Russia by the Allies (if),
position of humiliating terms of 489
peace by the Allies (if), 466 Rashest act in British History,

Continuance of the war in the spring alleged (if), 498, 512, 53 °
--Probable results (if), 462 Loss of life, Extent of (if), 462
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Crimean Wax (centime.d)--- Crimean War (cont/nued)---
Money necessary to carry on the Sacrifices and sufferings inseparable

wax, see sub-heading Finances from a state of wax (ii), 484
Napoleon's mode of dependingupon Seaports, Creation of under Free

forced requisitions and plunder Trade--Advantages in time of
by the way for supply of food, war of Protection and Free
ere--Position of the Allies, Trade, compared (ii), 47 t, 472
compared (ii), 512, 5z 3 Sebastopol Committee, Evidence

Object of Cobden's pamphlet-- before (ii), 46z
"What Next--and Next ? "-- Strength of the enemy, Ignorance
Cobden's views, etc. (ii), 46o as to by the Allies (ii), 46!

Patriotism, and love of counti3"-- Supplies of the Allies--Sources of
Sentiments founded on tile to meet the demands of a
belief that Russia was the protracted struggle(ii),5z 3
favoured depository of the Termination of the war--Effect of
orthodoxreligiousfaith--Effect on the military spirit in
as a resisting power against England (ii), 582
coercion of the Allies as to Troops:
peaceterms (ii), 485 Number of Russian troops in

Peace terms---Determination of the feld (ii), 46I
Russia to resist humiliation-- Resources of Great B.,-itain--

Powers of resisting coercion Difficulties of recruiting among
from the Allies (ii), 464, 5o6, the population of the towns
5II, 512, 518 (ii), 516, 5x 7

Terms of peace presented to Supply of reinforcements--Allies'
Russia (ii), 520, 530 position compared with Russia

Permanent occupataon by the (ii), 5x 4
Allies of the Crimea (ii), 462 Turkish troolYs---Western Powers

Position and prospects of the providing food for (ii), 5x3
Allies- Disadvantages and Undertaking had no paxalld fo,'
difficulties compared with magnitude in the annals of
Russia's position (ii), 5zI war (ii), 5z3

Railway construction between Working classes in England, Effects
Moscow and the Crimea-- of the war on (ii), 527
Probable effect on the in- Currency:
_rasion of the Crimea (ii), Depreciated Currency--Less ruin-
473 ous to an agricultural people

Religious feeling in Russia--Belief than to a manufacturing nation
among the Russians that the (ii), 508
country was engaged in a Paper Money, sex that title
Religious War, Effect of on the Customs Duties :
prolongation of the war (ii), Abolition of--Movement towards
149 made by Germany and Bel.

Resources of the Allies--Supply of glum (i), xlviii
men, food, ete (ii), 5H Revenue derived from--Exeliange

Resources of the enemy--Facilities of commodities between Great
for supply of food and stores Britain and foreign countries
to the forces by land transport (i), I l z
(ii), 48x (Refir a/so to title Free Trade)

Results of the war :

Achievements predicted and their DALHOUSlE, Lord---Governor General
results (ii), 462, 463, 464 of India, Conduct of in rein-

Mistaken confidence of the tion to the Burmese War, refer
English people (ii), 529 to Burmese War
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Danish War--Diplomatic intervention Derby, Earl of :
by England, Conflict of public Burmese War, Seizure of the King
opinion, etc. (i), lv of Ava's ship incident (if),

Danube---Russian influence in opening 427 note
up navigation, etc. (i), 58, 30 Invasion of England by France

Dardanelles, Occupation of by Russia panic--Inflammatory language
--Exclusion of trade from the of the Press--Speech in the
Black Seaand S_'t of Maxmora House of Lords, etc. (if),
would follow, alleged (i), 27 557

Debt--see National Debt Derby's, Earl, Administrations--Aug-
Defence of Commerce, s_ Protection mentation of armameuts (ii),

of Commerce 56°, 57o, 594
Defences--National Defences : Diffusion of capital--Development

Agitatinns for increased defence of new countries, Dependence
means, refer to titles Anam- of on capital of older countries
meats and Naval Armaments (if), 473

Block-ships, Origin of the construe- Disarmament, see Armaments-- Re-
tion of (ii), 588 ductions, also title Naval Arma-

Financial evils of Great Britain ments
were more to be feared than Discriminating Duties:
all the Powers of the world Coals, Importation of, from Great
(i), xx4 and note Britain into Francc---Discrinu-

Fortification works, sa: Fortifica- nating duty laid on (i), 23I
tions Commercial relations between

Invasion of England panics, see ttmt the Mother Country and tlm
title, alsotitle Nax_l Armaments Colonies -- Disadvantages to

Merchant Steamers, Utilising as a the Mother Countrv (i), x5o
reserve force for defence par- West India Sugar and Canadian
poses against the possibility of Timber, etc.--Effect of the
French invasion (if), 563, 623 abolition of d_scriminating

Naval armaments---Results of in- duties on the plea for defend-
vasion panics, etc., see title ing the Colonies (i), 22
Naval Armaments Disraeli :

Pamphlets issued on the state of France- British hatred towards
the defences in 1852 (iQ, 57 x France, Protest against attacks

Publications by alarmists (if), 343 on Louis Napoleon (if), 579
Raising money by loan for tom- Navalarmaments---Rivalrybetween

pletingworks---Mr. Horsman's Great Britain and France--
motion in the House of Corn- "Monster evil," etc. (if), 691
mons (if), 625 Dividends----Consequencewhich would

Steam navigation, Effect of on follow should tim British nation
Great Britain's insular posi- be unable to pay the interest
tion, s_ title Steam Navigation of the National Debt 0), If3

Wellington's, Dukeof,letter--Effect Dockyards, Expenditure in, see Naval
of m creating an invasion panic, Armaments
etc. (if), 548, 549, 552, 560 Domestic Policy, Principles of--Ne-

Demagogues---Cobden and Bright not cessity for rewewing principles
demagogues in the ordinary for purpose of adapting the
sense of the word--Warnings government to the changing
and remonstrances against tin- and improwng condition of its
necessary war (i), ix people (i), I2_

Democracy--Foreign element in the Douglas, Sir H.--Responsibility of,
materials of the English charae, for fortifications scheme of
ter (i), IO2 186o (if), 669

b
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Ducos, M.--Invasion of England by Ellenborough, Lord (continued)--
France panic, M. Ducos's Fortification works---Vis. Palmer-
opinion on 0i), 632 ston's scheme (if), 668 _wte

Letter to Mr. Ewart (if), 573 Invasion of Engl.and apprehension
Duncombe, Mr. T.mIntereeding with --Increase m naval arran-

France on behalf of State ments (if), 614, 619
prisoners at Ham--Motion in Ellesmere, Lord--Invasion of Eng-
the House of Commons (i), I95 L-rod by France panic--Lord
note Ellesmere's letter (if), 55 I

Durham, Lord--Brltish Ambassador Emigration--Irish Emigration :
at St. Petersburg Manchester Colony--Contagion of

Admiration for Cobden's pamphlet Irish habits, evils of competi-
on Russia--Meeting between tion, etc. (i), 54, 55
Cobden and Lord Durham (i), Remedy for the state of Ireland (i),
x23 note 64

Letters to Mr. Gisborne on the Energies of the English people :
friendly commercial relations In all pumuits England carried her
between Great Britain and energies in advance of all corn-
Russia (i), -_44 no/e petitors (ii), 375

Utilising in the direction of saving
EAST INDIA, see India life--Plea for the abatement of
Eastern Questionmlndependenee and the spirit of war (i0, 372

Integrity of the Ottoman England, Pamphlet on (i), 5
Empire, etc., see Turkey Russian politics---The pamphlet

Economic Science--Connection be- was not written with the view
tween the facts of Science and of advocating Russian politics
the social laws which give them (i), 37 note
life and meaning : " England, France, Russia, and

Cobden's perception (i), xxv Turkey " -- Quotations from
Smith's, Adam, investigations (i), Mr. Urqubart's pamphlet (i), 7,

xxvi 8, 9, IO, 14. I9, 27, 3x
French Revolution, Failure of, English History--Ignorance of the

mainly due to want of know- English as to modern English
ledge of economic science History (ii), 285
among the leaders (i), xxiv Entail, Laws of--Ih'osperity and im-

Moral and econoancal laws, provement of large towns
Harmony of, Cobden's behef affected by (i), too note
in (i), xxiv Equality v. Freedom_Characteristics

Economy in national expenditure, of the British and French
see National Expenditure people (ii), 37°

Education--Cobden'sleaningtowards, Established Church in Ireland, se_
in selecting his life work-- Ireland--Church
Reasons for preferring Free Europe, State of, in I834_Failure of
Trade (i), xxviii the policy of the Whigs, etc.,

Education in United States and Great extracts from London news-
Britain, Comparisons between papers (i), 32, 33, 34 note
the two countries as to pro- European affairs, st_ Foreign Politics
gress in educating the people European wars---Probable result of
(i), 94, 95, 96 and note another war (i), 249

Ellenbornugh, Lord--Speeches in Euxine--Russian influence in opening
House of Lords : up navigation, etc. (i) 28, 3o

British claims against Governor of Ewart, Mr.--Letter to M. Ducos
Rangoon--Burmese War (ii), relating to the invasion of Eng-
4o2, 4o5, 453 notes land by France panic (ii), 573
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Exhibition of I85I : Fitzwilliam, Earl--Statement as to
French manufactures, Position motives for the Great French

held by (ii), 356 War (ii), 32z
Wellington's, Duke of, precautions Flax Cultivation in Ireland--Better

against insurreetion--lnfantine system of cultivation advo-
alarms which characterised his eared as a remedy for Ireland
old age (ii), 34I (i), 7°

Expenditure, see National Expendi- Food, Price of :
ture Effect of a state of war on 0), 248

Exports and Imports, refer to title Crimean War, Effect of on the
Trade and Commerce labouring classes (ii), 527

Price of food in Great Britain
compared with competitors

FABRICS,Manufacture of, see Manu- abroad (i), Io9, Ho
factures Tax on, see title Corn Laws

Factory System : Foodstuffs, supply of, from Russia
Adoption of by all civilised nations to countries of Western Europe,

--Application of to the neces- Effect of the Cessation of
sities of England, etc. (i), IO9 exports caused by the Crimean

America and Germany--Effect of War (i0, 528
the imposition of restrictive Food Supply in time of war--Inter-
duty on corn by Great Britain national law, Changes and
in _816 (i), 116, I17 modifications proposed by

(Referalso to Manufactures) Cobden, bearing on the ques-
Faucher, M. Leon, and M. Tengo- tion (i),xv

borski--Russian finances con- Foreign Commerce :
troversy (ii), 499, 5oo, 5oI, 5o6, Tyranny exercised by Great
5o8, 5o9, 514 Britain during the latter half of

FearbMischief done by communities the French revolutionary wars
in taking securities against --Manufactures established in
enemies (i), _36 and hole foreign countries as the result

Feudalism in France--Chief aim of of (i), 2.o9, _3o, 249
the Constituent Assembly of (Refer also to title Trade Com-
1789 (fi), 368, 369, 370 merce and Names of Foreign

Finance : Countries)
Capital, see that title Foreign Policy--Aggressive policy--
Crimean War--Financial resources Mr. Attwood's statement in the

of the Enemy and the Allies, House of Conmmns that Eng-
see title Crimea War land always dealt the first

Great Britain's position--Greater blow (i), I56 _wt¢
cause for apprehension than Foreign Politics--lntervention by
from all the Powers of the Great Britain b Mistaken
world (i), rI5 and note policy--Great Britain's pros-

Financial questions, Revolutions perity lay in peace, not war (i),
and great changes originating 5, 6, 9, 59, 60, 6i, i-_7, 230 note
from (i), 238 note Balance of Power, see that title

Financial Transactions--England as Britain assuming the position of
the medium of, Mr.Rothschild's administrator of justice to all
evidence, etc. (i), 143 the people of the earth (i), 5,

Finland--Russian conquest, Results 6, 9
of (i), 139, 14I, I64 Brougham's, Lord, policy (i), 60 note

First In_asion Panic, see Invasion Change in industri-,d conditions due
Fiscal Policy, see titles Free Trade, to development of manu-

Corn Laws, etc. factures, etc., made it necessary
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Foreign Politics (continued)-- Foreign Politics (coulinue.d)--
for the Government to "alter Result of :
the maxim by which its foreign Ever-increasing National Debt,
relations Imve in past times etc. (i), 215, 254
been regulated" (i), xiv, xzz Tragedy of British interx.ention

(Refer also to title France, Russia, as shown by the history of the
and United States--Commer- past century (i), t96
cial Interests, etc.) Svlfish policy would be a policy of

Continental countries which ex- non-intervention, argument (i),
eluded British fabrics-- 254
Countries whose independence State of Europe in I834--Failure of
Great Britain had fought for the policy of the Whigs, etc.-
(i), zo7 Extracts from London news-

Criticism of Cobden, acctmed of papers (i), 32, 33, 34, note
oing beyond his province, etc. Turkey and Russia, see Turkey
), xxxvi United States and Great Britain,

Danish War--Conflict of public commercial rivalry between--
opinion and final triumph of Disadvantage which Great
principle of non-intervention Britain had to contend with
(i), Iv through her policy of inter-

Discussion in the House of Com- vention in foreign politics (i),
mons on foreign affairs to the 85, 87, xo4
exclusion of domestic intcrcsts Withdrawal of Great Britain from
(i), i95 intervention, and concentrating

Ex-pedtents, Logical, under the Bal- her energies on purifying her
ance of Power chimaera because own internal institutions, etc.,
inconsistent and dangerous advocated (i), 35
under Free Trade (i), xxxx ii Fortifications, Expenditure on, arising

Expenditure on wars arising out of out of invasion of England by
(i), 5 ; (ii), 376 France panics (ii), 546, 584, 625

Explanation of Cobden's views on Horsman's, Mr,, motion in the
intervention (i), xl House of Commons--Cobden's

Fergusson's Tour in Canada and speech in opposition to (it), 699
United Stales, extract from pre- note
face (i). Xl9 Palmerston's scbeme--Enormous

Ireland, Neglect of, whilst seeking expenditure--Viscount Palmer-
among other nations objects ston's alarming speech in the
of compassion, etc. (i), 39, 59, 6o House of Commons (ii), 656

Misrepresentation of Cobden's Douglas, Sir H., Responsibility of,
principles, confusion betxveen for fortifications scheme of
political meddling and inter- x86o OiL 669
national co-operatton (i), xix, xl Necessity for the works as means

National Party in House of Corn- of defence against French in-
mons representing" No foreign vasion (i0, 665
pohtics," proposed (i), 34 Fox--French War of I793, attitude

" Non-intervention"_ misleading of Fox towards the xwar (ii),
term applied to Cobden's policy 315
(i), xl France :

Protection of British commerce Armaments, see that title, a/so Naval
argument, sex Protection of Armaments
Commerce Austria and France, set Austria

Propensity of the English people Church--Equal Government Grant
to strike for the freedom of applied to religious instruction
some other people, etc. (ii), 374 of different faiths (i), 72
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France (continued)--- France (contim_.dy---
Cobden's, Mr., visit to in I857-- Silk manufacture, Superiority of

Duration of visit, etc. (ii), 099 over British silk manufacture
note (ii), 356, 361

Commercial Treaties with Great Napoleon Bonaparte, see Napoleon
Britain, scctitle France---Great Napoleon, Louis :
Britain Attempt on life of--Intemperate

Conscription. Unpopularity of-- mantfestations towards Eng-
Amount paid for substitutes, land (ii), 593
etc. (ii), 373 Invectives levelled against by

Constituent Assembly, see sub- Great Britain, see title France
heading Revolution of x789 and Great Britain

Financial position in relation to the Naval armaments, see that title
demand of the Crimean War Population for each square league
(ii) 523 no/e --Comparisons with Russia,

Fiscal Policy : Prussia and England (i), 135
Coal, Imports from Great Britain Protestant district of France, see

--Discriminating duty laid on as Alsace
means of protection against in- Public accounts system-- Expen-
convenience during war(i),23I diture on the Navy analysis,

ProhibRive commercial system, etc. (ii), 34I, 342
Gradual extinction of(0, Ix2 Revolution ot" 1789: Failure of

Invasion of Great Britain Panics, mainly due to the want of
see Invasion knowledge of economic science

Inx_asion of Spain--lntervention by among the leaders, alleged (i),
Great Britain, etc. (i), 59, 6o xxiv

Landed System_Refornm of the Revolution of I789 and the events
Constituent Assembly--Power- which led up to the Great War
lessness of Louis Napoleon of 1793--Great Britain's re-
to alter (ii),369 sponsibdity for the war, etc

Manufactures, Development of : 0i), 276
Cotton industry, Growth of since Accusations as to who provoked

the war of 1793--Argument in the war (ii), 3x3
favour of the preservation of Alien Bill_Burke'sinflammatory
peace (i), 260, 26_ speech on against F_nce (ii),

Imports into France, Statistics 318
for x792, I85x, and x865 shc_w- Allied Powers as the authors and
ing enormous growth of manu- instigators of the war (ii), 292
faeturing system (ii), 362, 363, Aristocratic Party in the British
364 _zote Parliament--War desired by

Paris-- Number of operatives, (ii), 3t4
annual produce of their labour, Attitude of France towards Eng-
etc. (ii), 365 land--Efforts made by France

Position held by at the Great to maintain peace with Eng-
Exhibition of x85x (ii), 356 land (ii), 27% 302-309. 3Iz,

Raw material, Increase in ira- 314
portation of (ii), 362 Bitterness and hatred towards

Rivalry between Great Britain England (ii), 33o-334
and France in manufactures-- British Parlmment summoned in
Mutual interests in the pre- Dec., I792--Terms of King's
servation of peace between Speech, etc. 0i), 313
two countries (ii), 356, 358, 36x Brunswick's, Duke of, proelama-

Rouen--" Manchester of France" tions on the eve of invading
(i), 69 France (ii), 295, 3oo
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France (continfw.d)-- France (cantinued)--
Defeat of the Duke of Bruns- England -- French were the

wick (ii), 30o first to declare war, Explana-
Burke : tion of (ii), 3-*4

Reflections on the French Revolt,- Defence of England preparations
tion, Effect of (ii), 287, 298 --Augmentation of naval and

Responsibihty of for the war military forces (ii), 3oi, 3o3,
(i), 247 note 314, 3t5

Attack on the French Demands of the Austrian Court
Government--Speech in --Declaration of war by Louis
the House of Commons against Austna(ii), 294
(ii), 288 Diplomatic Relations between

Warlike spirit of England Great Britain and France fol-
roused against France by lowingthe insurrection in Paris
(ii), 318 of August I792--British Am-

Chauvelin, M.--French Ambassa- bassador recalled, etc. 0i), 278,
dor in London--Correspon- 302 _ote
dence with Lord Greville, M. Dread of a maritime war with
Chanvelin's efforts to avert England--Unpreparedness
war between England and of the French /or war (ii),
France (ii), 3oi, 3o2-3o9 , 314 _79, 292

Coalition formed against France State of the two navies corn-
on the Continent : pared (ii), _79 hole

French Ambassador's appeal to Executive Council of the French
England (ii), 3o2 Republic, Attitude towards

"Unrighteous Coalition" (ii)_ England (ii), 3o4
334 Form of Government for France

Commercial Treaty between --Emperor Leopold's desire to
Great Britain and France support the authority of the
effected by Pitt, Annulment of King by other means than war
(ii), 307 (ii), 293

Constituent Assembly--Reforms Fox, Opposition of to thewar (ii),
effected by, Events which led 315
up to the war (ii), 286, 287, Fraternity, Degree oftheNationat
289, 29o, 368 Convention (ii), 304, 3Io and

" Immortal Principles " _ not*
Frenchmen's tribute to the French Ambassador in London,
Revolution of 1789 (ii), 33 x, sec sub-heading Chauvelin, M.
332 Friends and opponents of the

Cost of the war to Great Britain French Revolution, Formation
(ii), 337 of into opposing parties in

Crimean War, Comparison England (ii), 29o, 298
with (ii), 520, 52I Grain for France -- Vessels in

Crimes and atrocities committed British ports stopped (ii), 306
by the French attributed to Great Britain's part in the origin
the Duke of Brunswick's pro- and causes of the war (ii),
clamations and subsequent 298, 325, 326
invasion of French Temtory Change of policy following the
{ii), 296 defeat of the Duke of Bruns-

Declaration of Pilnitz, Terms of, wick (ii), 3oo
etc. (ii),29I, 293 Interval from x789 when the

Declaration of war against Constituent Assembly met, till
Austria (ii), 294, 295 1793, when the war corn-

Declaration of war against menced, Events of (ii), 286
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France (continuecO-- France (continued)--
Intervention in the affairs of the Sustaining the old Govern-

French people by Continental ments of Europe (ii), 280
Powers (ii), z9r, 298 Panic in the public mind in

"Just and necessary war"-- England, Creation of (ii), 314
When was war ever acknow- Pitt, Attitude of (ii), 299 and note,
ledged to be otherwise ? (ii),'325 3ox

Louis XVI., Execution of -- Virtual declaratmn of war by
French Ambassador ordered to (ii), 324
leave London in eight days, Points in dispute between Great
etc. (ii), 279, 302 note, 309 Britain and France (ii), 304-31 o,

Mass of the people in England 32x
joined in the cry for war (ii), Preface by the author (ii), 275
28o Privileged inequality in the

Nature of the war--Bloodiest French social system--Result
and most costly that ever of the Revolution (ii), 333
aff!ictedmankind (ii), 294 Probable consequences of file

OpponentSof the war in England war--Wilberforce on (ii), 32o
(ii), -°8o, 299 Public feeling in England against

Origin and objects of the war (ii), France-- Members of the
286, 29o, 292, 294, 298, 304, French Embassy at Ranelagh
3io incident (ii), 3xx

Defence of liberties of Europe Public opinion in England as to
as an excuse for the war (ii), the justness and necessity of
280, ._8I the veal"(it), 327, 328

Domestic revolution in Eng- Public opinion in France :
land, Dread of--Institutions French historical writer's hos-
threatened with an over- tility to Great Britain (ii),
throw, etc. (ii), 323,325 33°

France was the aggrieved and Opinions respecting their own
not the aggressor (ii), 595, Revolution out of which the
313 war sprang (ii), 33I

Merits of the war (ii), 578, 58r Results of the Revolution--What
Motives with which Great it had accomplished for the

Britain embarked upon the people of France (ii), 33 I, 335,
war (ii), -_86,3x3, 3r9, 32r 333

Pitt's disclosure of the true Sufferings following the war to
object of the war (ii), 3or,_3_o the English working classes

Real motive was to prevent (ii), 28!
tile spread of French Talleyrand's, M. de, mission to
opinions in England (ii), 3ol, London, Object of, etc. (ii), 31!
3x3, 317, 3z9, 3so Toulon, British naval forces in

Restoring order in France--- possession of--Proclamation
Earl Fitzwilliam's statement in the name of the King of
as to the motives of those England as to Monarchical
who entered upon the war Government (ii), 3z2

So(ii), 32x Treaty of :786---Suspension of
urce of information for par- diplomatic relations deemed

ticulars of the origin of the equivalent to a declaration of
war (ii), 285 war according to the treaty

Scheldt, Dutch right to a (ii), 279
monopoly--alleged as object Warlike preparations in England
of the war (ii), 308, 3Io, 32I, --Practically a declaration of
322 war (ii), 324
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France(continued)-- Franceand GreatBritain,Relations
Warlike speeches in the British between :

House of Commons (ii), 3o3 Alliance behvcen Great Britain and
Wellington, Duke of--Sermon on France--No real alliance unless

the death ofNAssumption that by a union of interests (i), 231
the war was on the British side and note
defensive (ii), 376, 281 Anglo-French alIkanceNThe two

Revolutionary Wars : nations figllting together in the
Brute force exercised by Great Crimea, effect of on the feeling

Britain towards foreign com- in England towardsthe French
merce, Manufactures estab- (if), 58r
fished in foreign countries as Commercial interests of the two
the result of (i), 229, 23o, countries--Dependence of
249 France upon Great Britain for

Financial resources--Creation of raw material for her manufac-
paper money, etc. (ii), 352 Oaring industries--Arguments

Repetition of, Arguments against against war behveen the two
(ii), 351 countries (ii), 358

Wealth obtained by the Army Commercial Treaties between the
--Sums of money transmitted two Countries :
to Paris--Amount of money Cobden's Treaty :
sent home by Napoleon during Chevalier, Michel, Co-operation
his first campaign in Italy, etc. with Cobden (i), xxx
(it), 353, 354 Consequences of--Movement

Rights of labour and of property, set on foot to erase protec-
False conception of-- Failure tire duties from the Commcr-
of the Revolution, etc. (i), cial Codes of Europe (i), Iv
xxiv Deputations from British

Sardinia and France, see Sardinia manufacturing districts to
Taxation--Comparisons with Rus- Paris (il), 671

sin, Prussia, and England (i), Negotiations---Effect of Vis.
x36 Palmerston's alarming speech

Thiers, M., see Thiers on the possible invasion of
Toulon dockyards, extension of, England by France (if), 666

effect of the Syrian dispute Objections to carrying out
(if), 547 work of such a description

Trade and Commerce : by a treaty, etc. (i), liv
British trade with France (i), Possible effect of_Reduction

*o7 in armaments (ii), 698
Coal, coke, and iron--Import into Reciprocity revxval, alleged

France from Great Britain_ Treaty _as not a reciprocity
Dependence of France on treaty, but a work of co-
Great Britain for raw material, operation (i), liii, liv
etc. (ii), 358 State of affairs in France---

Exports, Value of_Amount of Unpopularity of the treaty
exports to England (ii), 364 both in France and England

Imports into France in I792, Testimony to Cobden's states-
x85x and x865 statistics (ii), manship (i), Ixii
362, 363, 364 note Treaty effected by Pitt in I795,

Mercantile tonnage, Growth of Annulment of previous to the
compared with manufacture-- Great War (if), 307
Assurance against invasion of Effect of, etc. (if), 299, 300
England by France (if), 365, Communication between London
366 and Paris--Result of steam-
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France and England (continued)--- Free Trade [continued)--
boats, electric tele6waphs, etc. Bastiat's description of file Free
(ii), 355 Trade movement in England

Invasion panics, see Inx,'asiou (i), x.----x
Louis Philippe, Abdication of and Changes in Foreign Policy effected

proelamation of the Republic-- by Free Trade, see Foreign
How the British House of Politics
Commons received the news--- Cobden's reasons for selecting Free
Sir R. Peel's remarks, etc. (ii), Trade as his life work in pre-
453 and note ference to Education (i), xxviii

Napoleon, Louis, Invectiveslevelled Colonies and territories, Acquisition
at by Great Britain similar to of, no longer required (i), xxxviii
those levelledattheeonstituent Corn Laws, see that title
Assembly (I789) Danger of _x,ars, Removal of by the

Alarm at the tone of the English extension of Free Trade (i), 222
Press--Peace Party movement, Discriminating duties, see that title
etc. (ii), 339 France---Cobden's attempt to break

Attacks on in London newspapers down the barriers to commer-
--Letters of "An English- cial intercourse between the
man" in the Times, etc. (ii), two countries {i), li, lii
579 and note International Law of the Almighty

Merchants and bankers of m Cobden's name for Free
London--Address to Louis Trade 0), xxix; (ii), 460
Napoleon (ii), 579 Losing hold on the public mind--

Charges against Lores Napoleon Drifting into irretrievable con-
by the English (ii), 338, fusion as a principle of imperial
34° policy (i), xix

Invasion of England by France Peace, Free Trade the surest
apprehension, see Invasion guarantee of (i), xxax

Natural enemies- Transfer of Position of Free Trade at the
hatred from France to Russia present day:
(i), 6 Enough to give upper and middle

Protection -- Commercial inter- classes more wealth than they
course between Great Britain can employ wisely (i), xx
and France, etc. (i), 23I and Failure, Alleged--Failure attri-
note butable to a deliberate violation

Revolution of i789 and war of of principles rather than to a
1793, see subheading Revolu- policy which has never yet
tion, under France been tried (i), _x, x_xi

Syria, Rupture between Great Not enough to enable us to solve
Britain and France in 184o social problems or to inspire
(ii), 545 confidence in other countries,

Top-boots for British Army re- etc, (i), _-x
quired in an emergency--Boots Reactionary influences neutrali-
supplied bythe French Govern- sing the partial liberation of
ment (ii), 696 trade (i), xx

Free Trade: Prosperity of the country due to
Advocated by Cobden irrespective Free Trade, growth of exports,

of foreign tariffs or warlike diminution of pauperism, etc.
tendencies of nations (i), mii (i), x ; (ii), 556, 58o

Armaanents---Extensive armaments Protection v. Free Trade :
not required under a system Break up of the Protective
which rehes on international system after the Repeal of the
justice (i), xxxviii Corn Laws---Work of Lord
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Free Trade (continued)-- Gibraltar :
John Russell's Government (i), Market for British goods closed by
x.wxiii the interdict of dearness in

Circumstances have changed spite of fortification, etc.--
since t846---Argument of the Switzerland and Saxony's
new Protectionists, Mr. Bal- victory over manufactures of
lout's evidence, Faulty basis of England (i), 226, 527, 228,
comparison, etc. (i), xiii 255

Expedients forced upon a Unjust aggression and foreign
Government which maintains violence alleged against Great
a trade monopoly (i), xxxii Britain in the acquisition of

Extravagance in public expendi- Gibraltar (i), 200
tare, by making new taxation Grain--Russian exports to Western
necessary, has given the Pro- Europe, Effect of the cessation
tectionista an opportunity (i), of caused by the Crimean War
xvii (ii), 528

France--Commercial intercourse Great Exhibition of x85I, see Ex-
between Great Britain and hibition
France, etc. (i), 23I note Great War with France, sez title

Russian Protectionist policy, see France---Revolution
Russia Greece, Revolution in--Extract from

War time--Advantages of Free correspondence of a London
Trade and Protection in time paper on (i), 32 note
of war--Position of Russia in Grenville, Lord--Foreign Secretary--
the Crimean War (ii), 47t, 472 Correspondence with French

Reactionary influences which Ambassador in relation to
arrested the cause of progress events of the French Revolu-
--Crimean War, etc. (i), xxxiii tion which led up to the war

Free Trade Party--Opposition to with France (ii), 3o2, 3o3-3o9
Militia Bill of 1852 (ii), 566 Grey, Mr. (,'ffterwards Earl Grey) :

Freedom v. Equality--Characteristics Balance of Power--Turks forming
of the British and French party to the system (i), 2o8
people (ii), 37° Speech on the state of the nation in

the House of Commons, Extract
GALWAY--Transatlantic Packet Sta- from (i), 157 note

tion--Eslablishment of first Gunboats, Adoption of in the British
station in Ireland (i), 68 note Navy during the Crimean War

Germany : (ii), 585
Armaments---One-half of the popu- Gunpowder--Barrier set by against

lation carrying arms (ii), 349 the irruption of barbarians in
Crimean War--Germany holding Western Europe (i), .059

aloof from_Change of policy
by the Brihsh Government HARDWICKE,Lord, on French naval
suggested (ii), 53! armaments--Number of sea-

France and Germany--France men, etc. (ii), 653
rather than Russia was the Herbert, Lord, Evidence of before
source of danger to Germany Select Committee on the Navy
(ii), 533 (ii), 605 note

Protestant and Roman Catholic Herbert, Mr. S.:
population -- Manufacturing Defences--Security against possible
and commercial interests of French invasion (ii), 668, 669
the country were chiefly Speeches in the House of Commons
Protestant (i), 45 --Military spirit in England

(Sewalso Prussia) (ii), 584
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Holland -- Commercial prosperity, Income Tax, Increase in to Is. in the
Statement drawn up as to £ by Lord John Russell arising
causes of (i), 71 and hole out of the invasion panic of

Home defences, see Defences 1847-1848 (ii), 55-% 554
Home Rule for Ireland : India :

Gladstone's, Mr., Bill -- Service Army in, Cost of (ii), 344, w0/c
rendered in forcingthe Englibh British rule in---Cobden's convic-
nation to face the Irish Ques- tion that retribution awaited
tion (i), xv the lust of power (i), xliii

Judging by the past, a Parliament in Dalhousie, L_rd---Governor-General
Dubhn would not remedy the oflndia, Conduct of in relation
ills of Ireland (i), 64 to the Burmese War, refer to

Horsfall's, Mr., motion in the House title Burmese War
of Commons on maritime cap- Discriminating duties -- Abandon-
ture (if), 380, 38I mcnt of restrictive policy, Effect

Horsman, Mr.--National defence of on the plea for the defence
works, Raising money by loan of the Colonies (i), 24
for completion of--Result of Ignorance and unconcern of the
invasion of England by France, British people in relation to all
panic (if), 625 Indian questions (if), 395

Cobden's opposition to (if), 699 no/e Invasion of by Russia appreh_n-
House of Lords : sion :

Church in Ireland, Abolition of--- China, Non-invasion of--Argu-
Scruples of the House of Lords ment against the possibility
(i), 53 of Russia invading India (i),

Invasion of England by France I85
apprehension -- Inflammatory Danger to from movements
speech by Lord Lyndhurst, etc. which Russia might make East-
(if), 613, 616 ward--Argument in favour of

Ralhvay construction--Difficulties British defence of Turkey (i),
of getting Bills through the x9
House of Lords--Comparisons Probable designs of Providence in
between amount of railway placing Indian Empire in the
construction in United States hands of Great Britain--Dr
and in England (i), 93 Buchanan's prize essay (i), 59

Howden, Lord--Speech in the House no/_
of Lords on possible French Value of the Indian Empire to the
invasion (ii), 615 people of England--Was India

Human life--Loss of by wars (if), 246, worth a war with Russia ? (i),
hole 20

Hungary, Invasion of by Russia-- Wars_How wars were got up in
Objections in Russia to the India--Origin of the Burmese
foreign policy of Nicholas (ii), War, see Burmese War
487 Indian Mutiny :

Invasion of England by France
apprehension_Why did not

IGNORASCE of the English people as France take advantage of
to modern English History (ii), Great Britain during the Indian
285 Mutiny ? (if), 593

Improvement and labour, Advantages Industrial life of England, Cobden's
to be derived from over those practical acquaintance with,
occurring from war (i), I47, xxiii
x5L 152 and note, 2o3, 256 , International Exhibition of xSSt, see
258 Exhibition
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International law--Definition of what Invasion of England (confirmed)--.
was meant by the "Balance of Cotton manufacture--Mutual de-
Power" (i), 198 pendence of European nations

International Law of the Almighty-- on raw material from abroad,
Cohden's name for Free Trade Effect of, on the preservation
(i), xxix ; (if), 46o of peace (if), 359, 36o

"International Man," Cobden's mis- Deduction from facts and argu-
sion as (i), xix, xxxv, lvii ; (if), ments against the possibility of
538 a French invasion summarised

(Refer also to title Foreign Policy) (if), 373
International Maritime Law, Neces- Defences -- Inadequate defence,

sity for reform, etc., se_ Mari- alleged, publications written
time Law by alarmists, etc (if), 343

Intervention by Great BHtain in Publications apparentlydesigned
foreign politics, see Foreign to tempt the French (if), 343
Politics (See also titles Fortifications, De-

Invasion by America panic, Attempt fences, etc.)
to create- Captain Wil"ks's Description of a descent of the
seizure of American subjects French on British territory'--
on British ship incident (if) Mr. Horsman's speech in "the
692, 7oo House of Commons (if), 627

Invasion of England by France ap- Difficulties in the way of a French
prehension--Invasion panics: invasion and a war between

Armaments, Augmentation of, re- the two countries---Altered cir-
suiting from, see titles Anna- cumstances since the war of
ments and Naval Armaments 1793 (if), 35x

Army, Influence of, to compel Louis Estimate of the probabilities of a
Napoleon to nmke war (if), war between the hvo countries
37 z (if), 347

Atonement to France--Opening Expenditure on warlike prepara.
negotiations between the two tions (if), 344
countries with the view of Increase in expenditure since
agreeing to some plan of limit- 7835 (if), 344, 345
ing naval armaments (if), 697 Exploded idea, Plea for the reduc-

Causes alleged, of British alarm-- tion of armaments (i), 86
French regarded as the most Fear, Result of, had done more to
aggressive and warlike country bring an enemy into the
(it), 346 country than to keep them

Cobden's opposition to (if), 699, away (i), :_37 and 1sore
_zote First panic, x847-z848 (if), 54I

Cobden's views, etc. (if), 538 Closing scenes of the first panic
Commercial interests of the two --Abdication of Louis Philippe

countries which alone should and the proclamation of the
be a guarantee of peace (if), Republic (if), 553
556-368 Ellesmere's, Lord, letter bearing

Commercial treaty with France-- the motto "Awake, arise !
Promoting good understanding or be for ever fallen" (ii),
between the two countries, see 55I
title France--Great Britain and Joinville's, Prince, pamphlet,
France Effect of (if), 547

Condition of France which ren- Russell's, Lord J., proposals for
dered a war on her part less the reorganising of the militia
likely in ;853 than in 1793 (if), and an additional 5d. to the
35 r Income Tax (ii),55L 55z
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Invasion of England (continued)--- Invasion of England (continued)---
Spanish marriages question, Napoleon, Louis, Election of, as

Rupture bet_veen the two Emperor of the French, refer
Governments arising out of to sub-heading Second Panic
(ii), 548 Naval strength of the two countries

Wellington's, Duke of, letter to --England as the first Nav,'d
General Burgoyne--Infantine Power was never questioned
alarm, etc. (ii), 340, 34t by France (ii), 367
Cause of the panic (ii), 548 Number of men which Great

(For details as to expenditure on Britain could put into the
armaments seetitles Armaments field to resist French attack
and Naval Armaments) (ii), 630

French people, Effect of panic Pamphlet, "The Three Panics"--
demonstrations on -- Extract Excellent example of the xvay
from the _ournal des D_bats in which Cobden seized and
(ii), 683 and _wte. exposed the weal; points of

Governments--Responsibility for any policy to which lie was
panics of successive Govern- opposed (i), xvi
ments (ii), 697 Portsmouth, Defenceless state of,

Half-pay army officers, Responsi- alleged (ii), 344
bility for panics attributed to Public men in France, Opinion of,
(ii), 567 as to sincerit 3" of the British

Ignorance of the British people cry of invasion (ii), 367
of the character and circum- Science, Application of, in x_-fare,
stances of the population of making war a more costly
France (i), 235 ; (ii), 345, 368 pursuit (ii), 354

Manufactures, Development of-- Second panic, r85i-i852-xS53 :
Dependence of France on Great Absolute and irresponsible power
Britain for raw materials, etc. possessed by Louis Napoleon,
(ii), 356, 358 alleged (ii), 3(x)

Mercantile tonnage, Contrast to Anderson's, Mr., motion in the
the growth of manufactures-- House of Commons (ii), 563
Assurance against attack on Attack on Louis Napoleon and
England (ii), 365, 366 the French people in the

l_lerchant ships, Utilising for de- English Press (ii), 578, 579
fence purposes proposed (ii), British naval forces, Augmenta-
563 taon of following the election

Mismanagement of the achninis- of Louis Napoleon as Emperor
tration of the Navy--Cry of of the French (ii), 569
alarm and resentment against Ducos's, M., opinion (ii), 573, 632
France resulting from (ii), 639 Election of Louis Napoleon as

Money necessary to enable France Emperor of the French, Effect
to invade England--Difficulties of (ii), 568
of raising compared with 1793 Ewart's, Mr., letter to M. Ducos,
(ii), 352 written with a view of offering

French often made war pay its public denial to the rumours
own expenses argument (ii), 353 (ii), 573

Moral ties between the two Extent to which the delusion
countries (ii), 355, 356 gained credence (ii), 572

Motives for invasion (ii), 697 Invasion by Louis Napoleon pre-
Napoleon Bonaparte with army diction (ii), 34o

ready to invade England, Militia Bill debate---Meaning of
alleged--British deluded into "sudden invasion," etc. (ii),
an Anti-Bonaparte War (i), z24 564, 565
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Invasion of England (continued)-- Invasion of England (continue.d)--
Newspapers, Alarm stimulated by Fortifications, Works proposed

(ii), 57I, 578 by Vis. Palmerston--Climax of
Derby, Earl of, on OiL 557 third panic (ii), 655

Pamphlets issued in z852 on the France, Effect produced by the
state of British defences (ii), 571 panic (ii), 632

Public opinion in France--- House of Commons, Attitude of
Powerlessness of Louis Napo- --Invasion agitation confined
leon to enter upun hostilities to the House of Lords (ii), 624
with England of his own House of Lords--Danger of a
accord (ii), 369 French inv_ion proclaimed

Re-election of Louis Napoleon in the House of Lords---
as President with augmented Lord Lyndhurst's inflamma-
powers--Canse of the second tory speeches, etc. (ii), 614,
panic (ii), 556 616, 624, 64x, 648

Revival of file cryin 1853 (ii),576 Indian Mutiny--Why did not
Steam navigation had thrown a France take advantage of

bridge across tile Channel--Vis. Great Britain's position ? (ii),
Palmerston's alarming speech 593
in the House of Commons (ii) Last scene of the third panic--
56h 565 Sir J. Parkington's statement

Sudden change of circumstances in the House of Commons as
--England and France fighting to construction of iron ships
side by side in the Crimea (ii), in France (ii), 679
58_ Naval armaments, Augmentation

Wellington, Duke of -- Death of, arising out of, seetitle Naval
of, Revival of old animosity Armaments
between England and France, Origin of the alarm--Sir C.
Ei_/eet of, in raising another Napier's speeches in the House
panic cry 0i), 568 of Commons on the state of

Steam nawgation, Introduction of, the Navy (ii), 589, 59o, 596
Effect on Great Britain's Pakington's, Sir J., speech in
insular position, see Steam introducing the Navy Estimates
Navigation --Material for the alarmist, etc.

Sudden and unprovoked attack-- (ii), 60o
Invasion of England without Palmerston's, Vis., alarming
notice prediction, Absurdity of speeches (ii), 656, 692
(ii), 348, 36z, 550, 562, 664 Parliamentary discussions on the

Meaning of " sudden inx,"_sion" agitation (ii), 584, 594, 64z
--Debates in the House of Patriotism--Contention against
Commons (ii), 564, 565 probabihty of invasion was

Molesworth's, Str W., letter to considered Enghsh (ii), 648
the Spectator, x848 (ii), 356 and Reaction on the invasion question
1;ore,55o --French Commercial Treaty

Speeches in the House of Com- negotiations (ii), 67i
mons on the difficulties of send- Rifle Corps movement arising
ing a large expedition over sea, out of (ii), 629, 631
etc. (ii), 562 Sardinia--_ding to France--Mr.

Third panic--xS59-z86o-I86Z (ii), Kinglake's motion in the House
582, 595,625 of Commons, Effect of, in re-

Agitation in the House of tom- nevcing panic (ii), 689
mons as to the alleged unsatis- State of public opinion in z859 on
factory state of the British the question (ii), 63I, 632 I;ote
Navy (ii), 584, 594, 64r, 679 Termination of the third panic---
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lnvasiori of England (contimled)-- Ireland (coutim_cd)--
Great Britain as a nation had Early degradation--She had never
borne false witness against her enjoyed one age of perfect
neighbour (if), 696 security or peace (i), 4o

Invasion by Russia alarm---Cobden's Elevating the people of Ireland to
views on the Eastern question, an equality with the English
et_ (i), 122 0), 54

Ireland--Condition of the people-- Emigration scheme as a remedy
Poverty, barbarism, etc. : for the state of lreland--Con-

Absenteelsm-- Impracticability of vetting ships of war into
legislating against (i), 61,62 emigrant ships, proposed (i),

Agriculture, State of-- Minutely 64, 65
subdivided farms, etc. (i), 7° Employment for the people, Want

Army in Ireland, Number of troops of was the cause of the
stationed in (i), 54 miseries of Ireland (i), 56

Beauties and natural resources of Famine and plague---Courageous
the country--Quotation from Quakers who went from Clap-
Spenser, etc. (i), 39 and uo/c hana and Kingston to adminis-

Bigotry and superstition among the ter relief (if), 378
lower orders--Quotatton from Farming implements, Inferiority of
Inglis (i), 49 and uole (i), 7°

Capital, Want of--Church in Ire- Flax cultivation, better system ad-
land the primary cause (i), 7I vocated (i), 7°

Causes of the retrograde position Foreign Commerce, Destruction of
of Ireland as compared with under British rule (i), 42, 43
England and Scotland (i), 38, Habitations of the peasantry--De-
39, 4z scription of mud cabins, etc.

Characteristics of ancient days, (i),56
Irishpeopleclingingtenaeiously Home Rule Bill of Mr. Gladstone--
to (i), 47 Service rendered in forcing the

Church in Ireland -- Dominant English nation toface the Irish
Church opposed to the national question (i), xv
religion : Ignorance of the English people of

Abolition--Impediments in the the country of Ireland (i), xv,
way of_Coronation Oath, etc. 39, 40
(i), 53 Indifference of the English Govern-

Abolition or reform_One of the merit to the sufferings of the
remedies for the state of Irish people (i),38,58,59,6o,74
Ireland 0), 7I Inglis', Travels _n Ireland, quotations

"Despised andrejected"ministers, from (i), 49, 56, 57
etc., Spenser on (i), 72 and _zote Internal improvement.s as remedy

Religious persecuhou which stood for the state of Ireland (i), 65
in the _,'ay of all possible Land tenure--Pressure of the feudal
reforms as to religion (i), 49, system:
5o, 5x, 52, 53 blasses of landed property held

Cobden's views on--Importance by descendants of aconquering
to Ireland of Trans-Atlantic race, living abroad (i), xv
steam-packet stations, etc. (i),4 Wyndham's, Mr., measure of x9o3

Commerce, Restrictions placed on confirmed and justified policy
by England--Effect of (i), 4x of Cobden and Glad,tone (i), xv

Cotton manufacture--Competition Manifestations of passion,Vehement
with England (i), 189 hole displays of natural ieeling_

Dress of the people _ Universal Character of the Irish people
feature, the great coat (i), 47 unchanged (i), 48
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Ireland (contimwM)--- Ireland (continued)--
Manufactufingindustry, Destruction Roman Catholicreligion :

of by England (i), 42 Primary cause of the retrograde
Migration of the Irishinto England position of Ireland as com-

--Number of Irish in Man- pared with England and
chester-- Contagion of Irish Scotland (i), 43
habits--Competition with the Comparative condition of the
working classes, etc. (i), 54 Catholic and Protestant in-

Missionaries sent out by England terests in Europe, 44, 45, 46
to convert the heathen whilst Zeal of the Irish people for their
the demands of Ireland were religion attributed to persecu-
neglected (i), 58, 59 tion (0, 49

Parliament in Dublin : Russian and Turkish inhabitants,
History of--Most corrupt, base, condition of compared with

and selfish public body that ever Ireland (i), 58, also note
existed (i), 64 Shannon -- Finest river of the

Parliament in Ireland would not United Kingdom (i), 4o
remedy the ills of Ireland (i), Spenser's writings on the state of
64 Ireland--Quotations from (i),

Poor Law as a remedy for Ireland 39 note, 47, 48, 72 note
--Who would pay the Poor Trans-Aflanticsteamshipcommuni-
Rate ? (i), 63 cation--Direct communication

Ports--Natural landing-places for between Ireland and America
the products of America--Im- --Ireland's geographical posi-
portation of American corn- tion made it possible for her
modities into Ireland prohibited to become the starting-place
(i), 42 for all Europe (i), 66, 67, 68

Prosperity of Ireland depended on Yalentia, Island of--Nearest point
the equalisation of the tem- of land in Europe to America
poralities of Catholics and Pro- (i) 66
testants (i), 7r Wool and woollen goods, Exporta-

Regeneration and pacification of tion of prohibited by England
Ireland (i), 4 ° (i), 4"

English middle classes, probable Iron :
regeneration of Ireland would Imports into France from Great
be brought about by 0),4 ° Britain -- Dependence of

Gain to middle and working France for raw materi',d for
classes of England (i), 53, 54, her manufacturing industry on
55 England, Argument against war

Railroads, Construction of : between the two countries (ii),
Opening up the country to 359

English traveUers, etc. (i), 66 Ships built of v. Wooden Ships, sec
Scheme in view of the proposed Naval Ar_naments

chrect Trans-AUantic steamship Italy :
communication between Ire- Catholic Italy--Commerce of the
land and America (i), 68, 69 country principally in the

Rathcormac tithe tragedy--Extract hands of foreigners (i), 45
from Dublin newspaper (i), French invasion_Attitude of the
48 British towards ltahan Jude-

Remedies for the state of Ireland pendence (ii), 6x 3
(i),6,

Repeal of the Union Cry,Adoption JACOBX_S---Name assignedto English
of as a means of Coercing Reformers by the Tones (ii),

England (i), 64 298
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Jenkinson, Mr. (afterwards Lord Labouring classes--Effect of the
Liverpool), on war with France, Crimean War on the working
favourable period for, etc. 0i), classes (it), 527
317 Lambert, Com., Conduct of in con-

Jews, Persecution of--preservation of nection with the Burmese
the Jews as a distinct people War, see Burmese War
resulting from (i), 51 Land :

Joinville's, Prince, pamphlet--Con- Accumulation of, in the hands of a
tribution to the first invasion few proprietors a political,
of England by France panic social and economic evil-
(it), 547, 549 Cobden's opinion 0), xlviii

Agriculture, see that title
KINGLAKE, Mr.--Ceding island of Entail, Law of prosperity and im-

Sardinia to France, Motion in provement of large towns
the House of Commons (it), 689 affected by (i), Ioo note

Knowledge, Taxes on--Comparison France, Landedsystemin--Reforms
between United States and of the Constituent Assembly,
Great Britain in relation to etc. (it), 368, 369
Education (i), 96 Irish Land Question, see Ireland

LABOUR: Landed proprietors :
Army, Recruiting for--Labour bid- Corn Laws, Repeal of--Opposition

ding against the recruiting of landowners (i), Io9
sergeant (it), 516 Wanton extravagance and rots-

Migration of the Irish labourer into management brought about by
England, Evils of--Contagion the imposition of a restrictive
of Irish habits, etc. (i), 54, 55 duty on corn (i), ix8

Labour and improvement, Adxantages Lansdowne, Marquis of--On the
to be derived from over those execution of LouisXVI. (it), 279
occurring from war(i),x47, 2o3, Latter, Capt.--References to in con-
256, 258 nection with the Burmese

Russia--Danger to Great Britain War, see Burmese War
compared with Unittxi States Laws of Nations :
competition in manufactures Definition of what was meant by
(i), xSr, I52 and note "Balance of Power" (i), 198

Labour and Property, Rights of : Maritime Law, set that title
False conception of, in France-- "Leap in the Dark "--Crimean War

Failure of the Great l¢evolu- (ii). 46I
tion,FreeGovernmentrendered Legislation--Raving after impractic-
impossible, etc. (i), xxiv, xxv able legislation (i), 6I, 62

hmqualities of human life, due to Levant, British trade in, Value of--
injustice, etc., would bercduced Pitt's commercial policy, etc.
if rights of property and labour (i), 243 _mte
were established by..universal Lincoln Mechanics' Institute--Stuart's
freedom (i), xxvi, xxvii work on America rejected (i),

Labour the first great law of 77note
humanity (i), xxvi Lindsay, Mr.--Visit to France to

Personal liberty, Right of, and right investigate the state of the
of property comprehended in French Na_._"(it), 693
the rigllts of labour (i), xxvii Literary productions of Cobden, see

Violation of the rights of labour Writings
and property---Spoliation Liverpool Association, Cobden's

Bastial's views (i), xxvii opinion of, as the only men
Various forms of spoliation (i), in the country with faith in

xxvii, the future of humanity (i), xlvi
£
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London, Defence of, against possible Manchester Examiner--Cobden's pare.
French invasion- Lord Pal- phlet on Russia published in
merston's fortification scheme (ii), 274 ,,
(ii), 657 Manning the Navy, see title Naval

Losing hold--In some directions Armaments
Cobden's principles were losing Manufactures--Manufacturing Indus-
their hold on the public mind try, etc.
(i), xix Catholic and Protestant interest in

Louis Napoleon, see Napoleon Europe, Comparative condition
Louis XVI. and the French Revolu. of (i), 44, 45, 46

tion, see France--Revolution Cheapness--Extension and protec-
Lyndhurst, Lord: tion of commerce depended

Advanced years -- Extraordinary upon the cheapneSS of mann-
preservation of mental powers facture and not on armaments
(ii), 64r, 642--65I (i), 36, 37, 219, 225, 234, 246

Invasion of England by France Commerce of England was its
panic--Inflammatory speech manufactures, Value of this
against France 0i), 616, 619, commerce to England (i), 2x8
627, 647 Continental and British mann-

MACHINERY: faetures, comparative relation
Invention of -- Effect of corn- as to cheapneSS and qualitym

pared with all the wars since Investigations by Manchester
the beginning of time (i), Chamber of Commerce (i), 2t9
j48 Corn Laws, Tyranny of--Manu-

Prohibiting export of--Policy and facturing interest deprived of
justice of (i), 26 its just reward, etc (i), I5r, note

Mackintosh, Sir J.--Speech in the Cotton manufactures, see that title
House of Commons on the Development of- Necessity for
military spirit in England change of foreign policy in
and the maintenance of enor- Great Britain (refer to title
mous standing armaments (ii), Foreign Polities, and titles
582 note France, United States, etc.,

Mallet, Sir L. : Commercial Interests, etc.)
Contact with Cobden--Reallsation Estabhshment of manufactures

of the ideal side of the Cobdenic abroad-- Result of British
creed more completely than tyranny towards Foreign corn-
Cobden himself (i), h,ii merce during the French

Introduction by (i), xlx-lvii Revolutionary Wars (i), 229,
Malmesbury, Lord -- Election of 230, 249

Napoleon as Emperor of the France and Great Britain, Rivalry
French, announcement in the between:
House of Lords (ii), 568 Mutual interests of the two

Malt Tax--Only burden of any magni- countries in the preservation
tude borne by the land (i), of peace (ii), 356, 358, 36x
xx3 Position held by France at the

Manchester: Great Exhibition of 185x (ii),
Chamber of Commerce _ Corn- 356

parative relation between Ireland m.Restrictions placed on
British and continental mann- manufacturing industry by
faetures investigation (i), 2r 9 Great Britain (i), 42

Irish, Number migrating to Man- Military enterprises--Manufactur-
chester--Contagion of Irish ing community least adapted
habits, Evils of competition, for great aggressive military
etc. (i), 54, 55 enterprise (it), 517
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Manufactures (continued)--- Maritime Law (contimled)--
Parliamentary representation of as the result of extension of

manufacturing interest of Eng- railway system (ii), 386
land--No direct influence in Contraband of war_ Simplification
either Houses of Parliament of the question would follow
(i), z5I, no/e the adoption of United States

Prosperity of Great Britain during proposals (ii), 39I
the French Revolutionary Crimean War--Effect of the block-
Wars, Causes of, etc. (ii), 5zl ade--lmports from Russia

Protection--Armed protection of arriving in England through
British trade, see that title Prussian territory (ii), 387

Raw material, see that title Facts which were not sufficiently
Taxation, Necessity for reduction known to the public (ii), 382

in order to meet foreigu com- Food supply in time of war, Ques-
petition (i), 22o tion of--Cobden's argument in

Onited States rivalry, refertoOnited favour of modification of

States maritime law was worthy of
War, Effect of on--Absorption of consideration (i), xv

floating capital, etc. (ii), 523, Free Trade--Revision of maritime
524, 525 code was demanded by tbe

(Refer also to title Trade and Com- adoption of Free Trade (ill 392
merce) Horsfall's, Mr., motion in the House

Maritime Law--Necessity for reform of Commons (it), 38o, 381
--United States proposal to Insincerity of the United States in
exempt private property of making the proposals, alleged
belligerents from maritime (ii), 393
capture, etc. (ii), 386 Macy's, Mr., counter-proposal to

Arguments against the proposal by the Paris Congress in x856
the British Government (ii), (ii), 382
38o, 38t, 383 Navy, Chief use of should corn-

British Government's refusal to mercial bloc'l'l_de be abolished
accept United States' proposal (ii), 39 °
(ii), 380, 38x, 382, 383 Newspaper Press -- Attack on

British interests at stake (ii), 380, Cobden's views (it), 392
384, 385 Operation of the law during last

Food and raw materials, Depen- wars in which Great Britain

dence of Great Britain on had been engS.ged--Abstaining
foreign countries for--Advan- from taking effectual measures
tages which would accrue to in the interest of British manu-
Great Britain in the adoption of facturers and merchants (ii)
United States proposal (ii), 385 386, 387, 388

Cobden's attack on maritime laws, Paris Congress of x856--Mr. Macy's
Public misconception of (i), counter-proposal to Europe--
xxxw, xxxvii Exemption from capture of

Commercial blockades : property at sea both by
Abolition of in regard to all privateers and armed Govern-

vessels and cargoes engaged in ment ships OiL 382
lawful commerce (ii), 382, 39I Right of search, Definition of the

Necessity for commercial block- circumstances which confer on
ades for the maintenance of a belligerent the right of search
British Naval Supremacy, (ii), 39o, 39x
alleged (ii), 383 Substitute offered by United States

Continental countries in which for the Fourth Article of the

blockades had lost their force Declaration of Paris (ii), 382
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Maritime Law (continacd_-- Military establishments, se¢ Arms.
Summary of views on maritime ments

law reform as given in letter Military Heroes :
to Mr. Ashworth in x862 (i), xlix Popularity of in spite of the fact

Three great reforms in the law that the wars they had engaged
embraced in the argument (if), in were unjust and unnecessary
391 wars, see Wellington

Mediterranean : Military Spirit--
British trade, Value of east of the Ascendency of in the higher circles

MediterraneanwPitt's opinion, both on the Continent and in
etc. (i), 243 and note England (i0, 349

Protection of British commerce-- Englishmen'sloveof war--Erection
Failure of the Fleet to force of monuments to warriors in
Gibraltar to buy British goods, churches, etc. (if), 376, 377
etc. (i), 226, 227, 228, 255 Predominance of in France---Dan-

Memorandum on naval ,armaments ger most to be dreaded by
in Engh'md and France for- France OiL 346
warded to the Prime Minister Military Works :
in I862 (if), 7oo Expenditure on--Effect of ttle in-

Mercantile Marine: vasion of England by France
Maritime Law, see that title panics (if), 584
Seamen's wages augmented by de- Fortifications, sec that title

mand of seamen for the Navy Militia :
(i), 218 Reorganisation of, Increase in ex-

Tonnage of France---Assurance to penditure, etc.--Result of in-
a maritime state hke England vasion of England by France
against French invasion (if), panic (if), 546, 558, 559,
365, 366 56I

United SLates and Great Britain Bill of 1852--Lord Palmerston
Mercantile Marine compared-- as author of (if), 56I
Amount of expenditure on the Strength of--Augmentation of land
navies of the two countries, etc. forces in 1859 OiL 630
(i), 82, 83, 84 Mineral Resources :

Utilising as addition to the defences Great Britain's wealth attributed
of the counts3" (if), 623 to, and not to the growth of

Reserve force for home defence the soil (i), I II
--Mr. Anderson's motion in United States of America--Europe
House of Commons (fi), 563 surpassed in its rich beds of

Merchants and bankers of London-- coat, etc. (i), 152 note
address to Louis Napoleon as MinistrT--Cobden's refusal to accept
to attacks made upon him in subordinate office offered in
the English Press (if), 579 1846 (i), xxxv

Methuen Treaty (i), liii Misrepresentation of Cobden's prin-
Middle and Industrial Classes : ciples (i), xix

luterest of in the preservation of Molesworth, Sir W.--Invasion of
peace (i), 34 England by France panie_

Irish Question--Regeneration of Letter to the Spectator (if), 356
Ireland would be a gain to note, 550
England (i), 53, 54, 55 "Monarch "--Captain's claim against

" Military and Naval Inteltigence"_ Governor of Rangoon--Cause
Columns of daily papers filled of the Burmese War 0i),
with--Military activity never 398
before known in England in Mortgages--Private mortgages un-
time of peace (if), 584 known in Russia (if), 5o9
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Moscow-- National Debt of Great Britain (cont.)
Description of the city (ii), 465 Colonies, Debt contracted in con-
Napoleon's invasion of Russia-- quering them, etc. (refer to

Failure to take Moscow--Les- Colonies -- Burden to the
son to the Allies in the Crimean Mother Country)
War (ii), 465 Consequences that would ensue if

Mount-Edgcumbe, Lord, on inva- the country were unable to
sion of England by France meet the interest of the Debt
panic (ii), 578 (i), II3

Landed interests of the country
could not pay the interest of

NAPIER, Sir C. : the Debt without the assistance
Agitations instituted by as to the of trade (i), ri2

alleged unsatisfactory state of " National Blessing'-- Fanciful
the British Navy in case of theory invented by Coleridge
French invasion, 594, 595, (i), 81 and note
624 Rivalry betxveen United States and

Removal of from command of the Great Britain--Disadvantage
Baltic, Reasons for (ii), 592 which Great Britain would

Steam navigation, Introduction of, have to contend with in corn-
Effect of on possible invasion petmg with untaxed labour of
of Great Britain (ii), 659 America (i), 8r, xo6

Naples--lmpost on British manu- Supporting the Debt--Necessity for
faetures (i), xo7 repeal of the Corn Laws as a

Napoleon Bonaparte : means of addmg to the popula-
Balance of Power in Europe, tion and wealth of the country

Adoption of the phrase by in order to support the Debt
Napoleon (i), 2o2 no_ (i), xo8, Io9, H3, H 5

Madman in all that related to com- National Debt of Russia--Amount of
inertial science (i), I89 interest of the funded and

Russia, Invasion of : floating debt (ii), 5o9
Failure to take Moscow--Lesson National Debt of the United States--

to the Allies in the Crimean Extinction of (i), 8I, io6
War (fi), 465 National defence, see Defences

Inability of Russia to concentrate National expenditure, Amount of :
and support an army illustrated Comparisons xwth exports (i), 229
by the Battle of Borodino (0, Estimates, Resistance to--Cobden's
184, x85 reasons _or not devoting time

War of x8o7 against British Corn- and labour to ithe task (t),
merce, Failure of--Export xlvi
statistics illustrating the fail- Increase in peace expenditure :
ure (i), x2, x3, 3o, io6 Abandonment of the economy

Napoleon, Louis, see France--Great upon which Cobden insisted,
Britain and France, also Inva- necessitating reversal of taxa-
sion of England-- Second tion pohcy (i), xvi
Panic, and title Naval Arma- (Sc¢ also titles Armaments and
ments Naval Armaments)

Nasmyth's, Mr., monster mortar for Model economy of 1835--Duke of
marine warfare invention (ii), Wellington a.q a consenting
354 party--Alteration of views in

National Debt of Great Britain : x847, etc. (ii), 342, 343
Amount of, exceeding the aggre- Protection of commerce--Expendi-

gate of all the debt of the ture on armaments for, s¢¢
world (i), I Io Protection of Commerce
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National Expenditure (contint_.d)--- Naval armaments (coutimted)--
United States and Great Britain, Dockyards:

Comparisons between--Effect Construction of works for
of United States economy on defence of--Lord Palmerston's
the commercial rivalry between scheme (ii), 656
the two countries (i), 8z Expenditure :

National greatness, the foundation of Amount of wages, etc., in Eng-
which was labour and improve- lish and French dockyards (ii),
ment (i), I47, 503, 256, 258 539, 576, 596, 623, 629, 649

Naval armaments, Expenditure on-- Unnecessary expenditure in
Rivalry between France and British dockyards--Lord
Great BriL'tin--Delusion and C. Paget's motion in the
misrepresentation as to the House of Commons--
strength of the French Navy-- Reckless alteration of
Effect of invasion panics of ships, etc. (ii), 620
I859, x86o, x86I, etc. (ii), 540 Shipwrights, Number employed

Admiralty, Board of--Mismanage- in Great Britain (ii), 633
ment by--Cry of alarm and Equality of the two Navies--Effort
resentment agmnst France made by France to get a navy
resulting from (ii), 639, 688 equal to Great Britain (refer to

Amount of expenditure by Great sub-heading Strength of the
Britain exceeding that of British and French Navies
France in I859 (ii), 629 Compared)

Block-ships, Origin of the consta'uc- Estimating the strength of the Navy
tion of in England (ii), 587 by number of its line of battle

V',due of for defence of harbours ships (ii), 608
and dockyards (ii), 603, 623 Expenditure in Great Britain and

Vessels omitted in enumerating France rising and falling
British naval resources by together (ii), 544
Admiralty First Lords, etc. (ii), Financial pressure caused by rival
588, 623, 65o armaments---Source of con-

Brest, Formation of French Channel stant irritation to the popula.
Fleet at, alleged 0i), 624 tions of the two countries

Channel Fleet--Sir C. Napier's (ii),7o3
demand for (ii), 590 French naval armaments deter-

Cheaper construction of ships in mined by those of Great
England than in France--- Britain (ii), 346
Enormous waste of money Frigates, Number owned by both
upon unnecessary and useless countries--Superiority of the
construction (ii), 605 British frigate (ii), 603, 6o4,

Cherbourg Dockyard, Comparisons 605
with British dockyards (ii), 595 GunboatS, Construction of during

Coastguard fleet--French estimate the Crimean War--lncrease in
as to value of, etc. (ii), 602 _wtc the British Navy (ii), 585

Commercial enterprise, Effect of Inaccuracies and misleading state-
the rivalry in armaments on ments by First Lords of the
(ii), 7o4 Admiralty as to number of

Crimean War, Augmentation of the ships in each country, etc. (il),
British Navy during the war 599, 604, 6o6, 6x6, 628
(ii), 584 Total omission of block-ships

Derby's, Earl of, Statement as to from First Lord's numerical
the state of the British Navy statement (ii), 6oi
on his advent to power in 1852 Increase in British Armamenta (ii),
(ii), 560, 570 598, 6x8
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Naval armaments (continued)-- Naval armaments (conhnatd)--
Ellenborough's, Lord, demand Memorandum toVis. Palmerston

for seventy line of battle ships (ii), 70o
(ii), 614 Number of iron ships building

Iron vessels, Supplementary esti- in France--Sir J. Pakington's
mate for (ii), 689 alarnnng speech in the House

Largest estimates ever main- of Commons, etc (ii), 679, 686
rained in time of peace (ii), Number of iron ships in the two
598 countries compared (ti), 675,

Increase in French Armaments--- 687, 69o, 69r
French maritime ascendency, Origin and progress of iron ship-
alleged ; buildmg (ii), 684

Cobden's personal investigations Result of the rivalry--Great
as to naval preparations in Britain in possession ol a
France (ii), 633 wooden fleet which lwas worbe

Dalglish's, Mr., visits to France than useless (ii), 7oo
to investigate the progress in Superiority of iron ships (it), b7o ,
naval armmnents (ii), 672 7oo, 7oi

Enormous increase of the French Supplementary estimate for the
Navy, alleged (ii), 59I building of iron ships in Eng-

Horse transport on the north land(ii), 689
coast of France--Huge pre- Withdrawal of wooden ships---
parations, alleged--Number of Understanding between the
persons employed at Toulon two countries as to number of
dockyards 0i), 655 ships of the line possessed by

Investigations by Sir M. Peto each Oi L 712
and Mr. Lindsay respecting Lhniting rivalry between the two
the actual state of the French countries (ii), 698
Navy (ii), 673 Commercial treaty between the

Pakington's, Sir J., alarming two countries--Possible fruits
speech in the House of Corn- of the alliance (ii), 698
mons as to the number of iron- Disraeli's, Mr., suggestion (ii),69I
clad ships being built (ii), 68o Practical atonement to France

Inquiry by Commission into state for the invasion panics (ii), 697
of the French Na_" in I849, Reciprocityprinciple, Application
Result of, etc. (ii), 577, 644, of in adjusting naval forces of
648 the two countries (ii), 702

Inquiry by Committee into British Line of battle ships--Obsolete
Naval Estimates and compara- ships, alleged (ii), 588, 594
tire state of Naviesof England Abandonment of this class of
and France (ii), 597--Report ship by France and Ametqca--
6o5, 682 Opposition to further construe-

Iron Ships v. Wooden Ships tion in England (fi), 638, 639
Adoption of iron/or construction Commission of inquiry in France

of war vessels, Advantages con- as to efficiency of this class of
ferred on England (ii), 686 ship (ii), 589

French programme of future Number owned by both countries
naval constructions, Publica- (ii), 587, 675 (refer also to sub-
tion of (ii), 69I heading Iron v. Wooden Ships)

Increase in number of wooden Louis Philippe's reign---Strength of
vessels in England in spite of the Navy during (ii), 643
experiments as to the superi- Manning of the Navy :
ority of iron ships (ii), 638, 649, Maritime conscription in France,
675, 687, 688 Working of (ii), 652 , 653
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Naval armaments (contim_.,d)-- Naval armanients (continued)--
Number of Seamen in the British expenditureofthetwocountries

and French Navies compared (ii), 54 r, 542, 596
(ii), 539, 576, 596, 598, 65x, 654, Rate of progress of construction of
657, 662, 674, 675 steamships--Number of ships

Supply of seamen for tile British launched by Great Britain
Navy (ii), 635, 636 between I852 and i858 (ii),

Lyndhurst's, Lord, spcech 6o7
on the supply of seamen Review at Spithead on tile termina-
--Deplorable situation, al- tion of the Crlmean War (ii),
leged (ii), 647, 65o 584

Merchant seamen, Attitude Sailing ships of tile line--Obsolete
of towards joining the class of ship for purposes of
Navy (ii), 654 war--Number of screw liners

Number of men in excess of in the Navies of England and
vote (ii), 65o France, etc. (ii), 6o6

Reserve, Formation of (ii), Scientific discoveries, Effect of, in
651 rendering naval armaments

Memorandum to Vis. Palmerston obsolete--Opportunity for re-
(ii), 70o ctprocal arrangements between

Mercantile Marineof Great Britain, England and France as to
Utilising as addition to tile amount of armament in sub-
defences of the country (il), stituting iron for wooden ships
563, 625 (ii), 703

Napier's, Sir C., agitations, Alarm Secret warlike preparations in
resulting from OiL 589, 594, France, alleged (ii), 543, 6oo
595 Security for peace was to be pre-

Napoleon, Louis : pared for war maxim (ii), 348
Augmentation of the British Shipbuilding departments, se_ sub-

Navy following the election of heading Dockyards
Louis Napoleon as Emperor of Statements by First Lords of tlle
France (ii). 569 Admiralty--Opinions expres-

Restoration of the French Navy sed when in and out of office,
attributed to Louis Napoleon contrast betaveen (ii), 588, 612.
(ii), 642 ,w/e

Strength of French Navy during Steam navigation, Effect of, on the
Napoleon's presidency (ii), 588 character of naval warfare and

Invasion panics, see that title on Great Britain's insular posi-
--Second Panic, etc. tion, etc. (ii), 562, 565, 658, 66o

Packet ships, Comparisons between Strength of the British and French
the ships of each country (ii), Navies eompared--Almun as to
603, 604 British naval supremacy, etc.

Palmerston's, Vis., agitation for (ii), 544, 586, 590, 596, 597, 6o6,
construction of fortifications, 625,628,629,637,647,652,662 ,
augmentation of the Navy, etc. 672, 675, 679
(ii), 546, 6'61 Assertion timt France was

Peace Party agitation to put a stop attempting to rival us in ships
to the rivalry (ii), 373, 374 of the line (ii), 676 , 677

Period intervening between the Comparative number of English
first and second panics, Redue- and French battleships (ii), 608,
tinn of expenditure in France 6o9, 6Io, 6rr
(ii), 559 Double the number of British

Publicaccountssystem in France, ships added compared with
difficulties in comparing the French (ii), 61o, 6It
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Naval armaments (continued)-- Navy (continued}-
Iron ships, see that sub-heading (See also Naval Armaments)
Mode of comparing the two Seamen :"

navies--Number of ships in Demand for, Effect of--Advance ':
commisslon in EngLand com- of wages in the Merchant ;,
pared with number of ships Service (i), 228, l_ote
afloat in France (if), 634 (SeealsoNavalArmaments--Man.

Number of seamen, number of ning)
ships in commission, amount Ships--Converting into emigrant '.
of wages in dockyards, and ships for the relief of Ireland
total expenditure of the two proposed (i), 65
couutries--Statishcs (ii), 539, Neutrality in European disputes--
576, 596, 598, 6z3, 6-_9,66_%663 (refer to Foreign Politics--In-

Unprecedented superiority of the tervention by Great Britain)
British Navy in 1859(ti),6-_8, 663 Neutrals--Internal_ional maritime law,

Syrmn dispute. Effect of, on the see Maritime Law
increase of armanaents (il), 545 New York Chamber of Commerce--

Tonnage: Maritime law, proposals to
Tonnage built in x859 in the two substitute the fourth article of

countries (if), 637 the Declaration of Paris 0i), 38z
Total of, built in Great Britain in New York Courier and Enqmrer--

I859 (if), 623 "Traverse Atlantic " letter (i),
Wooden ships, see sub-heading Iron 66

z'. Wooden Ships Newspaper Press :
Naval supremacy of Great Britain : Invasion of England by France--

French Revolutionary Wars-- Alarm stimulated by leading
Tyranny against foreign corn- London newspapers (if), 57L
merce, etc. (i), 2_9, 230, 249 578

Russian occupation of Constan- United States and Great Britain--
tinople would constitute her Number of newspapers pub-
the first Naval Power in lished in the two countries, etc.,
Europe, alleged (i), 188 compared (i), 96, 97 and note

(See also title Naval Armaments_ " No Foreign Politics "_Test for
Strength of the British and parllamentary candidates (i), 34
French Navies, etc.) Non-intervention in European poli-

Naval Warfare : tics, see Foreign Politics--Inter-
Monster mortar for marine warfare vention, etc.

--Mr. Nasmyth's invention (if), North American Continent :
354 Balance of European Power--Ex-

Steam Navigation, Effect of, etc., see clusion of the North American
Steam Navigation Contiuent_Claims of the Turks

Nm_j : to preference over the Christian
Dockyards : rival (i), °IO

Commission of Inquiry into Canada, see that title
management_Report, etc. (if), United States of America, see that
672 and note title

(Refer also to title Nav',d Arma-
ments) ODESSA--Advance in wealth, trade,

Expenditure -- Rivalt 3, between and population _ Argument
Great Britain and France, see against Russians being anti-
Naval Armaments commercial people (i), 28

Increase in--Effect of an inter- Oratorieal powersofCobden, Powers
meddling policy in the affairs of appeal to the public, etc.
of Europe {i),6x (i), lix
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Osborne. Mr. B.---Commercial treaty Paper Currency :
between Great Britain and Austria--Paper money ranging
France--Promotion of good from 20 to 50 per cent. dis-
understanding between the two count (if), 5to
countries--Speeehin file House French Revolutionary Wars --
of Commons (if), 667 Creation of paper money

during (if), 352
PAGET, LORD C.--Speeches in the Inconvertible paper money---Coun-

House of Commons on naval tries at war making use of--
questions (ii), 588, 594, 62o, Result of the Assignats of
622 France during the Revolu-

Paixhan's guns, Adoption of--Effect tionary Wars (ii), 5xo, 5tx
on the origin and progress of Laws for the regulation of--Cob-
iron shipbuilding (ii), 684 den's views on (t) xx_ix

First trial in actual combat-- Relaxation of currency laws to
Crimean War (ii), 685 meet the demands of the

Pakington, Sir J. : Crimean war-- One pound
Frencb naval armaments -- Con- note panacea, etc. (ii), 525

struction of iron ships alarm-- Russia--Coining paper money not
Speech in the House of Corn- according to the wants of the
mons (ii), 679 public, but to meet necessities

Navy Estimates brought forward of the Government--Deprecia-
by, t859---Increase in arma- tion of the currency, etc. (ii),
ment, etc. (ii), 599, 621 5o4, 5o7

Palmerston, Vis., anti Palmerston Paper money and war--Chn'Se and
Administrations : scourge of the working classes

Fortification scheme---Palmerston's (i), x56 l_ote
statement in the House of Paris:
Commons (ii), 655 Congress of 1856----United States

French naval armaments--Attempt counter- proposals to Europe
to equal or surpass Great as to the exemption of private
Britain at sea, alleged (ii), 675, property of belligerents from
678 maritime capture, etc. (ii), 38t,

Invasion of England by France 382
apprehension -- Vis. Palmer- Manufacturing industry-- Number
ston's alarming speeches (if), of operations, value of their
630, 665, 692 produce, etc. (if),' 365

Steam navigation had thrown a Parliamentary career of Cobden :
bridge across the Channel-- Reasons for entering Parliament--
Declaration in the House of Representative of distinct prin-
Commons, etc. (if), 658, 563, eiples, and of a great cause (i),
565, 66o, 66i xxiv

"Sudden invasion" (if), 564, 565 Seat lost by vote against the
Naval armaments proposed by (ti), China War in 1857 (if), 699

594 _lote
Resignation of as Secretary of Parnell, Sir H., on wars undertaken

State for Foreign Affairs in for protection of commerce (i),
x852_Unauthorised expression 245
of appreciation of the coup Peace Party :
d'_.tat of Louis Philippe (if), Agitation against rivalry of warlike
56o preparations bet_veen France

Retaliatory duties threatened and Great Britain (if), 373,
against Portuguese Govern- 374
ment (i), 240, 24! Attac -l-loson (ii), 339
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Peace Party (contimredb- Peto, Sir M. (coat/m*ed)--
France and Great Britain--Hostile Steam navigation, Achievements of

tone of Enghsh Press against --Effect of on naval warfare
France--Peace Party move- (ii), 66o
meat to counteract the mischief Pitt :
(ii), 339 Commercial policy of--Value of

Peace at any price--Peace Party tile Levant trade, etc. (i), -_43
movement (ii), 339 no/c

Peel, Sir R., and Peel Administrations: French Revolution and the Great
Armaments, Expenditure on (ii), War that followed--Pitt's re-

544 sponsibility for the war, etc.
Invasion of England panics-- (ii), -099and _=ote,320

Augmentation of armaments, Pitt Clubs--" Ships, Colonies and
etc. (ii), 55__ Commerce," toast (i), 2zi and

Retrenchment in armaments in _zote
time of peace--" We must Poland, State of--Misrepresentation
consent to incur some risk" as to harbarising tendency of
(fi), 69o all Russian eneroachments--

Corn Laws, Repeal of, Tribute to Condition of the Poles before
Cobdeu--"the name which and after the dismemberment
ought to be chiefly associated (i), I65
with those services is the name Anarchy, bloodshed, and famine of
of Richard Cobden" (i), xTcxiv the past two eentnries (i), I7°

French Steam Navy, Creation of-- Condition of the Poles under
_Commizsion appointed to Russian rule (i), 174
visit British ports to investi- Conduct ofthepartitioning Powers
gate what was necessary for towards the Poles (i), I65
protection (iQ, 587 Division of Poland, Justification

Hastings', Sir T., opinion (ii), 659 for (i), I58
Relations between Cobden anti English writers and politicians_

Peel_ Long Parliamentary Misrepresentations as to the
duel, etc. (i), x.-x_iv state of Poland under Russia

Steam navigation, Effect of the --Mistaken sympathy for the
introduction on Great Britain's Poles, etc (0, x65, I7t, 178,
insular position (ii), 658, 660 x8o

Peninsular--British interventioa in Extracts from Lardner's Cabinet
the affairs of Spain--Mistaken Encyclopaedia (AppendLx) (i),
policy (i), 23o and no_ 265

Loan of arms bv Great BriL'dn Fate of Poland--Triumph of
would never 10e repaid (i), 252 justice (i), x72, t73
note Improvements- Progress and

Money which would have been wealth under Russian rule 0),
better employed in construct- z75
ing railroads in Ireland (i), 6I Insurrection of t83o :

Peter the Great : Explanation of (i), 176
Menial workman in dockyards of Povelty and weakness of Russia

Saardam and Deptford, act of shown in putting down the
devotion to the cause of corn- Insurrection (Q, 188
merce and civilisation (i), _4o Internal improvements under

Reforms given to Russia by (i), t72 Russian rule (i), t75
Peto, Sir M.: New Constitution of I572 framed

Despatch of agent to France to by the nobles--Exclusive of all
investigate the state of the benefit from the mass of the
French Navy (ii), 693 people (i), I68
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Poland (contimted)--- Portsmouth, Defenceless state of,
Nobility : alleged--Invasion of England

Nation constituted by--The rest pamcs OiL 344
of the inhabitants were roll- Portugal--British trade with, corn-
lions of serfs 0), I68, 169 pared with cost of naval escort

Responsibility of, for the Insur- -- Augmentation of duties
rection of I83o (i), r76 upon British good¢ by the

Polish refugees in England--Dis- Government of Lisbon (i), 24o,
approx_l of lectures on Polish z43
history which had been made Press, see Newspaper Pre_s
by the refugees (i), 178 note Price of food, see Food

Property, Right to possess by the Privatepropertyatsea--lnternational
people--Result of Russian rule maritime law, scc Maritime
(i), 174, x75 Law

Religious discord, Horrors of, (i), programme of Cobden :
171,172 Criticism in reference to the class

Republic of Poland -- Despotism of question--Accused as going
hundred times worse than that beyond his province, discre-
et Turkey (i), r7i dited as an enthusiast, etc. (i),

Russian severity directed against xxxvi, xxxviii
the nobihty, and not the people List of objects in view (i), xxxix
(i), 178 Measures excluded (i), xl

Slavery, Abolition of under Russian Prophecies and anticipations which
rule (i), I74 have not been fulfilled, Search

Trade and manufacture was in the for, in Cobden's writings in
hands of Germans and Jews, the hope of shaking faith in the
because the nobles had no soundness of his Trade Policy
recourse to commerce (i), (i),xii
I78 Property, Right of, see Labour and

War--Devastation and bloodshed Property, Rights of
xcas the only fa_ionable occu- Prosperity :
pation of the nobility (0, I68 Catholic and Protestarrt eountries_

Polignac. Prince, and his confederates Prosperity compared (i), 43,
--British intervention with 44, 45, 46
French Government in behalf Free Trade, Prosperity of Great
of, proposed (i), I95 note Britain due to (ii), 556, 580

Political economy, s¢¢ Economic Growth of exports, diminution
Science of pauperism, etc. (i), x

Poor Law as a remedy for Ireland, Material prosperity the sole aim,
Absurdity of, (i), 63, 64 Misrepresentation of Cobden's

Population : views (i), xix
European Empires, Population of-- Protection of commerce---Armed pro-

Relative densities -- Malte- tection, pretence for wars and
Brun's statistics (i), I35 enormous standing armaments

Increase in, in Great Britain : --Wasteful misdirection of the
Comparison between the future industr 3" of the State

prospects of United States Address of King William IV. to his
and Great Britain (i), 79, 80 Reformed Parliament I836 (i),
and note 217

Necessity for, as a means of Cheapness--Extension and pro-
increasing the wealth of the teetion of commerce depended
country in order to support the upon the cheapness of its
National Debt (i), 1o8, Io9, II3, manufactures (i), 36, 37, 2x9,
t I4 225, z54, 246
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Protection of commerce (continued)--- Protection of commerce (continued)--
Colonies--Amount of naval force land superseding England in

on the West India station, etc. the manufacture of calico
(i), 241 prints and drills (i), 226

Comparative relation between Reduction of, application of tile
British and continental manu- reduction to abolition of
factures_ManchesterChamber import duties, proposed (i),
of Commerce investigation (i), 228, 239 _zote
2r9 Ships of war and military forces

European War, Probable effect of Occupied in Defending British
another war (1), 249 Trade (i), 224

Exports of British goods, Value of Parting word between the author
--Comparisons with the Ex- and the reader as to advocatmg
penditure on Armaments 0), peace, economy, and a moral
237 a_cendency over brute violence

Force---Intluencing traffic of the (i),257
world by force (i), 246 Portugal, British trade with-

Brute violence, Inefficiency of, in Amount of, compared with
the trading concerns of the cost of escort (i), 240, 243
world (i), 226 Proof that armed fleets and armies

French Revolutionary Wars -- were not essential to the
Tyranny by Great Brttain extension or protection of
against foreign commerce (i), commerce (i), 226, 237
229, 230, 249 "Ships, Colonies and Commerce"

Gibraltar market dosed to England motto, Substituting " Cheap-
by the interdict of dearness in ness" for (i), 221
spite of its fortress and triple Turkey--Cost of protection of
hnes of batteries, etc. (i), 226, British commerce (i), 243, 244,
227, 228, 255 245, 249 note

Invasion of England apprehension United States of America :
--Result of the want of know- Commerce carried on between
ledge of hunmn nature, etc. (i), Umted States and Great
-_35 Britain needed no armanlents

Manufactures--The commerce of as its safeguard (i), 224
the country was its manufac- Rivalry of, with British rmanu-
tures, value of this commerce factures (i), 22._, 23x
to England (i), 228 Expenditure on armaments

Manufacturing competition, Corn- compared with that of Great
mencement of _ Result of Britain (i), _38 and note, 239
British brute force during the Victory of" Cheapness," Difficulties
French Revolutionary Wars (i), of achieving arising out of the
229 cost of maintaining enormous

National Expenditure_Double the armaments (i_, 234, 235, 239
amount of the whole of Wars undertaken for the protec-
exports (i), _29 tion of commerce, and their

Naval and military armaments, Ex- consequences (i), 245
penditure on (i), 85, 86, 87, Io5 Protestant religion--Prosperlty of

Extent of British naval arma- Protestant compared with
ments (i), 237, 239 and notes Catholic countries (i), 43, 44,

Increase in Naval Estimates (i), 45, 46
217, 2-_5 Prussia :

Naval force stationed in the Population for each square league
Mediterranean, Failure of, to _Comparisons with Russia,
prevent Saxony and Switzer- France, and England (i), t35
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Prussia (continued)--- Raw material (continued}--
Russian overland trade passing French manufacturing industry--

through Prussia during Crimean Dependence of France on
War, etc.--Allies' grievance England for raw material,
against Prussia (ii), 476, 477 argument against the prospects

Taxatiou--Comparisons with Rus- of war between the two
sia, France, and England (i), countries (ii) 358
136 Silk manufacture in France, Amount

"Wall of Tariffs "--Exclusion of of raw material imported since
British goods from tile German I792 (ii), 302
markets (i), xo7 (Seealso Coal, Iron, etc.)

(Refer also to title Germany) Reciprocity principle, Application of
Public accounts system in France-- in adjusting naval armaments

Expenditure on the Navy between Great Britain and
analysed (ii), 541, 542 France (ii), 702

Public Creditor--" Before you rob Reciprocity treaties :
the Public Creditor send your Aim of, absurdity from Free Tr-_de
throne to the pawn-shop" (i), point of view (i), liii
tx 5 Commercial treaty with France--

Public debt, su National Debt Charge against Cobden of
Public expenditure, see National Ex- reviving the Reciprocity Policy

penditure (i), liii
Public estimate of Cobden : Recruiting for the Arm_Difl_culties

Losing hold--In some directions of obtaining recruits among
Cohden's principles were urban population, etc. (ii),
losing their hold on the public 516
mind (i), xLx Reed, Mr.--Lecture on iron-armoured

Public opinion changing, gravi- ships(ii), 684
taring more and more in Religion :
direction of Cobden's views (i), Roman Catholicism, su that title
xxii, xxiii Russia--Toleration of the Greek

Church, etc. (ii), 492, 493
Qt/AKERS---CoUrageous men who Religious Equalityin Holland--Causes

went from Clapham and of commercial prosperity (i), 7z
Kingston to administer relief and note
during the Irish famine and Religious Persecution of the Irish--
plague (ii), 378 Irish Church Question (i), 5o,

5I, 52, 53
RAILWAYconstruction : Republican institutions -- United

Ireland, seethat title States form of government was
United States and Great Britain-- not suitable to the English

Number of miles laid down in character (i). xot, xo2
the two countries compared (i)) Retaliation Policy :
9% 9x, 92, 93 and notes Balfour's, Mr., reasons for the

Difficulties of getting Bills proposed return to a system of
through the House of Lords, retaliation (i), xiii
Effect of on construction of Palmerston's Vis., threat against
railways in England (i), 93 the Portuguese Government (i),

Rathcormac tithe tragedy--Extract 24o, 24 x
from Dublin newspaper (i), 48 Revenue--Tax on corn was not

Raw material: objected to as a means of
Cotton-- Dependence of Great revenue (i), I I6 and note

Britain on supply from United Rifle Corps, see title Volunteer RiHe
States (i), 79 and note corps
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Rochdale---Representation of in Par- Russia (conlimled)--
liament--Cobden elected during Characteristics of the Russians--
absence in America (it), 699 note Patriotism, religion, and love

Roman Catholicism : of country--Bearing of on the
Abhorrence of change which resisting power in connection

characterised Catholic States with the Crimean War (it), 485
(i), 47 Cobden's pamphlet on, object of,

Primary cause of the condition of circulation of the pamphlet,
Ireland as compared with etc. (it), 274
England and Scotland (i), 43 Cobden's visit to Russia--Descrip-

Secnlar prosperity of nations re- tion of Russia and its people
tarded by (i), 43, 44, 45, 46 (i0, 475

Zeal of the Irish people for their Crimean XVar, se¢ that title
religion--Result of rehgious Customs revenue, Amount of--
persecution in relation to the effect of the Crimean War on
maintenance of the English (it), 467
Church in Ireland (i), 49 Euxine--Russian influence in open-

Rome---Modern Europe bore no ing up navigation, etc. (i), 28,
resemblance in its moral condl- 3°
tion to that of ancient Rome-- Finances---Resources for prolong-
Fear of Russian aggrandise- ing the Crimean War (i 0' 466,
mcnt (i), 258 note 49 °

Rouen--" Manchester of France" (i), Banks of issue founded by
69 Catherine in I768 (it), 503

Russell, Lord J., and Russell's Banking system of Russia (ii),
Administrations 5o3

France and Great Britain--Mainte- Controversy between M. L6on
nance of armaments by Great Faucher and M. Tengoborski
Britain with a view of Offensive (ii), 499, 5 oo, 5ol, 5o6, 5o8, 5o9
Operations, etc. (ii), 689 Effect of the war on income and

Maritime Law--United States pro- expenditure (ii), 5o2
posal to exempt piivate Expenses of the war, Ways and
property of belligerents from Means of providing for (it), 508
maritime capture (il), 383 Extraordinary internal resources

_,lilitia, Reorganisation of_Addi- (it), 5o2
tional 5d. to the Income Tax, Income and expenditure (it), 496,
etc., arising out of the invasion 499, 5°o
of England panic (it), 55L 554 Investments in the funds of Wes-

Resignation of in I852, and advent tern Europe (d), 497
of Lord Derby (it), 56o Loans from the capitalists of

Work of in breaking up the protec- Western Europe -- Necessity
tire system after the repeal of for to enable Russia to march
the Corn Laws (i), xxxiii an army across the frontier (i0,

Russia : 497
Armaments--Expenditure on (it), National Debt--Interest of (ii),

5oo, 5ox 5o9
Attachment to country--Inhabi- Papermoney, Coiningnotaccord-

tiveness characteristic of the ing to wants of the public, but
Russians (,i), 485 to meet Government necessi-

Balance of Power, see that title ties -- Depreciation of the
Caucasian tribes--Restoration of Currency, etc. (ii), 504, 507

freedom and independence Less ruinous to an agricultural
agitation _ Interposition of people than a manufacturing
Great Britain (i), x6o nation (ii), 5o8
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Russia (contimled)-- Russia (continued)--
Political anarchy tot confusion internal and overland trade

was not the result (if), 5zo illustrated by 0i), 478
Reserve of bulhon (if), 5o6 Commodtties brought to the Fair
Sources of revenue (if), 5o0 (if) 479
Wealth of the Czar, Exaggera- Peter the Great :

tions as to (if), 496 l_lemai workman in dockyards
Fiscal Policy, see sub-heading Pro- of Saardam and Depfford. Act

tection of devotion to the cause of corn-
Foodstuffs, Supply of to the merce and civilisation (i), x4o

Countries of Western Europe Reforms given to Russia by
--Effect of tile ces._ation of Peter the Great, the seeds of
Exports urlsing out of the a Power which had grown to
Crimean War (if), 528 such greatness (i), I72

Foreign Politics--Russians' objec- Populahon--Number of inhabi-
tions to the Czar's interference rants living in towns, etc.--
in the polities of the West (if), Sopply of men for the Crimean
486 War (if), 514

Great Britain and Russia, see sub- Popular delusion and misrepresen-
headings Popular Delusion and ration in Great Britain _ to
Trade and Commerce, etc. the effect of Russian aggran-

Greek Church, Toleration of-- dtsement (i), 125 (if), 487
Places of worship for other Attwood's, Mr. T., Speech in the
denominations built at the House of Commons on Russian
expense of the Government encroachment (i), 153 _tole
(if), 49z, 493 Author's note (i), 258

Internal communications--Extra- British hatred towards Russia
ordinary facilities for long (i) 6, tz5
journeys by road and rail (J0, Abuse of the Emperor Nicholas
474 in the British Legislature (i),

Intoxicating drinks, Revenue I8o note
raised from--lnerease in the Causes of Great Britain's atti-
consumption of liquor, etc. (if), thde towards Russia (i), ISl,
500, 5ox 182

Manufacturing system, Attempt to Stuart's,Lord D.,Speechesin the
force into artificial life, Eltect House of Commons (i), I54,
of (if), 469 I55,176note, 18z, I83 and note

Mortgages _ Private mortgages British trade xwth Russia, see sub-
hardly known in Russia (it), heading Trade
5o9 Cobden's pamphlet on Russia,

Moscow, Description of the city object of the pamphlet, etc.
(if), 465 (if), 274

Napoleon's in_-asion of Russia_ Dardanelles, Occupation of by
Failure to take Moscow--- Russia--Exclusion of all trade
Lesson to Allies in the Crimean from the Black Sea, etc., would
War (if), 465 follow, alleged (i), _7

Natural products of : Encroachments by Russia_
Cheap supply of all that consti- Charges which could be

tuted the main waz_ts of an equally applied to England
army (if), 5o9 (i), IS3

Nicholas, Personal character.-- Territory, Acquisition of by
Interference of in foreign England and Russia during
affairs, etc. (if), 486, 487 the last century compared

Nishni Novgorod Fair--Extent of (i), I53 , I55 hole
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Russia (couliuuezt)--- Russia (conlinned}--
Exaggerated views respecting the of Russia by Bonaparte

power of Russia (i), 184 illustration (i), x84, 185
False assumption of Rus_.an Poland Insurrection illustra-

aggrandisement (i), r58-I64 tion 0), x88
Future growth of Russmn Weakness exemplified in its

dominion--Alarming picture uncultivated surface, its
given by Russo-Maniac orators scattered position and un-
(i), 18z civilised people, etc. (i), r84

Geographical position of Russia Rise of commerce of St.
--Impediments in the way of Petersburg unparalleled in
Russia becoming a great naval Europe (i), z4, 15
power, etc. (i), 188, I89, 19o. Russian influence, Result of over
I93 conquered territory (i), 158,

Government of Russia-- Corn- 159, z6o, r6I
parisons with Turkey (0, Size of the Russian Empire---
r27 V¢onder and alarm excited by

Indian Empire--Russian pos- 0), 134, 135, I36, r37, r47, 19_
session of Turkey a source of Trade and commerce, Popular
danger to Indian Empire, delusion that Russia was an
Absurdity of apprehension anti-commercial nation, see sub-
(i), 2o heading Trade and Commerce

China, Non-invasion of, argu- Universal sovereignty as the
ment against the possibility ultimate aim of Russia,
of Russia invading India (i), alleged (i), 182
x85 Difficulties in the way of_

Mountain tribes--Result of Nature's boundaries for

Russian aggrandisement--Eft- different communities (i),
cyclepw.dia Britannica article r91, t92
on Caucasus (i), 16o, 16I WELt with Russia--Great Britain

Opposite careers of aggrandise- had no pretence, consistent
ment of Russia and England-- with reason or justice, for going
Labour anti improvement in to war with Russia [i), I93
Britain and territorial aggran- Warlike people--Russians were
disement in Russia_Relative the least warlike people in
consequences to the two the world (ii), 487 , 488
Empires (i), i48 , 149 , I5o (See also titles Poland and

Population _ Number of in- Turkey)
habitants per each equal league Protection v. Free Trade--Effect of
--Comparisons with Russia, Protectionist Policy and its
France, and England (i), r35 bearing on the Crimean War

Poverty and weakness of Russia (ii), 468
--Lack of wealth necessary Advantages of Protection in time
for warlike operations for of war (ii), 47I, 472
the conquest of European Agriculture, Sacrifice of to the
nations, etc. {i), I83, 184, protective interests of manu-
185, _87 ; OiL 498 factures (ii), 469, 47 °

Invasion of China proposed by Asia, Overland trade with--Tea
Catherine---Expedition aban- and furs brought overland from
doned for the want of money from China, Siberia, etc. (ii),
(i), i86 480

Mihtary forces--Inability of Capital of older Countries,
Russia to concentrate and Development of new Countries
support an army--Invasion dependent on (ii), 473

d
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Russia (co_tinued}-- Russia (continued)-...-
Commencement of the Profec- Trade and commerce--Popular

tionist Policy (it), 468 delusion in Great Britain that
Commercial interests between Russia was an anti-commercial

England and Russia, Preserva- nation, etc. (i), 142, I43
tion of peace by--Advantages British trade with Russia :
of Free Trade (it), 472, 473 Comparison with British trade

Imports and exports, Amount of with Turkey (i), Io, 14, 345
compared with home trade, Cotton exports, Amount of (i),
(it), 477 i51 note

Iniury caused by attempting to Shipping at Odessa statistics
force a manufacturing system (i), "9
into ,artificial life (it), 469 Facts proving the opposite to be

Internal communications in the case (it), 28, 29, 3o, x42, I43
Russia--Overland route of Imports and exports, Amount of,
exports and imports (ii), 476 comparisons with home trade

Most restrictive tariff in Europe, (it), 477
with the exception of France Laws for the encouragement of
(it), 47 z trade (i), x43, x44

Natural industries of Russia Odessa, Advance of in wealth,
(it), 47 z trade, and population--Argu-

Prosperity of the countt T re- mentagainst theRussiansbeing
tarded by Protection (i 0, 471 an anti-commercial people (i),

Railway connecting Moscow with 28
the Crimea, Effect of on the Protection v. Free Trade, se_ that
invasion of the Crimea (it), 47.3 sub-heading

Raw mater/al--Independence of Russia, Turkey, and England, Pamph-
Russia on maritime trade (ii), let on :
479 Advertisement and note (i), i22

Seaports, Creation of under Free Object of the pamphlet--Effect
Trade, Effect of on the war produced by, etc. (i), 122 note
(it), 471, 472 Russian politics--Pamphlet on Eng-

Tea and furs, Supply of by, over- land was not written with the
land route from China, Siberia, view of advocating Russian
etc. (it), 48o politics (i), 37 note

Working of the system (it), 469
Public appointments, Germans ST. PETERSBURG----Rise in Commerce

holding in Russia (it), 49o unparalleled in Europe (i), 14
Religious feeling in Russia and its Saunderson, Mr.--Lord Mayor of

bearing on the Crimean War-- London--Statements in the
Crimean War a religious war, House of Commons (:t792) as
etc_ (it), 493 to alleged plot to surprise the

Regaining ior their religion the Tower of London (i), 124
ascendency over countries sub- Savings Banks--Amount of deposits
jected to Mussulman rule (it), in Banks of the United King-
493 dora (i), % II 4

Shipping interest--Maritime corn- Saxony manufactures--Superiority as
merce of Russia carried on in to quality and cheapness to
foreign bottoms--Ineffective- British manufactures (i), 219,
hess of blockade during 226, "27, 228, 255
Crimean War (i 0' 48I Science, Application of to the process

Taxation--Relative taxation of of human destruction_Mr.
Prussia, France, and England Nasm)4.h's invention, etc. (it),
compared with Russia (i), I36 354, 355
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Scott Russell, Mr., on ironclad ships, South America :
origin of the introduction of Balance of European Power system,
iron plates, etc. (ii), 686, 687 Exclusion of the South Ameri-
note can States from (i), _I2 and note

Seamen--Manning the Navy, see title Independence of---Canning's de-
Naval Armaments claration, "Calling into exis-

Simnnon--Finest river in the United tence a new world to adjust
Kingdom (i), 4o the balance of the old" (i), 213

"Ships, Colonies and Commerce" Spain:
motto, substituting "Cheap- Abhorrence of tile Spanish people
heSS" for (i), 221 and note of change, which characterised

Silk manufacture in France : all Catholic States (i), 47
Raw material, Importation of-- Great Britain's intervention in the

Increase in since I792 (it), agairs of Spain--Mistaken
362 policy (i), 23o and note

Superiority of French manufacture French invasion :
over British manufacture (it), Great Britain coming to the
355, 36I rescue of Spain while famine

Slave Trade : and pestilence was raging in
Clarkson's agitation agalnst_Tri- Ireland (i), 59, 60

bute to (it), 575 Loan of Arms by the British
Great Britmn's attempt at putting Government would never be

down--Excessive Navy kept repaid (i), _5o note
up for, etc. (i), 83 note Trans-Atlanticambition--Miserable

Smith, Adam : Spectacle of a Nation resulting
British Colonial Policy, Opinions from (i), 2i

as to (i), 25 SpanishMarriages question--Rupture
Connection in Smith's mind he- between England and France,

tween the facts of science Effect of on increase of arma-
and the social laws which ments (it), 548
gave them meaning (i), Spe.ctatorNInvasion of England by
xxvi France panic, Sir W. Moles-

Society for Promulgating beneficent worth's remonstrance as to a
truths of the "Wealth of sudden invasion without a
Nations "--Regret that no such declaration of war, etc. (it),
Society had been formed (i), 356 note, 55°
25, 26 Spenser on the state of Ireland, Quo-

Smyrna, Effect of barbarism and tations from (i), 39 note, 47,
indolence of the Turkish rule 48, 72, 73 note
on (Q, 18 Spithead-- Naval Review on the

Social Condition of the People : termination of the Crimean
Continental countries, Comparisons War, Display of Steam Gun-

with the masses of the English boats, etc. (u), 584
• people (it), 37.'3 Spoliation, see title Labour and Pro-

Necessity for the English people to perry, Rights of_Violation
turn their attention to their Standing armaments--Pretence for
own position instead of inter- maintaining enormous standmg
fering in foreign affairs (it), armaments, see titles Arran-
374, 375 merits, Naval Armaments, and

Somerset, Duke of--Speech in the Protection of Commerce
House of Lords in reply to State affairs--Application of same
Lord Lyndhurst's attack as rules of common sense to as
to national defences against were applied to individual
French invasion (if), 649 undertakings (i), 242
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State of the nation in t8oi--Extract Stuart, Lord D. (continucdj--
from Mr. Grey's (afte_vards Russian encroachments, etc. (i),
Lord Grey) speech in the 154, 155, I76, 182, iS 3 and note,
House of Commons (i), 157 184

State policy---Resolving queshons of Stuart's work on America--Rejection
State policy into matters of of by Lincoln Mechanics'
pecuniary calculation (i), 238 Institute (i), 77 no/e
note Suffrage, Extension of -- Cobden's

States system of Europe, refer to views (i), xi, xii
Balance of Power Sugar duties--Discriminating duties

Statesman--Cobden a statesman in on West Indian sugar, Abolition
the highest sense of tile term of--Effect of on th_ plea of
(i), lxi, lxii defending the Colonies (i), 22

Steam engine, Invention of--Effect Supremacy of Great Britain at sea,
of compared with all the wars see Naval Supremacy
since the beghming of time (i), Switzerland :
I4S Catholic and Protestant population

Steam navigation--Effect of on the --Industry and prosperity of
character of naval warfare, the people compared (i), 44, 45
Effect of on Great Britain's Manufactures--Superiority of as
insular position, etc. to quahty and cheapness to

Bridging the Channel: British manufactures 0), 2z9,
Palmerston's, Vis., declaration in 226, 227, 228, 255

the House of Commons (it), Syria:
562, 565 Effect of Turkish rule on--Deserted

Peel's, Sir R., statement that waste (i), x6
steam navigation had bridged France and Great Britain, Rupture
tile Channel for the purpose between in x84o -- Effect of
of aggression, etc- (it), 658 on increase of armaments (it),

Statement inaccurately attri- 545
buted to Sir R. Peel (d), Talle3a-and's, M. de, mission to
66o, 66i London during the French

Facilities for offence rather than Revolution, Object of, etc. (it),
defence (ii), 658 3II

Steamship communication with Tariff, see titles Free Trade, Corn
America, see Trans-Atlantic Laws, Discriminating Duties, •
Steamship Communication etc., also Names of Foreign

Stevens, Mr., on origin of the intro- Countries---Protection, etc.
duction of iron plates for naval Taxation :
ships (it), 686 Basis of--lndirect taxation, etc. :

Strength of nations estimated accord- Object in imposing a tax,
ing to their armaments--Corn- Superiority of a direct tax
mon error among statesmen (i), xlvii
(i), Io5 Only method of taxing the

True source of natioual greatness masses argument (i), xlvii
was labour and improvement Remission of, the first object in
(i), 147, 203, 256, 258 financial reform -- Cobden's

Stuart, Lord D.--Speeches in the views (i), xxxix, xlvi
House of Commons : Reversal of policy which ruled

Invasion of England by France from I842, owing to extra-
panic (i), x24 vagance in peace expenditure

Napoleon's regard for the Balance (i), xvi
of Power in Europe (i), 202 Threefold objection to indirect
note taxes (i), xlvii
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Taxation (continued)-- Timber duties--Canadian exporters
Burden of taxation brought about of timber, Privileges accorded

by Great Britain's intervention to (i), -_2
in European affairs (i), 9 Times--Cobden's pamphlet on Russia

Colonial Empire, Acquisition and first published in (it), 274
maintenance of, Effect of on Tithes Question, Ireland--Religious
taxation of the English people persecution of the Irish people
(i), 2I, 35 (i), 50. 51, 53, 53

Manufactures of Great Britain re- Tory Party--Reversal of condemna-
tardedby--Necessityforreduc- tory policy, resolution in the
lion of taxatlonto meet foreign House in I85-_ in favour of
competition (i), .o-_o Cobden's Free Trade Prm-

National Debt, see that title ciples (i), ix.
Russia, Pru_ia, France, and Eng- Tour through Europe made by

land--Relative taxation corn- Cobden, Interest and attention
pared (i), I36 roused by (i), xxx-vi

United States and Great Britain : Tournefort--Condition of the people
Comparisons between taxation in Turkey 0), 58 _wte
burdens of the tg, o countries Tog, er of London, Plot against,
0), 83, 83, 84, 85 (refer also to aileged--Lord Mayor's state-
United States---Rivalry) ment in tile House of Corn-

Taxes on knowledge--Comparisons mons (r792) (i), _24
between United States and Towns, Inhabitants of :
Great Britain in relation to Superior courage, compared g, ith
education (i), 96 rural population (it) 516

Tengoborskl, M., and M. Leon Supply of men from towns as
Faucher- Russian finances recruits for large movable
Controversy (it), 499, 5oo, 5oi, armies---Physical and eeono-
5o6, 5o8, 5o9 mical obstructions in the way

Territorial conquests made by Great of (it) 515, 516

Britain during past cen- Trade and Commerce--British trade,
tury : etc. :

Balance of Power, Working of the Altered circumstances of the last
system, (i), 2oo, 2oI century which made the

Enlargement of the British Empire "States system " inapplicable
at the expeose of other coun- to to-day--Rise and paramount
tries (i), r53, r54, x55 importance of commercial

England had acquired three times America, etc. (i), t22 (refer aim
as much temto D, as Russia to titles Balauce of Power,
during the last century (i) I55 Foreign Politics, etc.)
note Annihilation of British trade--

Thiers, M. : Absurdity of apprehension--
Armaments necessary to maintain Napoleon's war against Briti_l

peace, (i0 348 commerce illustration (0, It,
Cotton industry of France, Growth 3o, 36, to6

of (it), 360 China, see that title
Great Britain's Responsibility for Commerce was the grand panacea

tile French War of 1793 (it), 33° --It was the means by which
Praise due to the Revolution of civilisation gas spread (i),

I789 (i0, 33 I, 333 36
Thomas, C. P., on British and conti- Coutinental trade -- Comparisons

nental manufactures, Corn- between British and United
paratave relation (i), 2r9 States trade with the Coo-

Three Panics, see Invasion tinent (i) ._r4
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Trade and Commerce (continued}-- Trade and Commerce (conffnued)--
Defence of British Commerce-- France--Great Britain and

Wars undertaken for, in spite France
of the fact that trade never United States- Rivalry between
could be forced (i), Io, x z, 36, United States and Great Britain,
Io4 (referalso to title Ih-otection see United States of America
of Commerce) Trans-ALlantic steamship communi-

Exclusion of British fabrics by cation:
Continental Countries---Court- Arrixnal and departure of steamers
tries for whose independence twice a week between England
Great Britain had fought (i), and America predicted (i), 68
IO7 Cobden's views on--Importance

Foreign competition, s¢¢ title Corn- to Ireland of Trans-Atlantic
petition steam-packet stations (i), 4

Foreign customers--What induces Direct communication behveen
them to come to the English Ireland and America pre-
market--Cheapness, notfrieud- dieted (i), 68
ship (i), 36, 37, 219, 225, 234, Irish Trans-Atlantic packet station
246 first one established at Galway

Foreign trade -- British trade ex- (i), 68 no&
ceeded that of any other com- Steamship crossed the Atlantic from
mercial nation (i), I46 Savannal_ to Liverpool in 18t 9

French rix'alry in manufactures, see (i), 08 note
Manufactures Time of passage from New York to

Imports and export statistics (i), z2, Liverpool (25 days) (i), 214 note
t3, x4 ; (it), 362, 364 Turkey--

Value of exports -- Expenditure B',dance of Power, see that title
on armaments compared (i), 237 Condition of the people---No beggars

Ireland -- Restrictions placed on to be seen in the streets---Corn-
commerce by England, Effect parison with the condition of
of (i), 4I the Irish people (i), 58 and note

Levant, Comparative value of Natural products of (i), I5
British trade in, etc. (i), 243 State of Turkey--Great Britain's
and lwte policy in aiding to maintain

Manufactures, see that title, also the status quoof Turkeyagainst
Cotton Manufactures, etc. possible Russian encroach-

Peace, Preservation of, by com- merits (i), 6, 2o8, 2o9
mercial interests between Aggrandisement of a Christian
nations--Advantages of Free Power at the expense of Tur-
Trade over Protection (it), 472, key, even should flint Power
473 be Russia, advocated (i), 26

Prosperity of the country arising Answers to the objections to the
out of Free Trade, exports aggrandisement of Russia (i),
doubled in five years, etc., see 142
Prosperity Balance of Power in Europe---

Russia and Turkey, British trade Turkey as member of the
with the two countries com- European system, see title
pared, see title Russia--Trade Balance of Power

Supremacy of Great Britain--Rus- Barbarism and corruption--Not
sian occupation of Constanti- one European custom had
nople, Danger of, etc. (refer to been adopted by the Turks,
title Turkey) etc. (i), 207. 208, 209

Treaty of Commerce between Great Character of the Turks and
Britain and France, see title Russians compared (i), t44
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Turkey (ccnttinue.d)--- Turkey (continued)-
Civilisation and progress made raeter of the population--

by Russia compared-with Tur- Wonder and alarm excited
key (i), I4 o by, etc., I34, x47, t9x

Cobden's Pamphlet on, Objects United States of America was
of the pamphlet-- Cobden's the danger to the supremacy
views on the question, etc. (i), of Great Britain, not Russia
122 (i), 15I and note

Commerce--Turkishaversion and Decay and ruin throughout
contempt for trade (i), 13z Turkey of what was once

Dangers, Alleged, which threat- more fruitful than the richest
ened England as the eonse- plains of Sicily---Causes of,
quence of the possession of etc. (i), x28
Constantinople by Russia Comparisons with Russian

Anti-commercial nation, Rus- ctvilisation (i), 25I
sin as, alleged (i), x42, I43 Extracts from various writers

British commerce, Danger to--- illustrative of the condition
Amount of trade carried on of Turkey--Appendix (i),
with Russia and Turkey 2fx>-264
compared (i), Io, x4, r44, I45, What Turkey might become
147, 2_8, 243 could the population of the

Fear of the danger of an United States be substttuted
eruption of its people into for the Mahomedans (i), x6
Western Europe and the 17, x8
possibility of another de- Education and learuing--All
struction of civilisation, etc. learning outside the Koran
(i), 258 note despised by the Turks (i), I3o

Financial transactions could Finland, Conquestof by Russia--
only be carried on through Results of--Why did not the
the medium of England-- same results follow the con-
Russia could not seclude quest of Turkey ? (i), I39, I4 I
herself from the trade of the Imputed vwtues of the Turks--
rest of the world (i), I45, 146 Charity, etc. (0, I34

lndmn Empire, Danger to (0, Interest of England argument (i),
I9, 20, I85 I27, 14z

Nature of the population-- Internal improvements, Neglect
Tribes such as Circassian of(i), I3o
and Georgiansdesignatedby Internal interference with the
the alarmist writers as Ottoman territory by Great
" Nations" (i), I37 Britain--Russian and Austrian

Naval Power--Russia would jealousy, etc. (i), 32
become the first Maritime Invasmn of Turkey by Russia
Power--Geographical diffi- was not advocated by Cobden
culties of erecting a Naval (i), _5t
Power in the B,'dtie, etc. (i), Motives for defending the
188, I89, 19o Turkish territory (i), 8

Power and wealth which Rehgion of the Turks---Fanatic
Russia must obtain to con- and brutalising religion 0),
stitute herself a danger to I29, 13o, 13I
England (i), 138, I39 Subjugation of Turkey by Rus-

Taxatmn -- Disadvantageous sin--Probable consequence of
position of Russia (i), I36 --England the gainer, and not

Size of Russia_Vastness of the sufferer by the event (i),
territory--W_de-spread cha- 126
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Turkey (co.tim_ed)--- United States of America (continued)
Superiority of the Government of deck of a British vessel in-

Russia to that of Turkey (i), cident--Prospeet of war he-
*27 tween America and Great

Territory governed by the Turks Britain (if), 692
in the past--History of Turkish European Powers' disapproval
conquests, etc. (i), 128 of Captain Wilks's action (if),

"Trifling succour" which Great 694
Britain was called on to render Jews---American toleration of (i),
Turkey (i), 3I 5! and note

Urquhart, Mr. D.--Influence of Mineral resources--Europe sur-
on the public mind as to the passed in its rich beds of coal,
Russo-Turkish Question (i), etc. (i), I52 note
*25 .ore New York Chamber of Commerce--

Pamphlet, Quotations from Maritime Law, Proposals to
(i), 7, 8, 9, 1o, I4, 19, 27, substitute the fourth article of
31 the Declaration of Paris (if),

%Vallachia and /vloldavia--Con- 382
dition of arising out of Turkish Rise and paramount importance of
misgovernment (i), 162 from commercial point of view

War between Great Britain and --Altered circumstances of
Russia in defence of Turkey, European affairs which made
Protest against (i), 249, 253, it necessary for a change in
256 Foreign Policy of Great

England had no interest in the Britain (i), I22
preservation of Turkey (i), Rivalry between United States and
25o, 25,, 256 Great Britain _ Commercial

Turkish conquests, History of (i), x27, rivalry which in all probability
*28 would place Great Britain

second in the rank of nations

UNION of European States (refer to (i), xiv
Balance of Power) Aristocracy, Attitude of towards

United States of America : America--Prejudiced party (i),
Balance of European Power--Ex- 76

clusion of the North American Armaments, Expenditure on corn-
Continent (i), 2xo, 213 pared (i), 82 and note, 83, 84,

Civil War : 85, 238 and note
Cobden's interest in the contro- Armour-cased vessels, Expen-

versy, predictions of triumph, diture on duringthe Crimean
etc. (i), lxii War (if). 7o0

Combat between Mo.itot and Navy, Augmentation of_Ef-
Merrimac--Attempt to create fect of the inflated arma-
in Great Britain an invasion ments of Great Britain (if),
panic (if), 7o0 534

Cobden's visit to (i), 4 Books and papers giving favour-
Great Britain and United Status: able pictures of America ex-

British exports to---Mutual De- cluded from libraries and
pendence of England and news-rooms in England (i), 77
America, etc. (i), 79, 80 and note, and note
222, 223 Cheap diplomacy--Comparisons

Commercial rivah3", see sub-head- with the expensive d_plomacy
ing Rivalry of Great Britain (i), i08

Wilks's, Captain, seizure of Cheapness the one element in
American citizens from the the competition (i), 222

I"
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United States of America (continued) United States of America (continued)
Commerce with countries of Navies of the two countries,

Europe -- Comparisons with etc. 0), 82, 83, 84
British trade (i), 2I 4 National Debt, Discharge of--

Commercial connection between Disadvantages which Great
the tavo countries (i), 77, 78 Britain would have to en-

Cotton manufacture : counter in competing with the
Amount of capital employed i,l untaxed labour of tile inhabi-

--Competition with British rants of America (i), 8i, xo6
fabrics in theMediterranean, National expenditure of tile two
etc. (i), 88, 89 countries, Comparisons between

Rise and progq'ess in United (i), 82-85
States (i), 232 Newspaper Press, Superiority of

Education, Universality of-- over that of Great Britain--
Superior rank of civilisation Number of newspapers pub-
and power the ultimate out- fished in the two countries
come (i), 94, 95, 96 and etc. (i), 96, 97 and hole
note Old school and new schools of

Foreign politics, Intervention by traders--Relative positions of
Great Britain at the sacrifice the two great Commercial
of the commercial interests of Naval Rivals (i), 98, 99
the country (i), 85, 86, lO4 Railway construction--Contrast

Government of the United States between the number of miles
was the best in the world (i), laid down in the two coun-
xoxandnote tries (i), 9° , 9I, 92, 93 and

Holland and Great Britain-- note
Parallel cases (i), 89 Republican institutions were un-

Indifference displayed by Great suited to Great BriL'tinmDemo-
Britain towards growth of cracy formed no element in
wealth and power m America the materials of Enghsh cha-
(i), 76 racter (i), IOl, xo2 and note

Industry, economy and peaceful Survival of Great Britain lay in
policy of America was Eng- adopting American examples
land's danger far more than (i), Io 3
tile growth of Russia (i), Taxation burdens compared (i),
78 8r, 82, 83, 84, 85

Confirmation of views pre- Trades of the taro countries,
viously expressed, result of comparisons between--Popu-
a visit to America, etc. (i), lation and expert statistics (i),
x5x and note 79, 80 and note

Manufactures, United States Unparalleled advance of the
competition (i), 87 United States in wealth and

Establishment of manufactures population (i), 79
as the result of British Separation of from the Mother
tyranny against foreign com- Country
merce during the French Obtaining merely with a view to
Revolutionary Wars (i), 23r , escape payment of money due
232, 233 to English creditors, alleged

Mechanical genius of the (i), 76
Americans and British corn- Result of--Increased commer-
pared (i), 89 eial intercourse with the

Mercantile Marine, Comparisons Mother Country (if), 286
between the two countries--- Trans-Atlantic steamship commu.
Amount of expenditure on the nication, see that title
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United States of America (coldinued) War, Evils of (continued)--
Turkey,substitutingUnitedStates Bestsecurityforpeacewas to be

populationforthe inhabitants prepared for war- Maxim
of Turkey--Resultswhich which could only apply to
would probablyfollow(i),18, nationsofantiquity,etc.--Lord
19 Aberdeen on, 1849 (ii), 348, 349

U_ban Population, see Towns Burmese War, see that title
Urquhart, Mr.--Formerly Secreta_. of Causes (under her own control)

/he English Embassy at Con- which render a country liable
slantinoplc : to war (i), xlv

"England, France, Russia, and Chemistry, Power of, Application
Turkey." pamphlet, Quotations to the purpose of war--Safe-
from (i), 7, 8, 9, Io, x4, x9, 27, 31 guard against future triumph

Russo-Turkish Questaon--Mr. Urqu- of savage hordes over civilised
hart's influence on the public countries (i), 259
mind (i), 125 Colonies--Wars undertaken on

Usury laws, Working of during the behalf of under the delusion
Great French War (ii), 525 that the Colonies were profit-

able acquisitions (i), 156 and
VALENTIA, Island of--Nearest point of _zo/e

land in Europe to America (i), Commercial interests between
66 nattons, Preservation of peace

Vanity--Characteristic of the English by--Advantages of Free Trade
race (i), 9 over Protection (ii), 472, 473

Vast and scattered Empire of Russia, Constitutional freedom--Education
set Russia--Popnlar Delusion and civilisation were the out-
and M_srepresentatiou, etc come of peace (i), 35, 36

Verney, Sir H.--Speech in the House Crimean War, see Crimea
of Commons on Russia and the Defence of Comlllercej wars tinder-
Balance of Power (i), I25, _wte taken for in spite of the fact

Vienna Conference--Austria'sofferto that trade never could be
resist attack by Russia upon forced (i), IO, I L 36 (see also
Turkey, etc.--Bearing of on title protection of commerce)
the Crimean war (ii), 532 Englishman's love of fighting--

Volunteer Rifle Corps, Establishment England had been the most
of -- Result of invasion of c_>mbahve and aggressive
England by France panic (ii), community (ii), 376
6-_9 Striking the first blow--Boast of

Vorula, Gulf of---Cost of British the English (i), 156 _tot¢
Fleet in (i), 3° Expenditure on war :

Absorbing floating capital for,
WALLACmA and Moldavia, State of Evil results of {ii), 5._3

arising out of Turkish mis- Great Britain's expenditure--
government (i), I62 Result of intervention in

War, Evils of--Blessings of peace, foreign polities (ii), 376
etc. (ii), 528 France, War with, see France--

Abstracting labour from produe- Revolution, etc.
rive employment, etc. (ii), 525 Free Trade the surest guarantee of

Balance of Power in Europe_ peace (i), x_ccix, 2e2
Fruitless wars undertaken to Improvements, labour, and dis-
maintain the Balance of Power, coveries -- Greatest blessing
see Balance of Power conferred on a people by, and

Bankruptcies in time of peace not by the sword of the con-
and war compared (i), 248 queror, (i), x47, 2o3, _56, z58
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War, Evils of (conlinned)-- War prices, Results of to agricul-
Superiority of, over efforts of turists, etc. (i), 24% 248

brute force and violence--- War and paper money--Curse and
Relative consequences of the scourge of the working classes
opposite careers of aggrandise- (i), I56 note
merit of Russia and Engh'md Warlike preparations--Expenditure
(i), x48, I49, 15o on armaments, see titles Arma.

Interest of tile middle and indus- ments and Naval ArmamenLs
trial classe_ in peace I (i), Warriors--Erection of monuments to
34 in churches, etc.--English-

International Maritime Law, see man's love of war, etc. 0i),
Marittme Law 376, 377

Invasion of England by France-- Wathington, blajor--On defence of
Possibility of war between the Great Britain against possible
two countries, see Invasion French invasion (ii), 67I note

Loss of human life by all the wars "Wastrel," Definition of (i), I t8 and
of past ages (i), 246 1tote

Military heroes, Popularity of, in Watt and Arkwright--Commanders
spite of the fact that the wars in the war of improvement
they had engaged in were (i), 148
unjust and unnecessary wars, Wealth governs the world (i), Io5
see Wellington Wealth of Great Britain--Mineral

No Government had a right to riches were the secret of her
plunge its people into hostility wealth, not the growth of the
except in defence of their own soil (i), I I I
national honour or interest "Wealth of Nations "--Formation of

(i), 8 Societies in connection with--
Explanation of Cobden's views Regret that no such Society

(i), xl, xli had been formed (i), 2.5, 26
Pretence for, see titles Balance of Welby, Lord--Prefaceby (i), viii-xviii

Power, Protection of Corn- Wellington, Duke of :
merce, etc. Alarms which characterised his old

Repetition of wars under the same age :
circumstances and conditions, Exhibition of x85x--Precautions
Arguments against (ii), 351 against insurrection (ii), 34 I

Result of war--No class or calling Invasion of England by France
derived substantial or perma- apprehension--Letter written
nent advantage from war (i), to Gen. Burgoyne in 1847 (ii),
247, 250 340, 341

• Science, Application of, to the Death of :
process of human destruction, Public attention carried back to
costliness of wars compared wars witll France, Revival of
with the past (ii), 354 the old animosity between Eng-

Steam engine and other inventions, land and France, etc. OiL 567
Effect of, compared with all Sermon on the death of--Unsuit-
the wars since the beginning ability of the Duke of
of time (i), 148 Wellington's career as a sub-

Turkey---Great Britain going to ject for pulpit manifestations
war with Russia in defence of (it), 276, 379
Turkey, Protest against (i), Duty, Wellington's strict perform-
249, 256 ance of--Criticism of eulogistic

Whig Aristocracy of t815, Attitude references to (ii), 282, 283
of, towards war (ii), 582 and Lavishing admiration upon war-
note riors regardless of the cause to
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Wellington, Duke of (contimted)-- Windham, Mr.--War with France,
which they may devote them- Justification for (ii), 3x9
seh'es (ii), 276, 281, 282 Wood, Sir C. :

National defence, Letters on, Speeches in the House of Commons
Effect "of in creating an on the state of the British
invasion panic and augmenting Navy (ii), 589
armaments (ii), 548, 552, 56o Vindication of his management of

Pagan honours paid to--He who the Admiralty (il), 612
fought the battle of tlmt un- Wool :
righteous coalition (ii), 334 Exportation of from Ireland pro-

West Indies : hibited by England (i), 42
Monopoly of trade to Canada (i), Foreign wools, Dependence of

23 Yorkshire industry on (i), i ii
Naval force, Amount of for pro- note

tection of commerce (i), -_4I Writings of Cobden :
Sugar -- Discriminating duties First literary productions, etc. (i), 4

"moustrous impolicy," etc. Purity of style, Example to students
(i), 22 of Enghsh, etc. (i), xvii

"What Next--and Next ?" (ii), 46o, Value of :
46I Investigation of principles which

Vc'higs: should be recognised m all
Aristocracy of 1815, Attitude of measures regulating inter-

to,yards war (ii), 582 and course between nations (i), Lx
twit Value of Cobden's pamphlets at

Failure of their foreign policy-- the present day, notwlthstand-
State of Europe in x834-- ing change of circumstances,
Extracts from newspapers (i), etc. (i), xviii, x-xii
32, 33, 34 note Wyndham's, Mr., Irish land measure

Wilks's, CapL, seizure of American confirmed and justified the
citizens from the deck of a policy of Cobden andGladstone
British vessel incident, see (i), xv
United States--Great Britain Yorkshire industry--Dependence of
and United States on foreign wools (i), Itx no/_
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